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FOREWORD
The farm has been

the recruiting ground for the cities since
There has been a steady stream of

the early days in America.

boys and

girls

the rural areas.

pouring into our growing industrial centers from
No doubt there are many reasons for this con-

The major goal of every civilized man's efforts
and the best home possible. It has not been possible
for the country home to have the easy conveniences of the city
dwelling. In a land of comfort and cleanliness, of steam heat and
running water, the rural boy and the rural girl have had less than
their share.
There has been less, too, in the way of social resistent migration.

is

a

home

sources, although

and wholesome

more

living.

in the way of good
By many a boy and

air,

the open country

girl the city is

viewed

as the land of opportunity.
It is important for a nation to have a well-balanced relationship
between rural and city life.
cannot expect that the farm

We

on the farm simply because he was born there. The
boy
American farm offers just as good a jumping-off place into the
great world as does the city. We have reached the stage where
we need a dependable and carefully handled agriculture. The
country's basic industry must be in the hands of those who have
a love of the soil as well as the necessary plans and foresight so
will stay

that they will not impoverish the soil or fail to adjust themselves
new economic order and to the cooperative plans for the

to the

handling of crops.

A

most careful study of

all

farm lands from

the standpoint of their adaptability to certain crops and their relationships to the market is now required as never before.

There has been a rise in the standards of rural housing, but in
general the farmhouse has lagged behind the city house in the esIt is often more
sentials of sanitation, convenience and comfort.
more
to provide, for
sometimes
and
house,
difficult,
expensive per
and
water
to
an
isolated
farm dwellinstance, running
electricity
At
it is to a row of city homes.
the
same
than
time, the cash
ing,
income from many farms has been low or variable. In 1930, of
the six million farm homes in the United States, one million had
running water piped into the house.

had

electricity.

Certainly

to afford a proper

it

is

A

still

possible for

smaller proportion

more of our farms

pump, or hydraulic-ram equipment, or a

tank,
vii
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or some kind of installation that would

water at

least into the kitchen.

make

It is largely

it possible to pipe
a matter of habit.

The

increase in the number of automobiles owned by farmers
would indicate that the lack of water supply for the house is not
due to poverty. Fifty-eight per cent of the nation's farmers own
over four million cars, in addition to trucks and tractors.
At the bottom of the lower standard of rural housing, there
are long-established home habits and a good deal of mental inertia.
The farmer is more isolated in his home. He is not so apt to be

inspired by the necessity of meeting the sanitary standards of his
neighbors. Often too, he and his wife are contented to take the

houses of their

fathers

just

as

find

they

them.

Not many

farmers weigh the purchase of a new car or a new roof for the
barn against the desirability of piping water into the house or
installing a

shower bath.

Perhaps the

women on

the farm have

not fully appreciated how much a few simple additions would do
for them in their day-to-day work.
The farm is handicapped by the fact that it offers both an oc-

cupation and a place of residence. The farm, as a place of business or as a producing unit seeking to manufacture with the help
of the sun certain important foods, is often not viewed as a home.
If

many farmers gave

the

same attention

to perfecting the physical

environment of their families, as they do in selecting and improving the environment of their plants and prize stock, the standard
of rural housing would go to higher levels at once, regardless of
The wise expenditure of rather limited
agricultural incomes.

funds can produce much better homes in our countryside than
are those which are the product of tradition and what might be
called a delayed reaction in the appreciation of modern housing
Of course, it is natural for the farmer, with his
opportunities.

hard work and comparatively simple life, to seek simplicity in
A modern house is a complex mechanism, requiring
a good deal of special knowledge and some engineering skill for its
efficient construction and maintenance, as does a ship or a factory.
In fact, the farm home can be viewed as a factory, and should be

the home.

built

with the same care.

It is

not expected that the individknowledge to plan and con-

ual farmer shall have the technical
struct his

seem

to

hands.

home

efficiently.

So

far, those

have been unable to get

As

who

sufficient

could help him most

knowledge into

his

the authors of this volume discovered, there exist no
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house plans for farm homes adequate to meet the varying needs
of farms in the different sections of the country.

As this volume points out, two things are essential education
and research. There must be education to train the farm population
adults and children
so that they will demand a higher
standard of housing.

home

More information

should restore to the

true position as the most important physical factor in
the environment of every human being. Improvement in this enits

vironment will bring far-reaching results.
Research must be stimulated to find out how to actually produce
housing of a higher standard. Every agricultural region must
be studied and plans provided to meet those needs. The home on
the Dakota prairie must meet conditions far different from those
on the plantation in Georgia. There could not be a greater contrast in

housing needs than between those of the semi-arid regions

of California and the forested areas of Maine.

The authors of
movement

this

volume have

laid a substantial

groundwork

for better rural housing.
Their survey of the
field is thorough.
They have translated many generalities and
vague beliefs into facts and statistics. The large amount of main the

assembled should enable the farmer to improve his home.
This volume makes clear some of the things that need to be
done. If this book fulfills its purpose, a new day for rural housing dawns.
terial

RAY LYMAN WILBUR.
August

1,

1932.

INTRODUCTION
Literature on housing in America has almost completely negfarm and village except for a few brief monographs,

lected the

each decidedly limited in the geographical area covered or in the
phase of the subject dealt with. Since, however, nearly half of
our population is in rural areas or in small communities, an ex-

amination of the conditions of rural housing is most important.
President Hoover, perceiving this need, urged that a special committee of the Conference be appointed to examine the problem and

submit recommendations.

This volume

a result of that study.
largely representative of the many possible
approaches to the problem. Its studies covered the subject matter
of each of the other thirty committees of the Conference as it
is

The committee was

applied to rural communities. There was consideration of design
and construction, financing, planning for rural districts, ownership
and tenancy, landscape planning and planting, home furnishing
and decoration, remodeling and modernizing, of standards, legislation, research, education, the problems of sanitation and equipment, of rural health and delinquency, and of the fields of public
and private agencies in dealing with rural problems. Certain aspects of the rural problem were finally left by agreement to other
committees, after joint conferences between representatives of
each.
But every phase of the subject of rural housing was considered by the committee in the course of its scant year of study.
It has made clear that most farm homes exemplify some difficulty in housing, though in some, the major problems may be of
design and planning, and in others of financing, and still others of
sanitation.
Ordinarily, many such problems are represented in

In all of rural America a large part of
substandard.
needlessly
There is almost infinite variety in the rural housing of America,
for here, at least, housing is seldom standardized. The primitive
log cabin of the mountaineer, the one- or two-room shack of the
each township or village.

the housing

is

southern tenant cropper, either Negro or white, the adobe hut of
Mexican farm laborer in the southwestern states, the prairie

the

home, the ranch home, and the

New

England

colonial

farm home

or that of the southern plantation, may each display similarity to
other homes in its neighborhood but also has individuality and
special qualities

and crudities of

its

own.

Some

standardization in

INTRODUCTION
house design appears in
villages,

many mining

and occasionally

xi

villages

and small

industrial

in tenant houses of southern plantations,

or in frequent reproduction of designs of houses purchased from
mail-order companies, but such cases are conspicuous because of
their infrequency rather than because they are common.
It is unnecessary to duplicate the admirable recommendations
of the committee by repetition here.
Explicit recommendations
have been offered for the improvement of house design, for the

extension of improved sanitation and for improved organization
For the many phases
to bring their recommendations into effect.
of the subject on which they find contemporary data inadequate,
they are explicit in their recommendations for further research,
the need of which has been

This volume

made

clear.

one of the most valuable contributions to the
literature of housing that has been made during the past generation.
Pains have been taken to avoid exaggeration and to make
this first volume in its field as fair a statement of conditions as
is

the available information

may make

possible.

It will

thus be a

work of reference

for generations to come.
It is an inits
handbook
on
matter
for
all
subject
dispensable
public officials
or private organizations or individuals interested in raising the

useful

housing standards of rural America.

JOHN M.

GRIES,

JAMES FORD.
October

11, 1932.
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FARM AND VILLAGE HOUSING
PREFACE

*

The Committee on Farm and

many

Village Housing differed from
other committees of the Conference in that its function

was broad and general rather than

specific

and

limited.

It

had

a specialized character only in the sense that it was asked to consider the problems of rural housing.
In consequence, its work
cut across the fields of several of the other committees of the

Conference.

This fact

committee found

is

made

clear

by the statement that

this

necessary to subdivide its studies so as to assign
aspects of rural housing to a series of sections,

it

the several major
including the following: (1) Research on farm and village housing; (2) design and construction; (3) financing rural home build-

ing and remodeling; (4) farmstead planning and beautification
(5) housing and sanitation; (6) the housing of special rural
;

groups; (7) special phases of rural housing; and (8) education
for better housing on farms and in villages.
In organizing the work of this committee, regard was had for
many of the more fundamental questions relating

the fact that

home building and home ownership were being searchingly dealt with by the other Conference committees, so that this
committee concerned itself only, in so far as practicable, with
generally to

This led naturally 'to the
dealt essentially with the rural appli-

phases of distinctively rural interest.
result that

much

of

its

work

cations of existing knowledge and practices. This approach had
a further justification in that there is a dearth of material dealing

comprehensively with rural housing available to the agencies and
institutions serving the rural field.
It was therefore considered

worth while, in the time available to the committee, to assemble
what might be considered a very limited monograph on the best
practices and the essential principles and objectives which should
obtain in promoting improvements in rural housing and in rural
home ownership. The committee has prepared a considerable
body of pertinent material which was not included in the preliminary report but appeared as appendix matter in mimeographed
form. Some of it has been revised and made a part of this volume.
3

By

Albert R. Mann, Chairman of the Committee.
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Aside from

local

craftsmen there are few,

if

any, persons

who

have made thoroughly critical studies of farm and village housing
and home ownership with special reference to the requirements of
rural dwellers. A few special phases have had expert attention.
In setting up the committee there were not to be found specialists
in several of the phases of the committee's work, such as were

some of the other committees of the Conference. The
committee was therefore constituted with a considerable proportion of laymen and they had little to guide them in what is essenIn the time at its disposal, howtially a virgin field for study.
available to

;

committee has made serious attempts to tap all the sources
of information which might prove helpful, and to bring to bear

ever, the

the best judgment it could command. No persons recognize more
clearly than the members of this committee the difficulties and
perils in presenting for public scrutiny the findings of its delibMore extended inquiry and
erations under these circumstances.
the possible discovery of more tested experience and experiment,

had there been more time, would doubtless have resulted

in

some

modification in the report herewith presented. None the less, the
committee has confidence in the general soundness of its proposals
and possesses the hope that they will be found definitely helpful,
will assist in arousing

a more widespread interest in the field, and
concerned with any of the

will stimulate the established agencies

housing and home ownership
and carefully formulated investished further light on these home problems of

numerous aspects of farm and

village

to initiate well-planned inquiries

gations which will

wide

interest.

The

contributions to this volume are presented in two forms, as
composite products of sections of the committee, and by single
authors. Many persons who were not members of the committee

gave valuable assistance, and wherever possible recognition is given
to the work of both members and nonmembers.
Unfortunately,
impossible to give full credit to many whose help enhanced the
value of this report as it appears here.
The repetition of ideas that may be noted could scarcely be
it is

avoided owing to the multiplicity of authors, each of whom approached his particular field from a special point of view. Greater

emphasis has been given to the farmhouse than to the village house
because few persons have worked on the problems of rural housing,
and those who are most interested in rural problems usually think
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terms of the farm and the farm population and not in terms of

in

the village and its inhabitants.
eight additional chapters and

The

original manuscript contained
illustrations but owing

numerous

to the high cost of publication these, at the last minute,

had

to be

deleted.

This treatise on the subject of Farm and Village Housing is
presented, as it is, as an initial contribution to a heretofore largely
neglected subject. It is not given to the public as a finished product,
and its defects are fully recognized by those who have produced it.
If this publication should stimulate intensive, constructive work in
the field of rural housing, by arousing rural dwellers and rural
leaders to the possibilities of house improvement, it will have justified its production.

Credit for the preparation of this volume goes to Bruce L. Melvin, the Research Secretary of the Committee on Farm and Village

Housing, in collaboration with the authors of the several chapters.
Dr. Melvin has approached his problem not as a technician, but
from the broad perspective of a rural sociologist. Throughout the

work

of the committee, the Conference, and the succeeding months
required for this volume, Dr. Melvin has served as its executive as

The committee wishes, therefore, to
great indebtedness to him and to speak with appreciation of his active and earnest devotion to its work. 2

well as research secretary.

acknowledge

2

its

Credit is also due A. B. Graham, Blanche Halbert and Dan H. Wheeler
for reading the manuscript and offering valuable suggestions in putting it into
its final

form.

PART

I.

FARM AND VILLAGE HOUSING
CONDITIONS
CHAPTER I

A STUDY OF FARM AND VILLAGE HOUSES IN
THE UNITED STATES
1

This chapter includes the results of a survey of housing condion farms and in villages in 28 counties, 2 and a digest of hous-

tions

ing information from available bulletins and pamphlets on standards of living, home management, farm organization, and tenancy.
1
Report of section composed of E. L. Kirkpatrick, Chairman, May L.
Cowles, A. B. Graham, Philip S. Rose, Carl C. Taylor, and Faith M. Williams. The report was prepared by the Chairman.
2
The information was secured by different methods. Two investigators,
Mrs. Blanche M. Melvin and Mrs. Helen A. Lovendahl, spent 3 months in
the field. Mrs. Melvin worked in the East and South, and Mrs. Lovendahl
in the Middle West and West.
Special assistance was given by Miss Margaret Coffin, University of Maryland, in securing data on Washington
County. Data on Gwinnett County, Ga., were secured from the U. S. Department of Agriculture from a study previously made by Mr. Howard A.
Turner and Mr. L. D. Howell and published as Circular No. 78. Likewise,
from schedules previously completed in Arkansas, information was supplied
for the counties of that state by Professor Deane Carter, University of
Arkansas. In Grayson County, Va., the committee had the use of schedules
secured from a cooperative study of family living in the Appalachian Highlands by the Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station and the Bureau of
Home Economics, U. S. Department of Agriculture, supplemented by speThe data on Box Elder County, Utah,
cial work of Miss Amelia H. Fuller.
were gathered under the supervision of Professor Joseph A. Geddes and Mrs.
Rena B. Maycock, Utah State Agricultural College. The schedules for
Yamhill County, Ore., were secured by Professor Fred Cuthbert, Oregon
State Agricultural College. The 2 counties in Texas were studied for the
committee by Mr. U. S. Allison with the special assistance of Professor Dan
Scoates, both of the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, and the
data on Dunn County, Wis., were secured under the special supervision of
Professor E. L. Kirkpatrick. Also, the data on Tangipahoa County, La.,
were collected by Professor R. L. Thompson, Louisiana State University.

The

investigators received special assistance

from the

national, state,

and

county agricultural extension agents. The county agents, especially, gave
advice and help in various ways in their respective counties.
Houses were selected as typical of the poorest, average, and best in each
county according to the judgment of leaders in the county. Every attempt
was made to obtain representative samples. The short time available for
work in the county prevented the completeness that was desirable. Moreover, a comparison of house values, and of the number of houses with modern conveniences among the houses on which data were obtained, and figures
available in the U. S. Bureau of the Census, indicate that the information is
on houses that, as a whole, are average and above the average rather than
below the average for all houses in the respective counties.
The purpose of this study was to secure a description of housing in rural

America which would afford a
housing problems.

basis for future

work on farm and

village
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In choosing the sample counties for the investigation, 24 types of
3
The counties in each of these
farming sections were outlined.

were arranged on the basis of the average value of the
farmhouses per county, ascertained from the Federal Census for
1930, and counties with the median values were chosen for special
4
study.
Fifty to 100 or more housing schedules were obtained in
sections

each county selected, including both farm and village houses. Information was gathered on a total of 2,162 farmhouses and 600
village houses.

The

5

limited data suggested that the variation in types of farmless than the number of different farming regions.

houses was

Accordingly, in making the analysis, certain farming sections were
consolidated and 10 housing regions selected. The 10 regions were

chosen on the basis of types of farming, values of lands, time of
settlement of the area, character and value of houses, and judgment of the workers in the field respecting differences of houses.
The regions and the counties studied in each are as follows New
England-New York (Belknap, N. H., and Madison, N. Y.)
Central East (Montgomery and Washington, Md.) AppalachianOzark Highlands (Grayson, Va., and Logan, Ky.) TobaccoBluegrass (Amelia and Washington, Va.) Cotton Belt (Georgetown and Lee, S. C, Gwinnett, Ga., Tangipahoa, La., Cameron and
Grayson, Tex., and Carroll, Drew, Johnson, Nevada, and Lonoke,
Ark. 6 ) Corn Belt (Buchanan, Iowa, and Clinton, Ind.) Northern
Dairy (Dunn and Walworth, Wis., and Brown, S. Dak.) Great
Plains (Finney, Kans., and Platte, Wyo.)
Great Basin (Box
Elder, Utah) and Pacific Northwest (Yamhill, Ore.).
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Farm Housing Conditions

Age
tion are

of Houses.

among

Houses of the

New England-New York

sec-

the oldest in the country, 42 per cent having been

3

Dr. O. E. Baker and Dr. Carleton Barnes, of the U. S. Department of
Agriculture, aided in outlining the sections.
4
In some regions, the county near the median county was selected, owing
to some particular cause which made the securing of the data less difficult than
for the median county.
Data on 1 or more counties in each agricultural
region were secured except in the extreme Southwest and a wheat area of

and Washington.
Oregon
5
Information was secured more

in detail for a minor part of the schedules.
In addition to questions of a general nature the more detailed schedules
included questions pertaining to landscape planning and planting, sanitation, interior finish, extent of remodeling, and sketches of the floor plans.
6
Only a few schedules were secured for part of the counties in Arkansas.
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constructed 80 or more years ago. On an average, those of the
Central East are next oldest followed by those of the Tobacco-

Bluegrass and the Corn Belt sections. Houses of the Great Plains
and the Cotton Belt areas are newest, 60 per cent and 54 per cent,
In Tompkins
respectively, having been built less than 20 years.
where
New
176
houses
were
York,
County,
previously studied, 60
7
were
or
old.
cent
75
more
The
per
years
average age of 515 farmhouses studied in Arkansas was only 22 years. 8
Number of Stories. 9 The majority of the houses of the North
from Maine to Oregon, except in the Great Basin and Great Plains,

Table

1.

Number

of Stories in Farmhouses, by Principal
Sections of the United States *

Sections in which counties are
located from which data were

gathered

A
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are of two stories while the majority of southern rural houses have
(Table 1.)
only one story.
may think of the large, "ante-

We

bellum" colonial mansion of two stories as typical of the southern
farmhouses and the single-story Cape Cod cottage as belonging
peculiarly to New England, but when the average or a complete
picture is drawn the situation is very different. Of the 947 houses
studied in Texas in 1923-1924, 88 per cent had only one story. 10

Porches.

Houses of the

New England-New

York, the Great

Plains and the Great Basin sections appear to have fewest porches
the percentage having 1 or no porch per house being 54.5, 36.9 and
;

Of the houses of the Cotton
72 and 89 per cent, respectively, have

49.5, respectively, for these sections.

Belt and

Corn Belt
2 or more porches.
Size of Houses.

areas,

England-New York

section

(The average

New

On

an average, houses are largest in the New
and smallest in the Great Plains area.
England-New York house is 8.1 rooms and

that of the Great Plains, 5.1 rooms.)
Houses of the Northern
and
the
section
Central
are
as large as those of
East
almost
Dairy
the New England-New York area, having 7.8 and 7.6 rooms, respectively.

Table

Dwellings of the Cotton Belt, the Great Basin, and the

Average Number of Rooms and Number of Bedrooms per Farmhouse, by Principal Sections
of the United States *

2.

Section
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Appalachian-Ozark Highlands sections are not markedly larger
all have an average of less than 6
rooms. (Table 2.) Houses having only 4 rooms or less are commonly found in the Great Plains and in the Cotton Belt sections.
The average number is only 5.1 and 5.4, respectively.

than those of the Great Plains

;

Since the number of bedrooms for the houses of the New England-New York section averages 4.3, and those of the Great Plains
and Great Basin areas 2.6 each, and of the Cotton Belt section 2.7,
evidently overcrowding exists in some cases in the 3 latter regions
if the criterion of 1 room per person and 3/5 of a bedroom
per

person for the

minimum comfort

standard can be accepted. 11

(The

average population per family, for example, in Kansas is 3.9;
Utah, 4.4 and South Carolina, 4.7, according to the Federal census
;

of 1930.)
The varied uses to which rooms are put bear a direct relationship
to the number of rooms per house. For example, 14 to 18 per cent
of the houses of the Cotton Belt, Tobacco-Bluegrass, and Great
Basin sections have rooms used for combined living and sleeping

Almost 50 per cent of the houses in the AppalachianOzark Highlands section have single rooms used for these two purposes. In other sections, dual-purpose rooms are much less prevpurposes.

In Livingston County, New York, "many of the farmhouses were built
when families were larger
and in

alent.

.

many

cases not

rooms

.

homes."

.

.

all

.

.

.

.

the rooms are in use.

.

The average number

of

furnished and ready for occupancy was 8.8 in 402

12

The small houses, regardless of the section, commonly have a
kitchen and dining-room combined. This is especially true in the
11

"For 20 cities selected at random and including all families scheduled, regardless of size of income, those living in houses averaged 1.007 rooms per
person, and those in flats and apartments, 0.931 rooms per person. The
standard health and decency budget must provide, at the very least, as many
rooms per person as the average family was found to occupy.
housing
standard of 1 room per person, exclusive of bath, has, therefore, been adopted
as the minimum required consistent with health and decency.
"For the standard family composed of husband, wife, and three children,
boy aged twelve, girl aged six, and boy aged two, 3 sleeping rooms are needed
1 bedroom for the parents and 2 for
in order to secure reasonable privacy
the children, 1 for each sex. To meet this need, the living room can be arranged so as to be adaptable for sleeping purposes."
Bureau of Applied Economics, "Standards of Living," Bulletin No. 7

A

.

.

.

(Revised edition), Washington, The Bureau, 1920, p. 15.
12
Kirkpatrick, E. L., "The Standard of Life in a Typical Section of Diversified Farming," Bulletin No. 423, Ithaca (N. Y.), Cornell University Agri
cultural

Experiment Station, July,

1923.
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Cotton Belt and in the Appalachian-Ozark Highland regions, where
a large proportion of the houses are small. In areas such as New

England and
family

may

New

York, where the houses have rooms to spare, the
more generally is a dining-

eat in the kitchen but there

room if the family cares to use it. 13
The largest houses are found in parts of the country where they
were built a number of years ago, construction having taken place
when building materials were relatively cheap, when labor was inexpensive, and when cost of maintenance and operation of homes
was low. In addition, large families created a need for spacious
accommodations. 14 The more recent construction has been undertaken with building conditions such that economy was necessary,
which obviously results in smaller homes. Further, the trend
toward smaller farm families and the movement of the grown
children of the family to the urban centers have rendered smaller

housing units adequate.

A

number of

studies have distinguished between the size of

houses provided for tenants and owners. In every instance houses
of tenants seem to be slightly smaller than those of owners. 15 An
analysis made in 1921 of 386 farm families in Texas brought out
the relation of the economic status of the family to the size of the
13

The

results of this analysis are substantiated by material found in other
showing that the data gathered by the committee are typical.
Cannon, H., op. cit.
Frayser, M. E., "The Use of Leisure in Selected Rural Areas of South
Carolina," Bulletin No. 263, Clemson College, S. C, South Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station, Clemson Agricultural College, 1930.
Kirkpatrick, E. L., and Landrum, L. J., Living Conditions and Family Living in Farm Homes of Selected Localities of South Carolina (Preliminary
Report, mimeographed), Washington, U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1925.
Kirkpatrick, E. L., Harris, A. E., and Brook, M., Living Conditions and
Family Living in Farm Homes of Alabama (Preliminary Report, mimeographed), Washington, U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1926.

studies

Kirkpatrick, E. L., et. al., "Standards of Living in Selected Localities of
Wisconsin," Stencil Bulletins No. 104-106, 108, Madison, Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, 1930 and 1931.
Kumlien, W. F., "What Farmers Think of Farming," Bulletin No. 223,
Brookings, South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station, South Dakota
State College, 1927.
Zimmerman, C. C., and Black, J. D., "How Minnesota Farm Family Incomes Are Spent," Bulletin No. 234, St. Paul, University of Minnesota
Agricultural Experiment Station, 1927.
14
Carter, D. G., op. cit.
15
Lively, C. E., op. cit.
Turner, H. A., and Howell, L. D., "Condition of Farmers in a WhiteFarmer Area of the Cotton Piedmont, 1924-1926," Circular No. 78, Washington (U. S. Department of Agriculture) U. S. Government Printing Office,

1929.
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Houses of share-croppers averaged 3.9 rooms each; of
share-tenants, 4.3 rooms; of owners, additional, 5.0 rooms; and

house.

of owner-operators, 5.4 rooms. 16
State of Repair. Generalizations respecting the state of repair
of the houses are based largely upon the judgment of the investi-

gators and are accordingly subjective, but of value. Over 50 per
cent of the houses in the Appalachian-Ozark Highlands and the

Great Plains areas were considered as being in poor repair. On
the other hand, over 50 per cent of those in the New England-New
York, the Central East, the Corn Belt, the Great Basin, and the

Northwest sections were counted as in good repair. The
poorest houses appear not to have been kept in good repair durThe fact
ing the last few years owing to economic conditions.
that buildings could not be painted during the past few years nor
otherwise be kept in good repair presages great need for advice to
guide such work when economic conditions improve.
Pacific

Improvements and Conveniences.

Modern conveniences

studied include heating and lighting equipment, water supply, and
sewage disposal. The discussion of lighting equipment and the

problem of running water in the home are largely based upon the
figures of the Federal Bureau of the Census, although similar
data were gathered in the field work.
Heating Equipment. Factors primarily responsible for the
type of heating equipment used are climatic conditions, customs,

and the economic status of the farm family. Central heating systems, though in no section are they found in y$ of the houses, are
most commonly used in the New England-New York, the Corn
Belt, the Northern Dairy, and the Great Plains sections (Table 3),
where the climate is somewhat rigorous. However, approximately
or more of the homes in these sections and in the Central East

%

probably use stove heat only, because of cost entailed in the installation and operation of a central heating plant. On the other hand,

where the climate

is

not so cold, as in the Appalachian-Ozark High-

lands area and the Tobacco-Bluegrass region, the fireplace is more
common, and in the Cotton Belt it is the only source of heat in the
greatest percentage of cases.
16
Sanders, J. T., "Farm Ownership and Tenancy in the Black Prairie of
Texas," Bulletin No. 1068, Washington (U. S. Department of Agriculture)

U.

S.

Government Printing

Office, 1922, p. 53.
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Percentage of Farmhouses with Different Types of
Heating Equipment, by Regions

Region*

Number and Percentage of Farm Dwellings with
Piped-in Water and Electrically Lighted, accord-

Table

4.

*
ing to the 1930 Census

State
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Though the number of houses having piped-in water is
than
the number having electricity, the two are commonly
higher
coexistent.
In some states, such as Vermont, in which the topo-

every

6.

graphic features are such that gravity can be utilized and a plentiful supply of running water exists, the difficulty of piping water
into the house is not great. In fact, 72.3 per cent of the farm-

houses in Vermont have water piped into the house. (Table 4.)
In contrast with Vermont, only 24 per cent of the farmhouses of

Iowa have

this

houses in Iowa

convenience although the average value of the farmis greater than that in Vermont.
Merely the listing

number of houses having piped-in water does not tell the
whole story because an improvised rain barrel with a pipe running
into the kitchen might easily be counted as affording a piped-in

of the

supply of water.
The number of bathtubs and indoor

toilets depends largely upon
of
the availability
running water, although sinks are frequently
found where there is no running water in the house.

Geographic conditions, including climate, the economic status of
the family, and prevailing cultural standards of an area seem to
determine the presence or absence of these various modern conveniences. 17

Landscape Design and Planting. Landscape design and

plant-

determined by climatic conditions, by the interest of the farm
family in the immediate surroundings of its dwelling, and by the

ing

is

knowledge of some member of the household of the growth and the
placing of flowers, trees, and shrubs. Homes in the New EnglandAnderson, W. A., "Living Conditions among White Land-Owner Operators in Wake County, North Carolina," Bulletin No. 258, Raleigh, Agricultural Experiment Station of North Carolina State College, 1928.
Arnquist, I. P., and Roberts, E. H., "The Present Use of Work Time
of Farm Homemakers," Bulletin No. 234, Pullman, Agricultural Experiment
Station of Washington State College, 1929.
Gray, G., "The Nebraska Farm Kitchen," Bulletin No. 226, Lincoln, Agricultural Experiment Station of University of Nebraska, 1928.
Kirkpatrick, E. L., et al., op. cit.
Lane, F. P., "An Agricultural Program for the Shoshone Project of
Wyoming" (Wyoming Extension Series), Circular No. 25, Laramie, University of Wyoming College of Agriculture, 1928.
17

The Utah Farm Village of Ephraim (Brigham Young UniNo. 2), Provo (Utah), Brigham Young University, 1928.
Palm, A. W., and Dempster A., Report of Coddington County Farm and
Howie Economic Conference, Watertown, S. Dak., 1930.
Tetreau, E. D., "Farm Equipment for Communication and Household
Convenience as Found on 610 Ohio Farms, Madison and Union Counties,
Ohio," Bulletin No. 30, Columbus (Ohio), Ohio Agricultural Experiment
Station and Ohio State University, 1931.
Nelson,

L.,

versity Studies,
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New

York, the Corn Belt, the Great Basin, and the Pacific Northwest areas often have lawns. Shrubs are common in most sections,
a noticeable exception being in the Great Plains. Very few families
in any section have had expert advice on planning and planting the
yards but in all parts of the country intensive interest
sized groups prevails.

Village Housing Conditions

Data obtained on

village

by various

18

housing conditions by special study are
on farmhouses. They

limited to fewer cases than those secured

are presented, however, for comparative purposes and with the
hope that they will stimulate interest in further study of the different aspects of village housing.
Villages from which the houses were chosen at
cial

random

for spe-

study were situated in the same counties as were the farm-

houses studied.

Age
more

of Houses.
built

recently

Generally, village houses seem to have been
than farmhouses, except in the Tobacco-

Bluegrass and the Cotton Belt sections.
the migration

from farms

to villages,

village population within the last

This

is

making
few decades.

a logical result of
for an increase in

Number

of Stories. The study reveals the fact that fewer
houses
than farmhouses have two or more stories, except in
village
the Appalachian-Ozark Highlands, the Corn Belt and the Great
Plains sections.

This

is

accounted for by the more recent con-

struction in the building of newer types, which are, on an average,
smaller than the older farmhouses.

State of Repair.

The percentages

of the village houses having

M

Kirpatrick, E. L., and Tough, E. G., Standards of Living in the Village
of Crozet, Virginia (Virginia Record Extension Series XVI, No. 2), University, University of Virginia, 1931.
Melvin, B. L., "The Sociology of a Village and the Surrounding Territory," Bulletin No. 523, Ithaca (N.Y.), Cornell University Agricultural Experiment Station, 1931.
Melvin, B. L., "Village Service Agencies, New York," Bulletin No. 493,
Ithaca (N.Y.), Cornell University Agricultural Experiment Station, 1929.

A

Social Survey of Escalante, Utah (Brigham Young Univer1), Provo (Utah), Brigham Young University, 1925.
The Utah Farm Village of Ephraim cited in footnote 17, p. 13.
Noble, C. V., "The Cost of Living in a Small Factory Town," Bulletin
No. 431, Ithaca (N.Y.), Cornell University Agricultural Experiment Station,

Nelson, L.,

sity Studies,
Nelson, L.,

No.

1924.

Zimmerman, C. C., "Incomes and Expenditures of Village and Town
Families in Minnesota," Bulletin No. 253, St. Paul, University of Minnesota
Agricultural Experiment Station, 1929.
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some time been painted are higher than those for farmhouses,
by section, except in the Corn Belt, where all of both farm
and village houses have been painted. Also, the village houses
seem to be in better repair than the farmhouses, with the excepat

section

tion of those in the Great Basin region, according to the observa-

tions of the field workers.

In terms of rooms used, village houses seem
farmhouses in the Appalachian-Ozark Highlands, the Cotton Belt, the Corn Belt, and the Pacific Northwest
sections.
Correspondingly, in terms of bedrooms per house, the
Size of Houses.

to be smaller than

farm dwellings, except for
where the average number of bedrooms

village dwellings are smaller than the

the Cotton Belt section
(2.9)

per house

for

the

village

exceeds that

for

the

farm-

house, (2.7).
The smaller size of village house is in accord with fewer persons
in the village family or household in all sections except the Great
Basin where the village families and farm families average 6.3 and
6.2 persons each, respectively, according to the information gath-

ered by the committee. In the village of Escalante, Utah, the average number of rooms per house is 4.5 and the family averages 5.
Of 161 houses studied by Lowry Nelson 19 34 had only 2 rooms
and 32 only 3. In Ephraim, also a Utah village, of 470 houses
studied, 43, or 9.1 per cent,

were of 2 and 3 rooms.

These

vil-

lages are the homes of farmers and, therefore, are not comparable
with the other villages studied. 20 There is less indication of house

overcrowding in village than in farm homes in all the other secIn no instance do the figures for either village houses or
farmhouses indicate less than 1 room per person in the other sec-

tions.

of those for the New England-New York, the Corn
Northern Dairy and the Pacific Northwest sections show,
on an average, practically 2 rooms per person.
Modern Improvements and Conveniences. Village houses

tions.

Some

Belt, the

more generally fitted with central heating equipment than are
farmhouses, except in the Appalachian-Ozark Highlands and the
Cotton Belt areas. Fireplaces are much more prevalent in the
houses of the villages than in those on the farms in most sections.

are

homes

The percentage

of village

from 64

Appalachian-Ozark Highlands and the Tobacco-

19
20

A

in the

lighted with electricity ranges

Social Survey of Escalante, Utah, cited in footnote
See paper by Joseph Geddes, Chapter II, p. 19.

18, p. 14.
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Bluegrass sections to 95 in the Corn Belt and the Northern Dairy
regions, in comparison with 4 per cent of the farm dwellings in
the Appalachian-Ozark Highlands area and 74 per cent in the

Great Basin section.

These figures are based on sample

Piped-in water systems are more
dwellings in all the sections.

common

studies.

in village than in

New England-New York and

farm

Pacific

village houses, like the farmhouses, make the best showwith
In the Northern Dairy section
ing
respect to running water.
about the same proportion (approximately 50 per cent) of the vil-

Northwest

and farm homes are equipped with running-water systems.
village dwellings are more commonly equipped with stationary bathtubs and indoor flush toilets than are the farm dwellNew England-New York village houses make the best showings.
in
The Northern Dairy,
respect to these items of equipment.
ing
the Corn Belt, and the Great Plains sections are next in order, each
lage

The

with favorable showings.

Landscape Design and Planting.

common

in the village than

Lawns appear

on the farm, except

to be

in the

more

Pacific

Northwest. The percentage of homes having trees does not vary
widely for village and farm dwellings. The percentages of village
and farm homes having shrubs and flowers vary quite markedly

and irregularly

in the different sections.

Summary and Conclusion
Findings from the available data give only a partial picture of
village housing conditions throughout the United States.
This applies especially to village housing for which data from the

farm and

special study are limited and for which information from other
studies pertains to only a few villages in
York, Virginia,

New

Minnesota, and Utah.

Also, data are not sufficient to justify absolute statements respecting farmhouses but the information upon

which

this

paper has been written does permit worth while tenta-

tive inferences

and conclusions.

On

the basis of the data which are available, there is little apparent need for more space (which has been a common need in urban

housing) in most of our farmhouses, with the exception of instances in the Appalachian-Ozark Highlands, the Cotton Belt, and
the Great Plains areas.

Generally, farm dwellings were built some

years ago when costs of constructing and
low; and in many cases, even in the Corn

operating houses were
Belt and the Northern

A
Dairy
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sections, not all the available

There are exceptions

full year.

rooms are

17

in use during the

to these conclusions, however, in

the southern sections, the Great Plains and the Great Basin areas
where the need for more space is felt. There is need for better
shelter

21

in all the sections studied

some than

;

more urgent, of

course, in

in others.

Modern equipment and conveniences have received too little
There are many farmhouses in
all of the sections.

attention in

the different regions, the Appalachian-Ozark Highlands, the Cotton Belt and the Great Plains areas, particularly, where items of

equipment which are indispensable to comfort, cleanliness and the
maintenance of health, are not available, and where modern conveniences are out of reach of the residents.

Much

is

to be desired in

all

sections in the adaptation of the

farmhouse to the purely physical needs of the family. Also, there
is a field for unlimited development from the aesthetic viewpoint
in farm housing.
The universal needs in regard to the situation
to
the
setting, the landscape planning and planting, the
pertain
room arrangement, the interior finish, furnishings and equipment,
and the additional facilities for saving the labor and energy of the

homemaker.

The housing conditions of white farm families in the United
States shown by this survey reveal a real need for the development and popularization of housing standards that are within the
reach of different economic groups in the farm population, and of
Plans for well-built low-cost
plans for achieving these standards.
houses should be supplemented by information on the remodeling

Most farm families can spend relatively little
money in improving their homes in any given year. However, it
is feasible for them to undertake certain repairs and improve-

of old houses.

ments each year over a series of years in accordance with a systematic plan and thus greatly improve the conditions which make
for health, efficiency, and enjoyment in the home. If such projects are to be

completed without waste of effort and money, most

of the families undertaking them will need the disinterested advice of housing specialists thoroughly familiar with farm conditions.

Shelter is here used, although narrowly, to include protection from heat,
and moisture, and the provision of adequate heating and lighting, both
natural and artificial.
21

cold,
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Although village housing problems are less acute than farm
housing problems, according to this study, they also merit further
There is need for the development of
investigation and attention.
housing standards which are attainable by different groups in the
These standards should take into consideravillage population.
tion the architectural design of the houses, and the methods of
financing.
They should be developed in the light of a growing
interest in village planning for individual
ficiency in housing.

The

basic approach to the solution of our

comfort and

farm and

social ef-

village hous-

Information
ing problems is through further well-planned study.
concerning the essentials of rural housing in comparison with uris meager.
With respect to the total
rural houses existing, little is known in regard to specific aspects other than the number of rooms and bedrooms per

ban housing requirements

number of

house and the prevalence of three types of modern improvements
or conveniences heating, lighting and piped-in water systems.
Other aspects of housing must be brought to the fore. Welldirected studies will afford satisfactory bases for the formulation
and the promotion of housing standards which will be accepted

with profit by farm and village families.

CHAPTER

II

THE FARM VERSUS THE VILLAGE HOUSE
IN UTAH
1

Village folk in

mons

Utah are predominantly farmers.

The Mor-

settled in agricultural villages, which, as places

first

(1847)
of residence, have persisted to the present time. Some families
have settled in isolated farm homes but the village continues to

exemplify a group method of living for farmers.

Village and

Farm Settlements

The region, when first occupied, was a semi-desert, the Indians
were a menace, and water for farming could be secured only
through irrigation. These conditions were conducive to compact
This form of settlement also fitted the social orsettlements.
ganization developed by the Mormons before the westward migration.
Therefore, Utah began her life with a village economy;
the people were grouped in little square-blocked villages, with a
public square in the center.

Changes have occurred in these early villages. Some have
grown, some have declined, and others have remained stationary
in population.
Many farm families since the early settlements,
have chosen to build homes on the farm. Here they increasingly
use the services of the cities in the form of the daily newspaper,
magazine, and radio. These can be supplemented with village
services by the aid of the automobile and good roads.

The Problem
The

villages of

Utah, being largely composed of farm people,

are unique in American
people in villages is

life,

common

though the concentration of farm
most parts of the world. With

in

the shifting agricultural practices, questions arise concerning the
advantages and disadvantages of village living for farmers. Does
afford a desirable social system? Does living in the villages
provide opportunities for better homes, respecting both their strucit

and equipment, than does living in isolated farm homes?
This paper is given to a discussion of the relative advantages in

ture

1

By Joseph A.

No. 88

Geddes.
"Studies of Utah

The paper
Towns and

Utah Agricultural Experiment

is

based on Purnell Research Project
a project conducted by the

Villages"

Station.
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these two types of living as found in this one region of the United
States,

where comparisons can be made.

The Study
In 1927 the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station raised the
its Rural Sociology Department
"Are we mov-

question, through

:

ing towards a form of organization in which

(1)

farm

living,

(2) town living (county-seat), and (3) city living are the three
types, or are the older fourfold forms of (1) farm, (2) village,
(3) town, and (4) city living to be perpetuated permanently?"
Present trends and developments provide ample evidence that the
cities and the towns (county-seats) are gaining
ground. In the
main, there remain two choices only for the farm families. The

producers of food supplies must live either in the village or on the
farm. Will the future be kind to the village or is it a fifth wheel
destined to diminish in size until it can be discarded entirely?

Between the increasing well-being of families who live on the farm
on the one hand, and the growing effectiveness of county-seats
and the larger cities acting as sources of supply, on the other, will
the villages with their less effective services disappear?
This study attempted to obtain a partial answer to these questions.
Two propositions formed the core of the inquiry
:

Under present conditions, do farm families who live on the farm make
use of community agencies or institutions, than do farm families who
live in the village?
1.

less

2. If a decided deficiency in the use of community agencies is found to
exist in one of these groups in comparison with the other, is the deficiency

now

being

made up

:

By

greater use of other outside community agency offerings, such as
reading of daily newspaper, periodicals, books, listening to radio programs,
etc., or

(a)

(b) By the use of the automobile in attending outside community agency
offerings in near-by towns and cities, or
(c) In the absence of either of these means of overcoming the deficiency,

by the group's experiencing the shortage working longer hours ?
(d) By other compensations realized by this denied group such as
1. A modern home, and
2.

3

Better

home conveniences ?

2

In the original paper comparisons were made in respect to topics (a),
(b) and (c) but owing to the fact that the full results of the study are being
published by the Utah Experiment Station, and as this report primarily concerns housing, it has been necessary to confine the discussion only to the
Bruce L. Melvin.
topic (d).
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greater than in methods,

Four villages, ingiven.
farm
in
the
and
different
counties, were
areas,
cluding
surrounding
chosen for the study. Each one is a distinct type of village,
only a statement of what was done

is

though quite representative. Avon, a canyon-string town, is loTremonton, a thriving, growing town of
is
in
Box
Elder
1,200,
County. Plain City, a quiet village of 750

cated in Cache County.

Weber County,

in

lies

within 10 miles of Ogden.

Oak

City, a

Mormon

strictly
type of isolated village of about 360 people, is in
arid Millard County.
The families in each area studied were di-

vided into 4 groups
1.

2.
3.

Farm
Farm
Farm

:

families living on the farm, hereafter called

farm dwellers,

families living in the village, whom we designate village farmers,
families living on the edge of the village, that is to say, both on

the farm and in the village, hereafter called edge-of-town farm families, and
4. Other families living in the village who do not farm, whom we shall

term nonfarmers.

Every inhabitant over

six years of age

was

listed in

one of these

groups.

Modern Homes and Conveniences

How

do the various

residential

groups compare with respect to

(1) modern homes, and (2) home conveniences? The houses were
separated into 2 groups, old and new types of architecture, the
dividing line having been placed at the time the bungalow was
introduced.

Of

area, 53 of the

the dwellings of Plain City and the surrounding
type, 10 are new among the

farm homes are old

;

village-farm homes, 50 are old, 15 new; among the edge-of-town
farm homes, 10 are old, 5 new among the nonf arm homes, 35 are
old, 4 new.
;

In this village which

is close to a comparatively large industrial
nonf
the
arm
center,
group, who are in occupations other than
are
agriculture,
consistently below the 3 farm groups with respect

homes and home conveniences. A near-by city is not a
menace to farming, particularly truck gardening, although it may
be a menace to the village storekeepers, carpenters, mechanics, etc.
Both the village- farm families, with 30 per cent modern homes,
and the edge-of-town farm families, with 50 per cent modern
homes, are ahead of the farm families, only 18.9 per cent of whom
have modern homes.
In the 3 other villages the samples show that this trend is the
to their
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same except in one respect. In the thriving village of Tremonton,
removed from destructive city competition, 1/2 of the homes of
the nonfarm group are modern. This exceeds the proportion of
such homes among the farm dwellers, 1/6 of which are modern.
However, they do not equal the number among the village farmers
of which 2/3 are modern.
Home conveniences measure roughly the standard of living of a
people. They are a fair gauge of the arduousness of the homemaker's labor and they condition directly the extent of her leisure.
A comparison of 24 such conveniences in the farm groups has been
made. There is some emphasis on the electrical group because
Utah's cheap power has greatly extended the use of electricity.
Although the farm dwellings are better supplied with screens, they
fall below the village homes both in the number and in the importance of

The
1.

many

conveniences.

chief deficiencies in

In electrical conveniences.

farm dwellings are

:

This means doing without

many

labor-sav-

ing devices.
2.
lack of piped water in the house. This lessens but does not eliminate
drains and sinks.
It makes it practically impossible to have hot and cold

A

water, adequate bathing facilities, indoor toilet, etc.
3. In refrigeration, except in Plain City.
Electrical refrigeration is further
advanced in village-farm homes than in homes on the farm. Ice refrigeration

is

more extensive

in

out-of-town homes but does not

make up

the re-

Summer refrigeration and a protected water supply
frigeration deficiency.
are so important to health that the question of the relative health status of
the two groups comes up for inquiry.
have no data on this aspect of

We

the problem.

Conclusions
1.

3

This study indicates that the real standard of

living,

which

particularly includes cultural and social satisfactions, has been substantially raised for the farm population of Utah by the early
policy of bringing about the location of the vast majority of farm

families in compact villages and towns.
2. The study also indicates that, so far as the fundamental needs

of a people can be realized through community cooperative action,
Mormon conception of relatively compact settlements in

the old

towns and

villages is

still

a sound and wise one for Utah.

The

future development of Utah will in all probability include the village as an essential element.
Some small villages un3.

3

Based upon the study as a whole.
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doubtedly will continue to die as separate entities and be merged
communities having a wider base with greater resources and

in

more effective institutions; but the community concept seems to
be as sound today as it ever was. The village farmer is more cooperative, he is a better supporter of community institutions, and
seems to outstrip the farm dweller in taking advantage of new
developments. Also, he has more conveniences in his home, and
his wife has more leisure.
4. In beautifying, replanning, and strengthening the community,

Utah

rural leaders should

make

effective use of the

overabundant

farm groups during the winter months.
5. In awakening civic consciousness and in pioneering the way
for rural growth, Utah farm women should take an active part.
They now have more leisure than farm men. If constructive use
is made of this time, they may become the greatest single influence
leisure of all 3

for progress in rural life in this area.

CHAPTER

III

HOUSING CONDITIONS AND PROBLEMS IN
PART-TIME FARMING
1

Definition of Part-Time

Farming and

Its

Extent

Farming, in being closely associated with the home, is both a
mode of living. In general, part-time farming represents, on one hand, a combined use of the operator's labor in his
agricultural enterprise and some other employment and, on the
other hand, a combined use of land for agricultural and residential
purposes. The housing accommodations and possibilities peculiar
to part-time farming have been responsible for many people moving from the city to the land.
business and a

The movement

farming proceeds from two main
farmers
(1)
seeking additional employment,
and (2) industrial labor and other classes of urban population
settling on the land with a view to improving their housing condisources;

into part-time

full-time

and adding

to their income through agricultural production.
of these 2 groups has become especially prominent within
recent years because of shorter working hours in various employ-

tions

The latter

ments and improvement in transportation facilities. The largest
group of the part-time farmers, especially those who have moved
from the city, are industrial laborers. Their agricultural activiare ordinarily limited to the supply of the food requirements
of their families with an occasional surplus for sale.

ties

Under any

general agricultural census

it

is

extremely difficult
In the study of

to take account of all of these small producers.

2
of
town of Holden, 2 Massachusetts, it was found that over /z
the operators had an agricultural output of less than $250 each.

the

It is very difficult to determine the extent of part-time farming
because no clear definition of the subject has been agreed upon.
1
By David Rozman, Assistant Research Professor of Agricultural Economics, Massachusetts State College. The statements in this report are
based largely on the material obtained in the survey of part-time farming
in three areas of Massachusetts during the years 1928 and 1929, and on the
additional investigation of housing in part-time farming in the New England
states during the summer of 1931.
2
Rozman, David, "Part-Time Farming in Massachusetts," Bulletin No.
266, Amherst, Massachusetts State College Agricultural Experiment Sta-

tion, 1930.
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How many days a year must a farmer spend at some occupation
other than farming to make him a part-time farmer ? How much
must an industrial worker produce from the land to be classed as
a part-time farmer?
The United States Census of Agriculture for 1930 designated
as part-time farming enterprises those farms "where the operator

spent 150 days or more off the farm, in other than farm work, or
reported an occupation other than farmer, provided the value of
products sold did not exceed $750." For the purpose of recording the number of farmers who derive part of their income from
outside activities, the minimum figure of 150 days in work off the

farm seems too high perhaps 100 days would be more adequate.
In the study of part-time farming in Massachusetts, 3 the limit of
60 days of work away from the farm was applied. This low
;

was used in order to include those whose time in industry
had grown less owing to the general unemployment situation.
The United States Bureau of the Census takes account only of

limit

those operators who have a farm with an agricultural output equal
to $250 or more annually, or who have a tract of land of not less

than 3 acres.

The

agricultural census will, therefore, not include

those industrial workers

who

cultivate less than 3 acres of land or

grow products worth less than $250. But this class of operators
form the main body of part-time farmers in the New England
states and other sections of the country with similar conditions.
For this reason, it is felt that the figures on part-time farming
gathered under the Bureau of the Census definition give only a
partial picture of this type of agriculture.

Figures for Delaware may be taken as an example of informafrom the Federal census. Out of a total of 9,707 Delaware

tion

farms, 552 or 5.7 per cent are operated on a part-time basis, according to the Bureau of the Census definition. In Delaware, all

farms average 93 acres each. The average values of houses on
farms used in full- and in part-time farming in Delaware are
$1,789 and $1,811, respectively.
land used in part-time farming
all

farming land in the

state.

The average value per

acre of

$71 but only $39 per acre for
Thus, the land when used in partis

time farming has residential value, as does urban land, though
*Ibid.
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when considered

for agricultural purposes

it

may

be considered

submarginal.

A more liberal interpretation would undoubtedly disclose a much
of operators engaged in part-time farming.
The
on
the
full
extent of part-time farming would, of course,
figures
vary in different sections of the country, depending upon the particular conditions of industry and of agriculture.
The data for
503 farm families obtained by the United States Department of
Agriculture within the Appalachian upland region of Ohio and
Kentucky for 1926 and 1927 indicate that only 34 families, or 6.7
per cent, obtained all their income from the farm through the sale
of farm products, the remainder adding to it by different kinds of
work. 4 This is an extreme illustration of conditions in a predomilarger

number

nantly submarginal agricultural area. In Massachusetts, it is estimated that at least 50 per cent of 25,598 farms (census of 1930)
are operated on a part-time basis.

Types of Part-Time Farming
There are 2 groups of part-time farmers regular and seasonal.
regular part-time farmers are employed off the farm throughout the year. They ordinarily have small vegetable gardens, keep
some poultry, and may have a cow or two. Such work does not

The

require their concentrated attention at any particular time of the

year and they are usually assisted in it by the wife and children.
The regular part-time farmers are generally the former city residents, as already mentioned, often without previous farming exThe second group, the seasonal part-time farmers,
perience.

spend

all

on the land during the farming season and
employment when the farm work is slack. This type

their time

enter other

of farming is adapted especially to the raising of vegetables in
truck gardening areas. The second group is dependent on a type
of employment necessarily available during the winter season.
Some manufacturing plants situated in small towns of New Eng-

land adjust their production in order to utilize this extra help in
winter.
Such adjustments so far have been rather casual and

have not been systematically practiced by many industries.
Numerically, the most important group of part-time farmers
studied by the author is composed of industrial laborers, artisans,
*
Hawthorne, H. W., in Yearbook of Agriculture, 1931, Washington (U. S.
Department of Agriculture), U. S. Government Printing Office, 1931, p. 314.
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farm laborers, and other manual laborers and it is with respect
to these that the discussion of housing is confined, thereby exclud;

and other whiteing office workers, business and professional men,
collar classes.

of part-time farmers has elements of both urban
In the suburban areas, land frequently has
been subdivided into small tracts by real estate companies or indi-

The housing

and rural problems.

The
vidual owners and sold to prospective part-time farmers.
for
both
demanded
the
of
is
this
price
high
practice
disadvantage
the land and buildings.
However, many families with small means
The main problem in settling in
into purely rural areas.
the
tract
of land which may be purchased
rural
areas
is
that
purely

move

usually

is

much

larger than
In the

farming enterprise.

is

needed for the average part-time
England states some farmers

New

are offering a few acres of their land for sale, especially the unculThe prospectivatable land which often is covered with brush.

farmer may purchase such land at a moderate price,
and by clearing it and giving much concentrated work to a small
The hopeplot, he is able to bring it into a productive condition.
The
ful part-time farmer may also take over an abandoned farm.
on
the
exhausted
and
abandoned
farms
are
dwellings
usually old
and dilapidated.
tive part-time

Part-Time Farming and
Only 9 per cent

Home Ownership

of part-time farming operators in Massachusetts
Those going into part-time farming are re-

areas were tenants.

luctant to do so unless they can become owners. Tenants belongMoreover,
ing to this class are usually striving to become owners.

very few places adaptable for part-time farming are offered for
The home owners strive to improve their land and houses
rent.
and, in so doing, their homesteads serve as places of investment of
funds and labor. At a time of unemployment, the owner has his

home, he works

his land raising a food supply,

and he has the possi-

bility of securing funds

by placing a mortgage on the property.
Most part-time farmer homesteads, through improvements, show
an increase in value over a period of years. The average increase
of equities per homestead for two Massachusetts groups, between
the time when the part-time farmer moved onto the place and the
date the study was made, amounted to $1,138 in one area, and
$1,338 in the other.
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Condition, Equipment and Types of Buildings

The houses of part-time farmers are supplied in about equal
proportion from three major sources: (1) Old farmhouses, (2)
houses built previously by part-time farmers or some commercial
agency, and (3) houses built by the owners. The average age of
dwellings in the first 2 groups could not always be ascertained,
while the average age for the third group was 8.3 years. The

houses built by the operators averaged 5.9 rooms each, while the
others averaged 6.8. Although part of the old farmhouses had
many rooms, some of these houses were badly dilapidated.

Of the houses built by the owners, 28.4 per cent had bathrooms
but of those purchased, only 22.1 per cent had them. In the matter of electric lights, the purchased houses were better equipped
than those built by the occupants, the figures being 64.4 per cent
and 35 per cent, respectively. Many operators built their houses
in

newly developed and

electric current

was not

in

some instances

in isolated sections

where

available.

over 95 per cent built by partPractically all the houses
time farmers were erected by the operators themselves; outside

was employed only for some special task like plumbing or
Families commonly complete 1 or 2 rooms in which
finishing.
live
while
other rooms are added as funds and time permit.
they
The one-story house is the predominant type.
labor

Construction Examples

The following concrete examples show the types of dwellings
and demonstrate the processes through which construction proceeds

:

Case 1. This case is that of a forty-two year old laborer, living 7 miles
from his work, who, on an average, earns $20 a week for the support of himHe purchased his
self, wife, and four children, the oldest of which is nine.
When 2 rooms
land, about an acre, in 1924 and began to build his house.
were erected the family moved in, and the man and wife continued their construction work until a 5-room house was completed. A carpenter was hired
for only a couple of weeks.
The house has no modern improvements, no
screens, and one stove serves for both heating and cooking. This family has
a small garden and keeps about a dozen hens and a cow.
2.
The father in this family of four man, wife, and two children
a truck driver earning about $25 a week. On 2 acres of land, purchased
in 1927, the man and his wife have erected a 5-room house having bathroom,

Case

is

running water, porch, basement, and pipeless furnace.

The water

is

pumped
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into the house

by an electric pump. The sewage is disposed of through a
cesspool, carefully built to avoid contamination.
The plan of the house was
selected from a magazine and aid in drawing the details was secured from
a student of a technical school.

The

total cost of material

A

carpenter

was hired

and hired labor was about

for about 2 weeks.

Into this house
has gone the savings of the family as well as a $1,500 inheritance. Potatoes
and vegetables are grown on part of the land.

Case

$2,200.

This family also consists of four man, wife, and two children.
is thirty-five years old and earned about
$50 a week before the
recent depression.
In 1926 he purchased 20 acres of wooded land, 2 acres of

The

3.

father

He raises the vegetables the family needs and from his
about $200 worth of eggs per year, a surplus above those
The house, which is of two stories and has 6 rooms, was built

which are cleared.
chickens he

sells

used at home.

by a contractor for $4,200. The owner paid $1,200 from his savings and a
mortgage from a cooperative bank secured the remaining $3,000. The building is of frame, having electric lights, bathroom, and running water; it is
well decorated both inside and out.
Heat is supplied by a one-pipe furnace.

This

some

savings.

is

the case of a skilled industrial laborer with high wages and
He is paying 6 per cent on his mortgage, the whole debt to

be repaid in 12 years. His main difficuty is in making the payment of $30
a month on the mortgage when employment is not normal. This type of
operator needs credit extended over a longer period of time with a lower
rate of interest.

Case 4. The part-time farmer in this case is forty years old, married, and
has seven children. He works in a foundry, and averages about $22 a week.
In 1928 he bought an old farm of 63 acres which, except for about 2 acres,

The purchase was made by
is covered by brush and unfit for cultivation.
assuming a mortgage of $800 at 6 per cent. Potatoes and other vegetables
A surplus of
are raised on 1 acre he keeps about 30 hens and a cow.
eggs and butter is sold. The house, about 80 years old, is shabby and in poor
;

Water
It is a two-story building with 11 rooms, only 8 being used.
obtained by a hand pump in the kitchen the house is lighted by kerosene
There is a privy. Although the house is inferior,
is heated by a stove.

repair.
is
it

;

;

the earnings of the father

made a move

of this kind necessary.

The farm

and an opportunity to obtain most of
The cost in interest, taxes, and insurance is about $80 a

provides living quarters for 9 persons
the family food.
year.

Case 5. This is the case of a married man about forty years of age with
two children. He is an industrial laborer earning about $20 a week. In
1917 he purchased about 3 acres and shortly afterwards erected a house.
a small
keeps a cow, some hens, and raises vegetables for family use, with
carwife.
his
and
the
built
house
was
The
sale.
operator
by
surplus for
It
in putting up the frame.
penter was hired for only a short time to help
6
with
stories
two
has
which
the
to
building,
took several years
complete
and arrangements
rooms, a basement, and an attic. It has an inside toilet

He

A
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made

It is heated by a stove, lighted by kerosene,
for a bathroom.
supplied from a well by means of a hand pump in the cellar.
In spite of the lack of modern conveniences this is a well-arranged and wellkept home. The paint is good, the walls are well papered, the windows are

are being

and water

is

supplied with screens, the rooms are kept neat, and a cheerful atmosphere
pervades the home.

Case

6.

This

is

a family of five

man, wife, and three children.

The

operator, thirty-six years old, was employed in a textile mill about 5 miles
from his home, at a salary of about $30 a week. Following the purchase of
his land in 1922,

he

built a

house of 5 rooms, doing his

own work.

When

employment became irregular, he raised a small amount of money on a
mortgage from a savings bank, and added 1 more room, as well as a bathroom and .a porch.
Case

7.

laborer.

This operator is thirty-five years old, formerly an industrial
In 1924 he bought a tract of land of 4]/2 acres, and engaged in

His farming activities were arraising poultry and vegetables for market.
ranged on a seasonal basis and he worked on different jobs during the winter
months. When visited for the first time in 1928 he lived in a bungalow of 4
small rooms which he had built himself.

At

the time of the

first visit 3

years ago, there were -four children, but now there are six and his former
building has become inadequate. In the spring of 1931 he laid the foundations

new house with two stories and a good basement. The new building
have 7 rooms, a bathroom, and a porch. It is being wired for electricity,
The operator is dowill have running water, and plenty of storage space.
ing the work himself, only occasionally hiring help. The house plan was
for a

will

adapted from one taken from the catalog of a lumber company. The operator's earnings from all sources have averaged for the last few years about
$22 a week. The receiving of a $300 bonus niade the beginning of the new
building possible.

The lumber has been

When

obtained on short-term credit from

major part of the work is completed the
a
from
borrow
building and loan association on a mortgage
operator plans to
to enable him to pay off his indebtedness for the materials, and supply funds
a lumber company.

the

for the completion of the work.

Case 8. The part-time farmer operator in this case is fifty years old and
has four children, the oldest of whom is married. When work in the mill became irregular he purchased 2 acres and erected a house with the help of
The
his married son. He keeps a cow and chickens and^ raises vegetables.
house has 8 rooms and is one and one-half stories high. Water is obtained

from the well by means of a hand pump in the cellar. The house has a bathroom and a specially built cesspool to take care of the sewage. The cost of
the material for the house

is

estimated at about $2,000.

The

construction

of the house became possible through the savings of the operator which
amounted to a little over $1,000. By recently building the house, he took
advantage of lower costs of material and at the same time made use of his
son's

and

his

own

labor.
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Housing Needs and Financing
question of financing for part-time farmers concerns 2
groups those already on the land and those who desire to go there.
As demonstrated by the conditions in many sections of New Eng-

The

;

land and some other parts of the country, part-time farming is a
growing economy, having largely come into existence within recent years.
in the

The

increase of population between 1910

towns having a population below 5,000

and 1930
was

in Massachusetts

33 per cent, while the cities of over 10,000 in population increased
only 27 per cent. The increase of population in the towns below
5,000 is largely due to the development of part-time farming, as
the

number

of

farmers in these communities has actually de-

clined.

The housing

needs, henceforth, for both present and prospective

part-time farmers will have to be met largely from new construcThe supply of old farmhouses is comparatively limited.
tion.
Besides, most of these structures, many of which have been

abandoned, are in the process of disintegration. The demand is
greater than the supply of houses for part-time farmers.
The problems of financing for those venturing into new house
building depend largely upon accumulated capital and earnings.
From this standpoint, the operators may be divided into 2 major

groups First, the unskilled wage earners with earnings generally
below $25 a week; and second, skilled industrial laborers, meBoth rely
chanics and artisans with a higher range of earnings.
:

upon their own house planning and labor. The practice
reduces the cost of construction and allows a profitable utiliza-

largely

tion of the operator's labor, especially at a time of

Of

unemployment.

new houses

constructed by part-time farmers, only those
a
built
that were
by
group of higher-paid wage earners were, in
The unskilled laborers with low earnings
general, satisfactory.
the

The
at the very beginning.
or 2 rooms, into which they move,
To obtain additional
their available funds.

and lack of savings are handicapped
construction of the

first

I

ordinarily absorbs all
credit to continue construction

is

an almost insurmountable

dif-

Both savings banks and building and loan associations,
ficulty.
in considering the granting of credit on either a building in the
process of construction or an already completed building, are very
careful in their specifications.
They seldom grant credit on a
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poorly planned or constructed building, on one which has no modern conveniences or, in most cases, on a building which is not
worth at least $3,000. Credit institutions canvassed in the investi-

emphasized the

gation,

towards

property which contribute

in

qualities

Under such

conditions, many operaerecting cheap bungalows were entirely cut off from
better type of conthe credit supplied by these institutions.
struction would require a larger initial capital than was at the dis-

tors

its

marketability.

who were

A

posal of the lower-paid group.

Only a few of the lower-paid

group succeeded in obtaining satisfactory housing conditions
5
through their own efforts.
(Case 5 and partially in Case 7.)
Most of them are living in old farmhouses or in an inferior type
(Case 1), unless they inherited a little money or received some
other assistance.

The

(Case 2.)

who

farmhouses are able to obtain
accommodations than those who construct
inadequate and inferior new structures. The owners of the old
farmhouses often are willing to sell them for a small cash payment or for no cash. (Case 4.) The former owner is satisfied
with receiving interest on the mortgage which is generally made
out at an amount much higher than the dilapidated building is
operators

somewhat

settle in old

better credit

it offers a temporary solution of the housing problem for an operator with a large family, low earnings, and no

worth, though

savings.
On the basis of their values, 42 per cent of the houses of parttime farmers in Massachusetts areas were found in the group be-

low $2,000 each, 32 per cent between $2,000 and $3,000, and 26
6
This division of values corper cent in the group above $3,000.
of poor, medium, and good
to
conditions
responds roughly
housing

The opportunities for financing construction, so far disThe third group of
refer
to the first and second groups.
cussed,
houses is represented largely by new structures with modern conquality.

veniences, occupied by operators with a higher range of earnings
or by those who have received some form of outside aid. Owing
to earnings

and savings, these operators were

able to supply a

larger initial capital in purchasing or constructing their houses,
and they found at their disposal better credit facilities through
6

For the

cases mentioned see pp. 28-30.
This refers to the years 1928 and 1929 the valuation of these buildings
under the present level of prices would naturally be lower.
6

;
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savings banks and building and loan associations than those housed
The building and loan associations frequently
in poor buildings.
to
75 and 80 per cent of the valuation of proploans
up
supplied
erty.

The

practice of

making repayment of the debt on a monthly

instalment basis to the building and loan association is very well
adapted to the financial condition of these families. Seasonal
part-time farmers can secure credit through the Federal

Farm

Loan system. However, very few part-time farming enterprises
are qualified for this type of credit, and those who were found to
have taken advantage of this source were the exception. Besides,
with an allowance of only 20 per cent on the valuation of the
building, the usefulness of this credit for housing

is

very limited.

The problem which confronts all groups of operators is the high
Even those who are sufficiently supplied with
cost of credit.
by savings banks and building and loan associations cannot
borrow at a rate of interest lower than 6 per cent. Very few of
these institutions were found to loan on mortgages at a lower rate.
The evidence is, however, that credit at 6 per cent is too costly to
induce many wage earners to settle on the land or to facilitate im-

credit

provement in the housing condition of those who are already engaged in part-time farming.
Closely connected with the cost of mortgage credit is the period
of time for which it is extended. The most convenient and logical
form of credit on the basis of repayment of debt in periodical instalments, is made available both by building and loan associations

and by Federal Land Banks. The latter institutions are, however, of practically no significance to part-time farmers for reasons
already stated, while building and loan associations require the

payment of the debt within a comparatively short period of time
A 6 per cent rate of
ordinarily in twelve years in Massachusetts.
interest makes the periodical payment for operators too high and
Evidence indicates that with a
cuts heavily into their budgets.
lower rate of interest and a longer period of time allowed for the

repayment of the principal, the operators would build, under the
same conditions, a better type of house and assume mortgages for
greater amounts for the improvement of their dwellings.

Housing Costs
The average annual cost of housing for all part-time farmers in
Massachusetts areas, as represented by interest on the estimated
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and insurance, but exclusive of depreciation, light and
was $178. The range of costs naturally shows a great varia-

values, taxes
heat,

tion as suggested

by the distribution of values of the dwellings.

In general, expenses for heating were not great, as in most cases
The genthe fuel requirements were supplied by the homestead.
eral cost of housing for those operators who formerly resided in
the city and settled in old farmhouses or other inferior dwellings
was, on the whole, lower than the rents they had previously paid.

On the other hand, those occupying new houses with modern conveniences seldom effected any saving over their former rent, and
in

some

cases the costs were even higher.
Nevertheless, it may
all of them improved their

be confidently stated that practically

housing conditions.

Even

the families

who

settled in old

farm-

houses, or in poorer types of dwellings, found some improvement
over the overcrowded conditions from which, ordinarily, they came.

Under new

conditions, they found more housing space and enthe
advantages of sunshine, light, and open air.
joyed

Considerations and Suggestions

From the general survey of part-time farming it appears that
there are economic and social advantages for the families concerned.

The

cost of food

is less,

whereby the

cost of living is re-

In time of unemployment, the worker has his land to fall
back upon for part of the family's living and he can invest his
duced.

labor in the house.

Home

ownership, which

is

the prevailing

form of tenure
economic

in part-time farming, brings greater stability and
To the extent that
security in case of unemployment.

home is a fundamental feature of part-time
which
facilitates and stimulates its developfarming, anything
ment will be reflected in better housing conditions for the working
the establishment of a

people.

Constructive measures for the improvement of housing conditions in part-time farming are needed along the following three
lines
1.

:

Better credit

facilities

;

Reduction in the cost of building materials through standardization and
other measures;
3. An educational campaign to bring to the knowledge of both
present and
prospective part-time farmers the facilities available for settlement, and improvement of housing conditions.
2.
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Under

the present system of financing, at least ^2 of the
are
deprived of the opportunity to obtain institutional
operators
credit on the homes they intend to build or already occupy. Hence,
1.

new credit agency of a public or a semi-public nature should be
created to advance credit on favorable terms to the workers in

a

part-time farming with average earnings of less than $25 a week.
It is not likely that slight modification in the policies of the credit
institutions

now

in existence

would be

sufficient to

meet the needs

of this group of operators with low earnings and either

little

or

no savings.

The

operators represented by skilled laborers having higher insettling in better houses are at present sufficiently supin
their
credit needs by savings banks and building and loan
plied

comes and

'

associations.

improvement

However,

to

encourage home building and housing
lower

in this group, credit should be available at a

rate of interest, extended over a longer period of time than

under

the present amortization system of building and loan associations.
2. The reduction in the cost of materials is not a problem
peculiar to this field but belongs to the whole realm of housing.
The lessening of the cost of materials in housing for one group
will assist in solving this

problem for others.

During recent years a great deal has been accomplished in
the development of a knowledge of adapting better methods of
3.

modern homes and the installation of modern conThe author feels, however, that there must come into
existence some at least semi-public organization which will
undertake to inform present and prospective settlers and home
construction to

veniences.

builders engaged in part-time farming, of the best possible finan-

arrangements they can make in attaining their goal under existIt is advisable, also, to extend the activities
ing credit facilities.
of the agricultural extension service and of other agencies, which

cial

at present serve the

farming population, to help in developing

better housing conditions for small producers.

PART

II.

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
CHAPTER

1

IV

A BRIEF HISTORY OF RURAL ARCHITECTURE
IN THE UNITED STATES
2

Beginning with the rude and simple huts of the early years at
Jamestown and Plymouth, the houses along the Atlantic seaboard,
in the period 1607 to 1800, passed through all the stages archi-

from the crudest to the most finished, producing, during
the latter years, delightful and adequate farmhouse types, generally, and, in some sections, almost palatial rural residences.
tecturally

The pioneers moving westward settled, one after another, in
the Northwest Territory, the South, the Great Plains, and the
Great Basin; the settlers of each territory necessarily building
crude dwellings.
Pioneer communities could have little or no
artistic expression,

and

it is

only in those sections of our country

enough to produce a distinct culture that they have
acquired significant architectural properties. In large sections of
the country, architecture on the farm is still in what may be termed
settled long

the pioneer stage, but on the whole there is emerging a type of
farm home that will eventually become an efficient, adequate, and
In order to
beautiful expression of modern American rural life.

afford guidance from the past for such a development this paper
is written giving the history of rural architecture as it has been
expressed in varied regional and chronological ramifications.

Colonial Farmhouses

The word "colonial," as applied to architecture,
include that which arose between the dates of the
Plymouth

settlements

and the

initiation of

is

here used to

Jamestown and

our national

era.

The

three general varieties of colonial architecture were the English
Colonial of the Atlantic seaboard with its derivatives, the Dutch
1
This part was prepared under the auspices of a section of the committee
composed of the following members Samuel H. McCrory, Chairman, Eloise
Davison, William Arthur Foster, R. E. Gray, Joanne M. Hansen, Robert
T. Jones, Rena B. Maycock, Mary A. Rokahr, Dan Scoates, W. F. Shaw,
Bruce Walker, Phebe K. Warner, and Henry E. Wichers.
Harry
2
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and the Spanish

Colonial of Florida, the Gulf Coast, and the Southwest. There
were also outcroppings of French influence in the vicinities of
Detroit, Vincennes, St. Louis, Cape Girardeau, Ste. Genevieve,
and along the bayous of the Louisiana country.
Each varied expression drew upon the parent stock of architecture in its home land, but evolved something new and different,
eminently expressive of the life in the American rural environment. Indeed our colonial forefathers knew little of architectural
form, but in adapting the forms of their dwellings to climatic and

other conditions they raised structures wonderfully complete as
folk expressions.

The English

Colonial.

Two

periods of English Colonial archi-

tecture are distinguishable: (1) The Early American
1607-1720,
and (2) the American Georgian 1720-1800. The first is a frugal,

somewhat

more
The second grew

severe, Puritanical type; the latter

genial, classically inclined, but dignified

manner.

logically out of the first, just as the first

current in England

when

is

in a

emerged from the vogue
came to our

these early farmers first

shores.

Early Shelters. The earliest farmhouses were simply palisade
huts of logs or roughly squared planks set vertically in the ground,
with roofs of logs covered with turf or with hand-rived shingles.

The English

thatch of straw

was not much used

in

America,

it

be-

ing easier to make a "thatch" of wood than one of straw. Houses
built of logs laid horizontally were first introduced by the Swedes

and Finns who settled in Delaware. By 1700 apparently this type
gained general acceptance and was, in time, carried over the mountains to Kentucky and Tennessee.

Such homes

in

many

colonies continued to be used

by the

less

fortunate elements in the population after they had been abandoned
by the more prosperous. As early as the middle of the 17th cen-

tury a

move

to

abandon such structures was made, but in some
and open caves were inhabited until well into

places crude shelters
the 18th century.

Early American Houses. When our colonists came to the
England still used the old medieval types
of structure and most of our colonial farmers came from the rural
districts where wood was still plentiful and the buildings were of
the half-timber type.
The frame of such a structure was asAtlantic seaboard, rural
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sembled upon the ground, and then "raised" into place, and pinned
together with heavy wooden pins. The in-filling, or wall material,
was often of "wattle-and-daub," made of straw and clay rolled
into "cats"

and

filled in

between the members of the frame.

Upon

occasion, of course, both bricks and stones were used for this purpose. This rough work was then plastered with clay, whitewashed
inside, and covered on the exterior by a thin coating of lime plaster.

Later, plaster of lime

and sand was

also used

upon the

interior.

The "wattle-and-daub" and such

other expedients satisfactory
in the less rigorous climate of Old England would not do in New
England, and the colonist soon began to rive, split or saw out a

covering for this type of wall. "Clapboards" thus devised were
found so efficient in shedding water and keeping out the wind that
they were generally adopted, and formed an important feature of

New

England exterior. This clapboarding,
mechanically, comes down to our day in what we
the

later
call

produced

"siding" or

"weatherboarding."
The early houses in Virginia and the middle colonies seem to
have been to a considerable extent of brick, which were early made

New

England producing them as early as 1634.
New England house consisted of a "hall"
on one side and a "parlour" on the other side of a "porch" or
entry out of which arose "dancing" steps to the second floor. Be-

in the colonies,

The plan

of the early

hind the stairway, a great central chimney "stack" afforded large
This arrangement of
fireplaces in both "hall" and "parlour."
the chimney conserved heat and stiffened the structure which con-

heavy corner posts, which supported the "girts" and
"summer" beams, which in turn carried the joists of the second
floor.
This "hall" was the place of all work, and is probably a

sisted of

descendant of the great hall of the medieval habitation.
The exterior of such a house was bleak and bare but four-

(Figure 1.) The early windows were made
of parchment though casements with leaded glass in diamond panes
square and staunch.

soon came into vogue. The casement was in turn replaced by
the double-hung window, a distinctive American invention.
The next evolution in plan had to do with the kitchen which
firewas placed in a lean-to added at the rear of the house.

A

place was provided for it and an oven constructed as part of the
Access to the cellar was provided through
central chimney stack.

a trapdoor in the floor of the kitchen.

This lean-to was soon

in-

FIGURE

1.

The

staunch, sturdy character of the early colonial farm-

houses

FIGURE

2.

The

central

is

illustrated

by

this

drawing.

chimney type of early colonial farmhouse
trated by this drawing.

is

illus-
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FIGURE

3.

This drawing

illustrates the

two-plane or gambrel roof.

corporated under the main roof which was extended downward
to cover it.
(Figures 1 and 2.)
of
the half-timber frame it was possible to make the
By use

upper story project beyond the lower walls. This afforded added
space in the bedrooms and protection for the lower walls. Doubtless this feature had its origin in England.
Within these houses were deep-throated fireplaces with cranes,

and kettles, spinning wheels, straight-back chairs with rush
bottoms, and gate-leg tables, while around the walls hung the various household implements. In the earlier interiors, the walls were
pots,

of plain boards, but as time progressed, plastered partitions with
the openings came into vogue.
Finally the

wood trim around

These early boarded interiors
walls were panelled to the ceiling.
had "batten" doors, but soon the panelled door, prototype of our
modern four-panelled door, made its appearance.
In the late colonial or Georgian period, plaster was used upon
both walls and ceilings and the more prosperous landowners could

now

afford to purchase panoramic wallpapers, brought to

New

A

FIGURE

4.
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center hall plan of an early farmhouse developed in the
late Georgian Period.

England by the sea traders of Salem, Portsmouth, Marblehead
and Boston.
Georgian Farmhouses. The roof now changed from the steep
gabled type to the two-plane slope, called the gambrel roof.
ure 3.)

A
A

(Fig-

fundamental change also appeared in the plan of the house.

was projected through the structure, the
A stairway, now more
principal rooms flanking it on either side.
or less elaborate, led to the upper story from this hall, while the
fireplaces and their chimneys were removed to positions about midway between the hall and the ends of the house. (Figure 4.) A
later development was the removal of the chimneys to the ends of
the house.
With this sedate symmetry of plan came
(Figure 5.)
also a gradual infiltration of classic details and proportions.
(Figure 8.) These, borrowed from England largely through the incentral hall or corridor
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WWCq

FIGURE

5.

of the chimney of the Georgian farmhouse to
end of the house is shown by this drawing.

The removal
either

fluence of architectural books reaching the colonies and through
the work of imported artisans, had in turn been imported to

England from

Italy, by Inigo Jones. Perpetuated by his successors,
Sir Christopher Wren, Hawksmoor and Gibbs, and synchronizing
with the reigns of the Georges, these balanced, classically inclined

types are called Georgian.
In the Middle Atlantic colonies there evolved a farm architec-

Here both
ture markedly contrasting with that of New England.
brick and stone were used, the staunch old houses of stone being
(Figure 9.)
typical in certain sections of Pennsylvania.
In addition to the main house most farm homes had

many

ap-

pendages which included the summer house, the summer kitchen,
the wellhouse, smokehouse, woodshed, washhouse, spinnery, car-

A
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6.

The plan

of a typical
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Maryland plantation house.

riagehouse, and privy. For the South there would be added detached servants' quarters and an icehouse.
Under the social and economic system that prevailed in the

South the plans of the house became extended and detached.

made
room

how

It

was from the breakfastor dining-room, because servants took the steps, and covered
dishes kept the food warm.
Usually the kitchens were in a wing
far removed from the apartments of the master's family, and often
little

difference

upon a lower

level

far the kitchen

with a short

flight of steps intervening.

The

plantation houses of Maryland illustrate such a scheme.
(Figure
Here we find a central mass the house proper flanked by
6.)
two wings connected by corridors (lobbies) to the main house.

One wing was
office

for the kitchen

and body servants, the other for the

of the estate.

In the South, the housing of many slaves called for special arrangements and often "the quarters" were adjuncts of the farmhouse proper. Upon some plantations slave families were provided with small individual cabins upon others, long ranges of
;

rooms housed them.

These servants ate

in the kitchen of the

"big house" which, because of this function, had to be very large.
Often there were two kitchens, one in the main house, and a de-

tached kitchen where the larger operations, like baking, were carIn some sections the function of this second kitchen was
ried on.
not unlike that of a scullery.
The genial southern climate

house architecture, with

its

is

beautifully reflected in

its

farm-

extended plans, larger openings, and
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*

FIGURE

7.

The

*

plan of a Virginia plantation house.

open two-storied porticos. "Whitehall" in Anne Arundel County,
Maryland, and "Homewood," the old Carroll mansion now on the

campus of Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, amply illustrate
these points, while such farmhouses as Mount Vernon, Monticello,
Ashland and many another in Virginia form splendid examples for
this section.

In some cases, as at

Mount Vernon,

the kitchens

and service

apartments were completely separated from the main house except
In keeping with the
for the curved open arcade.
(Figure 7.)
social scheme of the place and day, a large portion of Mount Vernon was given over to social rooms, most of the work being rele-

gated to detached buildings that lined the drive at the rear of the
house.

In the Carolinas, Georgia, and Alabama the same open forms
Chesapeake region were prevalent, but the

that characterized the

two-story portico, like that on the Brewton house in Charleston was
After the Revolution, and especially during the
also popular.
Greek Revival Period, porticos with columns two-stories high be-

came

the fashion for

The Dutch

farm places

in this area,

and many

still

stand.

In those portions of the Atlantic seaboard settled by the Dutch a peculiar variant, known as "Dutch
Colonial," emerged.
Along the Hudson are still to be seen such
Colonial.

early farmhouses of whitewashed stone, with end chimneys

and

c o

2-3

^l?
(fl

c/3

RII

-l-le

.
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>

FIGURE

14.

Photograph and

R

1

V

E.

plan, Rancho
California.

Camulos, Ventura County,

A
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or no projection at the eaves. However, the more prosperous
Dutch farmers soon began to fashion plans, two rooms deep, and
to use a roof of low slope with a deep projection both front and
rear.
This "overhang" was soon extended to form a true porch
This was the beginning of a feature
or, as it was called, "piazza."
that has become very important in American domestic architecture.
The Dutch also appropriated the gambrel roof which,
formed by a lower slope, is called to this day a "Dutch" roof.
Dutch houses varied in material, being in some cases of frame,
little

clapboard or shingle-covered in others constructed of local stones,
left natural or whitewashed.
These old Dutch farmhouses have
;

a substantial, homelike air that reflects, in their every line, the
human qualities of their builders. (Figure 10.)

French Colonial. While Detroit, Vincennes, and the Missouri
towns in the vicinity of Saint Louis had, in the old days, some
French colonial farmhouses near them, it was principally in the
Louisiana parishes that the French forms were planted.

These
Teche
and
the
lower
Bayou
between
New
Orleans
and
St.
Francisville
are
eloMississippi
reminders
of
a
landed
built
under
quent
unique
aristocracy
up
French and Spanish protection. Of course, many of the great
plantation houses were built during the period between 1800 and
the Civil War, which fact takes them out of the colonial category
chronologically but not culturally, for here perhaps more cominteresting old farmhouses along the

pletely than elsewhere in our country, tradition lives to the present

moment.

The plantation houses of Louisiana, in general, can be described
as being great rectangular masses crowned by hip roofs, punctuated by small classic dormers and chimneys. Frequently this
roof

carried out to shelter a two-story "gallery" which may appear upon only one side of the house or entirely surround it.
In some cases shorter columns are superimposed
(Figure 12.)
to

is

form such a

gallery but

more frequently

tall

columns include

both stories and support, about midway up, the railed second
floor of the gallery.
These columns are generally round, of wood
or of stuccoed brick, but upon occasion they are square. The

Doric column

is

thian are found.

the prevalent order although the Ionic and CorinSome of the Louisiana houses, especially those

of wood, with their end chimneys and their broken slope roofs,
possess a flavor not unlike that of certain of the New England
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FIGURE

12.

Louisiana plantation house showing the roof extension to
shelter a two-story "gallery."

"Oakley" near St. Francisville is one such "Waverly"
splendid Georgian doorway, "Rosedown" and "Burn-

colonials.

with

A

;

its

side" are others.

In

many

opening
lights,

windows are true French windows
Doors are often equipped with transom

of the houses the

to the floor.

semi-circular or elliptical, but, with or without fanlights,

doors almost invariably are equipped with side lights. Upon occasion a balustraded deck atop a hip roof recalls a similar feature

known
The

New

England towns as a "captain's walk."
were often simple in arrangement and, although
Often a broad central hall ran
massive, chaste in proportion.
the
house
flanked
or more large rooms on either
two
through
by
in
the
rear
rooms
turn
side,
connecting with a deep gallery. A
feature of the second story was the gallery which fronted every
bedchamber and provided a cool lounging-place above ground and
away from mosquitoes.
in

interiors

Spanish Colonial. The Spanish Colonial

types, being in a semi-

A
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arid portion of the country, contrast markedly with those already
described.
Spanish farms (ranches) were confined principally

now comprise the States of Texas, New
and
southern half of California. Here deArizona
the
Mexico,
a
veloped
quaint pastoral life, many reminders of which remain
in the old ranchhouses that still stand. Earl R. Forrest in his Missions and Pueblos of the Old Southwest mentions several such
to the territories that

ranches.

He

describes one, the

San Bernardino, eighteen miles

east of Douglas, Arizona, as a "long one-story adobe structure of
the Spanish type, with enough buildings scattered about to make

a small town,

and surrounded by a number of giant cottonwoods

an otherwise treeless country."
In the early days of California the ranchero was his own architect and builder and, like the Spanish mission fathers, favored the

in

easily acquired

and Spain.

adobe or sun-dried brick, long used both in Mexico
wood was used except for window and door

Little

frames, doors, and roofing timbers. The timber-framed roof
was usually covered with burned tiles, but roofs of tule thatch
The rooms of the ranch(cat-tails) were used upon occasion.

house usually enclosed three sides of an open court, (patio) left
open on the fourth. This patio sometimes had a fountain at its

was planted with trees and flowers. There were, in
addition to the family apartments, rooms for the servants, a room
for implements, a room for cheese and milk, and another for hides

center and

and

tallow.
These with a guest-room, a small family chapel,
dining-room, and kitchen ("cocina") made up the architectural
ensemble.

These rooms opened directly upon an open corridor running
around the courtyard. These corridors were similar to those at
the missions, except that there were no arches, wooden posts or
brick piers being employed to support the roof of tiles.
Sometimes a porch, similar in construction, crossed the front of the

The houses with adobe walls, usually about three feet
were plastered inside and out, and whitewashed. Windows
were barred, as in Spain and Mexico, with either iron or wooden
grilles.
Frequently there was no heat in the house proper, the only
In
fireplace being in the kitchen where the meals were prepared.

house.
thick,

sunny a climate as California, however, this deficiency was not
Often an oven ("homo") of beehive shape, set upon a
rectangular base, stood outside the house near the kitchen door.
so

serious.
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Such ovens were

fired

being drawn before the
While such houses were mainly of

with wood, the

fire

baking or roasting was done.
one story, some of two stories were

The two-story type
built.
usually had a covered projecting balcony at the second-floor level
carried upon wooden beams which formed the floor joists of the
second

floor.

One

of the best examples of a ranchhouse which shows the influence of the Spanish architecture is the Rancho Camulos in Ven-

tura County, California, the home-place of the maiden, Ramona,
Hunt Jackson's famous novel of the same name. The

of Helen

low whitewashed walls of the house surround three sides of a
verandas providing shady retreats from the
The principal apartments are on the south
brilliant sunshine.
patio, the flanking

side of the court, while the

pies the north side
in the main house.

little

detached cocina (kitchen) occu-

and stands opposite the dining-room which
This pleasant courtyard, with

its

is

flower beds,

gravelled walks, and its rose and close-cropped cypress hedges,
formed the center of domestic routine its verandas forming the
settings in which many of the numerous duties of the ranchero,
in this charming out-of-doors country, were accomplished.
(Figits

;

ure 14.)

The Westward Movement
So far we have considered only the colonial types of farmhouse,
most of which were confined to the seaboard or gulf coastal plains.

With the opening of the interior, about the time that our nation
achieved independence, a new epoch in farm development ensued
and new forms of farmhouse architecture arose. As the emigrants moved westward, they carried with them notions as to what
Thus we have in the North Central
the farmhouse should be.

West a transplanted New England type, and in the South, farmhouses that show the Virginia influence.
Earliest Western Homes. By the time that emigration to the
trans- Appalachian areas set in, the log cabin, built of horizontal
Excellent exlogs, was the prevailing type for wooded regions.

amples of these log cabins are to be seen today as far west as eastern Kansas. In the North, they were more compact than in the
South, where often two portions of a house were separated by an

open passage way, or a "dog trot" porch. This passage way frequently served as a washroom and here extra wood for the kitchen

A
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FIGURE

13.

The simple
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I

.

log cabin plan with central passageway between

rooms on

either side.

and a bench with the water bucket and washbasin were kept.
Wooden pegs driven into the wall served as hooks
(Figure 13.)
which
to
upon
hang garments. If the house was located to secure
the advantage of the prevailing breeze in summer, such a passage
way proved the coolest spot on the farm. The old Creel Cabin,
built in

1815 on the Kentucky farm upon which Abraham Lincoln
is a good example of this type, while the Lincoln Cabin

was born,

itself, built

much

earlier,

and now enshrined within a great granite

temple, belongs to a simpler class.
In the better cabins, a porch across the front amplified the living
quarters in summer, and here many of the household duties were

Two-story cabins were not unusual, some fine exThe early floors
amples existing until this day.
(Figure 11.)
were often of earth, though soon they came to be made of
performed.

"puncheons" or
fore glass

was

split logs

with splinters and uneven surfaces.

available, a hole

was

cut to

form a

glassless

Be-

window,

and was protected with a skin or a heavy shutter. Oiled paper
was in some cases used, the window being covered with wooden
slats for security.
Stick chimneys plastered with mud, always in
constant danger of burning, were the rule in the earlier houses,
but these in time were replaced by stone. 3
3

in

The field worker for the committee found this type
Georgetown County, South Carolina. B. L. M.

of

chimney

still

in use
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just described, a more
These were formed of
beautifully hewn or squared logs carefully jointed and calked, and
covered with clapboards. Stone foundations and stone or brick
chimneys were now in vogue and, in plan, such houses were not

Following the

farm homes

earliest cabin

refined variety of the log house appeared.

more adequate types known beyond- the mountains. The
Wilmore Garrett Place at old Fort Garrett near Lexington,
Kentucky, is of this variety. The stairway ascends from a cenThis
tral hallway, the more important rooms flanking the entry.
house, like many another, was covered with clapboarding and with
At the
the addition of a classic portico attained a real gentility.
rear of the Garrett House a fine stone wing, the next step in the
unlike the
old

utilization of materials, is

More

Substantial

now

Homes

to be seen.

in

Kentucky.

(Figure 15.)
In Kentucky, Ten-

and along the Ohio River the farmer eventually turned to
more permanent varieties of building material. Stone, where
it was readily available, early became a favorite material, but soon
Indeed stone as a building material
brick also was employed.
nessee,

the

really made its appearance in Kentucky before the cabin type of
house went out of use, and there are many small stone houses, now
long used for Negro or servant quarters, that were the habitations

A

more genteel and commendable
of the original landowners.
variety of stone house is that class represented by the old DuPuy

Farmhouse below

Versailles

in

Woodford County, Kentucky.

of two stories with a central hall, a
quaint front porch, and simple but dignified mantels. At the left
projects a one-story kitchen wing with an intervening open porch

This interesting old house

is

(now screened) between kitchen and main house.

Built of the

cream-white Kentucky "marble" with white trimming and green
shutters, this staunch old house makes a picture under almost any
sky.

Brick as a building material was early used in Kentucky and
Tennessee, the reputed first brick house in Kentucky being the
William Whitley House, 1786, near Stanford. Brick houses came
into

vogue sometime before the Georgian

ence and as a result the state has
erty Hall in Frankfort (1796)

style

passed out of exist-

excellent examples.
(Libthe Benjamin Gratz house in

many

and

Lexington.)

The

plans of these houses were after the Georgian models of
Virginia, with a broad central hall and stairway leading to a land-

A
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it proceeds to the second floor.
Ceilings were high
and windows double-hung with twelve or sixteen-paned sashes.
Often Palladian windows were used. Each important room had a
beautiful mantel while an arch carried across the central hall and
supported upon delicate columns divided that feature into "front"
and "back."

ing from which

In the rich Bluegrass area of Kentucky the finest old Kentucky
to be seen.
While many of these are of Georgian

farm homes are

majority are of Greek Revival.

lines, the

(Figure 16.)

This

American architecture was inaugurated by Benjamin
an
Latrobe,
English architect who settled in America about 1796,
and who, in his design for the Bank of Pennsylvania (1799-1801),
4
This vogue begave America its first Greek Revival building.
came almost immediately popular and may be said to have been our
national style down to about 1850.
By 1820 or 1825 the Greek
manner was established in Kentucky coming to its height as a
farmhouse type about 1840. One of the charming features of
such houses was the two-storied gallery at the rear.
On farms in Kentucky before the Civil War, as on the Maryland and Virginia farms, the kitchen was usually a detached build-

period of

Thomas W.

ing.

Bullitt in his delightful

describes the kitchen which

My

was about seventy

Life at

Oxmoor

feet distant

5

from

the dining-room:

was a single room of brick, the wash room being under the same roof.
was of brick, the hearth being brick. There was no well or cisBut the spring was a great
tern, and the spring was one-fifth of a mile away.
one, and a boy (Negro) did nothing but bring water for the kitchen and the
house.
The fireplace was six feet wide. Only wood was used, but it
Neither coal nor gas can equal
was the best seasoned and of all sizes.
wood for a kitchen fire. The smoke was carried up a broad, well-drawing
chimney. ... A great swinging crane in the back of the fireplace provided
a support on which could be hung a 'kettle' or any vessel for boiling water.
The live coals and the hot ashes in the fireplace or on the hearth provided
for frying, baking, roasting, and for everything needed by a cook."
"It

The

floor

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

Descendants of those pioneers who came over the mountains into
Kentucky and Tennessee eventually pushed westward, becoming
the pioneer settlers of southern Illinois, Missouri, and Arkansas,
*

Newcomb, Rexford, "Benjamin Henry Latrobe, Early American ArchiThe Architect, November, 1927, Vol. IX, pp. 173-7.
This work was privately printed. The author owns copy 97 in an edition

tect,"
5

of 100.
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6
The
antedating the movement of the New Englander westward.
in
these
the
cabins constructed by
southern settlers were,
main,
Usually they were
quite like the early habitations of Kentucky.

of horizontal logs but the palisade type was not unknown.
This settlement covered roughly the southern half of Illinois

and Indiana, meeting about midway of these

New

states the

Eng-

land emigrants who later settled the northern areas. With their
slaves, these southerners gradually built up communities patterned

farm architecture never reached
came
farm
homes in the better sections. (Figure 17.) But these could not
be erected before a real competence was won from the soil and,
belated in time, they belong to an era notably low in artistic merit.
after those in

Kentucky but

their

a development comparable with that in the older state.
Brick
into vogue as a structural material and many are the brick

New England
from

New

Influence in the West.

England moved westward, they

When

the migrants

settled plentifully in

Michigan, Ohio, northern Indiana, northern Illinois, and southern
Wisconsin, while scattering settlements were made in Iowa and,

through the influence of the Emigrant Aid Society of Boston, in
Kansas.

The

first generation of farm structures in these areas, as in Kenand Illinois, were the log cabins. The second
Tennessee,
tucky,
showed marked New England influence.
of
Ohio
houses
vintage

Perhaps the closest to New England precedent is the Carpenter
House near North Olmstead. 7 Here we have an Ohio rendition
of the central-chimney type of New England house already described (Figures 1 and 2), including the same type of entry, the
"dancing" steps and three great fireplaces letting into the central
chimney. The parlor is at one side, and what was in New England
called the "hall"

now becomes

the parlor.

The

kitchen occupies
variation

A

a position similar to that in the New England houses.
in the Ohio type is the addition of a wing containing a

"summer"

kitchen with an intervening entry and a semi-open porch. The exteriors of such houses were foursquare and rugged with a wellpanelled door and side lights, and symmetrically spaced

windows

with twelve-paned sashes.
6
Nida, W. L., The Story of Illinois and Its People, Chicago, Farquhar
and Albright Company, 1923.
7
O'Donnell, T. E., "Early Architecture in the State of Ohio," Western

Architect, October, 1922, Vol.

XXXI,

pp. 112-15.
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Another popular plan is that in which the gable end fronts the
road and the chimneys are removed to the side walls. In this type
the entrance hall and

doorway are removed

to

one corner and the

parlor occupies the remainder of the front of the house. The old
Goodrich Tavern near Vermilion is a good example of this variety
of plan.

In Ohio, as in Kentucky, the Greek Revival followed hard upon
and Georgian types, a very excellent example in this

the Colonial

category being the Joseph Swift farmhouse near Vermilion (1840Built upon one floor, this
41), unfortunately burned in 1923.
fourteen-room house was fronted by a recessed portico with four

A central hall was flanked by the east and west
which
in
turn communicated with the so-called French
parlors
rooms in the terminal "pavilions," flanking the portico, and bedrooms behind these. These "French" rooms which served as bed
chambers, and, upon occasion, as guest-rooms had Greek-enframed
doors as their frontal motives.
Such rooms were popularly
Ionic columns.

known

A

as "parlor-bedrooms."
second hall perpendicular to the central hall gave cross

cir-

culation providing access to the dining-room, kitchen, supplyroom, maid's room and servants' dining-room. At the east end, a

wing extended from the main house southward, balanced by a detached washhouse and woodshed on the other side.
commodious

A

basement kitchen provided a place of all work and here the year's
supply of fruits and other provisions was prepared, the candles
dipped, and the baking done.

Mid-Western Farmhouse Architecture
home upon a

treeless plain was not an easy task thus
came into being with the settlements on the prairie.
Such houses were made of sods two feet long, eighteen inches wide
and four inches thick. Cut out with the spade, they were laid in
a wall like bricks and held together with wooden stakes driven
through two or more layers. For a roof, shingles had to be
carted from Chicago and these were so expensive that many a
pioneer was obliged to content himself with a roof of turf or
straw.
The introduction of saw mills into the timbered portions
of the Middle West, however, eventually solved this problem, and

Building a

;

the sod house

frame houses soon replaced the sod cabins.
The frame houses of this area, and during

this period,

were not
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particularly prepossessing.
They were, in many cases, especially
in the northern sections, simplifications of the New England types,
so modified in form and frequently so lacking in interest as not
to merit special attention.

(Figure 18.)

hibited, of course, all the passing fads to

Farm

architecture ex-

which town architecture

fell heir and, emerging from the early utilitarian forms,
successively suffered the atrocities of the Gothic Revival, French

of the day

mansard and jigsaw periods.
In spite of the general bad taste of the period between 1850 and
1900, some farmhouses, through a frank and direct meeting of
needs, achieved an honest, but homely beauty. Though the detail
was often poor, such houses were frequently characterized by good

massing and excellent proportions.

There were several popular

types: The "story-and-a-half" (Figure 19), the "two-story" and
various combinations. One should note also the reminiscence of
the Gothic Revival in the windows, and the well-ordered barns and

outbuildings in the Illinois prairie house of this era.

The period from 1850 almost down
able for

its

backward

(Figure 22.)

to the present date

was not-

taste architecturally although other gains

be observed. The fireplace as a heating and cooking expedient began to disappear in the fifties. The stove, orginally invented by Benjamin Franklin as early as 1742, had been so im-

may

proved by 1836 that it began to be an important factor in home
In many houses provided with fireplaces, the opening
heating.
was walled up and the stove vented into it. By 1875 cooking by

means of a fireplace, except among certain groups of the South,
was antiquated. In fact the fireplaces even as a decorative feature
disappeared almost entirely from the American home, although a
remnant of the mantel often lingered in the form of a decorative
shelf to hold the clock and the curious bric-a-brac of the day. The
restoration of the fireplace

Warm-air

is

really a fairly recent event.

patented in 1815, were of little use
for many years, but after 1875, their use began in eastern cities.
However, wood heaters, soft-coal stoves, and hard-coal burners
furnaces,

the "base burner"

homes

first

were the favorite heating expedients

in

farm

opening of the present century.
old tallow candles of pioneer days were replaced by various
patented expedients, until by 1875 the improved kerosene lamp
until after the

The

became of such

utility that it

superseded

all

other means on the

A
farm.
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artists of the

day did

their best to
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make of

these lamps artistic creations, and succeeded, in a measure, probably comparable with other household arts of the time.

Water supply and

sanitation

improved rapidly along with other

inventions but did not affect the farm

The open

privy, the farmlot

manure

home

pile,

until in recent years.

and the habit of throwing

dishwater and other refuse near the house, for long years provided
breeding places for the flies that in summer carried disease over
the countryside.
The open rain barrel or poorly vented cistern
made possible the multiplication of mosquitoes. Before screens

were known, it was necessary, when
have someone frighten away the flies by means of a
branch or a piece of cloth.
It was long the habit to have the water drawn and a supply kept

came

into use or insecticides

eating, to

Later, when it was possible to install a
a well or cistern near the house, this scheme

in pails in the kitchen.

sink and

pump from

farm homes. Then came the force-pump and
from which water was piped down to the
kitchen.
The bathtub, which replaced the wooden or metal washtub as a bathing receptacle, followed in the wake of a piped water
It was at first only a zinc-lined wooden cabinet but in
supply.
became popular

in

a cedar tank in the attic

time cast-iron tubs replaced this.
The story that has been related about the development of the

Ohio and Illinois was repeated upon every new
American plowman. In Kansas and Nebraska
the sod house was followed by a frame house of questionable utilAnd so the story has gone in each
ity and little artistic merit.
new community the evolution from simple to better types. The
types developed in the eighties and nineties for a time remained
standard, and farm homes, like town architecture, during the latter part of the nineteenth and the early years of the twentieth cenfarmhouse

in

frontier of the

turies

made

little

real artistic progress.

The

architecture of the

farmhouse was developed largely as the practical handwork of the
local carpenter and builder.
While farm architecture has been
baneful
influences
of
the imported and exotic European
the
spared
more
and
is
therefore
nearly a genuine American "folk"
"styles"
expression, it has not as a class achieved great distinction. However, within the last ten years much excellent work has begun to
make its appearance, and in some of the more progressive com-

munities

it

has been given the attention of professional architects.
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Probably the best designed and most artistic farm homes in
America are in the more favored areas of our Atlantic seaboard
and upon the Pacific coast. Certainly in the rich fruit areas of
California, Oregon, and Washington some very excellent farm
homes have been built.

An increasing percentage of houses of good architecture are
annually being erected upon the farms of the great Mississippi
For a time the prairie states seemed to prefer the full
Valley.
two-story "square" house with a hip roof, built of

wood

or brick,

and both economical and roomy. Within recent years a great
range of stylistic preference and a wide variety of materials have
come into use. (Figures 20 and 21.) The plans of the newer farmhouses are studied with greater care and the farmhouse now, more
nearly than at any time since the Civil War, reflects farm life and
fulfills farm needs.

CHAPTER V

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS IN
RURAL HOUSING AND HOW THEY

SHOULD BE MET
Introduction

'

It is

tions

is

1

unnecessary to state at this time that building in rural secalmost at a standstill. The present economic situation is

The longer farmers must wait for better
the
more
conditions,
urgently they will need better houses and the
technical assistance to make these dwellings comfortable, consufficient explanation.

and of pleasing appearance. In the meantime, the best
care
should be taken of the building now in use. These
possible
farm dwellings are an important national asset. The April, 1930,
venient,

census shows their value to be more than $7,000,000,000. The
average value per house was only $1,207, but replacement cost

would be much more.

Most

of these houses will be urgently

needed for years to come. Neglect will cause discomfort and
even serious losses. Comparatively small breaks in roof or wall
coverings allow moisture to enter, causing damage to the interior
and contents of the house. Cracks and open mortar joints in a

chimney may cause
foundation

is

fire

and

loss of the dwelling.

Settling of the

followed by cracks in plaster, binding and sticking

doors and windows, uneven floors, and the like. Repairs to prevent serious damage from these causes are comparatively inex2
pensive, if made in time.
The technical committees of this Conference have

made

care-

many phases of the housing situation and are coninformation as to ways to build more satisfacvaluable
tributing
and
less
Many special and technical
expensive houses.
tory
ful studies of

phases of their work apply to rural dwellings. It is necessary in
information to those matters which have

this report to confine the

do particularly with the housing situation in rural districts.
may be pertinent, first, to summarize the differences between

to

It

1

2

By Samuel H. McCrory.

See Phelan, V. B., The Care and Repair of the House, Garden City, N. Y.,
Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc., and Washington, (U. S. Bureau of
Standards), U. S. Government Printing Office, 1931.
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The farmhouse

the

farm and the

city

house in the following ways:

city house.

differs

from the

1. The farmhouse is isolated.
It is cut off from cooperative use of water
supply and sewage disposal systems and in many other matters must rely
on its own resources. However, the isolation of the farmhouse is becoming

The telephone was the first step. Improved roads and the autoless.
mobile and truck came next. The extension of electric power lines and the
use of private electric plants are bringing some of the city advantages to
many country people. It is entirely possible that we shall see a trend toward

grouping houses on adjoining farms by twos and threes, or even in little
villages, as a means of attaining in some degree the benefits of community

This would mean the abandonment of many of the present farmsteads,
but the use of modern machinery and management of larger acreages by a
single operator is already reducing the number of farmsteads, independent of
life.

any tendency toward corporation farming.
2. The farmhouse must serve the farm as well as the family.
The life of
the house usually exceeds the tenure of a single family. Therefore, the
is sooner or later required to furnish capacity commensurate with the
and special needs of the farm. This situation is not found in the city,
where the job and the dwelling seldom have any relation.

house
size

There are major differences in plan between the farmhouse and the
The farmhouse must serve as the center of outdoor operations as
well as of family living and therefore must have provision for the convenience of outdoor workers and in many sections must provide for storing
and processing certain products. More food supplies are stored in the farmhouse, and laundry and canning are done there more generally than in the
3.

city house.

city house.
4. The investment in the farmhouse must be kept as low as is consistent
with comfort and convenience in order that the farming operations shall not
be burdened with high overhead costs.

Practical Things

The 1930 census shows
six million

To Be Considered

that about one million farmhouses out of

farmhouses have a piped water supply. (Table

4,

Chap-

The proportion of houses lighted by electricity is somewhat smaller, but the number is almost twice as great as in 1920.

ter I.)

Surveys of individual counties and other limited areas indicate
that a very small proportion of farms have modern plumbing.
Most farm families carry water considerable distances for house-

hold use and also carry out waste water.

upon wood,

coal, or oil stoves for cooking,

places for heating.

Most are dependent
and on stoves or

Relatively few have furnaces.
.

fire-

Also, few
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farmhouses meet present standards of convenience in kitchen and

work areas.
The farmhouse

other

situation presents

two

distinct needs.

The

first

involves placing within reach of farmers every practicable aid for
improving and making the best possible use of their present
dwellings, most of which will be needed for many years to come.

The second need has to do with new farmhouses. They should
be made more comfortable and convenient than present houses
but costs should not be increased.

'

.

The Old House
The making

of improvements in houses is commonly spoken of
as remodeling or modernizing. These terms are used loosely and

may mean anything from

a minor change to complete rebuilding
of the house, with changes in both the interior floor plan and
In order to avoid confusing simple
the exterior appearance.

things with complicated and expensive changes, improvements to
farm dwellings will be considered under two heads. The term

conveniencing will be used to include minor changes in the building and the installation of labor-saving equipment. Remodeling
will be used to mean major changes in the house to provide more

room or meet new

ideas of convenience, comfort, or appearance.

Conveniencing. Running water and modern plumbing equipment should be considered among the first in a program of farm
dwelling improvement. Probably less than one-half of the farmhouses in the United States have kitchen sinks and it seems that

farmers hesitate to put in plumbing because it looks like a large
expense which must be met all at one time. This is not correct.
Directions for installing a plumbing system step by step are given
in a number of state bulletins. The purity of the source of water
supply should be considered first. Location of a safe and suit-

which to dispose of drainage from the
of practically equal importance.
kitchen
sink is usually the most desired plumbing fixture.
All the fixtures hoped for need not be installed at one time. To the extent

able plot of

ground

sink and bathroom

in

A

is

income will permit, conveniences may be added, including a bathtub, washstand, water-closet, laundry tub, and a means
of disposing of sewage without creating a nuisance or endanger-

that one's

ing water supplies.

These related

lines of

work should proceed
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from a well-conceived plan in order to combine the safest and
most convenient arrangement at the lowest ultimate cost. 3

The importance

of exercising good,

common

sense in the care

and conveniences cannot be emphasized too
It
is
idle
talk of sanitary conveniences, however costly
to
strongly.
and well made, if they are to be grossly misused and neglected.
The water from an uncovered or loosely covered and neglected
spring, well, or cistern may be as dirty and unwholesome as the
water from a polluted stream. Also, a costly septic tank installation, if neglected, may prove bothersome, foul, and dangerous.
The program should also include electricity on the farm. Its
uses are so well known that it is not necessary to discuss them
here. There is no doubt that farmers want and will provide themand use of

utilities

In spite of
selves with electricity as promptly as they are able.
the depression in agriculture, almost twice as many homes are now
lighted by electricity as were lighted by both gas and electricity in
1920, the total in 1930 being 841,310. (Table 4, Chapter I.) More

than five million homes are not yet so lighted. The Committee on
the Relation of Electricity to Agriculture, the American Society of
Agricultural Engineers, the various state agricultural colleges, and
the public utilities, are giving much thought and effort to extending
the benefits of electricity among farmers.
Projects have been

under way for a number of years to develop more uses for electricity on farms as the extension of power lines must be supported

by profitable use. Efficient types of private electric lighting plants
have been developed and are used extensively. Simple and safe
systems of wiring are being worked out which can be installed
by the farmer himself. A good deal of information regarding
these conveniences is available in bulletins and magazine articles,
and aid in individual problems is available from many power companies and from state extension workers.

Remodeling.

Programs for improvement of farmhouses,

most cases, include the kitchen.

Few

in

old houses meet present

3
Publications of the state agricultural colleges and state boards of health
on farm water supply, plumbing and sewage disposal are generally available
on application. See also "Sewage and Sewerage of Farm Homes," Farmers'
Bulletin No. 1227, "Farmstead Water Supply," Farmers' Bulletin No. 1448,
and "Simple Plumbing Repairs in the Home," Farmers' Bulletin No. 1460,
Washington (U. S. Department of Agriculture), U. S. Government Printing Office. See also "House Design, Construction and Equipment," Publications of the President's Conference on Home Building and Home Ownership,
Washington, 1932, Vol. V, Pt. Ill, Ch. IV.
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standards in this respect. Sometimes rearrangement of the equipment is sufficient to reduce noticeably the amount of housework.

In other cases, remodeling

may

be advisable to provide the needed

storage space and to separate the kitchen from the space used as a
washroom by the men and from that used for laundry and can-

This subject is discussed much more fully by the
Committee on Kitchens and Other Work Centers, and by the Committee on Household Management. 4
ning purposes.

The

installation of

plumbing equipment may require a certain
of remodeling of the house to provide a bathroom.
It
be desirable to build a cellar under the house so that a furnace

amount

may
may

be installed. 5

The growth of the family may make desirable
another bedroom, a dining-room, or a porch. If the original house
is in good condition, it will often be found
cheaper to remodel than
to build new, and satisfactory results can be secured in most cases
the work is carefully planned and executed. Remodeling
especially sensible under present economic conditions.
if

seems

The New House
Sooner or

later

a great

many new houses

will be

needed in rural

They should be more

convenient, more comfortable, and
more pleasing in appearance than are most of the present-day
houses, and they should be low in cost.
sections.

Standardization.
in

farm

It is entirely feasible to

have standardization

Farm homes

should be pleasing in appearance,
but pleasing and even attractive appearance may be obtained with
a moderate degree of standardization.
buildings.

One

of the greatest needs in the building of farmhouses today
for small inexpensive houses with modern conveniences, that
can be built by the farmer with local labor, and which later may
is

be enlarged to provide adequate, well-designed homes. Standardization, to a certain extent, appears to be necessary if these results
are to be obtained.

A

collection of plans

6

submitted by the com-

mittee and exhibited at the Conference brings out very clearly the
*

See "Household Management and Kitchens," Publications of the Presion Home Building and Home Ownership, Washington,

dent's Conference
1932, Vol. IX.
5

See "House Design, Construction and Equipment," Publications of the
President's Conference on Home Building and Home Ownership, Washington, 1932, Vol. V, Pt. III.
6

See "Representative Plans for Farm Houses" (Text and Plans, mimeographed), Washington, U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1932.
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need for small, inexpensive houses of better design houses that
will cost less than $2,000, less than $1,000, even less than $500.

Here is a real challenge to the ingenuity of the professional groups
interested in this field.

Much can be done, perhaps, by unit construction or by ready-cut
houses, or by new methods which will take into account the virtues of new materials that are being developed. The use of standard plumbing, standard heating and lighting equipment, and standard kitchen equipment should be encouraged to obtain the benefits

of

It

mass production.

seems certain that

if

architects,

and agricultural engineers cooperate

home economics

specialists,

in

improving present plans
for convenient, comfortable, economical, and good-looking farmhouses, the effect on rural building will be very beneficial from all

We

who studied the plans of rural houses collected
standpoints.
for the Conference feel that there is need for much additional
work

in this field.

Types of Construction. New developments in materials and
methods may be expected to aid in making possible better houses
for less money in both country and city.
In addition to commercial materials, farmers have access to a
variety of unprocessed materials which we have not yet learned to
use to full advantage but which might be used more often. Logs
and adobe are of course well known. Serviceable houses have been

rammed earth, though this style of construction has never
been popular, probably on account of the amount of labor required.
At present the construction of these houses is almost entirely a
built of

hand-labor job, but if methods were developed so that horse or
tractor power could be used in ramming blocks and lifting them
7
to position, this type of building might be used more often.
The comfort of farm dwellings might be increased greatly by
the use of insulating materials of which there are a wide variety on

is made of sawdust, chaff,
farm to fill walls and thus
secured
on
the
easily
secure greater insulation and reduce heating costs. These methods

the market.

In cold climates some use

and other materials

7
See "Rammed Earth Walls for Buildings," Farmers' Bulletin No. 1500,
and "The Use of Logs and Poles in Farm Construction," Farmers' Bulletin
No. 1660, Washington (U. S. Department of Agriculture), U. S. Government Printing Office and the report of the Committee on Technological Developments, a part of "Housing Objectives and Programs," Publications of
the President's Conference on Home Building and Home Ownership, Wash;

ington, 1932, Vol. XI.
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are satisfactory if the fill materials are kept dry and if rats and
mice are excluded from concealed spaces. It may be possible to
develop better methods of using them.

Since many people will prefer to follow present standard methods of construction until new developments have been thoroughly
tested, a special paper has been prepared for this report giving
reliable information

on standard construction for frame houses. 8

It suggests that careful studies of

to reduce costs be con-

ways

tinued.

Fire Prevention

A most

important phase of a program for improvement of farm
has
to do with the prevention of fire and its attendant
dwellings
of building materials, loss of livestock and
waste
money loss,

equipment, time and

only too frequently

tion as to the seriousness of the

farm

and the means of protection against

fire

fire,

human

lives.

Educa-

problem, the causes of

and

fire fighting, is

much

to be desired.

The

locations of the various buildings on a farm with respect
and the direction of prevailing winds have a bearing

to each other

on

fire

The

hazards.

choice of materials of construction, particu-

larly roofing, with respect to their fire-resisting qualities, is a
matter that should have careful consideration. The proper con-

struction of chimneys

and

fireplaces should be particularly stressed.

The frequency with which poorly
found on farms
prevention.

built,

dangerous chimneys are

ample evidence of the need of education in fire
need for protecting inflammable materials from

is

The

furnaces, stoves, and other heating equipment is also overlooked in
too many cases. 9
Spread of fire in dwellings is delayed by the
use of flush doors and by covering the underside of stairs located

over a basement with fire-resistive materials such as a metal lath
base, or

plaster or plaster board.
Fire-stopping, that is, the closing of all openings
in walls and floors through which flames, gases, or

gypsum

spread throughout the structure,
8

is

a

means of

fire

and passages
smoke might

retardation sel-

See Chapter VIII, p. 79.
See "Fire Protective Construction on the Farm," Farmers' Bulletin No.
1590, "Fire Safeguards for the Farm," Farmers' Bulletin No. 1643, and
"Construction of Chimneys and Fireplaces," Farmers' Bulletin No. 1649,
Washington (U. S. Department of Agriculture), U. S. Government Print9

ing Office.
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dom,

if

ever,

found

in

farm homes.

Economical fire-stopping

should be studied and applied to both new and old buildings.
With the increasing use of electricity on farms and the tendency
of

many farmers

to install their

own

wiring,

it is

highly important

become acquainted with proper methods for insuring
10
from
fire.
Confidence in the protection from lightning
safety
afforded by correctly installed rodding should be stimulated
through governmental and other public agencies.
A portable fire extinguisher is a most worth while aid in fire
protection and one which all can afford.
that they

Pleasing Appearance Desirable

While every effort should be made to improve the farmhouse,
with respect to its utilitarian uses, and to lower its cost, the matter
of appearance must not be overlooked. Appearance, in fact, may
be included in the practical considerations for, without question,
an attractive farm home commands a better sale price than does

one of indifferent or unpleasing appearance. The ultimate objective of the committee is to bring about a better standard of

A

farm-home life.
high standard of home life involves pride of
ownership. The home in which one lives should be a constant
source of justifiable pride. To make it so, good design is essential.

Good
cost.

architectural design does not necessarily add materially to
It aims at simplicity and honesty of expression, pleasing

proportion, color, and setting. Without proper settings the
best of house designs lack the final touch as does a picture with-

lines,

out a frame.

Technical Assistance Necessary

The execution of a

well-considered program of rural house improvement depends chiefly on the farmers themselves, with the aid
of local builders and of public or semi-public agencies that are in
position

to

furnish technical

assistance

Whatever the improvements are

on building problems.

to be, one should realize that the

best results can be secured only by careful planning, and that
of this must be done by the owner and his family. Research

much

and extension workers,

at least

under present conditions of limited

10
See "House Design, Construction and Equipment," Vol. V, Pt. Ill, and
"Housing and the Community, Home Repair and Remodeling," yol. VIII,
Ch. IV, Publications of the President's Conference on Home Building and
Home Ownership, Washington, 1932.
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personnel and facilities, can be most useful by supplying information which farmers can easily make use of in working out their

own

problems.

installation of modern, labor-saving equipment and the remodeling or building of the house for comfort, convenience, and
good appearance are matters which require considerable technical
skill.
While many farmers who have native mechanical ability
find it satisfactory and economical to make their own improvements and to install labor-saving devices, they can do these things

The

much
many
mand

some technical guidance. This is also true in
work is done by hired mechanics. The defor technical information is shown in part by the number of
The United
bulletins which have been issued on these subjects.
States Department of Agriculture has two bulletins on farm water
11
supply and plumbing.
better with

cases

when

the

One may
and

to

ask why farmers do not go to practicing architects
plumbers and other artisans for special service. Two chief

reasons are apparent.

First

is

money which most farmers have

the relatively small amounts of
to invest in their buildings.

The

1930 census shows the average value of all farmhouses is $1,207.
The original cost of these houses was, of course, much greater,
say an average of $2,500, and a small proportion ran up to $10,000
It is probable, however, that most of the five million
farmhouses now without a piped water supply or electricity, cost

or more.

little if

that a

any more than the $2,500 average.

man

It is readily

appreciated

with this amount of money to spend cannot afford to

pay even rather low wages for professional services and
labor.

The second reason

is

that the occasional

more expensive house seldom has

man

skilled

building a

local evidence of the architect's

ability to direct his investments to the best advantage.

How Can More

Technical Assistance Be Provided?

It seems obvious that under the circumstances outlined above,
forms of assistance in which the benefits and costs are shared by
many must continue to play an important part in bringing better

houses within reach of rural people.

Already many agencies are

work on farm housing, including state college departments of
architecture, home economics, agricultural engineering, and extenat

sion, as well as units of similar nature of the

See footnote

3, p. 60.

United States Depart-
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ment of Agriculture. The American Farm Bureau Federation
and certain farm magazines are rendering valuable service through
published articles, better homes contests, and individual services.
For the latter, moderate charges are usually made. The Architects'
Small House Service Bureau is prepared to furnish plans for village houses at a moderate cost and may later furnish farmhouse
Several of the building materials trade associations furnish

plans.

plans and service dealing with the use of their products. All these
agencies deserve recognition and credit for their work, but a good
deal more needs to be done in view of the fact that there are about
six million farmhouses in the United States.
Housing conditions naturally differ with the climate and types
of farming. The state colleges are located ideally and equipped

with personnel to study conditions in their states, to work out
improved house plans and methods of construction

collections of

including installation of water supply, plumbing, lighting, and
other utilities, and to make their work available to rural people.

The

value of their

work could be enhanced

in

many

colleges

by

increased cooperation between the architectural, home economics,
and agricultural engineering departments, and the extension forces.

Moreover, since conditions are similar in parts of adjacent states,
work could be made more effective by interchange of plans and

the

other information, along the lines already being worked out by the
agricultural engineering departments. Finally, the Federal Depart-

ment of Agriculture is, within the limits of its means, prepared to
work on major research problems, and supply certain information
which the states cannot easily secure. Farm magazines and service

bureaus will always be of great service in popularizing the

work

A

of the technical organizations and taking it to the people.
this kind would of course result in a certain

program of

degree of intelligent standardization of house design, but it should
much better value for his money.

also enable the builder to secure

When

one considers the size of this country and the distances between farmsteads, the great natural diversity of building sites,
and the diversity of appearance of buildings through use of different materials, paints of different color and planting of trees and
shrubs, it does not seem that any objectionable degree of stand-

ardization

Two
while.

is

likely to occur.

other forms of technical service or education seem worth

The

first is

the education of rural people in appreciation of
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good buildings and good equipment. It has been suggested that
this might be begun in the grade schools and carried through the
high schools as well as through the regular agricultural courses and
the short courses at the state institutions.

The second

is

the de-

velopment of a better understanding of farm building requirements
on the part of iocal builders and dealers in building materials.
These men have a very large influence on rural building, but their
experience with the fundamentals of good house planning and

methods of construction is often limited. If the carpenter influences the owner to make changes in a well-developed plan, as
often happens, its value is thereby lowered. The committee wishes
to

commend

the

work of

certain extension specialists at state col-

leges who have held short courses to interest dealers and local
builders in the special requirements of farm buildings, and believes
that more work of this kind should be undertaken.

One

of the fundamentals of successful

work with farmers

is

to

bring farm organizations and the farmers themselves into contact
with the work. The fact that during the last ten years the number
of farms with electric light has nearly doubled, is largely the result of much carefully guided work in the introduction of electricity to the

farms.

In that work there have been brought to-

gether the representatives of the farm groups, of the professional
groups, and of the utilities. They have developed programs and

worked out plans of cooperation, which have resulted in rapid
progress. There has been a steady extension of electrical service
to American farms.

A

suitable program, intelligently carried out, should be of immediate and increasing benefit to rural people in their housing
problems. It would ultimately create a demand on the part of well-

more specialized service than public agencies
could give. It should develop a higher appreciation of the home,
and a greater enjoyment of home comforts by rural people.

to-do farmers for

CHAPTER VI

SUGGESTED STANDARDS FOR THE

FARMHOUSE

1

This study sheet of desirable standards 2 for the farmhouse has
been formulated on the basis of data collected from various sources

and the experience of different subject matter specialists in the
United States Department of Agriculture in working among rural
people. It is intended to be used by individuals as a basis for the
study of their own homes as well as at meetings conducted by

Extension Service workers, parent-teacher associations, women's
clubs, and commercial organizations. It may also be used in classes
conducted by Smith-Hughes teachers in home economics and agriculture.

Other uses of the study sheet might be in campaigns and conon home improvement. Farm papers and magazines might
use this material for a series of articles aimed at improving the
farmhouse. Radio talks could be given, using the study sheet as
the central theme and it might also be visualized in charts, film

tests

strips,

or lantern slides.

The standards suggested

are not to be understood as final but

as temporary measuring sticks pending further study.
I.

Farmhouse

A. Points applicable to new buildings
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Site

:

with natural advantages, suitability and usefulness as a
center for operating the farm.
House should be set to secure the best view and in one of the most
Location

prominent places on the farmstead.
Barns and outbuildings should be kept in the background.
House should be set far enough from the highway to avoid excessive
dust and noise.
Distance between buildings should be the minimum consistent with
fire safety.

1
Prepared by Mary A. Rokahr, Extension Economist, Home Management,
Extension Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture, and Wallace Ashby,
Senior Agricultural Engineer, Bureau of Agricultural Engineering, U. S.

Department of Agriculture.
2
The suggested standards are to be regarded as bases for discussion. They
are in no way meant to be absolute, and are submitted out of the experience
of the authors in working with rural people. In affording bases for discussion,
they should prove exceedingly helpful in arriving at more detailed, comprehensive and higher standards than now exist. B. L. M.
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6.

lot

odors toward

7.

House should be

1.

Ground should
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so located that prevailing winds will not carry barnit.

so located that, in case of fire, prevailing winds will
not carry sparks from other buildings to the house or vice versa.
B. Points applicable to both old and new buildings
:

may
2.

slope

away from

the house so that no surface water

stand nearby.

ground water level is high, under drainage should be provided
water in cellar and muddy conditions around the house.
Drives or walks should be provided from house to other principal

If the

to avoid
3.

buildings.
4.

Fences should be arranged to keep animals and poultry from around
the house.

5.

A

lawn with trees and shrubs should provide a pleasant setting for the

house.
6.

In rigorous climates, a windbreak or shelter belt will be essential.

Exterior of the Farmhouse

II.

A. General appearance simple in line and
tatious and unnecessarily ornamented.

detail rather

than being osten-

B. Shape, height, and architectural style of the house should be adapted
to the site

and considered with regard to climatic conditions and general

surroundings.
C.

The number,

size

and location of doors and windows should afford a

(See section III-A-8.)
D. Materials should be selected and used in accordance with purpose,
economy and local supply.
pleasing appearance.

E.

The

color scheme should be harmonious.

employed only with

Sharp contrasts should be

discretion.

III. Interior of the

Farmhouse

A. General arrangement:
1.

Kitchen, food storage space, and dining area should be located with
easy access to one another, and with view toward both farm buildings

and highway.
2.

Places for special

work

men

to

to

wash and

(see section III-B-2, (c) and (d)), and for
if possible, be located near

hang wraps should,

both the kitchen and a rear or side entrance.
3.

Living-room should be located on sheltered side of house or where
there

4.

It is

is

the best view.

desirable to have a

bathroom with

toilet located

convenient to

sleeping quarters.
5.

6.

for family and visitors alike should be easily
reached from kitchen, but should lead also to living quarters.
Passageway should lead from the main rear entrance to living- or
dining-room without passing through kitchen work area.

Main approach entrance
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7.

Stairs should be located in a hall,

if

there

is

one.

Stairs to cellar

should be convenient to kitchen and rear entrance.
8.

Doors, windows and passages should be so arranged as to provide
ventilation.

Covered porches should not be placed so as to reduce unduly the
natural lighting of rooms.
B. Facilities the farmhouse should provide:
9.

1.

Living quarters
(a) Space for the comfort, rest, and reasonable privacy of
bers of the family.
:

all

mem-

(b) Space for the placing of furniture to avoid interference with
doors, windows, and closets.

(c) Study equipment and play space for children.
(d) Facilities for reading, correspondence, business transactions, and
keeping of farm records.

2.

(e)

Rooms arranged

(f)

taining neighborhood gatherings.
Provision for the young people to entertain their friends.

conveniently for visiting with friends and enter-

Convenient working arrangements

:

(a) Kitchen work centers grouped to save steps (stove, sink, and
work surfaces each not more than 12 feet from all others).

Area of workspace should be between 90 and 150 square feet.
Workspace should not be broken by doors and passages.
(b) Working heights that allow worker to stand or sit normally.
(c) Space for doing the laundry (see section III-A-2), where washing
machine, tubs, and other equipment may be left when not in use,
should be protected from weather, close to drying space, and not
less than 50 square feet in
(d) Space near rear entrance

size.

general service

room or porch

section III-A-2), for preparing or canning products
the house. May be combined with laundry space.
3.

Adequate storage
(a) For food:
1.

Ample

facilities

coming

(see
into

:

kitchen cupboards planned and located with reference to

the materials to be stored.

3.

Refrigerator that maintains temperature below 50 degrees, for
Size adapted to
the most perishable foods in warm weather.
needs.
Ventilated cupboard or closet for cool weather and year-round

4.

storage of the less perishable vegetables and fruits.
Storage for larger quantities outside of kitchen work areas.

2.

5.

Cupboard and bins

in

dry basement near stairs or in other dry,

cool place for canned products and vegetables.

(b) For fuel
1. Coal or
2.

wood storage convenient to heating plant.
Coal or wood box near range, preferably with arrangement for

wood in from outside.
Kerosene or gasoline supply should be kept outside of house.

putting
3.

:
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For operating equipment:

Work

cabinet with satisfactory storage space for small and large

utensils, kitchen tools

and

linens.

2.

Separate closet space off rear hall for cleaning equipment. (Minimum size 12 by 20 inches or equivalent.)

3.

Storage near kitchen for ironing board or a built-in board.

(d) For wraps:
1.

2.

closet near front or side entrance, equipped with high and
low hooks for adults and children. (Minimum size 36 inches
wide by 20 inches deep.)
Rear closet for rough wraps and work clothes, or hooks near

Wrap

rear entrance.
(e) Bedding and linen closet space.
18 inches deep, height of room.)
(f)

Children's

playthings

closets or drawers,
4.

Sleeping

facilities

storage

upon

(Minimum
under

space

size 36 inches wide,

window

seats,

in

shelves, or in boxes with lids.

:

At least one bedroom for every two adults.
(b) Bedroom area not less than 100 square feet for two
(a)

persons.
(c) All bedrooms provided with cross ventilation and wall space for
beds.

(d) Closet or wardrobe space in addition to bedroom space not less
than 20 by 36 inches, height of room should be equipped with
shelf, rod for hangers, and shoe racks.
;

IV. Building Materials
A. Should be suited to the locality, readily available, and such as local
builders can erect without difficulty.
Stock sizes of materials
should be used where feasible. All lumber should be well seasoned.
B. In selecting materials consider:

C.

1.

Serviceableness and appearance.

2.

Cost, including hauling, and labor to erect and finish.

3.

Cost of maintenance.

Types of materials to be considered include
1. Unprocessed local materials; logs, sand and gravel for concrete;
field and slab stone; types of earth suitable for rammed earth walls
:

or sun dried bricks.
2.

Materials processed locally; lumber cut by portable sawmills;
lime and brick from local kilns homemade concrete blocks, etc.
Commercial materials available locally, or from builders supply
;

3.

Materials graded, trade-marked
houses, mail-order houses, etc.
certified by the producer deserve special consideration.

and
4.

Partly assembled or shop fabricated units, such as ready-cut
houses; new types of unit construction.

V. Construction

A

well-built house should provide

:

A. Protection against the elements

:
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1.

Weather-tight wall and roof coverings
(a) Tight,

:

rust-resistant flashings at junction

of chimneys

and

windows and doors, at valleys and ridges, and
other points where moisture might enter.
All cracks around window and door frames sealed.
roof, over

(b)

(c) Insulating materials applied to walls
floors) if cost permits.

and roof (or under

at

attic

(d) Stud spaces in frame walls blocked to stop drafts.

(See section V-C-3.)
2.

Adequate drainage around foundation; ventilation under main
floor

of
3.

(where there

sills

and

no

is

basement) to prevent rotting

joists.

minimum

rigidity to support ordinary loads with a

and

and to

of settling or vibration,
features are:

resist

damage by

winds.

Important

Substantial foundations
(a) Walls or piers of concrete or masonry laid in cement mortar.
(b) Ample footings, especially under piers, posts or columns, to
:

distribute

Rigid walls
(a)

the weight uniformly on the soil, and set deep
damage by frost or erosion.

to prevent

enough
2.

or

Careful workmanship throughout.

B. Strength

1.

cellar

:

Frame

walls bolted to foundation and sheathed diagonally, or
strengthened by diagonal braces let into studs. Studs doubled at

corners and at sides of openings.
(b)

Masonry walls

of suitable thickness, properly bonded, laid with

good mortar and furred for
3.

inside finish.

headers or trusses across openings.
Rigid floors with joist and girder sizes suited to span and load.
(a) Bridging to reduce vibration and distribute concentrated loads.

(c)

Stiff

(b) Joists doubled under partitions; headers doubled around stairwells and other openings.
4.

Roof supported by

rafters of

ample

size,

properly braced, and securely

fastened to walls.
C. Safeguards against fire
1.

Chimneys with ample footings supported below
with fire-clay

2.
3.

4.
5.

8
:

frost line

and lined

flue linings.

No wood

framing in contact with chimneys.
Stud spaces in frame walls closed at all floor and ceiling levels by
stops, or filled with incombustible material.
Preference given to noninflammable roofings.
ceiled with noninflammable material;

Basement and stairways
resistant cellar door.

6.

8

Electric wiring according to recognized code.

See Farmers' Bulletins 1590 and 1649 cited

in footnote 9, p. 63.

fire-

fire-
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4
Properly installed lightning rods probably needed in exposed locations.
D. Avoid hazards which come from
1. Insufficient headroom under beams, in doorways, and on stairs.

7.

:

3.

Lack
Dark

4.

Narrow

or "surprise" steps.

5.

Window

sills

6.

Doors that

2.

7.

of rails at stairways or landings, particularly in basement.

and

stairs

halls.

below bed

level.

strike each other (including

pane

in double-acting doors.

Very

slippery floors.

cupboard doors)

;

lack of glass

VI. Utilities of the Farmhouse
A. Lighting
1.

:

Each room should have

at least

one unobstructed window; kitchen,

living-rooms and bedrooms should have, preferably, windows on two
sides.
2.
3.

Direct sunlight should enter at least three-fourths of the rooms.
There should be provision for both daylight and artificial light on

work

surfaces, such as stove, sink,

work and study

tables,

all

and at

reading centers.
B. Heating:
1.

Heating equipment capable of maintaining comfortable temperatures.

2.

A

3.

heater capable of economically utilizing locally available fuels.
Properly designed and installed central plant desirable in the colder

regions.

C.

Water supply
1. Water should be from pure
:

source.

pollution should be avoided by location of well or other

2.

Underground

3.

supply above and at distance from cesspools, privies and barnyards.
Surface pollution should be avoided by well-drained location, by
mounding to divert surface drainage, and by tight, dirt- and vermin-

proof cover.
4.

If cistern

diverting
5.

water

is

used, there should be a filter

House should be provided
drain.

and a switch for

first rainfall.

If piped

with piped water supply, sink and
not possible, a walk to well should be

first

water supply

is

provided.
6.

Hot-water supply, bathroom, laundry and washroom should be added
means permit.
Gravity or power operated systems are most desirable.

as
7.

D. Waste disposal
1. Septic tank or cesspool should be located where
inate water supply.
:

it

will not

contam-

*
See "Protection of Buildings and Farm Property from Lightning,"
Farmers' Bulletin No. 1512, Washington (U. S. Department of Agriculture),
U. S. Government Printing Office.
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2.

Privy should be screened to exclude flies; pit or vault should be
sprinkled daily with dry earth, wood ashes, lime or similar material
to reduce odors.

3.

Garbage should be placed

in metal cans with tight covers

and should

be emptied daily.
E. Screens
:

1.

Doors and windows in regular use should have screens of 14 to 16
(18 preferable) meshes to an inch in areas infested with flies or mosquitoes.

2.

Screens should be

fitted tightly

and kept

in

good condition.

VII. Interior Finishes

Woodwork

from grooves and beading hard
B. Walls and ceiling hard and smooth. Washable

A.

free

;

finish

;

easily cleaned.

finish in kitchen

and

bathroom.
C. Floors easily cleaned comfortable to stand on.
D. Color (any room)
1. Floor darker than walls
ceiling, lighter.
2. Harmonizing color scheme including floor, walls, ceiling, woodwork,
floor coverings, furniture, equipment and window decoration.
;

:

;

VIII. Costs
has been estimated that the cost of a city house and
5
l
times the purchaser's annual income.
between \ 2/$ and 2 /2
It

lot

Can

may

safely be

a farm owner

afford to spend twice his average annual income, taking a five-year period,
do the cost factors of the farmer differ from
for erecting a house?

How

those of the urban dweller ?
6

Cries, J. M., and Taylor, J. S.,
S. Bureau of Standards), U. S.

(U.

How

to Own Your Home, Washington
Government Printing Office, 1925, p. 26.

CHAPTER

VII

PLANNING THE FARMHOUSE

1

The farmhouse is becoming the dominant building in the farmThe barn, which formerly dominated the farmstead,
especially in the North, owing to its great size and many func-

stead group.

has been broken-up into special purpose units, as stables,
haysheds and cribs. The reverse is true of the farmhouse.
At one time it was surrounded by auxiliary buildings, such as the
tions,
silo,

woodshed, the pumphouse and the summer kitchen, each performing special functions, but increasingly one roof has come to cover
the space used to meet the various needs. More and more rural
people are working to secure modern conveniences within their
houses, like electrically driven pumps, modern sanitary equipment,
and electric lights, and beauty on the outside in the form of
lawns, arbors, shrubbery, flowers, and trees.
Within the four walls of the farmhouse friends are entertained,
recreation taken, comforts enjoyed, and leisure spent. The house
the business center of the farm; in it, records are kept and
In the farm office or livingit, the farm is administered.

is

from

room, where production and price records are available, sales and
purchases are made.
Likewise, the parlor, where once the barefoot boy dared not
tread, has been

transformed into a living-room where the members

of the family associate and the radio brings the news and music
of the world. Within the farm home exists our greatest profes-

homemaking.
"Home is a domestic sanctuary, wro't
memory where kindred bonds unite the

sion,

leisure, joy,

The design

out

of

desire,

built

into

family in sharing labor,

and sorrows."
of the farmhouse as a fundamental basis in rural

living has received
people themselves.

little

attention either

The family

by architects or by farm

not trained to analyze housing
and
in
or
problems,
building
remodeling it is too frequently satisfied with anything which is a little better than that which it had before.

The
1

is

Habit and custom often dominate comfort and efficiency.
architectural profession has not been interested in nor given

By William Arthur

Foster, a

member

of the committee.
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much
tion

attention to the farmhouse owing to its comparative
and the small remuneration from work in the field.

isola-

The

capable architect has been busy with better paying clients. As a
result, the unknown architect, the contractor, and the carpenter

whose experiences are
This service

plans.

limited,

is

furnish most of the farmhouse

oftentimes inadequate, and poor results

follow.

Farm

folk

want help

in building

and remodeling but find

it

Many plans are available through material orand
the
farm press but since these are frequently preganizations
a
to
meet
certain
material or type of construction they may
pared
difficult to obtain.

be unsuited to the requirements of a particular family.

The

individuality of the family, including parents, children,
in planning a particular farmhouse.

help must be considered

and

The

ancestral background, habits of thrift, and taste of families vary
to such an extent that a house suited to one family is not, neces-

The type of farming also places requiresarily, suited to another.
ments on the farmhouse. The farmhouse suited to a dairy farm
may not answer the purposes of the fruit farm, neither will the
house on a grain farm be satisfactory on a cotton plantation.
Minimum requirements for the farmhouse need to be recognized
running water, adequate facilities for disposal of waste, and an
;

means of heating. All of these are desirable for the proand the saving of time and labor. Other needs
are adequate means for natural and artificial lighting and the placing of doors and windows to permit a cross circulation of air
efficient

tection of health

The plan also should be such as to give a
cheering outlook from the house for the homemaker and any other
members of the family who chance to spend many hours indoors.
through the house.

There should be a happy meeting point of utility and beauty in
farmhouse planning determined by the architects, agricultural engiIt is the homemaker who spends time
neers, and homemakers.
in the house and it should be suited to her routine of labor and
care. This utilitarian aspect in planning should be combined with
The homemaking folk have sought aid but only a few
beauty.
agricultural engineers and architects have responded to the needs.

With

the present

architects

lull in

was never

business, the opportunity to interest the

greater.

Recognizing the farmhouse as one of the basic buildings in
domestic architecture, it is fitting to establish a clear definition for
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architecture.
to

harmonize

Many

said,

"Architecture

is

77

the art which seeks

and beauty."
farmhouses cannot be classed as a part of domestic archiin a building the requirements of utility

tecture according to this definition.
They may fill utilitarian
needs but they are ugly and unattractive. They lack the elements

of good design, unity, harmony, correct proportion, color, texture,
simplicity,

and

The seven

scale.

essentials of the house are beauty, comfort, conveni-

completeness, coziness, and cost. Beauty
be placed first, not because it is of greater importance than
are today living
utility but because it has been subordinated.
ence, communication,

may

We

We

an age of physical comforts.

want satisfying temperaBut
tures, satisfying degrees of humidity, and suitable space.
there is that mental comfort, contentment or satisfaction, which inin

spires us towards greater heights.
is the key to greater efficiency.
A place for
and
in
its
within
everything
everything
place
easy access saves
time and energy in work and play. It reduces waste and gives
us more time for recreation, for self -betterment, and for improv-

Convenience

It helps chase the "backaches out of
ing our environment.
to
shorten
tasks, and make work pleasant.
drudgery,"
Communication is one of the greatest needs in home planning.

Our work,

recreation,

our service parts,

stairs

and
and

must be considered;
should form the core of the plan.

social activities
hall,

Also, a good plan means that all related parts are grouped to reduce
to a minimum distance from one another.
the full provision for those things which supply
farmhouse with
comforts, promote health, and foster efficiency.

Completeness

is

A

modern conveniences is increasingly desirable, but if all cannot
be had when building, a good plan makes provisions for their
addition as finances permit. 2 Plumbing pipes, lighting wires, and
all

heat pipes may be roughed
minimum expense later.

in so that the utilities

may

be added at

Coziness means restfulness within as well as a feeling of appropriateness on the outside.
good arrangement of rooms, doors,

A

windows, and furnishings add this quality. Color, texture, silhouette, massing, proportion, and simplicity, with a background
and surrounding of trees, shrubs, flowers, and lawn, make a house
2

See Chapter IX,

p.

94.
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homelike and hospitable on the outside. It should harmonize with
its environment as does the log cabin in the clearing or the sod

house on the treeless plain.

The

coziness of a house

may

express

the personality of its occupants.
Cost is the painful part of building. Materials and labor are
costly; materials, because they are often brought from great disstances, and labor because it has become highly skilled and specialized.

A wise choice of

materials and the use of construction which

can be wrought locally will help in keeping the cost reasonable.
While there is a large body of opinion that building costs have

been so high that they were almost prohibitive, we should guard
safe, duragainst the other extreme as the pendulum swings.

A

and honest use of materials and good workmanship should
not be sacrificed in favor of unsafe, flimsy, false materials, and
poor workmanship. It would be false economy and wasteful.
In planning the farmhouse let us consider the family needs,
Then take an inventory of their
their individuality, and ideals.
resources; age, health, earning capacity, and outlook. It is more
foolish to overbuild than to build below one's means.

able,

In the study of the family needs, consideration should be given
member of the family as well as the whole family as a unit.

to each

Habits, tastes, and ambitions of each and all should be recognized.
The resources may grow or shrink. Look into the future when
the children are grown.

Many

farmhouses have been

built for the

family today, and tomorrow the children will be gone and the

mother

will

struggle under an increasing burden of care and

cleaning.

A core, the stairs and hall, is the first step in planning; then
group the related units, the kitchen and dining-room, the diningand the living-rooms, storage and rest units about it. For the
small house, one story may suffice, but for the medium-sized
house of six or seven rooms to the larger house, two stories are
not only most economical to build but easier to heat and cheaper
to maintain.

CHAPTER

VIII

x

PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS ON FRAME
HOUSE CONSTRUCTION
2

home owner to
Time spent
in obtaining such knowledge will return rich dividends. "What will
my house be worth five or ten years from now ?" is a question every
It is profitable to the

know

home owner or

the principal points of

prospective

good house construction.

person building or remodeling a house should ask himself. It is
the purpose of this chapter to present briefly and in simple terms
the construction principles and practices that the house owner can

comprehend and that will help him to make his house satisfactory and substantial. Such knowledge will aid the prospective

easily

builder in understanding construction, especially valuable in dealing with carpenter, contractor, or architect, and to gauge bids intelligently.

that

In addition, great satisfaction

is

derived from knowing

an investment has been safeguarded and that the house

is

well built.

This discussion is given on the assumption that the house is in
a climate subject to a wide range of temperatures and weather
conditions such as prevail in our northern regions.
The same
insulation in building is not required in southern areas as in the
colder climates, nor is the same rigidity necessary in different parts
of the country to resist windstorms. However, the principles of
good house construction are very similar for all regions. It is

no general instructions can be sufficiently
the varied conditions of the whole United States but

clearly realized that
specific to

fit

the presentation

is

such that

it

is

hoped the prospective builder

1
By George W. Trayer, Senior Engineer, Forest Products Laboratory,
Forest Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture, maintained at Madison,
Wis., in cooperation with the University of Wisconsin.
2
This chapter has been written largely with the frame house in mind.
Materials other than wood no doubt may be economically used for building
farmhouses where timber is scarce, and it seems probable that in the future
they may be found more practical than in the past. This seems especially
true for villages and among nonfarmers who live in the country.
However, in regions where timber is indigenous and the farmer can secure
part of his building material from his own woodlot, wood is likely to remain
the chief building material. Accordingly, this and the following article have
been written to meet and call attention to the most obvious and pressing
problems, but with the ultimate desire that the materials that are the most
economical and practical be utilized in improving rural housing. B. L. M.
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can select what

is

applicable to his case and particular conditions.

The

foundation, the floor system, consisting of posts, girders,
and joists; the walls and partitions, built of studding; the roof,
and other special parts, like chimneys and fireplaces, porches,

frames for doors and windows, lathing and plastering, and inside
finish, form the main parts of a house, and its erection is not
highly complicated. In the following pages, these main parts are
discussed in the order in which they are built.

The Foundations and Footings
The observance

of a few general principles in building a founpoor foundation
many difficulties.

dation will help to prevent
will

mean uneven

sticking doors
ances.

When

floors,

A

cracked basement walls, broken plaster,

and windows, and many other expensive annoy-

basements are used, foundation walls, when built of
solid concrete, should have a minimum thickness of 8 inches;
when built of brick, concrete blocks, or coursed stone, they should
full

than 12 inches thick, and when built of rubble stone they
should be not less than 16 inches thick. 3 When no basement is

be not

less

used, and the wall is simply laid in a trench, foundation walls of
brick, concrete blocks, or coursed stone may be 8 inches thick and

extend at

least

8 inches above the adjacent ground and the bottom

should be below the frost

line.

Foundation walls for houses, either with or without basement,
are usually set on an enlarged base of concrete called a "footing"
which furnishes a bearing surface against the soil beneath. The
foundation walls support the outside walls of the house and about
The rest of the weight comes
half the weight of the floor area.
upon bearing posts in the basement or, if there is no basement,
upon an inside wall or piers. Footings for these bearing posts
or walls should also be provided. Footings for wooden posts
should extend sufficiently above the level of the ground in which

they are placed to keep the lower end of the post dry and sound.
All footings should be flat on the bottom and their depth should

be equal to half their longest side unless they are reenforced with
8

For

of the

detailed specifications as to dimensions see Building Code Committee
S. Department of Commerce, Recommended Minimum Require-

U.

ments for Small Dwelling Construction, Washington (U. S. Bureau of
Standards), U. S. Government Printing Office, 1923.
(Revised report now
being printed.)
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impossible to recommend a width of footing because
the bearing value of the local soil. General
rules have to be considered with relation to local conditions.

rods.

It is

much depends upon

so

Excavations for
if

and,

all

footings should extend below soft, loamy soil,
hard subsoil or rock bed. Drainage, level

possible, to a

with the footings, should be provided on the uphill side of all foundation walls built into a side hill, or where there may be trouble

from ground water. No permanent building should be erected
on fresh fill. For deep fills, two years or more should elapse before building and then the footings should be increased in size
from half again to double the normal size. 4
Sills

are planks or timbers resting upon the foundation. Upon
rest the walls and the first-floor joists.
Occasionally sills
are omitted and the floor joists rest directly upon the foundation.
Sills

the

sills

This practice is not recommended because of the difficulty of obtaining a level surface upon which the joist can rest. Sills bedded
in mortar make a much more suitable bearing surface.

For small buildings of
sill is

light

generally large enough.
4 inches deep are preferable.

frame construction, a 2- by 6-inch
For two-story structures solid sills
Box sills consisting of a plate under

the joist and a header nailed to the ends of the joists are common.
the building is supported on posts or piers, it is necessary
It is then acting as a girder and its size is
to increase the sill size.

Wherever

determined by rules applying to girders.
Where high winds occur, it is important to anchor the sills
rigidly to the foundation as mentioned in the preceding section.

purpose ^-inch bolts, at intervals of about 6 or 8 feet and
extending about 18 inches into the foundation wall, are recom-

For

this

The sills should be set back about y^ inches from the
In placing them, mortar
face of the wall to allow for sheathing.
is first spread on the foundation and the sill immediately laid.

mended.

Gentle tapping
its

length.

is

necessary to secure an even bearing throughout
of the bolts can at first be tightened by using

The nuts

*A full discussion on foundations was presented at the Conference under
the title "Foundations for Farm and Village Dwellings/' by G. M. Warren,
Associate Highway Engineer, T. A. H. Miller, Agricultural Engineer, and
Wallace Ashby, Senior Agricultural Engineer, all of the Bureau of Agricultural Engineering of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, and has been reproduced in mimeographed form by the Bureau of Agricultural Engineering,
U. S. Department of Agriculture.
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only the fingers and, after the mortar has set, they can be tightly
drawn with a wrench. Solid sills should be lapped at the corners

with a halved joint but need not be spliced on the sides of the buildif well anchored.

ing

If wood-destroying termites or "white ants" are prevalent in
the locality, the sill should be laid in mortar rich in cement on a
foundation or piers extending at least 18 inches above the ground.

If the termites are of the variety that makes tunnels of earth up
the outside of masonry, a metal shield should be provided under
In the absence of a shield, the sill should be treated with
the sill.

creosote, zinc chloride, or other chemical that poisons the
that the ants will not attack it.

wood

so

Framework
Girders and Posts. A girder is a large beam, either solid or
built-up from planks on edge, the function of which is to support
In some of the early colonial
the inner ends of the floor joists.
this
was
obtained
support
buildings,
by putting in interior foundation walls.
By using girders resting on posts, considerable exand partitions in the basement eliminated.
is
saved
pense

No simple rule can be given for determining the proper size of
In general, it may
a girder and the number of posts to support it.
be said that the distance, in feet, between posts should not be
greater than the height, in inches, of the girder. Joints in built-up
girders should occur only at the supports. Since wood is less resistant to crushing across the grain than

it is

to crushing with the

good practice to use a hardwood bolster cut with the
grain, or a metal plate between the top of the bearing post and the
bottom of the girder. Bearing posts need to be at least 6 inches

grain,

it is

As pointed out in the discussion of footings, the posts
should be set on masonry. This should be at least 3 inches above
square.

the basement floor.

on edge, usually spaced 16 inches
apart on centers, that carry the floors or ceiling between supports.
Joists must not only be strong enough to carry the load that comes
upon them, but they must also be stiff enough to prevent undue
Joists.

Joists are planks set

bending or vibration. The stiffness of a joist is very dependent
upon its height, but is little influenced by the grade of material.
Consequently, a low-grade material with a greater height will prob-
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ably give a better floor at the same price than could be obtained
with a high-grade but shallower material.
Several of the listed references 5 have tables which give joist

adequate to carry ordinary floor loads and to prevent vibraharmful to plaster. The sizes vary with the span, species of
wood, and grade. As an illustration, it will be found that a fair
sizes

tion

grade of Douglas fir or southern yellow pine joists spaced 16 inches
on centers should be at least 2 by 6 inches for a 10-foot span,
2 by 8 inches for spans from 10 to 14 feet, and 2 by 10 inches for
spans from 14 to 16 feet. It is usually not economical to use
greater lengths. In any case, the length should be sufficient for at
least a 3-inch bearing at each end and 4 inches is preferable.
When the joists rest on a ribbon board, which is a horizontal
strip of

wood notched

into the studs, they should be placed next to

When set on a plate, they should
be securely toenailed thereto. If there is a box header across the
ends, it should be spiked securely into the ends of the joists.
and spiked securely

Wherever

it

is

to the studs.

necessary to cut regular joists to provide an

opening, as for a stair-well,

it

is

necessary to provide auxiliary

joists, called headers, at right angles to those that are cut.

The

ends of the header are supported on regular or extra joists which
are called trimmers. Special precautions about nailing should be
taken in placing headers and trimmers and, while the same material as for joists is usually used, long headers should be carefully
selected to eliminate injurious defects.

It is

very often necessary

to reenforce or double the trimmers.

Bathroom

support heavy plumbing fixtures and very often
Furthermore, they are often considerably weakened
for
Special precautions must, therefore, be
by cutting
pipes.
taken in framing for bathroom floors to prevent undue weakening.

a

joists

tile floor.

All joists should be stiffened with bridging, which is composed
1 by 3 or 1 by 4 inches, nailed to form

of diagonal pieces, usually

5
See Federal Board for Vocational Education in cooperation with National
Committee on Wood Utilization of the U. S. Department of Commerce,
"Light Frame House Construction," Bulletin No. 145, Washington, U. S.
Government Printing Office, 1930. (Revised 1931.)
Building Code Committee of the U. S. Department of Commerce, op. cit.
National Lumber Manufacturers Association, Maximum Span for Joists
and Rafters, Washington, The Association, 1930.
These publications contain many illustrations that show in a graphic way

the points discussed in this chapter.
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an "X" between the
ther apart than 7 or

Rows

joists.

8

of bridging should not be far-

feet.

Walls
Outside Walls.

The framework

or skeleton of a frame house

composed of closely spaced, vertical members called studs,
horizontal girts or plates at the story levels, corner posts at the
To this
intersections of the walls, and some style of bracing.

is

framework, sheathing and siding are applied on the outside and
and plaster on the inside.
Wood studding should be not less than 2 by 4 inches and spaced
not more than 16 inches apart on centers. In the style of construction in which the studs are only one story in height, they are capped
lath or plaster base

with a

plate.

It is

good practice

to use 2-

by 4-inch pieces for

order to secure a good lap joint at corners and at partition intersections. In the style of construction in which the studs

this plate in

extend in one piece from the foundation to the roof, the joists
above the first floor are supported on a ribbon board notched into
the studs. This ribbon board should be at least 1 by 4 inches.

Corner posts are commonly built-up of wall studding. In order
a good nailing surface for sheathing and to provide for
the
lath at the inside corner, three studs should be used.
nailing

to secure

Proper bracing of a frame building is of great importance. In
a building with sheathing, there is no better bracing for the exIf horizontal sheathterior walls than sheathing laid diagonally.
dry, a rigid wall is obtained. As a
walls
with
horizontal
rule, however,
sheathing but without other
braces will ultimately skew out of shape, especially when sub-

ing

is

laid

when thoroughly

Bracing that is practically as effective as
can
be
obtained by notching long diagonal strips
diagonal sheathing
jected to high winds.

of 1- by 4-inch lumber into the studs and nailing them securely.
Braces made by cutting pieces of 2- by 4-inch lumber on an angle
and placing them between the studs on a diagonal line at the corners are not so effective as the long let-in strips.
Where windows or doors occur in outside walls or in partitions,
a part of the studs must be cut out. It is necessary to put some

form of header over such opening
studs that have been cut.
at the

to support the lower ends of the

Likewise, a "rough sill" must be placed
Some headers support con-

bottom of the window openings.

siderable load while

some carry only the weight of the framing
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Headers necessarily vary in size, according to the load carand the width of opening, from 2 by 4's on edge to double
2 by 8's or larger, and finally to a rigid truss framework over large
openings. It is desirable to double the vertical studs on the sides
above.
ried

of openings.
Because of the long flue-like air spaces between the studs, it is
possible for flames from a fire to gain access to these passages and

work rapidly up through the building. At the various floor levels,
the flames may spread horizontally across the building. Fire-stops
are important to prevent such spreading through the building.
Various methods of constructing suitable stops to delay the spread
of fire are described and illustrated in a number of references
6

given later.
Partitions.

The

individual

members of

interior partitions, such

as plates, studs, headers, and the like, are about the same as those
in the outside walls.
Unlike the outside wall, the partition rarely
Its support, therefore, must be
a partition that does not support
a load from above runs parallel to the joist, it is common to double the joists that support it.
This is scarcely adequate, if the

rests

upon a

solid

foundation.

given special attention.

When

partition supports a load, and it is recommended that at least two
joists in addition to the regular ones be placed under such partitions and its support should be given special consideration.

When nonbearing partitions cross the joists near the center of
the span, the joists should be of the size required for a 2-foot
greater span.
Bearing partitions running at right angles to the
joists near the center of the span should be avoided, unless some

made to insure adequate support.
of openings in partitions has already been
tioned in the discussion of walls.
special provision is

The framing

men-

Subfloor and Outside Sheathing
It is

good practice from the standpoint of

stiffening the floor,

deadening sound, and of insulation, to lay a subfloor over the floor
Over this
joist and cover it with building paper or floor felt.
may be laid the finished floor. It is an advantage to lay the sub8
See first two references in footnote 5, p. 83. See also National Lumber
Manufacturers Association, House Framing Details, Washington, The Association, 1929 (3d Edition). See also "Fire Protective Construction on the
Farm," Farmers' Bulletin No. 1590, cited in footnote 9, p. 63.
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it adds stiffness to the building and leaves the
choice of running the finish floor either parallel or at right angles
to the joist.

floor diagonally, as

Like the subfloor, outside sheathing

work and forms a base for the
strengthens the building when laid

is

nailed to the wall frame-

It stiffens and
and
furnishes insudiagonally,
between
the
lation.
should
be
sheathing and
Building paper
placed
the outside finish to prevent the passage of air through the walls.

finish

siding.

Roof
Rafters are to the roof what joists are to the floor.
Spacings vary from 16 to 24 inches, but for the ordinary roof 20
inches on centers is a common spacing. The size of rafter depends

Rafters.

upon the span, the weight of roof material, and the snow and wind
Recommendations as to allowable loads in conjunction
with joist tables may be obtained from a number of sources. 7
Rafters should be notched over and bear not less than 3 inches
on the plate and, wherever possible, ceiling joists should be run

loads.

across the building to connect the base of the rafters at or near
the plate.

Sheathing and Roofing. Roof sheathing laid across the rafters
provides a nailing surface for the finish roofing. It stiffens the
roof frame and helps to insulate the building. Roof boards
need to be seasoned when

They should be not

laid.

inches wide by nominal 1 inch in thickness.
preferable to the shingle lath often used.

less

A tight board

than 3

deck

is

Roof shingles are of three kinds wood, a mixture of felt and
asphalt covered with crushed slate, and a combination of asbestos
and cement. Manufacturers' specifications regulate the laying of
composition shingles.

and

tile

Metal roofings of various forms, and

slate

are also available.

Wood

shingles

on a roof of good

come

in 16-,

18-,

and 24-inch lengths which,
l
5, 5 /2, and

pitch, should be laid not more than

7y2

It is very important that
inches to the weather, respectively.
be
nailed
with
they
hot-dipped, galvanized steel, copper, or bronze

and not with ordinary steel or iron nails. In order to make
a tight joint around the chimney at the roof, flashing is nailed
to the roof along with the shingles and bent up against the chimney
nails

wall.
7

Counter flashing

is

See references in footnote

set into the

6,

p.

85.

brickwork and bent down
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the best

Chimneys and Fireplaces

A

chimney should be built from the ground up and should
on a good masonry foundation. It never should be supported
on any timber construction of the building. It is a mistake to
rest

place joists,

wooden beams, or

rafters within 2 inches of

its

outside

face.

Chimneys properly constructed with a

flue lining are

much more

If the
efficient, although without flue lining they may be cheaper.
are
than
walls
less
8 inches thick, a flue lining must be used to

prevent cracks through which flue gases may escape. This is most
important since about one dwelling fire in six is brought about by
a defective chimney. It is not always possible to arrange the
rooms for a chimney near the center of the building. If placed in
an outside wall, the exposed wall of a chimney should be at least 8
inches thick.

Brick chimneys give best service if capped with stone, concrete,
Unless a chimney is capped, the top courses may be-

or cast iron.

come

loose and, therefore, dangerous.

It is essential that

pipes be tightly fitted and well anchored to the chimney.
hazardous to have them placed less than 18 inches from

smokeIt is

wood-

work, unless shielded.
Insurance companies demand that the back and sides of fireThe brick should be laid
places be constructed of fire brick only.
flat with the long sides exposed and the walls should never be less
than 8 inches thick. No wooden mantel or other woodwork should

be placed within 8 inches of the side or top of any fireplace. Except in massive construction, it is practically necessary to have the

masonry over any

fireplace

opening supported with a metal bar.

Porches
It is quite essential that the porch be well built.
Proper foundations, bearing posts, porch piers, and their footings are as essential for the porch as for the main part of the building.

Masonry
on footings.

piers or

wood

Masonry

posts that support the porch should rest
piers are commonly used from the foot-

ings to the underside of the porch framework for porches less than
2 or 3 feet above the ground. For porches more than 2 or 3 feet
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above the ground, it is more economical to use wooden posts.
The posts should be not less than 5 by 5 inches and the masonry

work

from below the frost line
6 inches above the ground.
Porch joists and girders perform the same function as similar
members in the main building, and the principles governing their
of the foundation should extend

to at least

design are the same.

customary to use matched porch flooring with the joints
Edge-grain material is preferable to flat
floor
The
needs
to
be slightly sloped to permit rapid water
grain.
Porch
floors
be kept well painted.
should
drainage.
It is

sealed with white lead.

Practically any species of lumber handled commercially
able for porch columns, provided the material is seasoned,

is suitis

kept

well painted and is constructed to prevent the retention of water at
In order to give an appearance of solidity, porch posts
the base.
are usually of a large size and commonly built-up.

Window and Door Frames
The

necessity

for headers or lintels over

openings and extra studding

window and door

at the sides has already

been men-

tioned.
Into the opening is set a frame. Careful construction
here prevents streaked walls at the sides of windows and doors

below windows. Sealing the joints around
these openings, particularly around windows, will prevent the
soiling of the wall and will lower the heat loss by retarding air

and water

stains

leakage.

Door frames are classed as mill work that is, they are made of
wood and manufactured in millwork plants and planing
;

finished

In an ordinary frame house they are held in place by blocks
and wedges driven between the studding and jamb. The jamb is
that part of the frame which forms a lining for the opening and
usually receives the door. All jambs must be free from twist,
the side jambs plumb and the head jamb square across the top.
The problem of setting a door jamb plumb and true will be made
easier and the workmanship much improved if straight studs and
headers are selected and set plumb on the sides and level across the
mills.

top with reasonable allowance for wedging.
In the cheaper construction it is common to set the door frames
before plastering, in which case the jambs serve as plaster grounds.

In better work the frames are not set until after the plastering

is
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necessary to provide grounds at the

opening.

Window

frames also come to the job made up. Frames of many
on the market, each intended to minimize air

different designs are

and water leakage.
There are two principal types of windows, namely, the casement window, which has a frame similar to that of a door, and the
double-hung window for which sash weight space must be provided.
Double-hung windows are usually more serviceable and

Window frames are usually installed
the
wall, long before plastering is done.
during the erection of
The frame, therefore, furnishes a satisfactory ground for plasterdurable than casements.

ing.

Insulation

The importance of proper insulation as related to fuel economy
and comfort cannot be overemphasized proper insulation is money
Heat is lost from a house by leakage- around the
well invested.
doors and windows, and by the transmission of heat through the
Careful fitting reduces
materials of the walls, floors, and roof.
air leakage around windows and doors and weatherstripping pays
;

In a poorly built house, air leakfor itself in reduced fuel bills.
age through the walls can be eliminated almost entirely by using
good building paper that is carefully lapped and that covers the
entire wall surface

under the

finish siding or other exterior cover-

ing.

Heat

may

loss

by transmission through the

be considerable and

its effect is

solid building materials

independent of actual air leak-

There are a number of insulating materials on the market
when used on the walls, floors, roof, on the top ceiling
or
between the studs, help to reduce this form of heat loss.
joists,
Ordinary frame walls having some form of flexible insulation
nailed in between the studs have a high insulating value.
Storm
windows cut heat losses through glass to less than half.

age.

which,

Finish Siding

The outside layer of boards on a frame wall is called siding. It
forms a weather-resisting surface and helps to keep out the wind
and rain. Shingle wall coverings are also used to serve the same
purpose.

Except where there

is little

cold weather or where other provi-
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made

sions have been

for insulation, the use of siding without

excusable only on the grounds of rigid economy. The
necessity for bracing where sheathing is omitted has already been
mentioned. Drop siding, which comes in various forms, all of
is

sheathing

which are so milled as to secure a lap or rabbeted

joint, is

more

suitable than bevel siding for direct application to studs without
If bevel siding is preferred, the heavier patterns should
sheathing.

be used.

All joints should occur at the studs.
of the siding is more fully realized

The purpose

if sheathing is
reenf orced and the building strengthened. Any
of the various types of siding may be used when placed over wood

used the siding
;

is

sheathing and the joints may occur anywhere.
Siding may also be placed over various patent materials which
are sold as sheathing to be used in place of lumber.
The nail-

holding power of these materials is considerably less than that of
wood. Therefore, the siding can be nailed only at the studs and
care

must

b.e

taken to use nails long enough to extend well into

the studs.

At

the corners of the building, the siding is either butted against
is mitered.
Good results are secured both ways

corner boards or

but mitering requires very careful workmanship. It is good practice to place a water table at the lowest part of the outside finish

water from entering the joint between the
masonry and the sill. It also adds to the appearance of the
in order to prevent

building.

Lath and Plaster

One of the most common forms of inside wall finish is plaster
on wood lath. On first-class work a number 1 grade of lath should

Wood

laths should always be thoroughly wet as late as
before
the application of the plaster, otherwise they
practicable
will swell enough to crack the plaster.
They should be spaced at

be used.

Joints should be broken every
sixth or eighth course.
There are several forms of expanded metal and fabricated wire
lath on the market.
They are desirable from practically every
intervals not less than *4 inch.

standpoint except that they are more expensive than wood lath.
Gypsum board and other types of wall board also are used as a
plaster base.

When

such boards are used, headers should be
at all horizontal joints.
These boards

framed between the studs

should be applied in accordance with manufacturers' directions.
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Wherever trim is nailed against the plaster, it is important that
the adjacent plaster surfaces be flat and true. To avoid unevenness and to furnish a means of nailing the trim, grounds are used.
They should be used at the baseboard, around doors and windows,
unless the frame

is

used for a ground, for chair

cornice mold, or wherever trim

may come

rails, picture mold,
in contact with the

plaster.

Gypsum wall plasters have practically supplanted lime for plastering purposes, chiefly because they set and attain their full
Certain local and seasonal condistrength much more rapidly.
tions affect these plasters unless they are properly handled.
In
order to obtain first-class work, it is necessary to adhere strictly to

the manufacturers' directions for mixing and applying them.
It is becoming more and more the custom to finish one or

more
rooms or parts of rooms with boards or plywood paneling instead
of plaster. Boards for so-called knotty finish should be of species
Boards placed vertically
which, when dry, hold knots tightly.
Plywood panels should be installed in such
as to allow for slight shrinkage or expansion.

secure the best effects.

a

way

Interior

Trim and Finish Floors

If trim is to be

mitered at the corners, it is well to use narrow
as
less
material,
difficulty will result from opening up of joints.
If material more than 2 or 3 inches in width is used, it must be

thoroughly dry. In any form of square-cut trim, the width may
be greater. The back of the trim should be concave so as to fit
well against the plaster.
It should be primed on the back and
particularly on the edges of mitered joints before it is put in place.
Finish flooring must be of thoroughly seasoned lumber, and

should be laid only after the plaster is fully dried and other work
house finished. It is bad practice to store finish flooring in

in the

it contains wet plaster.
The subfloor should be
covered with a layer of heavy, coated building paper or incombustible floor felt or gypsum board before laying the floor proper.

the building while

Joints should be well distributed. The strips should be well nailed
and the nails set. Any pieces that do not draw up well should be

driven up fairly tight with a block.
Finished floors are sometimes laid directly upon the joists but
this practice is not recommended except where rigid
economy de-

mands

it.

When

so laid,

all joints

of the

first floor,

whether end-
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matched or not, should be over the joists. On the second floor, or
where there is no possibility of heavy concentrated loads, joints
with end-matched flooring may be at random.

General Considerations

The first two essentials in the construca house are good workmanship and good materials. For
the framework, the basic requirements in lumber are strength, suitable nail-holding qualities, and a reasonable freedom from tendency
Choice of Materials.

tion of

A variety of species are suitable for all parts of the
to warp.
house frame. The sills or other members if placed near the ground,
should be of material selected for resistance to decay. The choice
of species for the outside wall covering depends largely upon the
location of the building but, in any event, a wood that takes paint
well

and one that has been found

tions should be used.

The

satisfactory under local condispecies of wood used for shingles are

mainly western red cedar, white cedar, redwood, and cypress.
White pine and southern pine have found a rather extensive local
use.

For porch

girders, joists,

and

posts, decay resistance is

a

leading consideration although construction to secure good drainage and under-ventilation is far more important. The choice of
species for interior
sonal taste.

woodwork

Condition of Lumber.
in moisture content

is

largely a matter of cost

Wood

swells

and per-

and shrinks with changes

across the grain these changes may be large,
along the grain they are usually negligible. It is vitally important,
therefore, that the lumber used in a house be thoroughly seasoned.
;

When

so seasoned, the changes in dimensions are limited to those
which take place as the lumber adjusts its moisture content to the

seasonal variations in the surrounding atmosphere.
usually are not of a magnitude that will cause harm.

The changes
In this con-

must be remembered that, while seasoned lumber and
well-seasoned and intelligently manufactured millwork may be
specified and delivered on the job, the value of these precautions
may be sacrificed if the material is not protected from the weather
before and during installation.
Lumber Grades. The occurrence of knots and other defects in
relation to appearance and general utility value is the basis of
grading. For any one part of a frame house, there are frequently
two grades from which to choose.
nection,

it
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for natural finishes,

suitable

known as "A select" and "B select," and two for paint finishes
"C select" and "D select." In some species the higher "common"
grades can be painted.

For unexposed

parts, the grades called

"commons" are

ordi-

narily used. "Number 1 common" and "Number 2 common" allow
knots and other defects limited in size, which must be relatively

sound and tight, the piece to be usable as a whole. "Numbers
3, 4, and 5 common" contain progressively coarser defects and permit some waste. Not all the above grades are obtainable in all
The local lumber retailer is a good source of further inspecies.
formation. The best way to secure lumber of uniform and satisfactory quality is to buy that which has been grade-marked by the
manufacturers.

Millwork, including doors, sash, etc., is not covered by the grades
These items are usually bought as finished products.

described.

They

are very largely clear of natural defects.

Different quali-

are sometimes referred to as "first quality" and "second qualHardwood trim sometimes is graded along with other millity."
ties

work and sometimes according

to a standard

"A"

grade, similar

to the top select grades of general building lumber.
Hardwood flooring is available in several grades.

ing

is

graded as "clear," "select,"

common."

and "Number

The "Number 2 common" grades

1

Oak

floor-

and Number 2

are not used often

in residential construction as a finish floor.

Maple, beech, and
birch flooring are graded as "first grade," "second grade," and
"third grade," the latter a factory floor grade.
The top grade in
hardwood flooring is practically free of all defects and the second
grade
8

is

limited to a

few small

defects. 8

Additional references are included in the

Appendix

III, p. 265.

list

of references constituting

CHAPTER

IX

THE HOUSE FOR THE GROWING INCOME
It

1

has been the experience of many farm families that a good
could not be built until the children were grown and ready

home

on a homemaking career of their own. To show how it is
possible to have a good house when the family is small and the income low a house that may be added to as the family increases
a model has been made.
in number and the children grow
(FigThis model shows a small original unit and two
ures 1 and 2.)
There is an unfinished attic for future bedrooms. The
additions.
arrangement is particularly suitable for a farmhouse. It was selected from several designs illustrating the same idea.
The original unit shown in the model provides 3 rooms and bath,
to start

a small coat closet and a large 6-foot by 8-foot storage closet. The
basement may be omitted. The arrangement is convenient, comIn other depact, economical, and susceptible to great variation.
signs, the plan is a simple rectangle about 21 feet

no

vestibule, hall, or stairway to reduce the

by 27

maximum

feet,

with

usable area

of the rooms.

Factors Contributing to

Low

Cost

Sound, durable construction and modern equipment are economies in the long run and are therefore considered a minimum requirement in

this house.

On

the other hand, complicated design or construction, unnecessary ornamentation, unusual materials or details inevitably add to
Extreme simplicity, both
the cost and often hasten depreciation.

and construction, and the use of materials and equipment produced and stocked in large quantities are in every way
in design

desirable economies.

Financing and carrying charges are naturally small on such a
minimum house as is here suggested.
Additions are so planned that no expensive alterations in the
original house are necessary.
1

By Eldred Mowery, A.

tion.
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I.

A., National

Lumber Manufacturers Associa-

FIGURE

1.

This photograph shows the model of a house that may be built
becomes larger or as the income grows. Units that
may be added are shown detached.

in units as the family

FIGURE

2.

A

model of the "home for a growing income,"
have been added.

after

two

units
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Variable Plan

Although only one basic arrangement for the original 3 rooms

shown in the design presented, variations of the basic arrangement may be worked out in all designs to meet different condiThe size and proportion of any room or all rooms may be
tions.
is

changed by extending the outside walls. A major variation intended primarily for a farmhouse, incorporating most of the features recommended by agricultural authorities, is the one chosen
for the model.

Minor

variations anticipate different future addi-

tions.

Future Expansion
Fifteen different arrangements for future additions

may be made

3-room house into one containing 4, 5, 6 or
7 rooms. These by no means exhaust the possibilities. The
photograph shows only two of these additions.

to convert the original

Conservative Designs
Simplicity of design is not only an economy but a value stabilizer.
of architectural fads and provincialisms is eliminated.
Every carpenter and builder employed will be working in a style

The hazard

with which he is familiar. If changes are required, not shown in
the drawings, he will not be at a loss to maintain the architectural
unity of the design. He will work faster and better in a style he
understands.

Construction Data

An

outline specification

of the six original designs
to

2

list

anyone

interested.

and complete working drawings for one
is

included in a booklet readily available

2

See publications of National Lumber Manufacturers Association in the
of references contained in

Appendix

III, p. 265.

PART

III.

FARMSTEAD PLANNING AND

BEAUTIFICATION AND PAINTING
CHAPTER X

FARMSTEAD PLANNING AND
BEAUTIFICATION

1

Farmstead planning and beautification have for their objectives
the creating of better living conditions for the farm family through
the arrangement of the buildings for efficient farm work and the
giving to the farmstead an attractive appearance through the planting of trees, shrubs and flowers. The basic conditions that affect
the results are location of the farmstead, arrangement of the buildings and means of communication, the provision of yards for stock

and work, and the placing of gardens,
architectural features.

In addition, there

fences, gates, and other
is need for the arrange-

ment of lawns,

trees, shrubs, vines, and herbaceous plants to
soften the outlines and add beauty to an attractive arrangement of
buildings, drives and walks.

Farmstead planning and planting vary with different types of
farming, topography of land, and variations in climate. These
factors influence the character and number of farm buildings as
well as their plan and type of construction and their arrangement
with respect to one another. Building in accordance with these
influences resulted in distinct styles of architecture in the original
colonies and in other older-settled parts of the country.
These
influences, to a certain extent, are having an effect upon the build-

ing trends of the present time.

However, the interchange of ideas

through the abundance of illustrated periodicals and the observations made by farmers and their families on trips to points far distant

from

their

home communities

tendency to develop local
buildings of the farm.

styles,

are modifying

somewhat

this

both in the house and in the other

The importance of planning the farmstead to facilitate the work
of the farm and add to the comfort of living can scarcely be overestimated. The farmer lives with his business and the home must
1

Prepared by a section of the committee composed of Furman Lloyd MulChairman, May L. Cowles, Thomas D. Gray, and Warren H. Manning,
members of the committee, and W. R. Ballard, of the University of Maryland.
ford,
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be considered along with the purely money-making aspects. Where
the farm buildings are at such a distance as not to interfere with
the comforts

and health of the family through odors and drainage

barnlot, their special arrangement is warranted purely on
the grounds of efficiency in doing the daily work. However, the

from the

house usually is located near the other buildings, bringing the
whole farm family in close contact with the farm business and
making it desirable to have the house, in the plan of the farmstead, set in such a way as not to interfere with the comfort and
health of the family. At the same time, the farm buildings, including the dwelling, need to be so arranged that the daily work can

minimum

be done with the

The same

care

where a farmstead

is
is

of steps and the greatest facility.

required in the rearrangement of buildings
being remodeled. Sometimes the relationship

major buildings on an old farmstead is such that it is almost
impossible to accomplish the most desirable ends in planning, but
some progress usually can be made if the defects are fully recognized. The very old farmsteads of the eastern United States, by
But freeither chance or design, were generally well planned.
quently the comfort and health of the family have been overlooked
of the

arrangement of more recently developed farmsteads. Some
examples are the placing of stock barns to the windward of the
house, especially as to summer breezes, farmsteads arranged so
that the drainage from the barn flows toward the house, or so that
in the

the barns and outbuildings are unduly prominent when viewed
from the front of the house. Every effort possible should be made
to

minimize the

evil effects of

such mistakes when

to rearrange the small structures or to rebuild

it

is

possible

any of the larger

ones.

be practically impossible to change the locations
major buildings where they are large or built of stone or brick,
small structures often may be entirely rearranged to distinct ad-

Although

it

may

of

vantage, both for the comfort of living and for promoting the
ease and promptness with which the work of the farm may be

An example is a farmstead in Minnesota which was rearranged by the men of the community in a day so that the number of steps required to do the chores was reduced 40 per cent

done.

also the farmstead was made more attractive.
Naturally, the
suggestions vary in their application to the different conditions
Some of them
that prevail in different sections of the country.

and
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have no bearing, especially on an established farmstead. With
substantial buildings already constructed, often only minor changes

from some standpoints,

are practicable although major ones might,

be desirable.

A

new house planned

especially for farm conditions will make
more comfortable for the housewife, yet often relatively inexpensive modifications can be made in an old house which will

living

improve living conditions both inside the house and out, while
efficiently arranged drives and walks, suitably located secondary
buildings, and appropriate plants well placed will add greatly to
the appearance of either a new or remodeled farmhouse.
Styles develop in architecture and in landscape design as well as
in dress, house furnishings, and modes of travel.
Because of the

permanent character of the materials used, development in archiIn most
tectural and landscape design is slow but more lasting.
parts of the country, architectural styles are not yet well developed
If conscious effort

although there are some well-recognized types.

made

is

to

meet

local habits of life

provision for efficient farm

and climatic conditions with

management and comfortable

amid

attractive surroundings, appropriate styles will evolve
rapidly and rural America will gain in attractiveness.

living

more

Important Points for Consideration

The important

points for consideration in farmstead planning

and beautification are presented under the following headings
I. The Farmstead Should Be Located:
A. As nearly as practicable on a road that is good at all seasons.

:

if not on a good road, although present methods of
marketing make a location on a hard surface road increasingly desirable.
C. On ground high enough for good air and drainage.
D. Where an abundance of good water is available or can be readily

B. Convenient to,

secured.

On

ground level enough for ample work areas and easy grade connecbetween buildings.
F. To secure refreshing and prevailing winds and to utilize natural and
artificial windbreaks against objectionable winds and snowdrifts.
G. With a good outlook from the house.
H. Near trees, so that the house will have shade.
E.

tions

;

II.

The Buildings Should Be Located with Respect
and the Farm Surrounding so that:

to

One Another

A. The farm business may be accomplished with least labor and with the
house as the center of interest and in the most comfortable location.
B. The house may appear inviting from the main approach.

The farmstead should be

located on ground sufficiently high to insure good
and drainage; as nearly as practicable on a road that is good at all
seasons and near-by trees should be preserved to insure shade for buildings.

air

;

Farm business buildings may well be a unit to themselves but as near the
house as other considerations require; work areas may be screened from
view by suitable planting; and the immediate surroundings of the farmhouse may be made inviting by the preservation or planting of trees and
by a well-kept lawn.
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lead primarily to the house and conveniently

to the business buildings.

A

vehicle turn may be provided at the house for return to the highway
without entering the workyard.
E. Only necessary drives and walks may be provided, not an unnecessary

D.

multiplicity.

F. Prevailing winds, especially in summer, will carry possible objectionable
odors away from the house, not toward it.

G.

The

business buildings

may be

house as other considerations

a unit to themselves but as near the

dictate.

H. Ample sunshine for good health may be secured in the principal rooms
even if the house must be set at angles with the points of the compass
and the public road.
I. House entrances and approaches may be related to the interior arrangement in order that entrance to any of the rooms from the outside may be
convenient. The family and visitors should use the same drive, and the
entrance to the house should be so arranged that the homemaker
direct visitors into the appropriate room without embarrassment.

may
The

convenient entrance, when coming from the barns, should be the washroom and not the kitchen.
J.

The garage may

not be conspicuous from the main approach.

Special Purposes Should Be Close at Hand, as
Follows
A. The home poultry yard near the path from the house to the barns.

III. Plots

for

:

B. Cold frames near the most used path, for frequent observation.
The vegetable garden near the kitchen.

C.

E.

The
The

F.

A

D.

small-fruit garden also convenient.
garden only slightly farther away.

tree-fruit

desirable place for a cut-flower garden

is

adjacent to or in the vege-

table garden.

G.

H.
I.

A
A

comfortable outdoor

work

court at the kitchen door.

partly enclosed lawn near the washroom as a drying yard.
The flower garden near the most used rooms.

IV. Architectural Features Serve a Special Purpose and
sist of:

A. Fences or
B. Fences or
C. Fences or
D. Walls for

walls to

mark

limits or boundaries.

walls as barriers to stock.
walls as enclosures for gardens.

holding earth.
E. Entrances, including gates, arches, and cattle guards.
F. Seats for lawn and garden.
G.

Summer

houses and arbors for outdoor living.
features, as bird baths and sundials.

H. Ornamental

Lawns Are Needed:
To make a pleasing foreground, especially
B. To invite outdoor living about the house.
C. To minimize dust and dirt.

V.

A.

for the house.

May

Con-
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VI. Trees Are Needed:

As a frame, or as a background, for the house.
To frame the other buildings.
C. To shade the house and invite people out-of-doors.
D. To shade workyards, stockyards, and paddocks.
A.
B.

E.

For

F.

As

fruit.

windbreaks.

VII. Shrubs Are Needed:
A.
B.
C.

D.
E.

To hide part of the foundation line of the house.
To border the home lot and lawns, and for irregular outlines.
To suggest reasons for turns in walks and drives.
To screen gardens, work areas, or unsightly objects.
As protective barriers, like hedges, for yards and gardens.

VIII. Vines Are Needed:
A.
B.
C.

To soften the outline of porches.
To make a green tracery on trellises.
To cover garden pergolas.

D. For covering fences.
E. As a ground cover for banks.
F. Occasionally for giving shade to porches.

IX. Herbaceous Perennials Supplement
A. For garden decoration.
B.

As

Woody

Plants:

spots of color along shrubbery borders.

X. Annuals Are Temporary Plants Useful for:
A. Garden decoration.
B. Cut flowers.
C.

Temporary

spots of color

among shrubbery

plantings.

XL

The Selection of Plants Is Determined by:
A. Hardiness for the region.
B. Adaptability to the soil and moisture conditions.
C.

The

D.

Summer

ultimate height for the place in the plan.
beauty including form of plant and color, size and texture of

foliage.

E. Winter beauty of bare twigs and stems including color of bark, deciduous
or persistent, dry or evergreen foliage, persistence and beauty of berries,
color of twigs, and general plant form.

XII. Sources of Plant Material Would Be:
A. Nurseries and other dealers in plants and seeds.
B. Neighborly exchange of surplus garden material.
C. Collection and preservation of the commoner wild plants
are more attractive than introduced plants.

many

of

which

is

warm

XIII. Other Elements Requisite for Success Are:
A.

To

transplant evergreens while dormant, and

when

the soil

enough to stimulate quick root growth deciduous plants without foliage
and herbaceous plants at the usual planting season for each.
;
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B. Careful removal of evergreens with roots intact, with least possible injury, and with an abundance of soil.
C. Planting in moist

ground

about the roots or the

not wet

compacting the

soil firmly in layers

ball.

D. Watering the ground about newly planted plants immediately and rewatering if the ground continues dry.
E. Cutting out half the branches of newly planted deciduous plants if the

much mutilated in digging.
Removing crossing limbs, wayward growths, or dead branches

roots are
F.

as they

appear.

G. Manuring or fertilizing until well established, keeping fallen leaves
about the roots and supplying additional fertilizer if the growth is poor.

H. Spraying

to prevent fungus diseases

and to

kill insects.

CHAPTER

XI

WHEN AND HOW TO PAINT FARM
BUILDINGS
The policy of paint maintenance
when possible, be taken into account

1

for a
in

specifications before the building is erected.
rials,

farm building should,

drawing up the plans and

Some

building mate-

such as concrete, stone, brick, stucco, and metals that

resist

Iron, steel, and other
unpainted.
commonly
metals that rust rapidly must be painted or protected in some other
way. Woodwork may be left unpainted, following a tradition

corrosion are

left

If unpainted,
that originated in the necessities of pioneer times.
the plan should call for patterns of exterior lumber of substantial

woods that weather well in order to minimize
checking, warping, and splitting of the wood and loosening of the

thickness and of

fastenings.

Except for shingle roofs and timbering, however,
wood rarely makes a very pleasing appearance and

weather-beaten

it is not in keeping with rising standards of living in a
country that
has passed far beyond the pioneering stage. Once it has become
weather-beaten, wood can seldom be painted satisfactorily, although it can be stained. On the other hand, properly maintained

paint coatings protect wood against weathering and indefinitely retain the original architectural effect, at the same time permitting an
occasional change in color scheme.
Interior surfaces of almost any building material

may be painted
serves to improve their appearance, to make
easier to keep clean, or to modify lighting.

to advantage.

them

It

When

to Paint

new buildings should be painted as promptly
of
construction
program
permits. Woodwork is generally
when
delivered
at
the
unpainted
job, but lumber and millwork
Exterior surfaces of

as the

primed

at the mill are

Whether primed or

now

not,

beginning to appear on the market.
lumber should be protected carefully

against moisture until erected.
1

By

Exterior

woodwork should

re-

F. L. Browne, Senior Chemist, Forest Products Laboratory, Forest
U. S. Department of Agriculture, maintained at Madison, Wis., in
cooperation with the University of Wisconsin.
Service,
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or priming, coat of paint as soon after erection as

Succeeding coats should be applied at intervals of
not greater than two weeks; in warm, dry weather the intervals
may be as short as two days. It is a very poor practice to let expracticable.

terior woodwork stand for weeks with only a priming coat or to
postpone the application of the third coat of paint for six months
or more.

Metal surfaces that are to be painted usually are primed at the
Succeeding coats should be applied promptly after erection.
If galvanized iron is to be painted, however, it is helpful to let it
first weather for several months.
mill.

Interior surfaces other than metal should not be painted until
moisture from plastering, concrete work, or other operations of
Woodwork then should be
building has entirely disappeared.

painted because further delay

is

likely to entail

papering and properly cleaning the surfaces.

more labor

in sand-

Plaster and concrete,

on the contrary, become more receptive to paint on aging and
painting may, therefore, be deferred as long as desired.
Exterior paint coatings slowly deteriorate. Although the changes
usually take place gradually, the following stages of deterioration,
in the order of occurrence, may be distinguished
:

1.
.

it

2.

The
The

surfaces

become

soiled.

coatings lose their gloss and

become

dull.

If the paint is colored

fades.
3.

Chalking begins, that

the surface

is

wiped.

Dirt

is,

loose particles of pigment are

may become

removed when

dislodged during this stage.

4. Fissures appear in the surface, the size and shape of which vary with
the nature of the paint and with circumstances. They may be so small that a
is needed to see them or large enough to be conspicuous.
Failure of the coating to protect the underlying surface is evidenced in
metal by rust spots and in wood by checking, warping, and pulling loose at

magnifying glass
5.

fastenings.
6.

Disintegration of the coating reveals the underlying surface, usually
enough to escape any but very

in irregular patches that at first are small

careful inspection but

The

fifth

become more conspicuous as time

and sixth stages often

passes.

set in simultaneously,

but fre-

quently the fifth stage is reached much sooner than the sixth,
especially if the surface is of metal or of wood of a kind that,
tends to check or warp markedly or if the paint is especially per-

meable to moisture. The sixth stage develops more rapidly and
more conspicuously on woods that are heavy in weight or that
have wide bands of dense, horny, dark-colored summerwood than
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does on woods with opposite properties. Coatings deteriorate
rapidly on those portions of the building that are most fully

more

exposed to sunshine; as a result, the paint on the north side may
still be in stage 2 or 3 when on the south side it has reached stages
5

and

6.

The

building should be repainted at or before the first appearance of stage 5 or stage 6 on the most exposed surfaces. Further

postponement of repainting may make the job more costly, less
durable, and less satisfactory in appearance.
Rusty metal and
weathered wood are difficult to paint smoothly, and the old scars

A

form centers for early disintegration of the new coating.
badly
shattered old coating is a very unsatisfactory foundation for the
new coating, and complete removal of old coatings is expensive.

When

conspicuous defects other than the normal course of de-

terioration appear in paint coatings, especially if they appear within
a year or two after application, their cause nearly always lies in
some serious blunder in painting, such as too sparing application

of paint and addition of too much oil to the paint, or in abnormal
conditions that must be remedied before good paint service can be
expected. The most serious abnormal defect is that known tech-

and peeling. Paint blisters are cavities formed
between the surface painted and the coating, or between layers of
the coating. If the coating over the cavity cracks it can be peeled
off.
On wood surfaces, blistering and peeling almost invariably

nically as blistering

indicate that

much moisture
The

backs of the boards.

at times gains access to the concealed
source of the moisture must be dis-

covered and the condition corrected because

its

continuance even-

tually may lead to rotting of the wood. Good paints should blister
when such conditions arise. When this occurs the owner is warned

in time to prevent

more

Exterior painting

serious damage.
may be done in any season of the year dur-

ing which the painter can work with reasonable comfort. Obviously, paint should not be applied when it is raining or foggy and
the surface should be allowed to dry after rain, fog, or dew before

weather, paints harden more
sudden drop to low
slowly than they do in warm, dry weather.
temperature while the coating is hardening may make it wrinkle.
painting

it.

During

cold,

damp

A

Coatings applied during late fall or winter are likely to become
seriously soiled as time passes than coatings applied in the
spring or summer. On the other hand, during the summer, insects

more
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dis-

it.

figure
Interior paint coatings rarely

wear out, except on floors and
other wearing surfaces although abnormal moisture conditions
sometimes cause them to peel. As a rule, interiors are repainted

when they become

too soiled or the

owner wishes

to change the

color or texture of the surface.

What

Paint to Use

For almost any painting job the market offers a wide variety
of materials from which to choose. Selection must be governed
very largely by personal preferences because the same qualities do
not appeal equally to all users, and even experts disagree about
some of the facts. This is particularly true of materials for painting interior surfaces. The best way to choose such materials is to
purchase small amounts and try them out until one is found that
gives the desired appearance, works well, and seems reasonable in
For exterior paints, in which durability is all-important,
price.
experimentation is impracticable and some knowledge of paint
quality

Only

necessary for wise purchasing.
good, durable stain or paint should be used on exteriors

is

of permanent structures because the principal cost of painting is
.the labor.
If a cheap coating is desired for temporary structures

or surfaces that must be repainted frequently, either whitewash
or an exterior water paint containing casein may be use*d.

Good linseed oil paint usually bears a label giving the name and
address of the manufacturer and the composition of the paint.
In the absence of previous personal experience with a paint or of
a source of personally known reliability, appraisal of quality of
the paint with respect to durability must be based upon the infor-

mation given by the formula

label.

Linseed

oil

paint consists of

two

parts, a solid part (the pigments), and a liquid part (the veThe value of a paint is determined by the quality and
hicle).

pigments and the quality of the vehicle.
of
the Pigments. Durability, opacity, color, and
Quality

quantity of

its

brushing consistency are imparted to paint by the pigments. The
opaque white and colored pigments provide all four of these qualities.
Certain other pigments that are practically transparent in
linseed oil are used in paint to improve brushing consistency, to
reduce cost of manufacture, and to keep the pigments in prepared
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paint

from

settling into a

hard cake

at the

bottom of the container.

transparent pigments are much cheaper than those of the
opaque variety. In the interest of economy the transparent pigments are used as generously as is consistent with durability and

The

opacity.

Paints

of

inferior

contain

usually

quality

excessive

The

amounts of transparent pigments.

quality of the pigments
very largely a question of the proportions

a paint, therefore, is
of opaque and transparent pigments.

in

The important pigments
lowing
1.

in

house and barn paints are the

fol-

:

Opaque White Pigments:
Basic carbonate white lead
Basic sulfate white lead

Zinc oxide

Leaded zinc oxide (zinc oxide and lead

sulfate)

Titania (titanium dioxide)

Titanium-barium pigment (25 per cent
barium sulfate)

titania

and 75 per cent

Zinc sulfid

Lithopone (28 per cent zinc
2.

and 72 per cent barium sulfate)

sulfid

Opaque Colored Pigments:
Iron oxide minerals or manufactured pigments such as Indian red,
brown oxide, black

Venetian red, umber, sienna, ochre, red oxide,
oxide, metallic brown, and ferrite yellow.

The

iron oxide (ferric

oxide) and manganese oxide are regarded as the opaque colored
pigments, other ingredients are considered inert pigments.

Chrome yellow

(lead chromate or lead chromate and lead sulfate)

Prussian blue (ferric ferrocyanide)

Chrome green (chrome yellow and Prussian
Red lead (lead oxide)

blue)

Carbon pigments, such as carbon black, lampblack, graphite, and
the carbon in mineral black or drop black
3.

Transparent Pigments:
Asbestine (magnesium silicate mineral)
Barytes (barium sulfate mineral)
Blanc fixe (barium sulfate)

China clay (aluminum

silicate

mineral)

Silica

Talc (calcium magnesium

silicate

mineral)

Whiting (calcium carbonate)

Most of the opaque white pigments are only moderately durable
and moderately expensive. Titania and zinc sulfid are the more
expensive and the more opaque of the white pigments and are
therefore combined with barium sulfate by special processes to
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make titanium-barium pigment and lithopone, respectively, which
still slightly more opaque than the other white pigments.
The opaque colored pigments are much more opaque and durable
than the white. Of these, the chrome pigments, Prussian blue,
are

and carbon are too expensive to be used as the only pigments in
Of the opaque colored pigments, the iron oxide
are relatively cheap, standing between the transparent and the
house paints.

opaque white pigments in that respect. Iron oxide pigments,
The durability, opacity,
therefore, form the basis of barn paint.
and cost of the iron oxide pigments are proportional to their content of iron oxide, which varies between wide limits.
Good white paint or paint of light color in which white pigments
greatly predominate should be made of pigments of which at least
90 per cent are opaque white or opaque colored pigments. In ap-

plying this rule, the barium sulfate in titanium-barium pigment or
in lithopone is counted as part of the opaque white, but in iron

oxide pigments, only the iron oxide and manganese oxide are
counted as opaque, other ingredients being considered as transparent.
Good paints of dark colors, in which the opaque white pig-

ments are either absent or present in minor quantities, may conamounts of opaque pigments than

tain considerably smaller total

the white or light colored paints. In good iron oxide paints, the
iron oxide should amount to at least 30 per cent of the pigments,

and

in good green or black paint, at least 20 per cent should be
opaque colored pigments. Organic pigments (dyes and lakes)
are sometimes added to iron oxide paints to make brighter colors.

They should not be considered opaque.

Many organic pigments
fade badly and discolor paint that may subsequently be applied
over old paint in which they are used.
As a

general rule, the better of any two paints of the same color
the one containing the higher proportion of opaque pigments,
provided that it contains a sufficient total quantity of pigments and
is

has good brushing consistency when ready for application.
The relative merits of the various opaque white pigments

is

a

highly complex and controversial subject, discussion of which has
overshadowed other more important principles of sound paint

White lead is the oldest white pigment and the only
ever used as the only opaque white pigment in good
Many painters prefer straight white lead paint because

formulation.

one that
paint.

is

they have had more experience with

it.

It is

nearly always sold
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in paste

form, and

it

will stand

more abuse than other white

paints.

In the sixth stage of paint deterioration, straight white lead paint
crumbles into very fine flakes that make a badly neglected surface
easier to prepare for repainting than a very old paint of other
If it is likely that maintenance of the paint on a
composition.
building will be neglected, straight white lead paint is the safest

white or tinted paint to use. In arid climates, such as those of
the Southwest, straight white lead paint is more durable than
other white paints with the possible exception of paint made with
titanium-barium pigment and zinc oxide. In sunny, humid climates, such as the south Atlantic seaboard and the Gulf coast,

however, straight white lead paint
taining zinc oxide.

is

Mixed pigment

not as durable as paints conwhich two or more

paints, in

opaque white pigments are used, always- contain zinc oxide or
leaded zinc oxide.
Prepared paints are nearly always mixed pigment paints. The amount of zinc oxide should not exceed 30 per
cent of the total pigments unless the paint is to be used in sunny,
humid climates. Paints in which titanium-barium pigment or
lithopone is the principal white pigment often remain cleaner and

more

satisfactory in appearance than other white or light-colored
paints during the first three stages of paint deterioration.

Exterior stains are thin paints that color

wood without forming

a coating over it. They do not protect wood against weathering
and therefore should be used where the texture of weather-beaten

wood
are

is appropriate but some other color is desired.
Good
more durable than most paints. The pigments in good

stains

stains

or no transparent pigments. In green stains, the pigment should consist entirely of opaque colored pigments. Brown
contain

little

have no transparent pigments except those necessarily present in the iron oxide pigments; the higher the content
of iron oxide the better. Creosote is not a satisfactory substitute
stains should

for iron oxide in

brown wood

stains.

For durability and good brushin
the
paint must not only be of good
ing consistency,
pigments
in
but
must
be
sufficient
quality
present
quantity. What is sufQuantity of the Pigments.

ficient

form

quantity depends upon the nature of the pigments and the
which the paint is sold. In general, paints made of heavy

in

pigments should contain a higher percentage of pigments by
weight than paints made of light pigments. Paints sold in the
prepared form, to which only small amounts of liquids are to be
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added, contain fewer pigments than paints sold in the paste form,
to which larger amounts of liquids are to be added.

Good
in

paints should contain at least the total pigments as

Table

Table

1.

shown

1.

Minimum

Total Pigments for Different Kinds of
Paints

Minimum
Kind

total

pigments in

of paint

White or tinted paint in which white lead
is the only opaque white pigment

Prepared paint
per cent, by
weight

Paste paint
per cent, by
weight

70

83

66

80

60

75

78

93

61

76

53

68

50

68

28

48

White or tinted paint in which two-thirds
of the opaque white pigments is white
lead

White or tinted paint containing
no white lead

Red

or

little

lead paint

Red

or brown iron oxide paint in which 75
per cent of the pigments is iron oxide. ...

Red, brown, or yellow iron oxide paint in
which 30 per cent of the pigments is iron
oxide

Green paint containing
white pigments

little

Black paint containing

little

or iron oxide.

or no opaque

or no red lead

.

The minimum total pigments in paste paints with colored pigments to be used for tinting white paint, commonly called colors
in oil, is of minor importance provided that such paints are sold at
For practical purposes, the tinting strength of a
colored paste may be considered approximately proportional to its
content of opaque colored pigment, and the price paid for it should
a fair price.

vary accordingly.
Quality of the Vehicle.
sists

of linseed

paints, at least

The

vehicle of linseed oil paint con-

and paint drier. In prepared
80 per cent of the vehicle by weight should be linoil,

volatile thinner,
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seed

Part of this

oil.

may

of the volatile thinner

be kettle-bodied linseed

The nature

oil.

consequence, provided the paint
handled
be
satisfactorily
during application. The ordinary
may
need
not
concern
himself greatly about the nature
paint purchaser
of the drier.
the

A

is

of

little

trace of water

amount should not exceed

1

be present in good paint but
cent
of the vehicle. Varnish
per

may

or resin in exterior paint, particularly in barn paint, should be
regarded with suspicion. Good dark green or black paints, how-

sometimes contain varnish.

ever,

In paste paints, the vehicle should consist entirely of linseed
or linseed

oil

and drier except

that, in colored paste paints to

oil

be

used in tinting white paint, the vehicle may be either linseed oil,
soy bean oil, or a mixture of the two.
Linseed oil suitable for mixing with paste or prepared paints
should be pure linseed oil of good quality. For mixing paints
containing zinc oxide, an oil having an acid number not greater
than 4 should be used. If oil bearing the maker's brand is purchased, it is often possible to obtain a statement of its acid number.

Raw

oil is

chosen, paint drier also must be added
or no drier should be added.

linseed oil should be used with prepared paints or with
paste paints that already contain drier. For paste paints that do
not contain drier, either raw oil or boiled oil may be used. If raw

little

;

if

boiled

oil is

used,

Substitutes for linseed

oil, reenforcing oils, sealers, waterproofor
concoctions
sold for addition to paint, should
other
ing agents,
be avoided.

The
spirits,

liquid

best volatile thinner for paint

is

turpentine, although mineral

No

other

the essential constituent of the vehicle for

wood

which are cheaper, are not greatly inferior.
possesses any advantage over these two.

Linseed

oil is

stains just as

it is

More

for paints.

volatile liquid is

used in stains

than in paints, however, because a stain should be absorbed rapidly
by the porous wood. At least one-third, some authorities say twothirds, of the vehicle of a stain should be linseed

der

be mineral

oil.

The remain-

mineral spirits and creosote. Creosote is not necessary and must not be considered a satisfactory
substitute for the linseed oil.
If the creosote is of a kind that does

may

not evaporate

it

spirits or

protects the

from decay by fungus

wood with which

attack, but

it

it

comes in contact

does not protect the interior
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Exterior woodwork
of the pieces to which it does not penetrate.
needs
stained
to
be
that is likely
protection against decay.
rarely

How
Two

to

Use the Paint

made in using paint are excessive
linseed oil, and too sparing appliof
of
addition
liquids, especially
seek
Painters
cation of paint.
by these means to save paint and
blunders that often are

manufacturers recommend

maximum

allowable additions to con-

vince purchasers that their paints "go as far" as any other.
Good paint is much more durable than linseed oil but linseed

Obis necessary to bind the pigments together into paint.
viously there is an optimum proportion of pigments to oil for
oil

maximum

durability.

The optimum proportion has not

yet been

modern evidence

indicates

satisfactorily established but the best

Final coats of
materially less oil than is generally used.
paint probably should contain little more than the minimum amount
of oil necessary to make them harden with a glossy surface. Unthat

it is

dercoats should contain even less

oil

and should not harden with a

These modern ideas, however, are not applied
glossy surface.
strictly in the recommendations for thinning paints given in succeeding paragraphs which are, instead, based upon the present
For durable painting, the stated
practice of good painters.

amounts of linseed

oil

may

be decreased somewhat but should not

is needed to make the paint flow
rather
than
oil should be added.
properly, turpentine
Paints sold in prepared form have the advantage of convenience

be exceeded.

If

more

liquid

in purchasing because they are available in a great variety

of

Paste paints are generally sold only as white and as
colored
paints, and the light colors must be made by tintdeeply
the
white
On the other hand,
paste paint with colors in oil.
ing

colors.

paste paints can be mixed with oil and turpentine -for first, second,
and third coat paints in the proportions required for best painting
Experienced painters, therefore, prefer paste paints.
practice.

General Procedure in Mixing Paint
is not ready for application when the container
The
opened.
pigments usually settle to the bottom, leavPour most of the liquid into another and
clear liquid on top.

Prepared paint
is first

ing

somewhat larger container and then begin to stir the rest of the
contents into a smooth paste.
Gradually pour back the clear liquid
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in small portions while continuing the stirring until all of the paint

Transfer the paint to the larger container
is mixed uniformly.
and add any additional oil or turpentine that may be needed. Stir
once more and finally pour the paint back and forth from one container to the other several times.
is

If the paint is a colored one,

mix together all of the paint that will be needed
make sure that the color will be uniform.

desirable to

the job to

To mix

it

for

paste paint for application, transfer the paste to a conenough to hold the amount of paint that is to be mixed.
is to be tinted, enough paint to complete the job should

tainer large
If the paint

Measure out the required amount of linand pour some of it into the original container to wash out

be mixed at one time.
seed

oil

any paste

Stir the paste in the larger

left clinging to its walls.

gradually until a smooth mixture
to be tinted it is best to thin the tinting

container and add the linseed

oil

If the paint is
results.
colors with turpentine so that they will mix quickly with the white
paint. Add the colors in successive small amounts, while stirring

very thoroughly, until the chosen color
the required

paint

is

is

amounts of turpentine and

Finally,

add

stir until

the

attained.

drier

and

uniformly mixed.

Formulas for Mixing Paint
For New Exterior Woodwork. Good prepared paints are
made on the assumption that three coats will be applied to new
woodwork. Do not try to make two coats suffice. For the first,
1 pint of linseed oil and 1 quart of turFor the seca
to
added
be
gallon of prepared paint.
pentine may
ond coat, 1 pint of turpentine may be added to a gallon of paint.

or priming coat of paint,

No

addition should be necessary for third-coat paint.

For three-coat painting on new woodwork, paste paints should
be mixed according to definite proportions as appears in Table 2.
White lead paste paint is sold by weight instead of volume 100
;

1
pounds of the soft paint usually equals 3.2 gallons so that gallon
contains
If
the
drier,
31.3
paint
already
paste paint
pounds.
weighs

omit the drier from the formulas and add 1/3 pint more turpentine
instead.

If the paste paint contains

no

and boiled linseed oil
add only 1/6 instead of

drier

used in place of raw linseed oil,
linseed
1/3 pint of drier. Do not use boiled
that already contain drier.
is

oil

with paste paints

WHEN
Table

How

TO PAINT
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Amount, per Gallon, of Raw Linseed Oil, Turpenand Paint Drier That Should Be Mixed with Paste
Paint for Three-Coat Painting

2.

tine,

AND

Coat
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into 1 gallon of long-oil spar varnish, which is sold specifithat purpose. Two coats of white or light-colored paint
for
cally
are necessary over aluminum primer; one coat of deeply colored

powder

paint

may

suffice.

For Repainting Exterior Woodwork.

If the old coating is

not too dirty or is first washed, if there are no areas of wood left
bare by loss of coating, and if vigorous rubbing of a small area
will remove the superficial chalk and restore a fair degree of gloss,

a single coat of paint may be sufficient for repainting. Prepared
paint should be applied without addition of any oil or turpentine.
Paste paint used in repainting should be mixed with 2y2 quarts of

raw

linseed

oil,

^

quart of turpentine, and Yz pint of drier per

gallon of paste.
If the old coating

is chalking too deeply to restore any gloss by
if
or
there
are
small patches of bare wood, two coats of
rubbing
are
needed.
With
paint
prepared paint, the first coat may be

mixed with

1 pint of turpentine per gallon and the second coat
without
addition. The amounts of the various vehicles to
applied
be mixed with paste paint for repainting are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Amount, per Gallon, of Linseed Oil, Turpentine,
and Paint Drier to Be Mixed with Paste Paint for
Repainting, Using Two Coats

Coat

WHEN

AND

How

TO PAINT
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For Exterior Metal Work. Three coats of paint are recommended for exterior metal work. If one coat has already been
applied before delivery at the job, only two additional coats are
necessary. These may be of any of the paints already discussed
for painting wood. They should be mixed according to the for-

mulas given for second- and third-coat paints on new woodwork.
Aluminum paint makes an excellent and very appropriate finishing paint for metal but

is

not recommended as a priming coat for

metal.

The most widely used priming coat for metal is red lead paint.
Red lead alone does not make a very good finishing paint because
the color fades badly, but by tinting it with colors in oil, good
brown, green, or black paints may be made. Red lead prepared
paint should be applied without addition of oil or turpentine. Red
lead paste may be mixed as shown in Table 5.

Table

5.

Coat

Ingredients to

Be Used

in

Mixing Red Lead Paste
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Table

6.

Areas, in Square Feet, per Gallon of Paint, according to Different Kinds of Painting

Kind

of painting

PART

IV.

ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL ASPECTS
CHAPTER

XII

VALUE OF FARMERS' DWELLINGS

1

THEIR VARIATION IN VALUES, AND THEIR RELATION TO INCOMES
AND FARM CAPITALIZATION

The average value of farmers' dwellings in the United States is
2
Their total value constitutes 55 per cent of the value of
$1,126.
the farm buildings and 15 per cent of the value of the farm real
estate.
The values of farm dwellings and their proportions of
all farm buildings and farm real estate values vary
widely in different parts of the United States, in different states,
in different parts of a state, and from farm to farm in the same

the values of

locality.

Variation in State Averages for Values
of Farmers' Dwellings
State average values of the farmers' dwellings vary widely
The highest
the 48 states.
(See Table 1 and Figure 1.)
state average is $3,708 in Connecticut and the lowest, $377 in

among

the highest being almost ten times that of the lowest.
Mississippi
Seven of the 8 states with average values of farmers' dwellings
of $2,000 or more are in New England or other parts of the East,

and the other state is Iowa.
The farms in the 7 states may be characterized, in a general way, as medium in size (averaging 97 acres per farm), comparatively profitable, near or relatively near large cities, and having rather intensive types of agriculture. Those in Iowa, one of
the leading agricultural states of the nation, are larger (averaging

159 acres).

Many

farmhouses have been

built not entirely

from

By H. W. Hawthorne, Agricultural Economist, and Martin R. Cooper,
Senior Agricultural Economist, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, United
States Department of Agriculture.
2
This figure for average value and those for other average values of
farmers' dwellings, shown for states and counties in Tables 1 and 2 and
Figures 1, 2 and 3, were computed from the data of the Federal census for
1930 by dividing the total value of farmers' dwellings in the state or county
by the total number of farms. For the country as a whole, the average value
of dwellings is $1,207 when the total value is divided by only the number of
farms reporting dwellings.
1
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Table

Average Value of Farmers' Dwellings, Average
Farms and Farm Buildings
and Income from Farm Production, per Farm,
*
by States
1.

Size and Average Value of

State

VALUE OF FARMERS' DWELLINGS

STATE

AVERAGE VALUES OF FARM ERS' DWELLINGS
HUNOUO*
10

or OOLLA.RS

20

30

119

CASK INCOME PER FARM
MUNOMO* Of DOLLAR*
20
40
30

Courtesy of Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U. S, Department of Agriculture.

Figure 1. Average Values of Farm Dwellings and Average
Cash Income from Farm Production, per Farm, by States.
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from the farm. Often such dwellings are relatively extheir inclusion increases the average value per state.
and
pensive,
It is probable that the proportion of the farm dwellings of this

the income

class is larger in these 7 states than in any other group of states
as classified.
(Figure 2.)

The average

values of the farmers' dwellings in 1 1 states which
extend, though not continuously, across the country from New
Hampshire and Delaware in the East to California in the Far

West, range from $1,500 to $1,999. All of these states are in
the North and 6 are central states.
They may be classed as good
The farms average somewhat larger and the
agricultural states.
incomes almost as much per farm as in the states in which the
farmers' dwellings have an average value of $2,000 or more. The
farmers, for the most part, have in the past had access to an
abundant supply of local building materials and near-by cities are
numerous.
The average values of farmhouses for 13 states, scattered across

relatively

from Maine to Washington (6 being Pacific coast and
Rocky Mountain states), range from $1,000 to $1,499. On the
whole, the farms of these states are somewhat larger than those

the country

already mentioned, and the incomes per farm are fairly good.
However, the farms in the Pacific coast and Rocky Mountain
sections differ

ing

is

from those

in

many

other states in that the farm-

newer, the farms are farther away from industrial centers,

Homes
lines of production.
of the mountaineer, the larger rancher, the intensive fruit-grower,
the large and small wheat-grower, the families living on irrigated
and they represent widely divergent

and subhumid lands, and many others are included. These homes
were built of materials that were hauled long distances. Many
of these homes yet show the marks of pioneer influence. The remaining states of this group are scattered (Figure 2) and if reference

is

made

to the

map

it

may

readily be inferred that the aver-

ages are influenced by diverse factors for example, by the plains
of western North and South Dakota, the Ozarks of Missouri,
the corn belt of Indiana, and the Shenandoah Valley of Virginia.
;

In 11 states the average values of the farmers' dwellings fall
within the range from $500 to $999. On the whole, the farms in
these 11 states have greater average values than in the preceding
groups, owing to the large ranches found in Texas, Oklahoma,

Montana, Wyoming, and

New

Mexico. The farms in the states of
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this group east of the Mississippi River average smaller than the
farms in any of the preceding groups. The incomes per farm for all
these states are considerably lower than for any preceding group.

The average value
remaining

of the farmers' dwellings in each of the 5
These states are all grouped

states is less than $500.

together in the South.

The farms

are smaller and the income

per farm lower than in any other group of

states.

One

reason

and the low income per farm is that the
lands farmed by share-croppers and by tenants are classed as
farms, although a number of these are often under the direction
of one farm operator. The values of their dwellings often do not
exceed $200, and their inclusion thereby makes for low average
for the small-sized farms

valuations.

Values of Farmers' Dwellings by Geographic Divisions

With the states grouped as in Figure 3, the average value of the
farmers' dwellings in 11 states, including those of New England

New

New

and
York, Pennsylvania,
Jersey, Delaware, and Maryland, is $2,366; in the 12 north central states, $1,592; in the 11
states, $1,179; and in the 14 states covering the Old
South and West Virginia, Kentucky and Oklahoma, $632. If
the line of division between the north central and the western
states be moved one tier of states eastward, the value for the central states becomes $1,659, and that for the western states,
The average for the 4 states, North Dakota, South Da$1,253.
kota, Nebraska, and Kansas is $1,458.

western

Values of Farmers' Dwellings in Relation to Farm Real
Estate

As a general rule, the values of farmers' dwellings increase as
the values of farm real estate increase.
This is shown by a comparison between the average values of farmers' dwellings and
farm real estate of the 48 states, 28 selected counties, and 66

farm-management survey localities. (Table 2.)
Farmers' dwellings on farms valued from $5,000 to $9,999 per
farm, on an average, are valued at about twice those on farms
valued at less than $5,000 per farm and the dwellings on farms,
valued from $10,000 to $14,999 average about three times the
value of those on farms valued at less than $5,000 per farm.
;
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The average value of the dwellings is but little more
(Table 2.)
real estate averaging $15,000 or more per farm than
farms
with
on
on farms ranging from $10,000 to $14,999 per farm. 8

One

reason for low incomes and the necessity for moderatepriced homes is the low value of many farms. The average real

Table

2.

Value of Real Estate per Farm and Average
Value of Farmers' Dwellings

Real estate value per farm
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farm was less than $5,000 in 13 of the 48 states,
9 of the 28 selected counties, and in 6 of the 66 farm-management survey localities. Bearing in mind that real estate values include the value of the land, all buildings and other improvements,
it is apparent that the income from farms of such low valuations as
less than $5,000 per farm cannot be large, even if the property
were to return an unusually high rate of interest, which is generally
estate value per

in

not the case.

For example, the 7-year (1924-1930) cash income from farm
production averaged only $825 per farm for the several states with
average real estate values of less than $5,000 per farm, compared
with $1,633 for the states with real estate values of $5,000 to
$2,732 for the states with real estate values of $10,000 to
$14,999, and $3,376 for the states with real estate values of $15,000
$9,999

;

and more per farm. The farm income for 6 per cent of the 66
farm-management survey localities with valuations of less than
$5,000 averaged $464 per farm. For the other real estate value
groups listed in Table 2 the farm incomes were $636, $1,310, and
$2,074 per farm, respectively.
In 65 per cent of the 28 selected counties previously mentioned, 4
the value of the farmers' dwellings represented from 16 to 30 per
cent of the value of

mean

sive,

group of farms.

For

noted that a relatively high percentage
represented in the dwellings. This does

it is

of the real estate value

not

estate for this

all real

the low-valued farms,

is

that the dwellings

on the low-valued farms are expenis of low

but rather that the farms are small or that the land

agricultural quality.
figures for a

The

few selected

relation
states.

may be illustrated by average
The value of real estate per

farm for the 3 states, Nebraska, South Dakota, and Wyoming,
averaged about $16,000 in 1930, and less than 10 per cent of this
value was in the farmers' dwellings.
The agriculture in these
states is generally of an extensive character and relatively new.

Many

of the buildings were built during the early development of
In contrast to this, the value of farmers' dwellings in

the farms.

Alabama and Mississippi, combined, represents 20
the
total real estate value of farms averaging less than
per cent of
the States of

These farms have been farmed a long time, but

$2,000 per farm.
4

See note, Table

2.
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they are small and their returns are low. Contrasts respecting the
ratio of the values of farmhouses to the total value of the farm

by average figures for the States
and New Hampshire. The value of farm real estate
averages almost $13,000 per farm of which only 7.7

real estate are well illustrated

of

Wyoming
Wyoming

in

per cent is in the dwelling, while in New Hampshire the average
value of farm real estate is less than half as much, but 33.5 per
cent of the valuation

is

in the farmers' dwellings.

In contrast to

the newness of agriculture and home development in Wyoming,
the farmers of New Hampshire have, through years of experience,
built

and maintained

relatively

good homes when compared with

the value of their farms.

Variation of Values in Counties and Localities

Thus far in this discussion, only average values of farmers'
dwellings by states, groups of states, counties, and localities have
been considered. These averages do not tell the entire story. In
a farm business survey of 581 farms in Tioga County, Pennsylvania, for the year 1928, the average value of the farmers' dwellings was $1,183. On these 581 farms, 14 of the dwellings were
valued at less than $250; 52 from $250 to $499; 111 from $500
to $749; 197 from $750 to $1,249; 88 from $1,250 to $1,749; 76

from $2,250 to $2,749; 19 from $2,750
from $3,250 to $3,749; 2 from $3,750 to $4,249; 2
from $4,750 to $5,249; and 1 at $7,000.

from $1,750

to $2,249; 16

to $3,249; 3

The
ties

values for farmers' dwellings for 17,146 farms in 66 localiof 28 states for which the estimated values were obtained in

connection with farm-management studies, serve as a fairly repre5
sentative sample for the general situation.
Less,
(Table 3.)
than 4 per cent of the farmers' dwellings were valued at $5,750

and over and only about 24 per cent

at over $2,750.

On

the other

hand, about 12 per cent of all the dwellings were valued at less
than $500; 23 per cent at less than $750; and 45 per cent at less

than $1,250. There were more dwellings in the $750 to $1,250
value group than in any other group. In some of the localities the
difference in the value of individual houses was as much as $9,000,
while in 17 of the 66 localities not one of the houses was valued as

high as $6,000, and in 3 of these not one as high as $3,000.
6

See notes, Table

2, p.

124,

and Table

3, p.

127.
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Number and Percentage of Farmers' Dwellings
66 Farm-Management Survey Localities,
by Values of Dwellings

Value of dwellings

*

in
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where, and in the aggregate the number of such farm operators
reaches several thousand.
In the citrus fruit areas of Florida and
the apple sections of the Shenandoah Valley, farmers sometimes
live in towns or cities in parts of Utah, most farmers live in vil6
and in parts of the wheat region of Washington and Orelages
;

;

gon, some farmers live in towns or cities most of the year, staying
on the land only while sowing and harvesting the wheat. Of the
17,146 farms included in these 66 farm-management survey localities, 1.9

per cent of the operators did not live on the farm.

Values of Dwellings on

Owned and Rented Farms

Of the 6,288,648 farms in the United States (census of 1930)
57.6 per cent are operated by the owner or a hired manager, and
42.4 per cent are operated by a tenant or renter. Through the
courtesy of the Bureau of the Census, data are available for comparison of the values of the dwellings on the owned and on the
rented farms for the 28 selected counties in 20 states. Of these

farms 60.2 per cent were owned and 39.8 per cent were rented.
(Table 4.)

Table

4.

Number and Percentages of Farmers' Dwellings on
Owned and on Rented Farms in 28 Selected
Counties, by Values of Dwellings *

Value of dwellings
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of rented farms in these counties ranges

from

The
4.9 in Belknap County, N. H., to 65 in Drew County, Ark.
the
all
owned
of
the
the
value
on
farms, taking
dwellings
average
counties together, is $1,531 compared with $885 on the rented
farms. However, in some counties the dwellings on the rented

farms are valued about as high as on the owned farms, as in
Madison County, N. Y. Washington and Montgomery Counties,
;

Md.; Clinton County, Ind.; Fulton County,
County, Iowa.

111.;

and Buchanan

In these counties the average value of the dwell-

ings on the owned farms is $2,195, and on the rented farms, $2,019.
In some of the counties, especially in the southern states where

share-cropper and tenant farms are small and are under close supervision of the owners, the value of the dwellings on the rented
farms is decidedly lower than on the owned farms. Examples of

such are Lee County, S. C. Drew and Hempstead Counties, Ark.
and Cameron County, Tex. In these 4 counties the average value
of the dwellings on the owned farms is $975 and on the rented
;

;

farms, $352.

Value of Dwellings on Farms and in Towns and Villages

The

values of dwellings in towns and villages are, on the whole,
7
The
higher than those on the farms in the surrounding areas.
in
than
of
values
and
much
towns
is
range
villages
very
greater

on farms. 8
towns and

more
in

;

The

values of individual dwellings in most of the
villages varied from less than $1,000 to $20,000 or

individual farmer's dwellings varied in most of the counties
villages are located from less than $250

which these towns and

to $6,000 or

more.

farmers' dwellings
and village houses.

Of

the 10,478

formation

is

In the lower-value groups, the percentage of
much higher than the percentage of town

is

(Table

5.)

owned town and

village dwellings for

which

in-

available, only about 11 per cent are valued at less

than $1,000, while approximately 44 per cent of the farmers'
dwellings on owner-operated farms in the counties in which these
7

Data were furnished by the Bureau of the Census on the values of the
houses in towns and villages in the selected counties for which information
on the values of the farmhouses was given.
8
In comparing the values of dwellings on farms and in towns and cities, it
must be remembered that the value of dwellings in towns and cities includes
the value of the lot and all improvements thereon, while the value of dwellings
on farms is for the house only.
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Number and Percentages of Farmers' Dwellings on
5.
Owned Farms and of Owned Houses in Towns and Vil-

Table

lages in 28 Selected Counties, by Values of Dwellings

Value of dwellings
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Table

6.

Number and Percentages

Farms and

of Rented

Houses

in

of Dwellings on Rented
Villages in

Towns and

28 Selected Counties, by Value Groups

Value of dwellings
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AVERAGE VALUE OF FARMERS' DWELLINGS

CASH INCOME

DOLLARS

500

DOLLARS

1.000

1.500

2.000

2.500

3.000

F"

I

Under 1,000
1.000 to 1.999

2.000

to 2.999

3,000 and over
Courtesy of Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U. S. Department of Agriculture.

Figure

4.

per

Average Cash Income from Farm Production,
Receipts) and Average
Value of Farmers' Dwellings.

Farm (Gross Cash

farmers' dwellings is $610; 15 states in each of which the average
cash income was $1,000 to $1,999 per farm and the average value
of the farmers' dwellings is $1,368; 16 states with farms averag-

ing from $2,000 to $2,999 cash income and the average value of
the farmers' dwellings is $1,674; and 6 states in each of which the
cash income per farm was $3,000 or more and the average value
of the farmers' dwellings

is

$2,074.

9

It must be remembered that cash income from farm production
does not represent the net amount that farmers have from their
farming operations. Expenses of operating the farm have not
been deducted. Data on farm expenditures are not available for

but for the country as a whole they amounted to an
about $950 per farm for the 7 years, 1924-1930. 10
of
average
After allowance is made for these expenditures, the average cash
income from farm production of about $1,500 per farm is reduced

each

state,

The $550 is the amount of cash available from
farm production for the use of the capital, and for the labor and
management of the farmer and his family. It corresponds closely
to the farm-management "family farm income." It does not, however, always represent the entire amount of money available to
farm families for living and other personal expenditures as the

to about $550.

9

The coefficient of gross correlation between the cash income from farm
production per farm and value of farmers' dwellings is +.56.
10
Calculated from data in Crops and Markets, September, 1931, a monthly
publication of the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
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AVERAGE VALUE OF FARMERS' DWELLINGS

FARM INCOME

DOLLARS

500

DOLLARS

1.000

2.000

1.500

2,500

3.000

Courtesy of Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U. S. Department of Agriculture.

Figure

5,

less

Average Farm Income, per Farm (Farm Receipts
Expenses) and Value of Farmers' Dwellings.

income from farm production of farm families

by

receipts

from other

Farm income
farm

is

often augmented

sources.

a farm-management term that is defined as
farm expenses. When the 66 farm-management
previously mentioned are grouped according to the
is

receipts less

survey

localities

average farm income per farm, variations in the average value of
the farmers' dwellings are apparent. (Figure 5.)

These farm-management studies represent various types of
farming and, while most of the studies were made since 1920,
they were generally for a single year. Under such conditions variations in the values of the dwellings falling in the

same farm

income group are to be expected. In some instances, favorable
years resulted in larger farm incomes than usual and vice versa.

As

a rule, in the 13 localities with average farm incomes of less
than $500 per farm, the average value of the farmers' dwellings
is under $750 and that of the real estate under $7,500 per farm.

The more outstanding

exceptions to the rule are 2 localities in

around $4,000 and real
Each of these 2 localities
is in the eastern part of the United States and each represents a
specialized type of farming. One is in a grape- farming area and

which the average value of dwellings
estate values around $20,000 per farm.

the other

is

is

an early-potato area.

In the group 17

localities

with average farm incomes from $500
under $1,250,

to $999, the average values of the houses are usually

and the

real estate values

under $12,500 per farm. The more out4 localities, in 2 of which the

standing exceptions to this rule are
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average value of houses is around $2,500 and in 2 of which it is
around $4,000, and in all of which the average real estate value
exceeds $15,000 per farm. Each of these 4 localities are in the
eastern part of the United States and represent intensive types of
farming. Three are in grape- farming areas and one in an intensive
dairy area. There is evidence that the farm incomes in these 4
localities were below normal for the year included in the study.
In the group of 24 localities with average farm incomes from

$1,000 to $1,999, the average values of houses are over $1,250
real estate over $12,500. The more outstanding exceptions to this rule are 4 localities in each of which the average values

and of the

of the dwellings are under $1,000 but with average real estate
values which range from about $9,000 to $15,000 per farm. These
localities are all in the Great Plains region with relatively large
farms, but with low values per acre.
In the group of 12 localities with farm incomes exceeding $2,000
per farm, the average values of the farmers' dwellings are more

4

than $1,500, and the real estate values more than $15,000 per farm.
These 12 localities all represent large-sized farm businesses, either
extensive farming on large farms as in the wheat sections of the

farming on more moderate-sized
farms as tobacco farming in Kentucky, fruit farming in Virginia
and North Carolina, hog and cattle farming in the Corn Belt area.
Cotton farming on a rather large scale is represented in this group
Pacific Northwest, or intensive

by 2

localities.

It is but fair to state that if the two exceptions in the group of
under $500 farm income and the four exceptions in the group from
$500 to $999 farm income were omitted from the averages in
Figure 5, the average values of the farmers' dwellings would be
$834 instead of $1,358 for the former group and $1,363 instead

of $1,854 for the latter group.

Size of Farm, Farm Income, and Value of
the Farmers' Dwellings

Farm

business analysis studies

made

in the

United States from

1907 to date, and including more than 100,000 yearly records of
the farm business, have demonstrated that the size of the farm
business has an important bearing upon the farm income.
Size
of business is not necessarily determined by the number of acres in
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Of two farms in a given locality, each with the same
number of acres, one may have a much larger business than the
the farm.

other by using more of the land for crops, by growing more intenfew acres of truck
sive crops, or by keeping more livestock.
a
as
business
as many more
large
crops or of fruit may represent
acres of grain and hay crops ; a few high-producing dairy cows, or

A

a few hundred chickens, as large a business as many more animals
of the general livestock- farming type. In some instances the number of acres of land in the farm

is

a good measure of size of the

number of acres of crops is better in some
number of dairy cows or of hens is more indicative while in
others the number of acres of bearing orchard or grove is the

business, in others the

;

the

better measure.

However,

in seeking a

common

to the size of the business

from

unit to present data relative

representing different
types of farming under variable physical, biological, and economic
conditions, the number of acres in the farm seems the most
localities

unit.
Corresponding with the groupings used by the
Bureau of the Census, the farms in each of the 66 farm-management survey localities are grouped according to the number of

feasible

(Table 7.) With the exception of those size
groups in which there are less than 10 farms, the average farm income and the average value of the farmers' dwellings are usually
more in the groups of larger acreages in a given locality than in

acres in the farm.

the smaller acreage groups.

Table

7.

Farm Income and Value of Farmers' Dwellings
Farm-Management Survey Localities, by
Size of Farm

66

Acres per farm*

in
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apparent that the size of the farm has more or less influence
farm income, and the farm income in turn upon the value
upon
of the farmers' dwellings.
To emphasize the importance of size
It is

the

of farm business

is

recommend

not to

that a large-sized business

be conducted on every farm, or that all farmers have a large acreHowever, many farms in the country have businesses so
age.
small that they cannot adequately support a farm family.
In a

where the 8-year average annual rewere $3,007 per farm, 8 of the farms had receipts of less
than $1,000, and after subtracting the expenses of operating the
farm, 7 of them netted less than $500 for the farmer's labor and
his capital.
The receipts from 40 of a group of 97 farms in a
locality in the hills of southeastern Ohio were less than $500 in
1926.
Receipts from 29 of a group of 50 farms in a middle Tennessee locality fell below $500 in 1925.

locality of central Indiana,

ceipts

Conclusion

To

those

who

are familiar with the condition of farmers' dwell-

The
ings, many reasons are apparent for their low valuation.
incomes of many farmers are so low that expensive dwellings
cannot be paid for from the earnings of the farm, nor can modern
conveniences be installed.

In some sections, large numbers of

houses are fast approaching the stage of uninhabitableness. A
serious question arises as to how the farmers will procure the

money to replace them. Perhaps many houses have been
so
neglected
long that extensive repairs would be unwise, but it is
believed that one open road to better homes is through care and
necessary

improvement of the dwellings now existing. There are innumerable examples of comfortable and good-looking dwellings and surroundings that have been obtained at very little cash expense to
accomplishment has been possible through
skilful and diligent use of the farmer's own labor and of the buildIn some sections, nearly every
ing materials found on the farm.
the

farmer.

home

This

bears witness to these possibilities; while in other sections,
many opportunities for home betterment at little cost

there are

through well-directed effort of the farmer and members of the
family.

CHAPTER

XIII

THE PROBLEM OF FINANCING HOUSE
BUILDING AND IMPROVEMENT
1

The

financing of millions of

homes on farms and

depends on the savings of the people.

Huge

in villages

reservoirs of funds

filled by thrifty people through saving small sums at a
and
are accumulated in banks, insurance companies, and
time,
other financial institutions. Such savings must necessarily find a

are kept

most important of which
cities, towns, and country.
use,

To

is

the financing of

utilize this credit, confidence is necessary.

have confidence that these savings

will

homes

The

in the

lender must

be adequately safeguarded,

that reasonable interest will be paid for the use of the money,
that the principal will be returned

when

due.

must have confidence that the use of these funds

home ownership.

and

Also, the borrower
will

be an advan-

promotion of this
mutual relationship between the lender and the borrower, and on
terms that are advantageous, just, and equitable to both parties,
tage in establishing

It is the

that concerns us at this time.

A

primary essential is an appreciation of the nature of credit
and of the laws and factors that govern it. In our eagerness to
aid the

home owner or

those seeking to borrow,

we

are too apt

who

has generally accumulated his savings through thrift, self-denial, and hard work. Capital for home building on the farms and in the villages is not

to overlook the rights of the investor

equally abundant in all parts of the country. The money which
the home owner borrows may come from his immediate family,
his near neighbors, as

through building and loan associations, or his

may come from distant sources as through
medium of insurance companies, mortgage companies, or the
Federal Land Banks. In this way, the savings of people in one
part of the country are made available for use in other parts of the

local savings bank, or

it

the

country.
1

By Edward H. Thomson,

a

member

of the committee.
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Protection of Savings

A

most important factor in promoting home ownership in the
country and in the villages is adequate protection for the savings
of the people of the community. This is necessary, not only that
prospective home owners may accumulate a fund sufficient to permit them to undertake the purchase of a farm or home, but that
there may be an accumulation of savings on the part of others to
finance these homes.

The best authorities agree that people of small means should not
be encouraged to buy homes on a slender margin. Experience
shows that "shoe-string" home financing,
the village,

is

of

little benefit,

either

on the farm or

to either the individual or the

in

home

Those who must borrow a very large percentage
homes they conAt the same time they encounter high initial costs

situation.

owning
of their

home

costs have a hard time keeping the

tract to buy.

and excessive

interest payments.

The

possibility of getting out of

is made in promoting
and
soundly
properly financed.
Instalment saving must precede instalment buying and the person
who has from 20 to 25 per cent of the cost of the home for a

debt

Real progress

exceedingly slim.

is

home ownership only when

down payment

it

is

has demonstrated in the accumulation of that

his ability to save.

Home

sum

ownership, either on the farm or in the

frequently proves burdensome if the debts of the owner
are so great that he cannot provide for the needs of his family.
Under such conditions he is harassed by large payments, excessive
village,

and becomes so involved by the carrying charges
Permanent home ownership
is not promoted by overfinancing.
Such a program results only
in a large number of disappointed people.
Often they cannot be
persuaded to undertake the step again even on a sound basis. It
and

interest

that he

taxes,

unable to protect his equity.

is

number of discouraged
make a debt-burdened home

also results in a large

citizens fighting a

losing battle to

the blessing they

thought

it

should be.

which promote and protect the savings of the people
toward
home ownership. In the past few years the
are steps
visions and dreams of thousands of young people to have homes
Facilities

of their

own have been swept away through

in closed

the loss of savings

banks and unfortunate investments.

Such

losses will
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home-owning program of these people. The
of the country bankers and of the financial advisers

serve to retard the

responsibility
to people in the rural

districts

is

tremendously great.

Every

farming district gradually earns a surplus from its operations, or
If a part of this surplus can
else its farm owners go bankrupt.
be retained in the region, and wisely used in better homes and

improvements, the gain to the community
plus earnings go to distant places and
vestments.

is

Often

large.

many

all

sur-

times for unwise in-

progress toward farm ownership for the young
man is through three stages first, as a hired man on his father's
or neighbor's farm, then as a tenant operator, and eventually as

In

many

districts

;

day but are acquired
through years of experience, coupled with hard, diligent work and
an owner.

These steps are not gained

in a

careful saving.

Financing the Farm

2

are one. Financing the farm
farm business, hence a consideration of this subject involves the whole question of farm mortgage credit. For generations well-selected farm mortgages have
been considered one of the best investments on the part of private
individuals, banks, and insurance companies. No attempt is made
here to estimate the amount of outstanding farm mortgage debt.
It is encouraging to find from the last United States census (1930)
that 58.1 per cent of farms operated by the owners are unencum-

The farm
home means

business and the

home

financing, in part, the

bered by mortgages.
Information is not available on the amount of

new farm mort-

gage loans through all sources. The 12 Federal Land Banks made
new loans to the sum of $47,972,000 in 1930 and $35,491,000 for
the

first

nine months of 1931.

These loans were

at 5j^

and 6 per

cent interest and on the long-term amortization plan.
Conditions during the past few years have, of course, been abnormal. The agricultural depression has greatly curtailed farm
returns.

This has had a tendency to dry up the usual source of

credit or at least to

make lending

agencies adopt a

more conserva-

probable that
any purpose.
the large percentage of houses recently built or remodeled out of
tive policy in granting loans for

2
See "Methods of Financing the Building and
Houses," by Frank F. Hill, Chapter XIV, -p. 146.

It is

Remodeling of Rural
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personal funds is to be explained, in part at least, by the fact that
3
there has been a real credit shortage in many rural districts.
It must be kept in mind that the farm is a home as well as a

The type of home which a farmer can afford to build
and the method by which he can finance it are dependent upon the
possibilities which his farm offers as a place to make a living and
at the same time to pay for the cost of any improvements made.
In general, it is probably true that a farmer has about as good a
home as he can afford. Any scheme for lending money to farmers
Furtherin amounts which they are unable to repay is unsound.

business.

more, there

is

frequently a reason for high interest rates.

High

rates are no doubt partly the result of lack of a proper credit
organization. However, if a large group of borrowers is to enjoy a low interest rate, the element of risk must be reduced to a
minimum. This means that a large number of persons in every
community cannot obtain loans. These persons are in many cases
the ones who need better housing facilities. However, looking at
the problems of farm and village housing from a purely financial
standpoint, the first step toward securing better farm homes is to
find some means of increasing farm incomes. There is little point
in talking about a $5,000 house to a man on the farm with a yearly

gross receipt of $500. No form of credit agency can accomplish
the impossible.
From the late nineties to 1920, there was a gradual but steady
rise in the value of farm real estate throughout almost the entire
nation.

Much

of this rise

was

justified

by increased returns from

the farms themselves, by material improvements through drainage,
Increased values were also
irrigation, and in the farm buildings.
better
utilization of the land,
acre,
output
larger
per
justified by

and improved farm

During this period of over twenty
were made for the construction
of new homes and improvements, and the financing of farm business generally. In the later years, especially during the war period,
prices on farm property in some regions rose to levels higher than
were justified by returns from the business, although even during the peak period in 1919, farm land did not reach such a degree
of inflation as was experienced during 1928 and 1929 in securities
of industry such as manufacturing, banking, and transportation.
practices.

years, billions of dollars in loans

Ibid.
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be expected that individuals, insurance companies, banks,

and others that made loans during

this period of rising prices of
farms, culminating in the boom period, should encounter more or
less difficulty with these loans in the twelve years of depression
which agriculture in most parts of the country has experienced

since 1920.
The unprecedented decline in the price of farm
products, coupled with adverse conditions in some areas, has resulted in foreclosures the extent of which, while not definitely

known, appears small compared to the volume of loans outstanding.
Lending agencies use every possible effort to avoid foreclosure with

its

resultant loss of

home

to the operator, but there

where the farm owner has no possible chance of
financial recovery.
While data are not available, it is believed
that defaults on farm mortgage loans, representing farm homes,
are no greater in proportion than the defaults on mortgage loans
in urban centers.
Again, the comparison is unfair, since agriculture has suffered from a depression for twelve years, while the
are

many

cases

depression in city real estate is recent.
There are, of course, many districts where drought, storm, flood,
and other causes of uncertain returns make it hazardous for private individuals or lending agencies handling the savings of others
to risk loans. Obviously, if funds are to be obtained in such dis-

construction of homes, higher costs of financing must
be expected than on farms in those areas where these hazards do
not prevail. Investigation shows that a large number of people

tricts for the

who

apply for loans have no basis for credit either they are overdebts, or they lack moral integrity as represented by character and capacity to pay.
;

whelmed with present
Farming

is

a lifetime business where the income

is

realized in

a few instalments a year and, obviously, any form of financing
fitted to

farm conditions must take these factors

into consideration.

Many plans of payment are used by the financing agencies. One
of the most desirable provides for a small semi-annual payment on
the principal,

making for a gradual reduction in the mortgage debt,
thereby increasing the owner's equity and eventually paying the
in full.
As long as these small semi-annual payments
are made, the taxes paid, and the property operated in a good and
husbandman-like manner, the mortgage cannot be called. This

mortgage

gives a permanency and assurance of stability which are most essential features to home ownership.
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Financing Improvements

The financing of improvements or household conveniences in
farm homes involves short-term credit and is closely identified
with the current income of the owner. Improvements such as the
installation of hot and cold water and bathroom facilities, wiring
for electricity, and furnace heating, generally become part of the
real estate as defined under the statutes of most of the states.
Much of the financing of such improvements must be taken care
of by the farm owner supplemented by the credit of the local
dealer and manufacturer. Many farmers hesitate to incur obligations for these purposes until they feel reasonably assured of their
The volume of such credit, coupled with
ability to meet them.
its character, makes it difficult to establish any
uniform procedure. While there is a great field open for work
of this kind and while encouragement should be given to the
making of improvements in the farm homes in so far as the value
and income justify, care must be exercised not to incur instalment carrying charges beyond the owner's capacity to pay, otherwise it may break down his whole financial program and possibly
result in the loss of his home.
The farm income is a big factor affecting new home building
or improvements on present dwellings. Profitable farming in any

the complexity of

immediately reflected by new improvements in the
buildings, and the farm dwelling is one of the first to receive
Evidence of this is furnished in a recent report
consideration.

given region

is

farm

by the chief appraiser of a Federal Land Bank concerning farm
conditions in Aroostook County, Maine. This district is a large
potato-growing area where operations during certain years have
been profitable.
able

The

appraiser reports: "Since 1925 very noticeThe use of

improvements have been made on most farms.

electricity

seen so

from power

many

lines has greatly increased.

electric ranges,

number

of farms.

creased.

Electric

washing machines,

etc.,

I have never
on any similar

Modern plumbing on farms has greatly inpumps and pressure tanks have been installed

on many other farms. Buildings have been repaired and improved
and painted. Many new structures have been erected."

Favorable Credit Factors

At

many

this time there is opportunity for only brief

features which

make

mention of the

a farm, and hence the farm home, de-
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from a loaning standpoint. Experience has shown that
who buy a farm for a home and a place to make
their living are not familiar with costs and other important characteristics affecting the financing and operation of the property.
Such features as fertile land, good and suitable buildings, water
supply, available markets and stability of value are very important.
The lender is, in effect, in partnership with the farm owner and his
interest is affected by all those things which make for profitable
sirable

many

persons

Research studies conducted by the
operation of the property.
Federal Land Bank of Springfield, Massachusetts, show that farms
having good dwellings are more desirable from a loaning standpoint and that a good dwelling is more important than good barns.
With the increasing use of the automobile, greater attention is
given to the location of the homestead as to roads and markets.
Good roads appreciably affect the value of the property as to its
desirability as a

home.

power purposes

is

stead.

schools,

Availability of electricity for lighting and
important and adds to the value of the farm-

Social features such as the character of the neighborhood,
and churches all have a bearing on the farmstead from a

Then, aside from questions of physical security,
owner himself must possess character, ability, and experience

credit standpoint.

the

Persons without experience, or
not demonstrated their ability to operate a farming business successfully cannot expect the same degree of confidence or
the same amount of financing in the acquisition of a farm home.
in the operation of his business.

who have

The amount

of investment involved in a

farm business

in dif-

ferent parts of the country is very clearly set forth in a separate
Excellent data are also
report by members of this committee.
4

presented

showing the value of the farm dwelling

in relation to

farm

as a whole, as well as the relationship of the farm dwellsize of the farm and the income.
the
to
ing
are
There
many agencies doing a large volume of farm financ-

the

ing, thereby indirectly financing

farm homes.

Among

the most

important that are operating extensively are the life insurance
companies, banks of the farm loan system, farm mortgage companies, mutual savings banks, state rural credit systems, local banks,

and
4

trust companies.

See Chapter XII,

The

p. 117.

building and loan associations, while
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large lenders in the urban districts and to a certain extent in the
smaller communities, do not touch the farm field except in a few
areas.

Opportunity is not provided here to describe the methods under
which these agencies operate. The prospective home owner is

urged to make careful inquiry of the operations of the different
lending agencies in his district and to select the plan which best
meets his needs.

Competent
the

title

legal advice should be sought in the

to the property.

Most important

home owner should not overestimate his
not contract to make payments beyond

of

all,

examination of
the prospective

capacity to pay and should
his

means.

Financing Homes in Villages

The facilities for financing dwellings as a part of the farm are
more adequate than for financing homes in towns and villages
of less than 2,500 people. Extended inquiry develops the fact that
there are no large lending agencies that give special attention to
This is due to the limitation of volthis class of home owners.

ume

of such financing and,

more

particularly, to the hazards

and

Many insurance companies, building and loan
associations, savings banks, and other lending agencies refuse to
enter into this field because of the risks involved. The banks of
risks to the lender.

the farm loan system must, under the law, confine their operations
entirely to owners operating farms where the principal income is

derived from the returns of the farm.
local

Private individuals and

banks supply the major part of the funds used

struction of

new homes

of this class.

in the con-

Generally, substantial equity

payments are required of owners.
In some districts there is a growing movement, particularly in
the last few years, of building homes along the main arteries of
Such homes are semi-subtravel in areas adjacent to the cities.
urban or semi-agricultural in character. The development of the
automobile and hard surfaced roads have made this possible. Such
construction is generally near to large cities or towns of 2,500 or

more and is frequently financed by the same agencies that furnish
the loans in the cities. It is our recommendation that this phase
of the farm and village financing be given further study to ascertain its development and the extent to which existing financing

agencies

now

serving farm and city

home owners may

help

home
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in the

in this field.
is

The nonfarmer who wishes

probably in a

to build a
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home

worse condition than either the

country
farmer or the villager from the standpoint of obtaining credit. At
the moment, the needs of this group of home owners, which is
semi-suburban or semi-agricultural in character, appear to fall
between the services extended by the large financing agencies operating in the cities and those operating in the rural districts.

Credit Education

The fundamental

principles of credit as they apply to certain
of
our
people seem to be little understood. The merchant
groups
and the manufacturer have been trained by experts to keep their
financial houses in order, but the farmer, the professional man and

the clerical employees, in many instances, operate without a finanCredit instruction in such matters as investments, maincial plan.
tenance of proper reserves and programs relative to the proper
rate of expansion

would save many from financial disaster. Such
made available by the Federal or state govern-

instruction could be

ments through the

local

agricultural organizations.

newspapers, schools, state colleges, or

CHAPTER XIV

METHODS OF FINANCING BUILDING AND
REMODELING OF RURAL HOMES
1

Through the cooperation of the United States Department of
Agriculture and the United States Post Office Department, queswere sent to approximately half the postmasters in vilhow farm and village people finance the
lages
of
their houses.
The postmasters were
and
remodeling
building
asked to distribute the questionnaires directly and through the
rural mail carriers to persons living in villages, on farms, and in
other rural territory, who had built, remodeled, or equipped their
houses since January 1, 1926. 3 Usable replies were received for
1,546 houses built and 2,343 houses remodeled.
tionnaires
2

in 18 states to find

Table 1. The Percentage Distribution of Houses Built and
Remodeled, according to the Years the Work Was Done

Year
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seems probable that a large percentage of all questionnaires
went to persons who had recently built or remodeled

distributed

houses since postmasters and rural carriers would tend to remember the more recent improvements. It is also likely that persons
who recently built or remodeled houses would remember costs and
other details better than persons who built or remodeled some
time ago, and the former more probably went to the trouble of
The figures presented cannot, thererilling out the questionnaire.
fore, be considered as indicative of the relative amount of im-

provements made in different years.

The

cost of building operations reported totaled $7,279,401, of

which $4,864,354 was for new construction, and $2,415,047 was
for remodeling. 4

Table

2.

The

Distribution of Costs

among Farm,

and Other Rural Dwellings
Kind

of house

Village,
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compared (Table 4) with the estimated value of farmers' dwellings as reported in the 1930 census. With the exception of New
York, Kansas, Wyoming, and Maryland there is a very close relationship between the ranking of the states on the basis of the
questionnaire data and on the basis of the census data. This would
seem to indicate that the sample obtained by questionnaire is fairly
representative as among states.

The comparative

cost of farmhouses in different states (Table 3)
not necessarily a valid measure of their relative quality. The
cost of materials and the amount of lumber obtained from the
is

farm woodlot probably vary
and, no doubt,

many

to a considerable extent

among

states

;

other factors partly account for differences

in building costs.

When

comparing the cost of houses

built

cost of houses built in villages (Table 3),

mind

it

on farms with the
should be kept in

performed by farmers and members
of their families has doubtless gone into the construction of farmhouses but has not been included in their costs.
that considerable labor

Table

3.

Average Cost of Houses Built
in 18 States *

State

in Rural Territory
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*
Average Value of Farmhouses as Reported in the
1930 Census and Their Average Cost for Those Built

Table

4.

during the Period 1926-31 as Reported by
Questionnaire

State
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Table

5.

in

New Houses Which Were

Paid for
Cash from Savings, Insurance Indemnities, or
Other Personal Funds
Percentage of

State
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Table 6. Sources from Which Funds Were Borrowed to
Finance the Cost of Building Farm, Village, and Other
Rural Houses

Source
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Security

8.

153

Security Given for Loans Obtained to Finance
House Building in Rural Territory*
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Table

10. Average Rate of Interest Paid on Loans Obtained
from Various Sources to Build and Remodel Farm,
Village, and Other Rural Houses

Source
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Table

11.

155

Average Size of Loan Obtained to Finance House
Building in Rural Territory
State
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Table

12.

Average Cost of Remodeling Houses
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operations (Table 14), the amounts borrowed being relatively
small and the terms of the loans relatively short. (Table 15.)

Table

15.

Length of Time

for

Which Money Was Borrowed

to Finance the Cost of

Remodeling Houses

in Rural Territory *

Term

of loan (years)

FINANCING METHODS FOR RURAL HOMES
improvements would necessarily be
cost for long-term credit for
the average, the loan would be

159

greater than the

relatively

new building purposes because, on
much smaller and, as before stated,

cost of making and administering small loans
than
that
of making and administering large loans.
greater

the

relative

is

Nearly 89 per cent of all money borrowed for purof
poses
remodeling houses was secured by either first mortgages
or notes, the amounts being approximately equal. (Table 16.)
Security.

Interest Rates.

In a number of

states, too

few loans were

re-

In general, however, the
variation in interest rates between states on loans obtained to

ported to give a reliable interest rate.
finance remodeling operations were
new construction.

obtained to finance
rates

were lowest

in the eastern

much

the same as for loans

(Tables 9 and 17.) Interest
and middle western states, and

highest in the western and southern states.

Summary and Conclusions
Analysis of 3,889 questionnaires returned by persons living in
18 different states indicates that over 40 per cent of all new houses
built were paid for in cash from savings, insurance indemnities,
or other personal funds. Two-thirds of all remodeling operations
for which information was secured were paid for in cash. 6 These
data are for the period from January, 1926, to September, 1931.

While

sufficient

data are not available to establish the normal

percentage of persons in various population groups who pay building and remodeling costs in cash, it seems that the percentage of
the rural population who paid cash during the past 5 or 6 years
has been high. This is no doubt due in part, at least, to abnormal
conditions arising out of the depression and to a lack of organized credit facilities for

home

building and

home improvement

in

rural areas.

Even if a large percentage of the rural population continues to
postpone building operations until they can pay cash, the establishment of a system of long-term credit with loans made on the
amortization plan would be of great benefit to those persons who
do borrow for purposes of home building and home improvement.

Over 40 per cent of the funds borrowed for such purposes were
borrowed for a period of less than 5 years which hardly seems to
8

See footnote

3, p.

146, for definition of "remodeling."
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be a sufficient length of time within which to pay for so large a
capital outlay.

Bona

farmers with security which meets the requirements

fide

of the Federal

Farm Loan Act

can, of course, obtain long-term,
The needs of persons liv-

amortized loans from the land banks.

ing in villages are partly met by building and loan associations

where such associations

exist.

Many

villages,

however, have no

Even where they have been

such associations.

organized, their
frequently restricted since they are forced to depend
on local savings as a source of loan funds. The volume of such

usefulness

savings
areas.

is

is

usually small, particularly in the most recently settled

This

difficulty

might be somewhat overcome by establish-

ing some form of agency to lend money to local building and loan
associations on the mortgages which they have taken as security
for their loans.

Such an agency would perform a rediscounting
community

function, thus increasing the available loan funds in a
making use of its facilities.

It might also be advisable to extend the functions of building
and loan associations to include the making of loans on the many
rural homes which, although in the country, are not eligible for
land bank loans.
It must be recognized, however, that no form of financial organ-

who

needs more adequate housing
problem among the lower-income
groups is to find some means of increasing incomes or of building
It is probable that
satisfactory houses at greatly reduced costs.
most persons have as good homes as they can afford at the present

ization will enable every person
facilities to obtain them.
The

time.

In establishing any system of credit to aid in financing home
home improvement, certain facts should be kept in

building and

mind.
lar

It costs

more

loaned, than to

rates

to make and administer small loans, per dolmake and administer large loans. Interest

on small loans must either be higher to cover this additional
on small loans must be paid out of profits

cost or else the losses

from more profitable classes of business. This is one of the considerations involved in establishing a credit system to make loans
on homes, most of which would be
to give the

relatively small.

on a narrow margin in order
borrower the benefit of a low interest rate, it must

If a loaning agency

is

to operate

limit its loans to better-than-average

risks.

The narrower

the
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operating margin, the higher the percentage of the population to
whom loans cannot be made. There appears to be no way of

making

small, high-risk loans at a

low rate of

interest.

Experience has shown that the borrower who has a reasonable
equity in his home has a much better chance of paying for it than
the borrower

who

has only a small equity.

Many

persons

who

need better housing facilities do not have the money to purchase
a sufficiently large equity to give them a reasonable chance of
paying for their homes.
The percentage of foreclosures on loans made to persons with
small equities

is

ordinarily higher than on loans made to persons
size.
high percentage of foreclosures re-

with equities of fair

A

and increased expense to the loaning
makes
which
ordinarily
agency
necessary an increase in interest
rates. Loans made to persons with small equities involve a greater
element of risk for both the borrower and the lender. No one
sults

in increased losses

benefits

by "shoe-string" financing.

CHAPTER XV

THE RELATION OF TAXATION TO FARM
AND VILLAGE HOUSING
1

Taxation problems of the rural and village home owner grow
out of the general property tax. In most states this is practically
the only tax paid by farm owners, and in most villages it is the
only tax paid by those for whom home ownership is a difficult

problem.
Local government bears too large a share of the fiscal burden
and is supported almost entirely by the general property tax,
whereby an undue share of the total tax is drawn from the one
2

Since a much larger share of personal property, both
tangible and intangible, than of real estate, escapes taxation, there
is a resultant inequitable load of government support resting on
source.

real estate.

Unfortunately, agriculture must, because of the nature of its
business, use a very large amount of real estate in proportion to
its total

income.
culture

amount

business turnover and consequently in proportion to its
In relation to the volume of business carried on, agriis

outstanding

of real estate.

out the United States
capital about

among all modern occupations for its large
Farm surveys and farm accounts throughshow that the average farm turns its entire

once in 6 years, and the value of

its real

estate alone

equals about four times the gross annual sales. The manufacturing industry, on the other hand, annually produces manufactured

goods valued
in

at

approximately 100 per cent of the capital invested
This cannot be considered as the gross value

manufacturing.

produced by manufacturing but deducting the value of the raw
materials entering into manufactured goods, we find that there
was, for example, in Pennsylvania manufacturing industries in
1925, an addition of value of about 85 per cent of the actual cash
value of the property assets, and over 100 per cent of the value of
the real estate used.
1

Frederick P. Weaver, a member of the committee.
"Home Finance and Taxation," Publications of the President's Conference on Home Building and Home Ownership, Washington, 1932, Vol.
II, Ch. III.
2

By

See

163
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Studies in

New York

State

show

that the excessive taxation

capitalizes very slowly, and probably never completely, in the
purchase price of farm lands, and consequently a general property
tax based on selling value, a tax which rests in large part on real
estate, as the sole

source of local revenue has resulted in a tax

burden on the farmer and the small home owner that is not only
inequitable but so burdensome that it has resulted in loss of many
farm homes in recent years. While taxation is only one of the
causes for foreclosures on farm homes in recent years, it is one

The United States Department of Agriof the major causes.
culture estimates that during the past 6 years nearly 850,000
farmers lost their farms through tax sales, foreclosures and bankruptcy.

Of

these, tax sales account for about 200,000.
3

Studies

30 per cent
of the net income from rented farms during the period 1922 to
in 14 representative states

indicate that taxes took

1927.

Since farming, of necessity, uses a relatively large amount of
real estate it follows quite logically that relief from excessive tax

burdens for the farm home owner must come in the direction of
a recognition of other sources of taxes, and through a gradual
shifting of some of the burden now carried by real estate to other
sources of income.

This means either that a larger share of the local government
functions must be taken over by the state or that the state and
Federal governments must extend more aid in the form of subsidies to local governmental units, mainly for schools and roads,
where the tax burden now falls most heavily. These two functions, which at one time were entirely local in their character, have
become so state-wide in their benefits that the states should assume

the responsibility for equalizing the cost of supporting them. Likewise, the cost of local government may be reduced in many cases

by elimination of some functions and consolidation of others
thereby adding to the efficiency in the local government organizations.

The

question of the partial exemption of homes from the real
seems to offer very little hope of relief in the rural

estate tax

sections since a shift

8

from homes

to other real estate

would

still

Coombs, W., "Taxation of Farm Property," Technical Bulletin No. 172,
Washington (U. S. Department of Agriculture), U. S. Government Printing
Office, 1930, p. 31.
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strictly
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rural sections.

urban centers,

4

indi-

value in such a practice except the psychological factor of breaking up a standstill in building during
periods like the one immediately following the World War.
cates that there

is little

Since satisfactory housing depends on remodeling and modernizing as well as on ownership, the assessment practices regarding
expenditures for improvement are significant. Replies to a questionnaire mailed to the various states on this subject, indicate that,

of the 33 states from which replies were obtained, 5 have laws
which require the property owner to report to the assessor the

improvements made during the year. In one of these 5,
the assessors do not attempt to enforce this provision of the law.
Such a law, if enforced, would no doubt tend to discourage excost of

In many
penditures for modernizing or expansion of homes.
states, access to building permits is depended upon to indicate

where improvements should be assessed. This practice has no
significance in farm or village housing where permits are not reIn practically all states the law implies and in many
quired.
cases specifically charges that the assessor make an annual visit to
property to ascertain the actual value including all improvements.
Practices like those provided in the Illinois law where improve-

ments are assessed prior to June

first only if completed prior to
of the preceding April are worthy of consideration, as
resulting in a limited exemption which would no doubt encourage
improvement without resulting in any increased burden on other

the

first

taxpayers.

This method offers some

relief

in the years

when

heavy expenditures for improvement are incurred and practically
for one additional year, since taxes usually are not payable for
from 6 to 9 months after the assessment is made.
4

See Coombs, W., op. cit. See also "Home Finance and Taxation," Publications of the President's Conference on Home Building and Home Ownership, Washington, 1932, Vol. II.

CHAPTER XVI

INSURANCE ON FARM AND VILLAGE
DWELLINGS
1

Natural forces or hazards can quickly destroy what man has
laboriously constructed. This is quite as true of farm and village
dwellings, as of other tangible products of man's labor. Among
the

more common

forces or hazards that constantly confront the

owners of such dwellings are

To

fire,

lightning, windstorm, and hail.
controlled or

a considerable extent these hazards can be

guarded against, but they cannot be eliminated.

Annual Volume

of Losses

The annual

loss of farm property from fire has been estimated
a
Farm
Fire
Protection Committee, working under the auspices
by
of the National Fire Prevention Association, at $100,000,000 per

The corresponding

year.

loss in villages of 2,500 population

under has been estimated by the same committee

and

at

$160,000,000
per year. Such partial information as is available suggests that
the above figure for farm fire losses was materially exceeded in
1930.
No satisfactory figures are available for the part of the

farm fire loss that applies separately to dwellings and contents,
and to other property on the farm nor for the part of the village
loss that applies to dwellings as distinguished from commercial
It seems probable, however, from scattered data at
property.
hand, that not far from one-half of the loss in each case applies
;

literally to

dwellings or homes.

from lightning even when

losses

The
fire

loss figures given include
does not result, as for ex-

ample when livestock is killed in the open.
Losses of farm property from windstorms for the country as a
whole may be estimated at about one-half of the amount of the
fire losses.
Except for the State of Florida, the windstorm hazard
is most severe in the interior of the country comprising the Mis-

Windstorm is a relatively more severe hazard to
farm property than to town or village property. This is explained in part by the greater exposure of buildings in the open

sissippi Valley.

1

By

Victor Nelson Valgren, a
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member

of the committee.
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country, and in part by the light construction that is quite characteristic of farm buildings everywhere and more especially in

In so far as insurance rates furnish a clue to the

the South.

windstorm hazard as compared with the
hazard to town and village dwellings, the losses on such property from windstorm are on the average only about one-third as
relative severity of the
fire

heavy as are the losses from fire.
The loss or damage on dwellings from

hail, in

the country as

well as in the village, is generally limited to window glass, but
cases of damage to roofs and to exterior painted surfaces are by

no means

rare.

The breaking

of

panied by heavy wind-driven rain,
to the interior of the

home.

windows by

may

The

hail

hail

when accom-

cause considerable damage

hazard

is

most serious

in

that part of the country lying between the Missouri River and
the Rocky Mountains and least serious on the Pacific coast.

Partial Control of Hazards

and Losses

Although the hazards that threaten the home with damage or
cannot be eliminated, losses resulting from them

destruction

can to a material extent be lessened or controlled.

more

Such

control,

especially in regard to fire, can be effected in part

by

in-

by group or community action. The
annual losses that tend to occur in the absence of precautionary
dividual effort,

and

in part

measures, can and should be very much reduced.
Losses from fire and lightning are controllable to a

much

greater extent than are the windstorm and hail losses.
By fireprotective construction of the home, by the wise selection, installa-

and use of heating and lighting equipment, and by the avoidance of careless practices in and about the home, the danger of
Such danger of loss may be
loss by fire may be greatly lessened.

tion

further reduced by means of simple and inexpensive home equipment for extinguishing an accidental fire that is discovered before

gains serious headway.
As a final safeguard, organized fire protection should be available for the farm home as well as for the home in the city, town,
it

or village. Such organized protection for the farm home, although
not yet generally available, is by no means an untried experiment.

Many hundreds

of rural or

community

have come into existence in the

last

fire-fighting organizations

decade.

Quite generally such
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organizations represent cooperative arrangements between towns
or villages and the surrounding farm communities.

The danger

of loss by lightning may be greatly reduced by
proper rodding of buildings and, when metal roofs are used, their
proper grounding. Such protection is particularly important for
2
buildings in the open country.
The occurrence of windstorm and hail can obviously not be
controlled, but the loss from these hazards also can be much

A

lessened by preventive measures.
substantially erected building
will withstand many a windstorm to which a more carelessly constructed building will give way.
Similarly, a substantially built
a
withstand
hailstorm
a
windstorm that will seriously
or
may
more
more
brittle
or
material.
Window glass may
flimsy
damage

roof

be at least partially safeguarded from hail damage by substantial

window screens, which
Here again, however,
cannot, in

all

also serve other important purposes.
as in the case of fire and lightning, losses

cases, be averted.

A

tornado or other wind of such

intensity, or a hailstorm of such violence,
will result in spite of protective measures.

may

occur, that losses

Insurance Protection
Since the possibility of serious loss or damage never can be
entirely, it is important to have the home insured in addi-

removed

safeguards against the hazards that
added protection of insurance can
the
Only through
make certain that in case his home should be destroyed,

tion to applying available

threaten

owner

the

he

it.

will

be indemnified for

at least a substantial part of his loss,

have the means with which to rebuild.
Insurance, in its original and narrower meaning, does not prevent losses or lessen their total amount. It does, however, distribute the burden from such losses as occur to individuals, over

and

will

larger groups of contributors to the insurance fund, so that the
loss burden will be more readily bearable. As was well said many

years ago, "Insurance causes losses to light lightly upon many
rather than heavily upon few." To an increasing extent, insurance companies now promote loss prevention as well as loss distribution

among

those that avail themselves of their services.

*
It is not possible here to discuss in detail any of the available means for
preventing and controlling losses from fire or other hazards to the home.
Publications on this subject are listed in Appendix III, p. 265.
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Insurance Agencies or Facilities
Insurance agencies or organizations are primarily of two types

companies owned and

:

by the stock(1) Capital stock
in
other
business
holders, who, as in the case of the investors
enterprises, expect profit

from

controlled

their investment in the

form of

dividends on their stock, and (2) mutual companies owned by the
insured members whose sole object is to get insurance protection
The former type of organization, sometimes
at a minimum cost.
referred to as commercial insurance companies, usually charge a
premium for insurance regardless of their loss experience dur-

fixed

ing the term of the policy.

Some mutual companies do

business

on an advance premium plan and normally refund to their members
some unused part of the premium incomes at the expiration of the

Many such mutuals operate as legal reserve companies and, like the stock companies, have built up very substantial
reserves. Other mutuals operate on what is known as the assess-

policy term.

ment plan and adjust their charges and incomes in the
place to meet the needs of the company. Many such mutuals
have liberal reserve funds although large reserves are
tive than in the case of advance premium companies.

less

first

also

impera-

Capital stock fire insurance companies usually write insurance
on a wide variety of property subject to loss by fire. Mutual insurance companies more frequently specialize in one or a few
classes of insurable property, or in other words serve relatively

well-defined groups of insurers, such as factory owners, grain
dealers and millers, members of associations of retail dealers,

farmers,

etc.

Several such companies specialize in the insurance

town and village dwellings.
Farmers, on the whole, have been aggressive as well as successful in organizing and operating mutual fire and windstorm insurance companies.
There are, at present, nearly 2,000 farmers'
mutual fire insurance companies in the United States. Most of
these are in the more northern states, although, on the Pacific
coast, the State of California has more farmers' mutuals than
of

Oregon or Washington. In the

so-called cotton states of the

South

development has been very limited. The farmers' mutual fire
insurance companies now collectively carry insurance totaling over

this

$11,000,000,000, an amount sufficient to cover up to three-fourths
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its value, about 55 per cent of
the United States. 3

of

all

insurable farm property in

A

very substantial part of the insurable farm property is also
insured in some fifty farmers' mutual windstorm insurance com-

Such mutuals, as a rule, operate over much larger areas
panies.
than do the farmers' fire insurance mutuals, and usually work in
close cooperation with the latter.

Both windstorm and

fire

in-

surance on farm property are written by most of the capital stock
insurance companies as well as by many of the mutual companies
that do a

more general insurance

business.

Cost of Insurance for the

Farm Home

The average cost of fire insurance in the farmers' mutual insurance companies, has in recent years varied from 25 cents to
28 cents per $100 of insurance per year. These farmers' mutuals,
as a rule, operate on the assessment plan and adjust their charges
according to the experience and needs of the company.
By states, the cost of fire insurance in the farmers' mutuals

from an average of less than 20 cents per $100 per year
some of the north central states to about 70 cents for softie of

varies

for

The commercial fire insurance rates vary
even more widely for different parts of the country. For the
north central states such rates on farm dwellings range from 50
the southern states.

cents to about $1.00 per $100 of insurance on an annual basis. For
New England and the Pacific coast states, they vary from about

$1.00 to $1.50, and for certain parts of the South they reach
$2.00 or more per $100 per year.
three-year policy can usually

A

be obtained at a cost equal to two and one-half times the annual
rate.
five-year policy at about four times the annual rate is

A

common.
The above cost figures

also fairly

suggest that the possibility of significant

savings on insurance on farm property through farmers' mutual
companies is particularly great in the South. This is true, not-

withstanding the relatively high average cost in the southern
farmers' mutuals as compared with those farther north.

The

cost of

windstorm insurance for farm property,

in both

8
Those interested in this form of insurance will find more detailed information in Valgren, V. N., "Development and Problems in Farmers' Mutual
Fire Insurance," Circular No. 54, Washington (U. S. Department of Agriculture), U. S. Government Printing Office, 1928.
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also varies widely for

different parts of the country.

Quite generally loss or damage from hail may be included in
the protection provided by the windstorm policy.
small additional charge may or may not be made for the hail coverage.
In

A

the north central states where windstorm mutuals are most com-

companies varies from less than half
mutual fire insurance. The
annual commercial rates for farm windstorm insurance run not
far from 20 cents per $100 in the eastern states, 20 to 50 cents in
the north central and Pacific coast states, and 20 to 75 cents in the
southern states.
In windstorm insurance, the commercial rates

mon, the annual cost

in such

to as high as two-thirds the cost for

for a three-year policy are usually two to two and one-half times
the annual rates, while a five-year policy may often be obtained
at a rate from three to four times the annual rate.

The

and costs indicated in the foregoing paragraphs have
reference
to farm dwellings although in many states
particular
the same rates apply to all kinds of farm property. Where differentials in these rates exist, the dwelling rates are usually materates

rially lower than those applying on barns or other outbuildings.
In certain states and more especially in the East, farm dwelling
rates, particularly for fire insurance, vary with the loss resistant
In a few localities allowances are made
qualities of the building.

also for organized

farm

fire protection.

Cost of Insurance for the Village

The

cost of fire insurance as well as for

Home

windstorm insurance

generally lower for dwellings in cities, towns, and villages, than
for those on the farm. The fire insurance rates on such dwellings

is

quite properly vary with the degree of protection that is afforded
by the local fire department. Furthermore, the city, town, and
village rates more generally recognize the fire-resistant qualities

of different materials in roofs and walls of the dwelling, and the
presence or absence of exposures to other fire risks, than do the

farm

For these reasons

it is not possible in a brief
space
clear
of
idea
such
rates for the country as a whole.
any very
Perhaps the best that can be done is to cite a few suggestive figures
for selected states.

rates.

to give

In the State of Pennsylvania, the annual

fire

protected dwellings built of brick or stone,

insurance rates on

with slate or metal
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to 36 cents per $100 of insurance, for
and for varying degrees of fire protecThe corresponding rates on frame dwellings, with shingle
tion.
roofs, range from 21 cents to 47 cents.
In South Carolina, the annual basic fire insurance rates on town

roofs, range

from 12 cents

different parts of the state,

village dwellings vary with the nature of the construction
material, with the fire protection available, and with other features
affecting the risk from 32 cents to $1.32 per $100. Certain addi-

and

tional charges are made for such features as tenant occupancy and
The highest basic rate above mentioned
unusual exposures.
to frame construction with woodbe
as
expected,
might
applies,

shingle or unapproved composition roof, located in villages without any recognized fire protection.
In Kansas, the annual fire insurance rates on town and village

one-family dwellings range from 18 cents to 40 cents per $100,
Multi-family
varying with fire protection and construction.
dwellings take higher rates.
In Oregon, the annual basic

fire rates on dwellings of different
in
construction
of
vallages
range from 50 cents to 75 cents
types
rates
These
insurance.
of
apply in places that have
per $100
volunteer fire departments. Reductions are made for more effec-

tive fire departments, but additions are made for certain exposures.
As these few illustrations will suggest, the fire rating system or

systems, for different parts of the country are so varied and

complex that any summary in brief compass is well-nigh impossible.
In general, the rates vary with individual construction and
with the degree of organized fire protection enjoyed. Nevertheless, a dwelling of a given type of construction based on the mate-

used and having a given type of fire protection, may take a
widely different rate in one state or section from the rate that
rials

applies in another state or section. Climatic conditions, no doubt,
more severe climate
are an important factor in this variation.

A

demands heavier and more

substantial construction in dwellings
of
material
of
the
kind
employed. This in turn tends
regardless
toward greater care in the erection of chimneys and other features

on the fire hazard. Unquestionably
and
habits
have an important bearing on the
also
psychology
fire loss problem, and hence on the fire insurance rates.
The annual windstorm insurance rates of commercial companies
for village dwellings vary from 6 cents to about 60 cents per

that have a direct bearing
local
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$100. The lowest rates apply to the highest grade of dwelling
construction in some of the eastern states. The minimum rates

on the Pacific coast are 12 cents. The highest rates are found in
the South, more, no doubt, by reason of much light and insufficiently rigid construction than by reason of the actual severity of
windstorms. These rates in the Middle West vary in the main

from 15 cents

to

30

cents.

Conclusion
Both on the farm and in the village, losses from fire and other
hazards are to a considerable extent chargeable to poor construction, lack of protective measures, and unwarranted carelessness,
but precautions and foresight will not eliminate the possibility
of loss, or the need for insurance protection. The probability of
can nevertheless be greatly lessened by individual and com-

loss

munity

effort,

and as a

result of such effort the cost of insurance

The insurance companies are
protection can be greatly reduced.
primarily distributors of the loss burden, although they may in
addition be active agents in loss prevention.
In the long run, if

A

not currently, all insurance losses are paid by the insured.
reduction of these losses will reduce the cost of home ownership.

The destruction of
human lives. Loss

the home not infrequently also causes loss of
prevention and control not only saves property
and reduces insurance costs; it adds materially to the personal
safety of the home owner and his family.

V. SOME SPECIAL PHASES AND PROBLEMS OF FARM AND VILLAGE HOUSING

PART

CHAPTER XVII

x

HOUSING AND HEALTH

2

Consideration in this report is given to the rural and village
house only as it may be related to the health of its occupants and

The home, for the purpose of
to persons in the neighborhood.
this report, is construed to be the building in which people reside
together with such equipment in and about the house as may be
necessary for normal family life. It is recognized that the health
of the individual embraces something more than the mere absence

Health is construed as a state of being in which all
physical and mental processes function at a maximum degree of
Health is influenced by a variety of factors, some of
efficiency.
which are known, others are not; some factors can be evaluated,
of disease.

others are not readily measurable. An attempt has therefore been
to give due consideration to influences which may have a

made

bearing on health and on factors that affect the peace and comfort
of the family.

Some

facts respecting conditions affecting health are well recog-

Persons living in tightly screened houses have some protection against malaria, yellow fever, filariasis, and dengue, which are
mosquito-borne diseases. Such houses also prevent the entrance
nized.

of

which play a

flies

Human

tery.

role in the spread of typhoid fever

excreta,

when not properly disposed

and dysen-

of,

may

con-

and water supply and be responsible for the
spread of typhoid fever, dysentery, and intestinal parasites.
Also, houses which expose the occupants to extremes of tempertaminate the

ature

soil

may lower

resistance to disease.
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exceptions, most of the benefits to health which come
from proper housing are indirect in character and rather difficult
to measure, and probably are related more to physical and mental

With such

efficiency

than to the presence or absence of disease.

recognized that the character of the abode will be influenced
by local customs or by the economic circumstances or habits of the
occupants, but an attempt has been made to establish standards for
It is

construction and equipment which are considered necessary to safeguard health and make possible a reasonable degree of comfort

and decency.

Location of House
Quite obviously, home building should not be encouraged in
those localities where economic resources will not sustain the popu-

income is an important factor in determining health
and well-being. So far as can be scientifically ascertained, the
actual site on which the house is built plays a very small role, if
any, in the health of the occupants under ordinary circumstances.
lation, since

In certain sections the control of malaria in open country is not
feasible because of economic limitations and it may be necessary
to

encourage the erection of homes on neighboring highlands or in
While
villages where control measures can be instituted.

farm

not possible to trace specific diseases to disagreeable odors,
gases, and dust, yet they are to be avoided because of disturbance

it

is

to

comfort which in turn

may lower

physical and mental efficiency.

In the location of houses one should

may

exist for

utilize whatever advantages
water supply, drainage, beauty, and protection.

Construction and Materials

The

literature on housing and health was reviewed to determine
what extent a consideration of health should influence the choice
of materials used in the home. No evidence was found in favor
of any particular material. The data found indicate that how a
house is constructed and the sanitary condition in which it is maintained are much more closely related to health.
In the design and construction of a house, provision should be
made for the comfort and privacy of the occupants, protection

to

against extremes of temperature, protection against rodents and
insects, and for the installation of equipment in or about the
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premises which will provide a safe water supply and a sanitary
method of disposal of human excreta and other wastes.

Water Supply
Requirements. The home water supply, to be satisfactory
from the standpoint of health, must meet at least three definite
requirements: (1) It must be suitable for drinking; (2) a sanitary and convenient method of delivery must be provided; and (3)
it must be adequate as to quantity.
for Drinking. This is of great importance. To
requirement water should be free from excessive amounts

1. Suitability

meet

this

of mineral salts and

The

latter

it

should be free from organic contamination.

requirement

is

largely dependent

on the location and

protection of the source.

Sanitary Quality. It should be understood that water, to be
satisfactory for domestic use, must meet certain physical, chemical
2.

bacterial requirements. From a physical standpoint the water
should not contain any substance that produces an unusual color,
bad odor, or a disagreeable taste. From a bacterial standpoint,

and

water

is

not safe for drinking unless

it is

free

from germs

that

cause disease.
3.

Adequacy.

The domestic water supply should be adequate

The
as to quantity because a plentiful supply encourages use.
the
source
but
also
a
is
not
on
of
supply
only dependent
adequacy
on the pumping and storage facilities. Well-designed and wellConvenience of a water
built pumping equipment is essential.
the
is
determined
completeness of the plumbing system.
by
supply
in doing the many tasks where
labor
saves
Adequate plumbing
that
a well or cistern that furnished
used.
It
is
evident
water is
when
an ample supply of water
pumped by hand as needed would
not necessarily be adequate

when modern equipment

is

installed.

Sanitary plumbing equipment cannot be used to advantage unless
plenty of water is available. To provide an abundance of pure
water under pressure should be the goal. The amount of water

used in the home

is

ease with which

it

dependent on the number of occupants, on the
can be obtained, and the completeness of the
In making an estimate of the requirements as

plumbing system.
to quantity of water needed for a household
to

know

the

number

of people in the

it is

not only necessary
is included in

home but what

the plumbing system. The following table gives a basis for an
estimate of the quantity of water needed under different conditions.
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Minimum Amount

of Water Used per Person per Day with
Different Kinds of Equipment under Rural Conditions

When

carried by hand
at kitchen sink

One pump
One faucet

6-8 gallons

8 gallons
15 gallons

at kitchen sink

Running hot and cold water
Complete plumbing

in kitchen

Sources of Water Supply.

may

25 gallons
30-40 gallons

Farm and

be classified under four heads

:

( 1 )

village water supplies
Rain water collected and

stored in underground or above-ground storage tanks or cisterns;
(2) surface water from streams, ponds, open reservoirs, and

underground supplies from shallow dug wells,
bored wells, driven wells, and surface springs; (4) deep supplies
from drilled wells passing through an impervious stratum of rock

lakes; (3) shallow

or clay, artesian wells, and deep springs.
1. Rain Water.
When carefully collected, rain water is sanitary
and wholesome and is used for drinking purposes in many localities.
The chief 'objection to rain water is that it may collect dust
and other impurities and nearly always is permitted to become
more or less unwholesome during the summer.

Individual Surface Water Supplies. In many parts of the
country all of the water for the stock comes from surface supplies
2.

such as streams, ponds, ditches, and small open reservoirs, and in
many cases the supply for the household comes from the same
source.

Such a supply of water

is

rarely dependable either as to

quality or quantity.

3 and 4. Underground Supplies. The term "shallow" when
applied to a well signifies that such a well does not pass through
an impervious stratum and that the supply is seepage water from
the surface.

The term "deep"

as applied to a well indicates that

from below an impervious layer of rock or clay.
Most common shallow underground water supplies for the farm
and village home are the dug well, the bored well, the driven well,
and the surface spring. In many localities shallow wells are depended on almost entirely other localities have the bored well and

the supply comes

;

the driven well.

A public water supply from an ap5. Public Water Supply.
proved source and available to all dwellings is the most satisfactory way of meeting the needs of all thickly settled areas.
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Springs and Wells.
1.

Open

Springs.

springs which are not protected from surface
all times and are therefore

water are subject to contamination at

dangerous as a source of drinking water.
2. Dug Wells. When carefully located and protected, a dug well
makes a very satisfactory water supply. Too many such wells are
located with the idea of convenience and a saving in first cost, with-

out considering the question of safety of the supply.
3. Bored Wells.
This type of shallow well, which

mon

in

some

sections of the country,

is

of rather large diameter, usually less

is quite commeans
of an auger
dug by
than one foot. The same

precautions should be followed in protecting this type of well as in
protecting the dug well.
4.

Driven Wells.

of shallow wells.

The driven

well

is

one of the simplest forms
is screwed onto

A perforated point with screen

a section of pipe and this is driven into the ground. Additional
sections of pipe are screwed on and the driving is continued. Pre-

caution must be taken that each joint is made absolutely tight.
The driven well is less likely to be contaminated than other shallow

and the supply thereby
driven wells to avoid
be
on
should
provided
tight top
contamination from above.
wells, but the screen is likely to be clogged

reduced.

5.

A

Deep Drilled Wells.

Drilled wells are sunk with special drill-

most satisfactory farm
good
of
safety and quantity of
supply from a standpoint

ing machines.

and

A

drilled well is the

village
If a well pit, or

dry well, is installed, it should be properly
drained. The upper end of the casing should extend above the
floor of the well pit and should be attached to the pump casing

flow.

with a water-tight connection.
Protection. 3 Since water is an excellent solvent, and comes in
contact with many impurities on and below the surface of the
ground,

may

it is

always

liable to contamination.

not cause disease, but

This contamination

indicative of impurities which may
future time. The greatest danger is

it is

carry disease germs at some
from the surface or shallow underground supply.

Careful location

8
The Group on Plumbing and Sanitation of the Committee on Fundamental
Equipment discusses this same problem but from the standpoint of equipment. See "House Design, Construction and Equipment," Publications of the
President's Conference on Home Building and Home Ownership, WashingSee also list of references in Appendix III,
ton, 1932, Vol. V, Ch. IV.
^

p. 265.
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of farm and village home water supplies and proper protection
from surface contamination are essential requirements.

Public water supplies should be installed and operated under the
supervision of the health authority having jurisdiction.

Wastes
The two main types of waste to be disposed of from the farm
village home are human excreta and household refuse. Where
modern plumbing is installed there is the added problem of finally

and

disposing of the liquid wastes from the kitchen,
bath and laundry.

Garbage
from the

Human
is

eases.

lavatory,

a term which designates the solid waste material

kitchen.

tect people

creta

is

toilet,

Wastes. One of the greatest health problems is to profrom themselves. The careless disposal of human ex-

the greatest cause of the spread of certain filth-borne disis a relation between the number of cases of typhoid

There

fever, dysentery, hookworm, and other intestinal diseases
that is used for the disposal of the human excreta.

method

and the
These

filth-borne diseases could be practically eliminated

by adopting
proper sanitary measures. Sanitary laws for protecting communities have been in existence since the time of Moses, yet many individuals give the problem little or no thought.
It
that
one
of
the
most
in
recognized
important steps

is

generally

modern city
of sewage and other

the satisfactory disposal
of excreta disposal is a community problem
both in the village and in the city home. Out on the farm in the

development

wastes.

country

is

The problem

it is

largely

an individual problem.

The problem

of ex-

usually more acute in villages where there are no
water
public
supply or sewer systems and where the homes are
not isolated, than out in the open country on farms. The careless

creta disposal

attitude of

of

is

many farm

people in regard to the problem of disposal
no doubt due more or less to their isolation.

human wastes is
Methods of Disposal. The

and small

village

homes

is

disposal of garbage on most farms
not an important factor because the

material can usually be disposed of directly by feeding

and hogs.

It is,

it

to poultry

however, important to have some type of sanitary

container.

The problem of the disposal of human excreta from the rural
village home may be divided into two types, namely, where

and
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modern conveniences or plumbing system, and where
a complete system of plumbing and sanitary equipment.
Homes not equipped with plumbing should provide a sanitary
privy; homes equipped with plumbing and sanitary equipment
should install a septic tank with adequate provision for final dis-

there are no
there

is

posal of effluent.
1. Sanitary Privy.
The essential requirement of a privy is that
be sanitary. To be sanitary it should be built to exclude flies,
rats, chickens, dogs and other domestic animals from the waste
it

material,

and located and maintained so that the waste material

will not

contaminate the water supply by seepage or by surface

drainage.

The open surface privy, where the waste material accumulates
on the surface of the ground, is unsatisfactory. A pit or hole
should be provided of sufficient size and depth.
The building
proper

is

constructed directly over the

pit,

with the earth graded

or banked up around it to provide surface drainage away from it.
This type of privy is more suitable to rural conditions than to
village conditions where there may be danger of contaminating a

water supply on an adjacent lot. In villages where there is scavenger service, privies with tight concrete vaults or with removable
boxes or cans are satisfactory. The local state health department
should be consulted relative to the type and size of privies.
2. Chemical Toilets.
There are many chemical toilets on the

market; nearly all of them are of the same general type. The
on which these toilets work is the disinfection of the
material by means of compounds which can be purchased from
principle

companies manufacturing these toilets. The principal objection
to this type of waste disposal is the expense of chemicals and the
chore of
3.

final disposal of the

waste material.

The sanitary sewer is a
plumbing system, and dilution may be used for

Disposal of Wastes by Dilution.

vital part of the

wastes when the dwelling is located near a large
of water. It is necessary in every case that
or
stream
large
body
disposal of sewage wastes by this means shall meet the requirefinal disposal of

in not creating a nuisance.
To discharge the
a small stream is
onto
the
surface
of
the
or
into
ground
sewage
and
to
the
health of the
is
very objectionable
very dangerous

ments of the law

community.
4.

Cesspools.

The

cesspool

is

nothing more than a hole in the
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ground, lined with brick to prevent caving. Under certain conditions this type of disposal may be permitted subject to the approval
of local health agencies, while under other conditions where there

danger of contaminating a water supply it should be prohibited.
The Septic Tank. Where complete plumbing and sanitary
fixtures are installed in a home the wastes should never be disis

5.

charged on the surface of the ground or into a small stream. The
most satisfactory solution of this problem of waste disposal of
village homes is by means of a properly designed
It may be
tank.
septic
septic tank is a water-tight receptacle.
made of concrete, brick laid in cement mortar, or of metal. Best

most farm and

A

results will be secured if sufficient capacity is provided to hold the

sewage for

The minimum

at least forty-eight hours.

size

should

be sufficient to take care of at least five people. The discharge, or
effluent, from a septic tank is still dangerous unless care is taken
properly. This is usually done by means of an
underground line of 4-inch drain tile which allows the discharge
from the tank to seep into the soil.
to dispose of

6.

it

Sewerage Systems.

Small towns and villages should be en-

a sewerage system as a community enterprise.
Such a system should be designed to meet the needs of local condi4
tions and should be approved by proper health authorities.

couraged to

install

Heating, Ventilation, and Lighting
In this country considerable attention has been paid to the development of standards of heating, lighting, and ventilation for
large buildings but not specifically for the small dwellings of the
rural communities.

Heating. Climate, availability and cost of fuel, environmental
conditions and the financial status of the home owner or renter
dictate the type of heating apparatus in the

home.

The

heater

may

range from the small open fireplace to the most expensive equipment, dependent only upon the owner's ability to pay for the installation.
1.

Fireplaces.

The

fireplace has

had

its

day in most rural com-

munities of the North as the primary heating device. As an adjunct to other heating systems and as a ventilator it has its place.

In the extreme South where temperatures rarely
4

See Appendix

III, p. 265, for references

fall

low enough

on sewage disposal.
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to

warrant the installation of other heating devices, fireplaces may
main source of heating in case the houses are well

well be the

enough constructed
2.

Stoves.

to retain the heat.

Stoves are an improvement over fireplaces and are

heaters. Some ventilation is provided by stoves. However,
such heating is unequal and the parts of the room distant from the
stove may be less comfortable, while in the vicinity of the stove it

good

might become too hot to be agreeable.
3. Open Gas and Oil Heaters.
Both open gas and oil heaters
are very objectionable; they are inefficient, and neither aids in
The oil heaters are less objectionable than
ventilating a room.
the gas heaters, though without adequate ventilating flues both
pollute the air with combustion products and unconsumed gases
of which carbon monoxide is the most dangerous.
4.

ment
more

Warm-air Furnaces.

Warm-air furnaces are an improve-

over the types of heaters just mentioned but, of course, are
expensive to install and maintain. The objection to them lies

in the high temperatures necessary to be maintained at the registers, the

odors from burned dust, and the extreme dryness of the
when humidifiers are not used.

heated air at the registers

5. Hot-water and Steam Heaters. The advantages of hot-water
and steam furnaces are cleanliness and ease of central operation,
while the disadvantages are expense and abnormal drying of the

air since higher air

radiators contribute
selves readily to
6. Electric

temperatures are generally maintained. The
little to natural ventilation but lend them-

"window"

Heaters.

ventilation.

Electricity,

when

available,

lends itself

readily to heating of the house and electric heaters are clean, easily
regulated, but expensive to operate in comparison with other
heaters.

Cooling.
Cooling in the rural home may be partly obtained
through ventilation and the intelligent use of shade. Proper orientation of the building and proper planting of trees play an important part in the coolness and comfort of the house as well as in
heating, ventilation and lighting.

its

Ventilation. The object of ventilation is the production and
maintenance of an environmental atmosphere conducive to health
and comfort. Ventilation may be said to be largely a winter prob-

lem and is closely allied with heating in that heating produces circulation of the air.
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other things, with control of

The principal agents govare
relative humidity, and air
heat
losses
these
temperature,
erning
motion. To a lesser extent ventilation is concerned with the elimithe rate of heat losses

from the body.

nation of odors, dust and undesirable gases from the
tion must perform the following functions

air.

Ventila-

:

1.

Assist in maintaining the air in the

humidity.
2. Control the air
3.

4.

room

movement within agreeable

at proper

ranges.

from the outside.
Remove odors, dust, and undesirable gases from the
Bring pure

temperature and

air in

air.

The purposes of ventilation are comfort and health. Air will
room through cracks along the window casings and

leak into a

door casings and other sources but regulation of air currents and
is necessary for proper ventilation.
It has been found
that with a relative humidity of 40 per cent and an air movement

moisture

of about 25 feet per minute a temperature of about 72 degrees

found to be satisfactory. However, it is in general
not possible to maintain a fixed ratio between temperature, humidity, and air motion, but comfort can be obtained by changing the
will usually be

relation of these quantities to each other.
and the temperature to which the

Outside climatic condi-

body has become accustomed are among the factors which determine the most comfortable temperature, relative humidity and air motion.
Arbitrary
standards in shops and factories may be justified in order to insure

tions

satisfactory working conditions but in the home they are not of
so great importance. Comfort is the real criterion. Air changes

should be sufficient to prevent objectionable odors. In kitchens,
air changes should naturally be more frequent than in other parts
of the house. 5

Before leaving the subject of ventilation, the question of crowding should be considered for the condition of overcrowding exists
in rural districts as well as in the urban districts.
No ceiling
should be less than 8 feet from the floor and with this standard as
a minimum, the cubical content of a room per person
ing or sleeping, should not be less than 500 cubic feet.
6

when restWhere the

The Problem Faced by
E., "Heating the Small Home
Small-Home Owner," The Small Home, September, 1929. Partially
quoted in The Better Homes Manual, edited by Halbert, B'., Chicago, UniSee Pansier, P.

the

versity of Chicago Press, 1931.

:
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home

is

also the

workhouse,

this item

should be increased to 1,000

cubic feet.
6

Lighting. Much has been done in recent years in establishing
standards for lighting in industry, school buildings, public buildings, and even closely built-up areas in urban districts, but little
has been done in the establishment of standards of lighting for the
dwelling house.
Orientation of the house

is important but the arrangement of the
rooms within the house is equally so. In rural homes, the kitchen
is the most used room and it therefore should be so placed as to
be abundantly supplied with sunlight during the day and yet be
so located that the housewife may be able to see the farmyard and

a portion of the road in front of the house.

Many

day rural homes have inadequate window area.
true in the homes of the lower-income groups.
It is

of the present-

This generally

is

suggested that, in the home, the area of the glass in the

windows preferably should be from 1/6 to 1/4 of the floor area,
depending upon the orientation of the room and the latitude. The
use of curtains and shades will cut down the effective light as
much as 60 per cent. Thus, curtains should be so designed and
arranged as to cut off as much light as is desired no more and no
In sections where it is necessary to screen houses against
less.
;

insect pests, additional allowance should be

made, as screens will
40 per cent of the entering light. Windows
should be so designed as to give sufficient illumination and make
the room bright and cheerful.
While attention should be paid
to the natural lighting of homes in the rural districts, consideration
cut off

from 25

to

also should be given to artificial lighting.
An old type of illuminant now rarely used is the candle. Candles are productive of smoke and soot as well as considerable heat

and they are expensive when used

in such quantity as to give sufAlso, candlelight flickers and is not steady.
Kerosene has been used for many years, and its low cost and

ficient illumination.

availability

still

make

it

a necessary illuminant.

Objections are

the limited range of illumination, production of soot and smoke,
and labor involved in maintenance.

Gasoline and air mixed in certain gasoline lamps to a low
explosion point and burned in a mantle gives a steady, brilliant
6

The

to give

relation of eye strain and fatigue
some attention to lighting.

is

such that

it

was

felt

necessary
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somewhat hazardous on account of

its

explo-

sive nature.
Artificial illuminating

Due

tions.

to the

gas

is

not generally used in rural sec-

amount of oxygen which

it

consumes and

its

pollution of the air with combustion products, adequate ventilation
is essential for its use.

Acetylene

home.

is

comparatively cheap and

makes an illuminant

ventilation,

Care should be exercised

that

when used with
is

suitable for

in using this gas since

sufficient

any rural
it is

highly

explosive.
Electricity,

when

available,

most satisfactory and

When

and when

it

can be afforded,

is

the

efficient illuminant.

the illuminant available, or which can be afforded, has
it is necessary to secure enough lighting units

been decided upon,

and

fixtures to provide sufficient illumination.

The number

of

units required depends not only on the size of the room but also
on the color of walls and ceiling, and the use to which the room
to be put.
For comfort and usefulness, lighting should be
steady, of sufficient intensity, of good quality, and without glare.
Local lighting is recommended for living-rooms, though gen-

is

In
eral lighting for the dining-room and kitchen are desirable.
the dining-room, central fixtures are preferred by many, and in
large kitchens, a local light placed over the sink and other work
space

is

often needed.

Lights are desirable near mirrors in both
Lights should be provided with shades

bedrooms and bathrooms.

to prevent glare.
little attention paid to the

A

amount of light, the placing of
and proper shading will prevent eye strain, permit
repose where repose is needed, and result in a general atmosphere

lighting units,

of cheerfulness throughout the house.

Protection against Insects and Rodents

The

principal rodents to guard against are the rat and the
mouse. They are not only destructive but the rat, particularly, is

the carrier of the dreaded disease of plague and has also been
responsible for cases of rat-bite fever, infectious jaundice and
trichinosis.

7

7
The U. S. Department of Agriculture and the U. S. Public Health
Service have issued a number of bulletins on rats and methods for their
suppression.
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Insects offer another problem ; some of the pests are disease carand others are not. Some are readily controlled, others seem
to get into the home at will. Flies and mosquitoes are the greatest

riers

Flies are carriers of typhoid fever, while certain mostransmit
malaria, yellow fever, filariasis, and dengue fever.
quitoes
Flies and mosquitoes are easiest controlled by the destruction of

offenders.

Flies breed in manure, open privies, garbage,
and
dead animals. The mosquitoes which transrotting vegetation,
mit yellow fever, dengue and filariasis breed in rain-water barrels, open cisterns, rain-water pools, tin cans and other containers,
as old tires that will hold water, and any pool of water. Malaria,
transmitted by another type of mosquito, the Anopheles, is harder

breeding places.

through the elimination of the breeding places. Control
by oiling, by dusting with Paris green, or by drainage is possible,
but often expensive. Mosquito-proofing the home, especially in
the malaria belt in the South, is, under certain circumstances, the
to control

most feasible protection against the Anopheles mosquito.
rat flea is

more

of a pest than a disease carrier, although the
the plague carrier. Elimination of rats will eliminate

Fleas are

rat fleas and the possibility of rat-borne plague.
The closing of
cracks in floors and along the base of walls will prevent harboring
of fleas. The use of fumigants and poisonous dusts are useful

measures of control.
The louse is a problem

allied

with

filth

and improper care of the

body. Proper hygienic measures and the use of plenty of hot water
and soap in the house are the best remedial measures. Plenty of
air and sunlight have a deterrent action on any of these pests. Unfortunately, bedbugs often get into a home in spite of all precautions to prevent their ingress.
Unless controlled, they multiply
rapidly, hiding in cracks

and crevices

in walls, wallpaper,

bedsteads, and in mattresses and bedding.
ridding the house of these insects.

Fumigation

wooden

assists in

any house and they are hard to elimicome in under doors and through
Being
cracks. They destroy food with which they come in contact, leaving an odor that penetrates any food they pass over. Cleanliness,
with elimination of all their hiding places in dark corners, under
boards, rags, and collection of debris, and the use of poisons the
best being sodium fluoride will rid the house of them.
Ants are a household problem and not one of health. The small
Roaches,

nate.

also, will infest

flat-bodied, they
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The use

red ants, Pharaoh ants, are particularly pestiferous.

of

poison baits, especially sweetened baits, are most effective. Termites, so-called white ants, are destructive to the house when once
they get a start. Creosoting foundation timbers will prevent the
It must be remembered that the termite (comstart of the pest.

mon

type) starts from the ground and works
of destruction of the building.

In concluding this section

it

upward

will be noted that

in its course

whenever the

home and environs are kept in a clean, inodorous, sanitary condition, the home is less apt to be infested with insects and rodents.
Thorough cleanliness inside the home and out and plenty of air
and sunlight are the greatest aids in keeping down these pests. 8
Safety

Each year about 30,000 fatal accidents occur in the homes. The
more important causes are falls, especially on stairs and steps not
having adequate railing, and burns or scalds which account for
Nonfatal
approximately 11,600 and 6,600 deaths, respectively.
home accidents have been estimated at 4,500,000 annually. To a
great extent

home

accidents are preventable.

Certain preventive

measures should be incorporated in the design and construction
of the house, but under all circumstances the occupants should
acquire habits of safety, and exercise care in the use of the house

and

its

equipment.

The use of noninflammable building
The various utilities about the
hazards.

materials

lessens

fire

house, especially those
involved in heating, lighting, and cooking should be installed and
operated with a view to preventing such accidents as fire, burns,
scalds, electrical shock, and asphyxiation. The purchase of stand-

ard equipment and

its

installation

by

skilled

workmen

constitute

the best single safeguard.
Falls in and about the

home are frequently traceable to imor
poorly guarded steps, porches, and walls.
properly designed
floors
and the use of small rugs account for a
Highly polished
large

number of

serious accidents.

Children frequently are injured

by toys which are not suited to their years or which are inherently
8

Many

of the technical problems

related to health and

sanitation are

"House Design, Construction and Equipment," Vol. V, Pt. Ill,
and "Housing and the Community, Home Repair and Remodeling," Vol.
treated in

VIII, Pt. I, Publications of the President's Conference on
Home Ownership, Washington, 1932.

Home Building and
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dangerous because of unguarded moving parts, sharp points or cutting edges.

An untidy home, which not infrequently reflects carelessness in
the habits of the family, favors accidents of all types.
Even in
the best ordered homes, accidents will occur. The family should
be in position to meet such emergencies. Simple fire-extinguishing equipment should be on hand, especially in rural homes. Cuts
and bruises should receive first-aid treatment but those more serious in character should be brought to the attention of a physician.
Some member of the household should know when and how to
apply

artificial

9

respiration.

Conclusions
There is need for further research to determine the relationship
between houses and the health and development of the occupants.
This research should be of three types ( 1 ) Epidemiology, to determine the incidence of specific diseases under different conditions
:

of housing and if possible the relative importance of the house
among the several factors which may be predisposing or determining causes; (2) research in the basic sciences, particularly physiology, to determine the influences of air condition and lighting on
body functions; (3) research in sociology to determine the rela-

importance of housing on behavior and emotional development.
There should be a more concerted effort to secure greater appli-

tive

cation of existing knowledge.
Since the dissemination of information and the application of
existing knowledge concerning health depend on local agencies

having health promotion as a major objective, the strengthening of
local health agencies for rural districts is considered of fundamental importance. Such departments should work in close cooperation with agricultural agencies.
Local organizations interested in rural life such as health agencies and agricultural agencies should take a more prominent part
in the

program for improving housing on the farm and

in the

village.

"This subject is treated more fully in "Housing and the Community, Home
Repair and Remodeling," Publications of the President's Conference on
Home Building and Home Ownership, Washington, 1932, Vol. VIII, Pt. I.

CHAPTER

XVIII

FARMHOUSES AND MIGRATION

1

Migration of farm people is of two kinds, from farm to farm
and between farms and towns or cities.
General observations of farmhouses and of tenants led to an
inquiry in Maryland into the mobility of farm families to find out
if the length of time they occupied farmhouses was influenced
by
housing conditions. Five of Maryland's 23 counties were selected
to represent its geographic areas, its diversified farming, and its
farm tenancy, and a study was made of the farmhouses in rela2
tion to population mobility.
The 1,010 occupied farmhouses surveyed were found to be occupied by the following tenure classes
:

512 white owners.

46 colored owners.

352 white tenants.

65 colored tenants.

35 hired men.

The
lies

by periods of time during which the white famithe
farmhouses, according to tenure, was as follows
occupied
distribution

:

Years
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The median number of years for the white owners
and for the white tenants was 3. The period of occupancy
for the hired men and their families averaged 2.7 years, with a
median of 2 years.
Two and one-half times as many tenants as owners had lived
in farmhouses less than 1 year when interviewed.
Location of the farmhouses on a hard surfaced road or an unYz as long.

was

11,

sur faced road

may prove a determining factor in the length of
The
occupancy.
average time farmhouses on hard surfaced roads
were occupied was a longer period than was the time for those on
unsurfaced roads. The location on a hard surfaced road, therefore, might be interpreted as giving residential value to the farmhouse apart from the farm.
In order to analyze the association of certain factors involved in

good or poor housing in relation to mobility, a few relative facts
were isolated. The yards observed were scored according to the
following classification

Good

:

Mowed

:

lawn, some trees, shrubbery, or decorative plants

;

attrac-

tive in appearance.

Fair

Neat, grass

:

Poor

A

mown,

little

or poor decoration.

cluttered disorderly yard, unattractive, with

little or no grass ;
or unattractive, with an overgrowth of grass, badly in need of

:

care.

A

poor appearance of home grounds seems to be associated
with mobility. The farmhouses for which the yards were scored
"good" were occupied for longer periods than those scored "poor."

A higher percentage of yards of tenant houses scored "good"

when

the houses had been occupied 5 years or more than did those where
the houses had been occupied less than 5 years when they were

surveyed.

Of

the owners' houses scored "good" for their yards,
many had been occupied 5 years or more as

virtually six times as

had been occupied

less

than 5 years.

The average time white
yards scored good,

Good

:

Fair:

Poor

:

fair,

tenants occupied farmhouses whose
and poor was as follows
:

7 years 3 months.
5 years 2 months.
3 years 7 months.

Brick houses were occupied for longer periods than were frame
Log houses were occupied longest of all types of struc-

houses.

ture considered.

This

is

probably due to other factors including
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the mental attitude of the occupants. Farmhouses with porches
were occupied for longer periods than those without porches and

those with basements were occupied for longer periods than those
without.

Farmhouses with water were occupied for longer periods than
those without water. Those with bathrooms were occupied for
longer periods than those with water piped or pumped only into
Farmhouses with electricity were occupied for longer
Tenants occupied farmhouses with
than
without.
those
periods
furnace heating twice as long as they did those without.
The number of rooms in a farmhouse is a material aspect that

the kitchens.

contributes to the satisfaction of living in
to prefer larger houses.

it.

White tenants seem

Their average lengths of occupancy in

farmhouses were
4 years in farmhouses whose number of rooms is less than 8, the
median number.
5 years in farmhouses whose number of rooms is more than 8,
the median number.
The average number of rooms in the 1,010 farmhouses was 7.4;
and the averages for houses occupied by the 3 groups were
:

:

White tenants,
White owners,
Hired men,

7.9

rooms.

7.7 rooms.

4.4 rooms.

The average number of rooms in the farmhouses on farms of
which the acreage was larger than the mean for the area considered, was larger than in houses on farms where the acreage was
smaller than the mean. White owners and tenants stayed longer
in the larger houses and on the larger farms than they did in the
smaller houses on the smaller farms. More rooms than occupants
were found

More own-

in 72.4 per cent of the 1,010 farmhouses.

ers than tenants occupied these spacious houses.

The

state of repair of a

house

may

contribute to the content-

ment or lack of contentment of the farm family. The repair of
the exterior of the farmhouses was scored as follows
:

Good
Fair

Poor

:

:

:

A

house with all lines plumb painted, with no broken windows,
no sagging doors or shutters.
A house showing need of paint and some repair.
A house with more serious defects, such as a sagging roof, ell
falling down, sills gone, foundation in bad condition, or clapboards falling off.
;
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Farmhouses scoring "good" for the condition of their exterior
were occupied for longer periods than were those scoring
"poor." Tenants occupied them half again as long as those scorrepair

ing poor.
The individual houses were not always consistently excellent nor
consistently poor in their exterior and interior conditions and state
of repair.

The

condition of the inside of the houses

according to the following classification
Good: Floors,

was scored

:

ceilings, doors, and windows constructed well,
and kept in good repair. Hardware in good condition.
Excellent arrangement of rooms, doors, and windows.
Fair: Minor defects in the structure and repair of the floors, walls,
Fair arrangement of rooms,
ceilings, woodwork or hardware.
doors, and windows.
Poor: Serious defects in the structure and repair of the floors, walls,
Bad arrangement of rooms, doors,
ceilings, doors, or windows.
and windows.

walls,

finished well,

Farmhouses scoring "good" for the condition of their interiors
were occupied for longer periods than were those scoring "poor."
Farmhouses scoring good for home grounds and outside and inside repair were occupied by white tenants for periods more than
twice as long as were those scoring poor in these three respects
(7 years and 3 years, respectively).
All the farmhouses observed which scored good for home
grounds, outside repair and inside repair were occupied for longer
periods than were those scoring poor (15 years and 7 years, respectively).

When tenants lived in farmhouses 10 years or more, the houses
scored better in regard to both inside and outside repair, screens,
fireproof roofing, water, and electricity, than did those dwellings
which tenants had occupied for less than 1 year when interviewed.
Rented farmhouses in 4 dairy districts were occupied for shorter
periods than rented farmhouses in 6 districts where the major
enterprises were other than dairying. The white owners in these
dairy districts stayed in farmhouses three and two-tenths times as
The rented farmhouses in the
long as did the white tenants.
dairy districts had a higher assessed value than did the rented
farmhouses in the other districts studied. The average assessed
values of tenant houses in these 4 dairy districts were virtually
same as those of houses occupied by owners.

the
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Of the 1,010 farmhouses, 37 were built before 1800. Some of
these old houses are magnificent mansions built in colonial style,
more southern and Dutch than

New

England. The massive, sturdy

chimney stands in pleasing proportions to the rest of the house.
Beautiful, wide window sills and beautifully carved mantels, posts,
and lintels are found in a few of them. The average number of
rooms in these old houses occupied by tenants is 9.1, and in those
occupied by owners, 10.4.
pied by owners

is

The

assessed value of the houses occu-

higher than that for the houses occupied by

tenants.

The average time these old houses were occupied, when surveyed,
was 14 years. The average time for white tenants was 7 years, and
for white owners, 19 years and 7 months.
More than J4 of the 1,010 farmhouses were built since 1900.
White tenants occupied 118 farmhouses built before 1861, and 61
farmhouses

built

1900.

since

Of

the

farmhouses occupied by

of those built since 1900 were frame, while only 42.4
per cent of those erected previous to 1861 were frame, 31.4 per
cent being brick.
The state of repair of the exterior and interior
tenants,

all

of those built since 1900

was

better than that of the old houses.

The percentage

of tenant houses built since 1900 having water,
electricity, and furnace heating was higher than for older ones.
Relatively few of those built since 1900 had a basement or a cellar,

and fewer had fireproof roofing. Among those built since 1900,
there was a smaller percentage with a porch but a higher percentage with a screened porch, than among the old houses.
The percentages for the two groups were virtually the same in

regard to being equipped with screens, and for being situated on
hard surfaced roads. The old houses scored higher for the condition of their yards than did those built since 1900.
The rented
houses built since 1900 had fewer rooms than did the old ones.

The number

of occupants was fewer.
The average assessed value
was higher for the old houses than for the ones built since 1900.
The average length of time these 118 old houses were occupied
was greater than it was for the 61 houses built since 1900.

Less than 10 per cent of the farmhouses occupied by tenants
were new houses which had been occupied only by the present occu-

The percentage of owners living in new houses was four
times as great.
It is interesting to compare the average time that the white
pants.
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tenants occupied farmhouses in various conditions and houses
having or lacking desirable features. With these periods of time
as a measuring rod, the greatest premium was put on the houses
scoring "good" for exterior, interior, yards, and with bathroom,
electricity,

and furnace.

The farmhouses ranking second were

those with furnace heating. The ones ranking third were those
scoring "good" for state of repair outside and inside and for the
condition of yards. Farmhouses with bathrooms ranked fourth.

The

following

a

is

list

of 21 conditions, the

first

being conditions

under which the average length of occupancy was longest and the
last the shortest

:

Average Number of Years Occupied 4
Farmhouses scoring good for

exterior, interior,

and yards, and

with bathroom, electricity, and furnace
Farmhouses with furnace heating

10.25
8.16

Farmhouses scoring good for exterior, interior, and yards
Farmhouses with bathroom, electricity, and furnace
Farmhouses with bathroom
(a) Farmhouses built before 1800
(b) Farmhouses whose yards scored good
Farmhouses with electricity
Farmhouses built before 1861
Farmhouses scoring good for the repair of their exterior
(a) Farmhouses with piped water
(b) Brick houses

Farmhouses scoring good for the

state of repair of their in-

teriors

Farmhouses with a basement or cellar
Farmhouses on farms whose acreage is more than the average
for the areas

considered

Farmhouses of more than 8, the median number of rooms ....
Farmhouses with porches
Farmhouses on farms whose acreage is less than the average
for the areas

Farmhouses with

considered
less

Porchless houses
Inadequate houses.

than

8,

7.91

7.58
7.33
7.25
7.25
6.75
6.16
6.08
5.83
5.83

the median

number

(Everything scored poor)

of

rooms

5.75
5.50

5.16
5.08
5.00

4.83
4.16
3.25
3.08

*The data here presented indicate that a causal relation exists between
housing conditions and the frequency with which farm families move. However, there are so many influencing factors which cause the movement of
farm populations that no definite conclusions were drawn. The facts were
presented and the reader left to draw his own inferences. The study, however, points the way to further research to determine the extent to which
this one factor may contribute to dissatisfaction and hence population mobility
in rural life.

B. L.

M.

CHAPTER XIX

THE HOUSING OF RURAL MIGRATORY
LABOR
1

The most cursory survey
and industrial laborers

of housing conditions of agricultural
many of the

in rural territory reveals that

standards necessary for satisfactory living have found little place
in the majority, sometimes in the very large majority, of the homes.

Overcrowding is common, and poor sanitary conditions, including unhealthful surroundings, lack of proper toilet facilities, and
impure or insufficient water are frequently found. Adequate protection

from adverse weather conditions

is

often lacking.

These

are, of course, the bare necessities.

Turning to a consideration
of provision for a minimum of comfort and convenience, existing
standards are completely ignored for a very large proportion of
persons in the groups under consideration.
So far as has been possible with the time and facilities, available
material on the housing for these groups has been collected and,
in so far as practicable on the basis of existing knowledge, recom-

mendations for betterment have been made.

Housing of Migratory Families in Labor Camps
Scope of the Problem. The development of highly seasonal
whether agricultural, as truck farming, or commerin which unskilled labor is effective and
cial, as fruit canning
where the work of women and children can be used, is an industrial
industries

phase of comparatively recent growth. Truck gardening and
fruit and berry growing have expanded in the past 30 years into
a great agricultural industry, stimulated by commercialized can1

Prepared by a section of the committee composed of Clara Mortenson
Beyer, Chairman, Josiah C. Folsom, Blanche Halbert, Beatrice McConnell,
and Elizabeth C. White. The report was written by the Chairman.
It was the original intention of this section of the committee to include a
discussion of housing problems of Indians, fishing villages and tourist camps,
but owing to the pressure of time information on problems other than those
concerning migratory labor was not compiled in report form. Some information, however, was prepared on housing conditions among Indians, indicating need for further study. (Appendix II, p. 257.) Data are particularly
needed on the housing problems of fishing villages, due to the fact that many
children live in them.
review of state regulations indicates that only a
part of the states have any legislation regulating location, structures, sanitation, or inspection of tourist camps.

A
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ning and by the refrigerated car which makes the consumer independent of the seasonal garden. The growing of sugar beets, the
acreage of which increased from 110,000 acres in 1899 to 775,000
2
in 1930, (600 per cent in 31 years) is another example. These industries

demand

seasonal family labor, owing to their lack of a local
more or

labor supply sufficient to meet their concentrated needs for

To this demand has responded an army of
some
groups going from crop to crop, seldom
family migrants
in the same place for two successive months others living in cities
during the winter, and going out in the spring and summer to the
less

varying periods.

;

fields

or the canneries

sometimes including the whole family,

sometimes only the mother and her children of both sexes and of
all

ages.

Sugar

beets, onions, strawberries, cranberries, raspberries, blue-

berries, prunes, apples, cherries, apricots, cotton, tobacco, walnuts,

hops, beans, peas, asparagus, tomatoes, spinach, melons, and other
truck and fruit crops are cultivated and harvested by migratory
families.
The
Fruits, vegetables, and fish are canned by them.

of states affected is as wide as that of the crops
ranging from
Massachusetts to Florida in the East and across the continent

list

Few states can be excepted.
these
families
that
the problems affecting the home
among
and the welfare of children most directly arise. Though family
westward

to the Pacific coast.

It is

groups are rarely found in wheat regions or logging and lumber
camps, some occupations which have previously been thought to
belong to men alone are now being taken over, to a limited extent,
by men with their families. Until 1920, most of the labor ship-

ments of the Great Western Sugar Company to the northeastern
Colorado beet fields were single men, but since that time such
3
shipments have chiefly consisted of families.
It is impossible to estimate even roughly the

families involved in

total

any one year in these migrations.

nia alone, approximately

number

of

In Califor-

1,600 agricultural and cannery camps

2

Thirteenth Census of the United States, 1910, Washington, U. S. Government Printing Office, 1914, Vol. V, p. 691, supplemented by information from
U. S. Department of Agriculture Yearbook, 1932.
8
Taylor, P. S., "Mexican Labor in the United States Valley of the South
:

Colorado," University of California Publications in Economics,
Berkeley, University of California Press, 1929, Vol. VI, p. 134. See also

Platte,

reference in footnote

6, p. 199.
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in 1929 housed nearly 17,000 women and
In 1927, one large sugar company shipped 10,576

which were inspected
18,600 children.

into its Colorado, Wyoming, Nebraska, and Montana
The policy of this company is to ship family
sugar-beet territory.
In New Jersey, it is estimated that in
labor almost exclusively.

laborers

made up
work in

of about 4,000 persons, came from
the camps. Such fragmentary mateavailable indicates that the number of migratory families

1930, 600 families,

neighboring states to
rial

as

is

in agricultural

and cannery labor camps

would run far

into the thousands.

The
less

influx of these families into a

temporary sojourn brings with

it

in the eastern states alone

community for a more or

a train of social and economic

problems of which sanitation, housing, and education are among
the most pressing.
In some states, the migrant is present for
part of the year only; in others, seasonal work is being done the
year round. Wherever such labor is used, the fact that the migra-

tory family creates for the state a considerable portion of the
value of the industries involved, suggests the responsibility of the
state in the fulfilment of certain social obligations

That such

toward those

not being assumed generally
responsibility
indicated by the following characterization of life among the

families.
is

migrants

is

:

"Born in cotton, reared in the fruit, going on to beets or onions or cotton
or cranberries, housed under a tree, beside a ditch, in tent, or shack, or 'dobe
hut, they live untouched by education or sanitation."*

These families move from place
bile,

scarcely

Hardly

less

to place in a battered automoknowing the meaning of "home" or community life.

tenuous

is

the hold of the city dwellers

who

follow the

crops for the harvesting season upon the community life of the
city of which they are a part during the winter months.
General Survey of Housing Conditions among Migrants.
Agricultural or cannery labor camps, in which are found the large
majority of migratory families, vary in size from 1 or 2 rude dwellings with a

workers.
shifts
4

for

few

families to large settlements with

300 or 400

The type

of housing ranges from the veriest makeimprovised habitations made up of boxes, burlap, brush,
J., Roving with the Migrants, New York, Council of
Missions and Missionary Education Movement, 1931.

Ballard, A.

Home

Women
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or packing cases

to groups of substantial

frame or adobe

cot-

from the standpoint of modern rural
consist
of row houses partitioned into
Some
quarters
housing.
small rooms; others are small separate buildings, often merely
shacks built of rough boards or occasionally the camp consists of
a few abandoned or broken-down sheds and barns of only 1 large
room, divided into pens by low partitions in which all the workers,
of both sexes and all ages, sleep. Even where families are sepatages, of a type satisfactory

;

rately housed, frequently the quarters are so small that overcrowding prevails. In a very few places a building has been provided to

be used as a nursery for the babies and as a recreation center for
the older children while the mothers are at work, but in general
these communities have no recreational facilities.

The main disadvantages
all

sorts of localities

of these camps, since they are found in

and conditions, are inadequate protection from

the weather, overcrowding, lack of privacy, insufficient ventilation, unsanitary toilet arrangements, lack of space or facilities for

and a poor or inconof
defects could be
these
water
Many
supply.
veniently placed
avoided by proper placing or planning of the camp site or layout,
rest or recreation, unsanitary surroundings,

by better construction of buildings, by observance of elementary
rules of proper installation of sanitary equipment, and by upkeep.
Though there is a general trend in some sections toward improve-

ment in camp sanitation, and though individual employers may
be found who are making efforts to build up better standards of
living, they often find themselves handicapped for want of community backing and

state cooperation.
of housing furnished is necessarily influenced by differences in the length of the season for which the houses are to

The type

be occupied
year round

whether for only a few weeks in summer or for the
and by differences in climate, varying from the cold

New

Jersey to the mild early
summer in the berry farms of Washington and Oregon and the
But in spite of
torrid heat of the Imperial Valley in California.
late fall in the

cranberry bogs of

the fact that employers are beginning to realize that they cannot attract and hold the better class of workers unless they provide comfortable quarters, the conditions in some camps are inexcusable

from the standpoint of public health and family

well-being.
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Migrants in Particular Industries

Though in general the housing problems are the same in all
work in which migratory labor is used, it is pertinent

types of

the

for

summarize conditions incident to the growing of
different crops and to the canning of fruits, vegetables, and fish,
as shown by surveys made by the United States Children's Bureau
and by other agencies during the past 10 years.
Cultivation of Sugar Beets. 5 Laborers' families in sugar-beet
sections, when this study was made, often were found occupying
any kind of shelter available for temporary use abandoned farmhouses, rude frame or tar-paper shacks, and even tents and caravan wagons though some sugar companies provided 1- or 2-room
portable cottages for their laborers and some of the larger companies were building at the time small cottages in the hope of getting the workers to live in the community the year round. Many
this report to

of the beet-field laborers occupied their "beet shacks" for 5 or 6

months during a year. The dwellings were in many cases dark,
ill-ventilated, in bad repair, and far from weatherproof.
Typical
characterizations of their quarters by beet-field laborers were "not
fit for chickens to live in" or "nothing but a dog house."
Overextreme.
was
Of
contract
296
families
in
one
crowding
survey,
19 lived in 1-room shacks, in 9 of which 6 or more persons lived.
One shack housed 12 persons. Often the surroundings were dirty,
and frequently the houses were too close to barns or corrals. The
toilet (always outdoor) was frequently little short of indecent in
condition and repair. Sanitation was poor and the water supply,
especially in the irrigated districts, was often neither plentiful nor
protected against contamination. In some places the houses were
located near barns or irrigation ditches, where flies and mosquitoes
were most numerous. Yet few of the buildings had screened doors
and windows.
Paul Taylor in his study of Mexican labor in the beet fields in
the South Platte Valley, Colorado, 6 made in 1929, shows the at5

Summarized chiefly from McGill, N. P., "Children in Agriculture," PubNo. 187, Children's Bureau, Washington (U. S. Department of
Labor ), U. S. Government Printing Office, 1929, and "Children Working on
Farms in Certain Sections in Northern Colorado," Bulletin S59, based upon
studies made in 1924, in cooperation with the National Child Labor Com1

lication

New York, The Committee.
"Taylor, P. S, op. cit., pp. 162, 163-164, 165-166. See also Taylor, P. S.,
"Mexican Labor in the United States Imperial Valley," University of
California Publications in Economics, Berkeley, University of California
Press, 1928, Vol. VI.
mittee,

:
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tempts which had been made to stimulate improved living conditions.

Hop Yards and Orchards

7

The migratory
(Pacific Coast).
laborers in the hop yards and orchards of the Pacific coast lived,
at the time the study was made, in camps on the grower's premises,
some of them
sons.
trict

villages in themselves, housing several hundred perNearly 3/5 of the families in the Willamette Valley disin Oregon included in a United States Children's Bureau

study and nearly
ton lived in tents.

all

in the

The

in rows, each with 1

Yakima Valley

district in

Washing-

others occupied 1-room frame houses built

window.

In both tents and "bunk houses,"

extreme overcrowding was found; 2/3 of the families in 1 district and almost all in the other had 3 or more persons to a room
and, in the latter district, the majority had 5 or more. Sanitation
of labor camps in Washington and Oregon is regulated, and sanitary conditions were better than in farm labor camps in some
other states visited by representatives of the Children's Bureau.

Truck Farming (Maryland and
land, in the territory

New

Jersey).

8

In Mary-

around Baltimore, individual farmers, when

the study was made, maintained camps for the migratory workers.
Most of these camps contained but 1 building known as a "shanty,"

which served as sleeping quarters for all the workers a weatherbeaten or unpainted structure the windows of which usually lacked
either glass or shutters, or both. As a rule, there was but 1 room
;

on each
room.

floor,

On

with

stairs

either side of a

on the outside leading into the upper
narrow aisle down the center, the floor

into sections or pens by boards 10 or 12 inches in
each
section
being about 6 feet long and from 4 to 6 feet
height,
wide and covered with straw for a mattress. Each family was

was divided

one of these sections. At night, men, women, and children, partly clad, one family separated from the next by only the
plank, lay side by side. More than half the families in the disSome of the privies were
trict surveyed had no toilet facilities.
allotted

located dangerously near the water supply. "Here we are like fish
Others described the way in
in a barrel," one family declared.

and "like cattle
in the Norfolk
workers
Some of the Negro migratory
beasts."
several famimanner
in
most
a
primitive
trucking section lived
which they lived as

7

8

"like hogs," "like sheep,"

Summarized from McGill, N.
Summarized from McGill, N.

P., op. cit.

P., op. cit.
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often occupying a 1-room shack, sleeping on hay or wooden
cooking over camp fires, and having no toilet accommo-

crates,

dations.

The

general situation in New Jersey is shown by the following
9
based upon a study of 580 families composed of 3,719

quotation

persons

:

"The houses

in

which the migratory families

live

were of two

classes

the

consisting of houses approximating ordinary farmhouses in size and
appearance and the second of special small, roughly built structures used
first

only by migratory families during the harvesting season. The 580 families
covered by the survey occupied 341 buildings.
very few migratory families
occupied houses of 6 or 7 rooms; in other cases, houses of 1 room, and

A

in a few cases even 2 or 3 families occupied 1 room.
Similarly, some houses
were large enough to allow adequate sleeping accommodations, while in
others overcrowding was in evidence. Five or more persons sleeping in 1
room was not uncommon; in 42 cases 8 or more were found to be sleeping
in 1 room; and in one instance it was reported that 16 persons were sleeping in the same room. As a rule there was no separation by age and sex

of persons sleeping in a room. Usually 2 or 3 persons occupied one bed.
beds were of two types ordinary spring beds and rough structures
built of wide boards supported by wooden props.
Mattresses were of cot-

The

ton or straw.

"Cooking and dining facilities varied widely. Some houses were equipped
with cookstoves, others were provided with outdoor fireplaces or community kitchens. An indoor eating place, although often not separate from
the sleeping quarters, was provided in the majority of houses but in a large
number (79) there was not even an out-of-door canopy.

"Wells, drilled and dug (approximately equal numbers of each type),
were the chief source of water supply. Contamination from near-by toilets,
manure piles, and other sources of infection was possible in a considerable
number of instances.
"Toilet facilities in the majority of cases were adequate and in good condition.
Some farms, however, provided no toilet accommodations for the

migratory families.
"In many cases garbage was dumped near the houses, serving as a breeding place for flies.
"There are no state or local regulations in New Jersey governing housing conditions in the migratory labor camps, and in view of the fact that
certain conditions of overcrowding, lack of sanitation and poor housing

commission is recommending that these be corrected by the
adoption, and enforcement by the State Commissioner of Labor, of a suitable code covering ventilation, garbage disposal, water supply, toilets, etc.
prevail, the

9

Weiss, H. B., Migratory Agricultural Workers in New Jersey, mimeographed paper prepared for the President's Conference on Home Building
and Home Ownership and based upon a survey made by a commission to investigate the employment of migratory children in the State of New Jersey.
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prepared to meet this situation as well as that presented by

interrupted school attendance."
10

Cannery Labor Camps

"In most of the important canning sections, except possibly the middle
states, some of the canneries have labor camps to provide living
quarters for cannery workers; in Maryland, Delaware, Pennsylvania, and

western

New York in connection with fruit and vegetable canneries on the Pacific
coast for both fish and fruit and vegetable canneries; and in the South in
In whatever section of
connection with the oyster and shrimp industry.
;

the country they are found and whatever the industry, they have, as a
rule, common characteristics, such as overcrowding, unsanitary conditions

and lack of supervision, that make them unfit places for children to live.
"Cannery labor camps are of several types. One type consists of long
.

.

.

one- or two-story barracks-like buildings known as 'row houses,' partitioned
off into small rooms; another houses workers in small separate buildings,
often merely shacks or shanties; a third has one or more buildings partitioned into rooms or, in some camps, into compartments, one for each family,
by partitions that do not reach the ceiling. Occasionally the camp consists
of only 1 large room in which all the workers, of both sexes and all ages,
In some places the buildings are kept neat and in repair, but comsleep.
monly they are dingy and dilapidated, when leaking roofs, sagging floors,
and rotten stairways do not make them actually dangerous to inhabit.
"The overcrowding and lack of privacy are paralleled only in the worst
of city slums. One room to a family is the rule in many camps, one bunk
6 persons occupying a
to a room regardless of age and sex is common
bunk are often reported, and 9 or 10 persons are occasionally found. The oc.

.

.

;

10
Subcommittee on Child Labor of the Committee on Vocational Guidance
and Child Labor (White House Conference on Child Health and Protection),
Child Labor, New York, The Century Company, 1932, pp. 113-14.
The following are reports of the more recent surveys which have included
a study of conditions in cannery labor camps Matthews, E. N., "Children in
Fruit and Vegetable Canneries," Publication No. 198 (1930), and Paradise,
V. I., "Child Labor and the Work of Mothers in Oyster and Shrimp Canning Communities of the Gulf Coast," Publication No. 98 (1922), Children's
Bureau, Washington (U. S. Department of Labor), U. S. Government Printing Office; Bureau of Women and Children, C. E. Carr, Director (Pa. Department of Labor and Industry), "What of Pennsylvania Canneries?", Labor
and Industry, December, 1925, Vol. XII Child Labor in Vegetable Canneries
in Maryland, Office of Commissioner of Labor and Statistics, April, 1929;
:

;

"Women's Employment

in

Vegetable Canneries in Delaware," Publication

No. 62 (1927), and "Women in the Fruit-Growing and Canning Industries
in the State of Washington," Publication No. 47 (1926), Women's Bureau,
Washington (U. S. Department of Labor), U. S. Government Printing
Return visits in 1931 to a few of the Delaware and Maryland canOffice.
nery camps included in the survey reported in Children's Bureau Publication
No. 198, "Children in Fruit and Vegetable Canneries," mentioned above,
showed improvement in sanitary conditions due to the enforcement of State
These were chiefly: Screening of
Department of Health regulations.
windows; better toilet facilities; replacement of dug by driven wells; and
greater care in disposal of garbage. In a few cases houses had been rebuilt
and a more adequate type of housing furnished.
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cupants of a room are not always related. In some camps the beds are only
raised wooden platforms covered with straw, in others the bed space is not
raised and is separated from the floor only by a board and, in a few, the

workers sleep on the

floor.

"The conditions described here are not true of all cannery labor camps,
of course, but judging from the reports made by both Federal and state
agencies they would seem to be the conditions that characterize the majority.
However, some reports of camps in which each family is allotted 2 rooms
in substantial houses with screened windows and doors, which are provided
with cots and cookstoves, garbage and waste removed daily, and artesian
wells supply water, indicate that the labor camp need not be a menace to
health and morals."

Pennsylvania
labor

1X

affords

examples of state-regulated cannery
In the
agricultural labor camps.

camps and unregulated

southeastern section of the state there are from 20 to 25 camps

used by migratory laborers employed in fruit and vegetable canIn the Pocono mountain region there are about 35 agrineries.
cultural camps which house migratory workers brought in to pick
huckleberries.

Certain standards of construction for the labor camps are provided for in the Pennsylvania labor camp regulations. The houses
are required to have watertight roofs and walls, and floors of
either

wood

or cement.

Solid interior partitions extending from
housing both sexes.

floor to ceiling are required in all buildings

The same standards apply to partitions separating the quarters of
one family from another. Each room must have at least one
window with an area of not less than 6 square feet, and more windows are required if the room is occupied by more than 3 persons.
Each window opening must be fitted with glazed sash and screen.
Kitchen and dining-room accommodations under shelter are required but separate accommodations for each family are not
required. These accommodations are usually of the very simplest,
often of a primitive type.

Every family consisting of husband and wife and one or more
children ten years of age or over, or either parent and one or more
children ten years of age or over of the opposite sex must have

two rooms. Except in the housing of families, separate
rooms completely closed off by partitions with no connecting

at least

11

Based upon a mimeographed report The Housing of Migratory Agricultural and Cannery Workers in Pennsylvania, by Beatrice McConnell, a member of the committee, and presented at the President's Conference on Home
Building and

Home

Ownership.
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doors are provided for

men and women.

Overcrowding in sleepextent by a regulation
to
some
ing quarters
guarded against
not
less
than
cubic
air
400
feet
of
space for each occurequiring
is

pant.

An adequate supply of pure and wholesome drinking water
must be provided in all labor camps under these regulations.
Covered receptacles of water-tight construction for garbage are
required and all garbage must be removed and burned or buried
at least once a day.
The labor camps seldom are located where
water
and
a
running
regular sewage disposal system are available,
These are reso that, in general, outside toilets are provided.
of
and
to
have
vaults
watertight
fly-proof construction, and
quired
be provided for each
accommodations
must
and
separate
adequate
sex.

The outstanding need

in Pennsylvania in regard to further
regulation of labor camps is the inclusion of agricultural camps.
Investigations have shown the housing in these camps to be lackIt is
ing in practically all standards of decency and sanitation.
evident from present conditions that the impetus for bringing

camps up to a reasonable standard of sanitation
and decency may not be expected from the employers; it must
come from the state. Further than this, perhaps the greatest
needs are those which can be met by education rather than by

these agricultural

regulation or legislation.

Oyster and Shrimp Canning Communities on the Gulf
A study of migratory families in oyster and shrimp can-

Coast. 12

ning communities on the Gulf coast, published by the United

Bureau in 1922, reveals unsatisfactory housing
conditions at the time the study was made.
The employers maintained camps to house the imported workers.
States Children's

These camps usually consisted of barracks-like structures, but occasionally they included some two-family houses, and in rare inThe character of the camps,
stances some individual houses.
their condition of repair, their cleanliness, and other qualities
varied under different management. A few were fairly well constructed and as decent and habitable as that type of building could
be.
Some were dilapidated and sagging, in the last stages of deothers
not old were poorly and cheaply built so that they did
cay,
not protect the inhabitants from the weather.
13

Summarized from Paradise, V.

I.,

op.

cit.
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structures, without

ground on a

were long, low, ugly,

flimsily built

but usually

foundations,

pile of bricks, or

on wooden
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raised

piles, at

frame

from the

the corners.

Thin, single-board partitions divided the buildings into separate
family quarters, and the family space into rooms. Occasionally
these partitions did not reach the ceiling, but this shortcoming
scarcely increased the lack of privacy, since the partitions were
so thin that any moving about and any conversation in the next

compartment were entirely audible. The room dimensions ranged
from 10 feet by 5 feet 8 inches to 28 feet by 10 feet 8 inches, the
latter an exceptionally large room in a camp allotting only 1 room
to a family.
The room crowding was usually aggravated by entire lack of closets and often of cupboards.
All the camps depended on oil lamps for lighting and on wood
stoves for heat.

and

The

defects in structure, however, such as cracks

often rendered the little stove quite inadeNewspapers were sometimes pasted on the walls to keep
quate.
out the cold. One camp had no provisions for chimneys. Winin the walls

floors,

dowpanes had been broken and the stovepipes carried through the
openings thus made.

None

camps was equipped with plumbing; all had outand hydrants. In a very few instances there was a
toilet for each family in the camp in a few cases each family had
a separate pump or hydrant but such instances were exceptional.
Sometimes large numbers of families used the same toilet and the
same hydrant.
of the

side privies

;

;

The Problem
The

of Regulation

provision of adequate housing

facilities,

including proper

most important of the problems which the
coming of migrants presents to a community. Acceptance by the
state of responsibility for the solution of this problem has been
the most effective means of improvement. Except in the instance
of certain individual employers, such progress as has been made
toward bringing about better conditions is due to the educational
and regulatory work of a state body with adequate power, like
sanitation, is one of the

the California Commission of Immigration and Housing, which
made great changes in living conditions for migratory farm and
industrial laborers

under

its

tions for migratory laborers.

power of control over housing condiIts most effective method has con-
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sisted of educational

work and

"We

the giving of advice.

and work and

In the words

and plead,
and only as a last resort do we use the law." 13
Even though a state body has only limited power, as where the
State Board of Health has control over sanitary conditions but not
over methods of construction, etc., it has been found that much
of one of

its

inspectors,

talk

fight

could be accomplished along such lines as requiring proper toilet
facilities, replacing dug by driven wells, and furnishing screens for
living quarters

The

and

toilets.

first essential in

population

is

that the

a good housing scheme for the migratory

camp

shall

be properly located.

Difficulties

which must be met here, of course, are often inherent in the locality in which the industry must be established, as in low-lying districts where drainage is difficult or in the irrigated areas.
Neverthrough lack of foresight, a camp may be located in a low
place when it might easily have been placed on a hill, or it may be
set in a bare spot open to the blazing sun when shade is to be found

theless,

nearby.

Crowding of the

units of the

camp

is

often found where

proper spacing. In regard to construction of living quarters, operators with the best of intentions
toward providing good quarters for their workers need the advice
sufficient area is available for

of building experts to make the best use of the facilities which
they have or of the money which they are willing to expend;
proper sanitary installations and the provision of pure water
also require the assistance of experts.
states is

such assistance available nor

cate indifferent employers to profit

and encouragement of a
bility

is

Nevertheless, in very few
there any attempt to edu-

by such

state regulatory

assistance.

The

help

body with the responsi-

for determining standards of housing for these migrant

families has proved of real social and economic value to both the
employers and the workers and has redounded to the well-being of

the community. 14

States which do not have such organizations

should be encouraged to set up agencies for the amelioration of
13

Annual Report

of

the

Commission

of

Immigration and Housing of

See also Kearney, R. W., Labor Camps in
January, 1919.
San Francisco, Department of Industrial Relations.
14
The California Commission of Immigration and Housing has issued a
pamphlet with drawings and descriptions for building standard camps at a
minimum expense, and has developed cooperation with the operators, sending
out an adviser upon request to assist in bringing camps up to the requirements.
California,
California,
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conditions growing out of bad housing of the itinerant agricul-

and cannery worker and his family.
California offers examples of improvement in its migratory labor
camps through the work of its Commission of Immigration and
tural

Housing, but

difficult

problems within the state

still

remain.

Prior to the establishment of the Commission of Immigration

15

and Housing, operators of camps had given little attention to providing sanitary and livable quarters for their workers. No housing
standards existed. Men came and went, carrying blankets and
There
sleeping and eating under whatever conditions prevailed.
were no bathing facilities, and few other accommodations. The
workers had no law to protect them and no organization to which
they could appeal for a betterment of conditions.
of the commission therefore were educational.

The

early efforts

Old habits had

to

be changed and employers persuade'd that the improvements sought
were necessary for the health and well-being of the workers, and
that good camps would reduce the labor turnover and result in a
more contented and efficient working force. Workers also had
to be educated to the proper use of the

equipment furnished.

The

Division of Housing and Sanitation has encouraged better
construction and improvement of camps by aiding operators in
selecting locations

and by preparing plans for new camps and for
These are for both permanent and
some districts great improvement has

the remodeling of old ones.
temporary construction. In

been made. In others it is difficult to get results quickly as, for
instance, in the Coachella Valley and in Imperial County, where
The housing condithe labor in the fields is entirely Mexican.
tions are the most primitive, and sanitary conditions are about on
a par with them. For several years past, active campaigns have
been carried on and an attempt made to obtain at least the mini-

mum

The attitude of the people generally, in this
has been that the Mexicans should not be given better

requirements.

district,

housing than they have in their own country. This attitude is
changing, however, and a few of the produce companies are now
making permanent improvements while others are planning future
developments.

The

regulations set

up by the commission have been based on

15
Based upon a paper prepared by Kearney, R. W., Chief, Division of
Housing and Sanitation, Department of Industrial Relations, San Francisco,

Calif., 1931.
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the experience gained through the cooperation of far-seeing employers who built and are building labor camps even beyond the

The standards

requirements of the law.

are as follows

:

1. Bunkhouses, tents, or other suitable sleeping places must be provided
and be in good structural condition to afford shelter and exclude dampness

in inclement weather.

A

2. Suitable bunks or beds shall be provided for employees.
clear
space of 20 inches from the floor to the ceiling must be allowed between
beds or bunks.

A

mattress or equally comfortable bedding must be supplied upon request,
a reasonable charge for which may be made by the employer. Ticks or containers must be supplied if straw or other substitute for mattress is used.
3. Dining-rooms, kitchens, or other structures where food is cooked, prepared or served must be clean and sanitary; openings must be screened.
Cooking utensils, dishes, knives, forks, spoons, and other things used in
preparing and serving food must be clean, unbroken and sanitary.
4. Convenient and suitable bathing and toilet facilities must be provided

and maintained

in a clean

and sanitary

state.

Garbage, kitchen waste and refuse must be placed in covered receptacles
and must be emptied at least daily and contents burned, buried or otherwise
Drainage from the kitchen sinks must be carried through
disposed of.
5.

covered drains to covered cesspools or septic tanks, or be disposed of by
some other satisfactory method.
6.

A

responsible person must be appointed to keep each

camp

clean.

Recommendations
it is not possible with the facilities available to formuan exhaustive code for the housing of migratory workers,
this group believes that any adequate state regulation of labor
camps must provide, at least, for the following:

Though

late

1.

2.

Licensing and supervision of camps by an authorized state department.
Location of camps on ground so drained or ditched that no stagnant

water can

collect or remain,

and preferably

in a location

with natural shade.

Such layout of the camp that there is adequate space between units (e.g.,
working and eating quarters, sleeping quarters, toilets, and stables). Con3.

venience in housekeeping and
4.

Water

supply.
contamination.

An

facilities for recreation

should be considered.

adequate supply of pure water, free from

all

possible

Toilets of approved design, water-tight and fly-proof,
5. Sewage disposal.
separate for each sex, easily accessible and at a safe distance from living
quarters, with provision for proper maintenance.

Covered garbage receptacles of approved design, placed con6. Garbage.
veniently to all living quarters, with provision for daily disposal by burial
or incineration. Slop sinks readily accessible to living quarters to carry off
liquid waste.
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Housing, (a) Living quarters constructed with water-tight roofs and
and tight floors, if of wood, raised above the ground so as to allow

walls

;

for free circulation of air.

All living quarters screened against

flies

and

insects.

(b) Living quarters constructed so as to assure privacy for family groups

and for each
(c)

sex.

Sufficient air space required for each occupant so as to preclude over-

crowding.

Cross ventilation to the outer air in

all

sleeping quarters.

(d) Beds, cots or bunks in sufficient number for the occupants of the room,
elevated from the floor, and not placed one above the other.
(e) Kitchens and dining-room accommodations under shelter

Laundry facilities.
(g) Adequate bathing

and screened.

(f)

facilities,

separate for each sex.

Recognizing that the value of the standards recommended for

camp regulation depends materially on the adequacy and the
technique of the enforcement machinery the members of this section of the committee believe that there should be concentrated, in
labor

so far as possible, in one state department, the authority for the
licensing of labor camps and for the development and enforcement
of regulations as to sanitation, construction and maintenance.

This section of the committee believes that the services of a con-

made available by the state, free of charge,
who wish advice in the planning or reconstruction

sultant should be

to

employers

of

camps.

PART

VI.

EDUCATIONAL ASPECTS
CHAPTER XX

EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES AND METHODS

1

Various educational agencies and organizations are doing some
in educating farm and village people toward better housing.

work

major task of any group, the work is
statement of the philosophy and purposes
that should serve as a guide in such an educational program. Also,

Though

this objective is not a

sufficient to justify a

it is

the judgment of this section of the committee that educational

plans in detail can be developed more profitably and successfully
when the matter to be taught is known, and can best be undertaken
by a continuing agency or council such as that proposed in the

recommendations of the report. A continuation of the work iniby this committee necessarily must be based upon a philosophy whereby workers already in the field and others may be motitiated

vated.

Philosophy and Objectives

The welfare and happiness of rural people must be the ultimate
goal of any educational program on rural housing.
Adequate rural
homes are the only foundation on which rural welfare and happiness can rest securely.
Only those principles which contribute to
the strength of rural

homes and the enriching of

rural

home

life

should be permitted to find a place in such an educational program.
The final inclusion or exclusion of educational materials concerning rural
materials,

homes and housing, and the relative importance of such
must be decided in the light of the contribution to wel-

fare and happiness.
The use of each disseminating agency or
educational method must be decided by the same standard. Any

attempts,

however unconscious,

ence in ways that

make

to use the findings of this Conferthe welfare of rural people secondary in

importance to any other interest must be jealously guarded against.
1

This chapter was prepared under a section of the committee composed of
members: John D. Willard, Chairman, Charles S. Barrett,
Oscar H. Benson, Walter C. Coffey, Walter H. Lloyd, Madge J. Reese, and
Louis J. Taber. The report was written by the Chairman.
the following
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The Rural Home and National Welfare
The foregoing statement

of objectives in no way runs counter
The rural American home

to the welfare of the nation as a whole.

has for generations

made and

still

continues to

make

contributions

to our national
which are obtainable in no other way. It has
reared men and women of self-reliance, resourcefulness, rugged
character, and idealism. Throughout history it has been in the sublife

stantial rural populations that nations

of survival.

The good

rural

home

for the upbringing of children

;

have found their best hope

recognized as the best place
witness the struggles and sacrifices
is

of millions of parents to provide country conditions during the
growing years of their families, though employed in the city. The
great accessions which our population has received from immigraIt is
tion are over, temporarily, and the birth rates are falling.

not without significance that the number of rural children per
thousand of rural population is still considerably greater than the

number of urban children per thousand of urban population.
The hazards, both physical and moral, are less in the adequate
country home than in the city home of similar level the conditions
;

under which country children
from the well-conducted farm

together with the contributions
to the family's food and fuel, make

live,

possible the rearing of children at
the city.

The house

much

less

money

cost than in

an important factor

in the rural family life.
a sense of security, of
occupants
may
comfort, of beauty, of orderliness, and of healthf ulness or by its
very failure to incorporate the qualities that encourage these atIt

itself is

build into the lives of

its

;

it may produce lives disproportioned, starved, and defiBecause the rural house is, after, and often during, its first

tributes,
cient.

and handicraft of its occupants,
a satisfying medium of creative self-expression. In its maintenance and the quality of its care one finds the expression of char-

construction, a product of the care
it is

and aspiration of the occupants.
Ownership of the rural home or, lacking ownership, long tenure
leasehold that allows improvement of the house and of the family
which it shelters, is most desirable. People hesitate to spend
money or effort in improving a house which belongs to another,
and which may quickly pass from their occupancy. Ownership or
even an equity stimulates the maintenance and care of the house

acter
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beyond that which results under the usual conditions of leasehold.
The things which are done to the physical house have their counterpart in the less tangible qualities of the home. Although love
of home is amazingly strong in many instances where the house is
inadequate and ugly, it will be greater still if the home combines
the qualities of utility and beauty.
Such a home appeals to the
finer appreciations and stimulates the higher levels of living. Certain it is that family life, one of the greatest assets of our civilizacannot reach its best realization if either home functioning
or house facility is so inadequate as to present constant peril, privation, or ugliness.

tion,

The

facts concerning the realization of

home

ideals are far

below

Neither income nor the standard of living
in rural America keeps pace with either of these factors of urban
America. Although much can be said for the maintenance of
the ideals themselves.

home
home

and character building forces in the average rural
compared with the average urban home, it is nevertheless
true that in health protection, reasonable comfort, and the opporideals

as

tunity for understanding life at its best, the country home lags
behind the city home and falls far short of its possibilities. If
rural home and housing standards continue too low, the outcome
is not long in doubt; the more ambitious of the people move to
other places in order to get the ampler life which they crave others
live a constantly frustrated and dissatisfied life, clinging to their
;

longings and ambitions but never realizing them; others yield
and ideals, and sink to a lower level of living.

their ambitions

Implications of the foregoing are clear. The first is that
is needed in the possibilities for the use of land.

more study

much
The

is that when the facts are determined, thorough-going proof
education are necessary to dissuade people from attemptgrams
ing to use marginal and submarginal land. The worst maladjust-

second

ment through occupancy of submarginal land may be prevented
in part by government possession of such land, thus debarring private ownership and occupancy; but in the main it is only through
education that disastrous maladjustment can be avoided.

Minimum
Minimum

Standards and Desirable Standards
for Rural Homes

standards for homes, both urban and rural, will certainly evolve from the work of this Conference and more clearly
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home

are likely to emerge.
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Some

of their elements will doubtless be everywhere applicable, while
others will be applicable in certain regions only.

Somewhat above

the

minimum

standards are desirable standards,

and regional classifications. The
educational implications of such minimum and desirable standards
are many. A discouragingly large percentage of our village and
rural population is unaware of some of the most important elements of the minimum standards. Others are more or less aware
of such elements, but have regarded them as quite unattainable for
the average farm or village home.
Only by persistent teaching
which also

fall

into national

effort, often through the children, but often directly with adults,
can the desirability of standards be impressed on those in whose
life they are lacking.
Only as the importance of the standards

becomes recognized can the desire for their achievement become
a modifying force resulting in better housing and homes.

Farm and

Homes Have Problems Differing
from Those of Urban Homes

Village

It is essential that the educational

implications of differences

between farm and urban homes be kept clearly in mind. The development of rural homes has lagged because of the failure to
discern between rural and urban home needs. Few urban homes
have occupational as well as living utility. Few urban homes
must provide for carrying on a part of the business which supports
the family. In few urban families are all members so concerned
with the sustaining business as in rural families. To date most of
the house plans developed for educational use presume the presence
Few of
of public utilities and of relatively small building lots.

the house plans recognize the possibilities or needs of open-country
location. Because little research has been done in the field of farm

home

little material available for teaching
of
farms and their physical features
irregularity
purposes.
that
each
farm
require
building should be adapted to the best possibilities of the individual farm.
Contour of land, availability of

construction, there

is

The

water, possibilities for drainage, for access to highway, for protection from bitter storms in the regions of severe climate, relationship of windbreaks and other forest plantings, are all features
which should be considered. Houses require different structural
qualities in cold

and hot climates.

As

distinct

from urban homes,
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the majority of farm

homes must provide for

their

own water

supply, sewage disposal, and often for electric current by individual plant. Rural homes have individual possibilities for beauty,

often quite superior to those of city homes. Because of distance
from craftsmen and skilled services, much of the rural home must

be "homemade." The development of convenience and beauty
must be by the skill and interest of the farm family. Moreover,
the farm home must meet the different family needs much more
completely than does the urban home, where all manner of social
opportunity and special services are within reach. The farm home

must be more

self-contained.

The opportunity

for family life of

close-knit type is much better than in the urban home; but in the
achievement of the finest of family life, the home in its structure

and equipment cannot fall below certain minimum requirements.
Midway between farm and city is the village home, with more

common utilities of water supply, sewage disposal,
and electric service, and a family life problem differing from either
farm or city. All too often the little village realizes none of its
advantages and develops problems quite peculiar to itself too
often water supply and sewage disposal are primitive and peril-

opportunity for

;

ous; too often electric lights are lacking; too often beauty is but
in part realized, and all too often the self-contained family life of
the farm is weakened by a community life which is incomplete

and

fails to

members
Yet much

the

provide the best possible stimulus to development of
of the family.
of the advantage of the country can be

had

in the

village, as well as other advantages which associated living makes
possible.
Many villages have seen these possibilities and are real-

izing them.

A separate problem of the village home
the earlier village

homes

often unrecognized as
were built on the same pattern as the
is

farmhouses with types of outbuildings related to days of
horse locomotion and of the family cow. The educational impliearlier

cations in the village housing situation are that we so plan the village house as to realize to the utmost village advantages and possible beauties,

village life

while preserving whatever good can be carried into

from the

related open country conditions.

possibilities are defined

and

Once

these

established, a teaching

problem emerges
dwellers more keenly aware

which is, in essence, to make village
of their opportunities and to furnish the information

perhaps
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for developing villages to their best possibili-

ties.

With

the village, as with the open country, the importance of
community consciousness and action is great. No successful program of education can ignore this collective aspect. Certain types

of improvement can be achieved only as the village sentiment demands, and as the collective interest is great enough to carry the
lethargic individuals by the strength of a common enthusiasm.
In summary, the distinctive opportunities and needs of farm
and village homes call for a very specialized treatment from the

more

standpoint of both research and teaching.

Research Needed

The development of homes and of communities in America has
been haphazard. This is often particularly true of villages and
small towns whose initial founding and often whose decline are
dependent more on the chance development of transportation than
on any other particular

Early settlement carried populaunsuited
for any great development;
regions wholly
in
which
forest
resources
have
been exhausted, soils have
regions
been depleted, rainfall has proven inadequate, or which have suftions

factor.

into

It is high time that refered from some other limiting factor.
search in the field of land economics should endeavor to fore-

and areas for the support
has been subdued through
have been settled for one or

cast the future possibilities of regions

of the population.
first

settlement,

two

Now that the country

and many parts of

it

time to estimate the population trends so far
centuries,
as our present wisdom can forecast the tremendous changes which
the new industrial and social order will bring.

The

it is

suggestion several times has been
adaptation of housing needs much study.

made

that the regional

Structural types have

been pushed into regions for which they are unsuited, or have
developed on the basis of temporary needs and have continued,

however insufficient they are. Local material resources need still
more consideration. The levels of living which can be attained in
a given area, together with the population presumably occupying
must be considered in renovating existing housing or in

the area,

new housing. At each presumable level of living, housing plans must be developed which will give the greatest possible
comfort and utility within the means of the families to be served.
planning
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Nor can research of this type ever be completed. The changing
nature of our civilization means that with each transaction new
problems emerge.
Studies by the Committee on Farm and Village Housing show
much more research has been undertaken on farm buildings
other than the house than on the house itself.
Perhaps the classic

that

example

is

the adaptation of

windows and

elevations so that the

maximum

sunlight can be provided at the critical time of the year
in hog houses and poultry plants; but little, if any, research, has
been undertaken in the needs of the family in the same respect.

A

clearing-house is much needed for the voluntary coordinating
of research. While it is probable that the experiment stations of
the land grant colleges offer the best immediate possibilities for
research, the great possibilities for research by commercial agen-

should by no means be overlooked. All agencies of research,
public and private, should be encouraged and should be served by
cies

a cooperative clearing-house of information.

The Educational Task
The only permanent
education.

Police

basis for progress in a

power may

democracy is through
sometimes be invoked but true

progress is made only as the great majority of people concerned
are convinced of the wisdom of development. Traditional types
of houses with traditional absence of comforts, conveniences,

and

necessities are being accepted without question.

the

individuals

It is

only as

and

critical

develop
compare presfaculty
ent conditions with possible and desirable conditions, that the
foundations for progress are laid. Education for better housing

be no more than the furnishing of information about a particular detail of home construction, or it may extend to the full

may

study of desirable construction and
nected therewith.

all

economic processes con-

Types of educational material are legion, as are also the agencies
which carry the materials. But owing to the pressure on educational agencies, educational materials need to be adapted to reenforce existing programs.
The amount of desirable and useful
knowledge which the educator might include in the public school
curriculum, for instance, is limited by the time available and
The one institution unlimited as to
existing routine procedure.
the content of

its

offerings

is

the library, but here the restriction
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in the time and inclination of the reader.
The most hopeful
method of education on housing for rural life is the adaptation
of subject matter to use in mathematics, handicraft, art, and other
is

fields

of learning already included in the school curriculum.

Educational Agencies
Educational agencies through which information on rural housing may be spread are of two kinds, those that originate and disseminate information, and those that disseminate only. The leading originating and disseminating agencies are, the land grant colgovernmental agencies, Better Homes in America, and vari-

leges,

ous commercial agencies that handle construction materials.

The

chief disseminating agencies in our social organizations are, teacher
training institutions, the press, cinema, radio, Federal Board for

Vocational Education in cooperation with high schools, the Agricultural Extension Service, the rural church, libraries, the Grange,

Farm Bureau, and Boy Scouts of America.
The teacher training institutions may give to

the

prospective rural
teachers a greater appreciation of efficient and attractive rural
homes. The spreading of an appreciation for better homes is part

of the intangible process of raising the cultural level of a people.
The research work and information services maintained by

commercial concerns are especially valuable.

Although

sible to list all of these, the functions of the retail

it is

impos-

lumbermen,

who

in rural territory may handle all kinds of building materials,
deserve special mention. Through them, data on house building
and remodeling are spread generally, to the best ability of the in-

dividual dealer.

One

should be careful to learn whether informa-

tion of commercial origin is reliable and is not simply produced for
the purpose of selling a particular product.
With respect to the radio, the Rural Education Committee of the

National Advisory Council on Radio Education made the following statement that well defines the place of the radio in this field.

"Judged wholly by information now on hand, it is both necessary
and desirable to broadcast to the rural audience information programs dealing with the specialized problems of agriculture and
rural life."

The cinema, also, has great possibilities through the organization
of film resources with well-furnished film libraries.
The

vocational departments in agriculture and

home economics
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offer peculiar opportunities through the thousands of farm boys
In addition to these young people,
girls taking these courses.

and

95,000 adult farmers were enrolled in evening classes during the
year 1930-31.

The parent-teacher associations and the churches may, as a rule,
function as disseminators of good-will for such work as the committee has undertaken and under

carry out specific programs.

The

perform through making available
farm and village housing.

some circumstances they may
libraries have special work to
information on the subjects of

CHAPTER XXI

A PROGRAM OF NEEDED RESEARCH AND
EDUCATION ON FARM AND VILLAGE
HOUSING
1

The Problems
The problems of rural housing rest in the existence of poorly
planned, inadequately equipped, and inconvenient houses built with
little regard to their possible uses.
In building farmhouses, the type
of agriculture practiced by their occupants is overlooked and
often slight consideration is given climatic conditions in which they
are located.
These problems are nation-wide; they involve the
culture of a people.

The

solutions of the problems rest

on educa-

The

education must be in the beliefs, tastes, attitudes, and
emotions concerning housing and in the technical aspects of plan-

tion.

and remodeling the house and farmstead.
viewing the subject as a whole, a fundamental problem
in rural America is to educate rural people to an appreciation of
the essentials of good housing. That dwellings in cities should have
electric lights, running water, bath and toilet facilities, and means
for the use of power in eliminating drudgery from work has been
accepted by both urban and rural people as a natural condition a
part of urban living. That these various advantages are still an unattained luxury for millions of America's farm families who do not

ning, building,

When

favored regions, is almost as equally accepted.
have
too readily accepted the position that their houspeople

live in especially

Farm

ing facilities are necessarily inferior to other occupational groups,
and have assumed that to obtain these advantages it would be
cities.
To have well-planned
farmhouses adapted to the farm practices of the family and the
special type of farming is an idea that has scarcely found place in

necessary to migrate to the towns and

rural thinking as is so obviously apparent in the planning
struction of houses for all of our agricultural regions.

The number

of stories,

number

of rooms, size of rooms, and

other characteristics of rural houses differ by regions.
1

By Bruce

and con-

The

spe-

L. Melvin, Research Secretary of the Committee.
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cial influences that

culture,

economic

underlie the differences include types of agribackground of the people, and

status, cultural

America's rural housing history. Relatively few facts are known
about the millions of rural houses in the United States technical
knowledge has not been applied to their construction as it has to
the erection of many city dwellings, and little has been done to
;

disseminate knowledge respecting house improvement. Accordingly, this paper discusses (1) examples that show the need for
(2) certain ways in which known principles
with
benefit in the field, and (3) ways by which
be
applied
may
on
how
to
erect, remodel, and maintain rural houses
knowledge
disseminated.
be
increasingly
may
further research,

Needed Research
Research in rural housing, by regions or selected areas, is needed
on the uses of houses, their assigned values (by the Federal census
floor plans, designs, construction practices and
relation of the house to the rest of the farmstead,

and otherwise),
materials,

methods of financing, and family practices followed in house improvement. Facts are needed on these subjects to guide the architects, engineers, economists, home economists, and others in applying their knowledge to the problems in the field, and to help
direct the policies of educational and commercial agencies in the
dissemination of housing and homemaking information. There
uses and values.
will be discussed here only the first two points

Uses of the Farmhouse. The single-family house is the dominant type in rural America it performs special functions that set
The farmhouse is part of
it apart from the urban apartment.
the agricultural organization it is inseparable from the fields, pas;

;

The farm is a protures, and woodlands belonging to the farm.
duction unit and a commercial entity the house is the focal point
of both. The work of the farm wife is in and about the house
;

;

The family

a kinship group, a work
group, and a social and play group, and the house is the center in
which the family works and plays and in which manifold family

her

office is the kitchen.

is

activities take place.

The house

West may provide space to store seed
a
cream
keep
separator, or to have a workshop, and a
room may be reserved for an office. The house of the South does

corn, to

of the Middle
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not necessarily perform any of these functions excepting that the
large house

may have an office.
of the woman in the house

The work

is quite different in the
The custom of
diverse agricultural regions of the United States.
a
number
farm-hands
for
of
whom
having
large
cooking must be
done and space provided for eating and sleeping, still prevails with

some types of agriculture in certain regions. In other cases, the
work due to such practices has been removed from the home by
one method or another. Consequently, the kitchen and diningroom, with respect to their uses and relation to the rest of the
house, need more study. Moreover, it would be unwise to suggest

any one standard for all kitchens in view of inadequate knowledge
of their uses by types of farming and agricultural regions.
Uses vary widely with respect to storage space, place for laundry
work, and porches. In some sections, the springhouse and the
smokehouse are in common use for the storage of foods while in
other places food is kept in the dwelling. Moreover, the laundry
work may be sent away from the home, done under the trees, or
in the house,

and limited research indicates variation by regions.

The houses

of the South have larger porches than do the houses
of the North and the porches of the South are used much more

than the porches of the North owing to the differences in custom
resulting

These

from

climatic conditions.

illustrations suggest variation in the uses of

houses accord-

and agricultural conditions.

Many other examples
could be offered showing possible differences but the inadequate
data do not permit reaching sound conclusions. However, these
ing to climatic

examples are sufficient to show that for the purpose of guidance in
farmhouse planning, the uses of houses in different climatic and
agricultural regions

and according

to type of

farming need further

study.

A

Values.
study of the farmhouse values, as contained in the
Federal census reports for 1930, reveals somewhat startling facts.
In one Texas county which has not yet emerged from the pioneer
stage, the average value of farmhouses is only $159 while in one
Pennsylvania county the average runs well over $7,000.
Over one-half of the farm population of the United States live
in houses of very low values.
Starting with North Carolina and
to
Florida
south
and
west
to and including New Mexico
going
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are eleven states, having over thirteen and one-quarter million
farm people who live in farmhouses, the average value of which is

than $1,000. If to these thirteen and one-quarter million the
farm populations of West Virginia, Kentucky and Montana are

less

added, there

is

a total of approximately fifteen million, one-half of

farm population of the Nation, living in territory in which
the average value of the farmhouses is less than $1,000. Only a
little over three and one-half million farm people live in the states
the total

New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania
which the average value of the farm homes is

of California, Connecticut,

and Rhode Island,

in

above $2,000. 2
Careful study of the

statistical material

on house values leads

to a realization of the need for detailed analyses of average values
and of the number of houses in different value groups (below $250,

by areas smaller than counties and to a consideration of inadequacies in the essentials of good housing associated with low values.
Does the fact that houses in the South are, on the average, valued
much lower than in other sections of the United States, indicate
to $499, etc.),

$250

that their occupants are subject to a lower standard of living, in
so far as the house is a factor, than that of the dwellers in houses

of higher values in other regions? Do the average houses of the
South afford fewer conveniences and subject their occupants to
greater health hazards than the houses of the North ? These questions cannot be answered with any degree of certainty without the
gathering of much additional data. It is true that the southern
is largely lacking in electricity and piped-in water, but
indicate so great a deficiency as it might appear to do,
not
may
on first consideration. Practically all houses in a certain southern

farm home

this

county were found to have wells under and pumps on the back
porch.
'Values based on the census reports may be questioned, and accordingly
need some explanation. The following instructions were given the enumerators "No attempt should be made to find the original cost of the buildings
nor the amount it would cost to replace them, new, as this amount will
frequently be more than the present value of the buildings and in some cases
even more than the total value of the farm including the buildings."
The report by Hawthorne and Cooper (Chapter XII, p. 117) includes an
The
analysis of the farm management surveys and a discussion of value.
average values as given by these authors were obtained by dividing the total
farmhouse value by the number of farms, while the statements in this chapter
on values are based on averages secured by dividing the total farmhouse
:

values by the

number

of divellings reported.
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Comparative bases upon which values are reported, and comparative costs of construction need to be considered. The climatic
conditions being less rigorous in the South than in the North, a
house valued at $1,000 in Mississippi may afford as comfortable
protection from the elements as one valued at $2,000 in Minnesota.
to a study in rural areas of Wisconsin, made while
data
for the Conference, 36.4 per cent of the total cost
gathering
In the
of houses built within the last 5 years went for labor.

According

South, certain evidence indicates that the cash outlay for labor in
building houses is very small and, in the census data given
on values, the cash outlay only may have been considered. Further-

more, in the timbered regions of the South, lumber is available
without cost of freight, or even cost of local transportation. In
many sections of the South much of the lumber is secured from
the timber on the farm, such timber being cut by the farmer,
hauled to a local mill, and there sawed into lumber by the saw3
mill owner who takes toll for his pay.

Needed Application

of Principles to Practical Situations

The solution of problems in farm and village housing should
be attempted only after facts have been gathered, but since families
here and there need to build and improve houses before scientific
data can be collected and interpreted, it is highly important to indicate a few points to which known principles can be applied. The
central problems of housing are included in design, construction,
and costs. The trained workers in these fields are architects, engi-

and economists. Their knowledge can be pooled for the
sake of better rural housing.
Apparently, there are three recognized principles of architecture
that should govern planning and construction. These are (1) that
neers,

a building be planned in accordance with the use it is to serve, (2)
that the construction be sound, and (3) that it have good appearance.

The mere mention of these principles seems almost sufficient to
indicate the points to which recognized practices in architectural
work ought to be applied, but in order that too much may not be
taken for granted, a few specific examples are given.
3
The author is indebted to Miss Lois Dowdle,
The Progressive Farmer and Southern Ruralist,

ments.

Editor, Home Department,
for these last three state-
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House planning
to regions.

America might be said to conform
found in regions can be trusted as valid

for rural

If types as

guides to the needs and uses for houses in particular areas, then
special features like the hallway in the southern home or the flat
roof of the adobe construction of the Southwest demand consideration

when planning

for those sections.

remodeled and the

Moreover, there are pre-

Homes

vailing types according to regions.

are continually being

specialists could.be of great help

if,

in

some

way, they could draw up plans to show the type and shape of houses
and situations.

best adapted to particular needs

Styles in houses have seemingly been developed to
particular environments.

one physical

suitable to

monizes with a different

The
site

lines

conform

to

of a northern colonial are

while the Spanish architecture har-

setting.

Houses

in agricultural regions

limitedly conform to some physical conditions including topographical features. Accordingly, it seems that architectural principles of harmony, balance, proportion, rhythm and scale may be

applied in different

ways in different regions.
These suggestions are made on the assumption that adaptations
in planning for utility and beauty may follow somewhat closely the
method of the statistician who works on the basis of averages and
frequency distributions. The objection may be made that houses
cannot be built according to averages but that each house is erected
to meet particular needs of a certain family.
Let us turn again
to statistical

methods for an analogy.

The

statistician

always con-

siders individual cases but he thinks in terms of averages

and

believed that the thinking on the part of
groups. Likewise,
those who plan in terms of average situations for regions, with
respect to uses and beauty, will ultimately produce better housing
than we have today. In other words, are houses that emphasize
it is

the use of horizontal lines especially adapted to the plains? Are
people who live in the hills to be encouraged to build houses that

Could not an architect at a
give prominence to vertical lines?
land grant college divide his state into regions and show what kind
of houses, with respect to appearance, are, as a general rule, especially adaptable to

each ?

Cost, as applied to design

portance.

Lewis Mumford,

and construction, is of prime imwriting on President Hoover's

in
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built, if

4

urged the fact that a higher type of
produced in row units or in apartments, than

initiation of this Conference,

house can be
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can be conceived of at the same price level in separate units. He
was thinking and writing in terms of the city. The rural situation
in marked contrast. Farm and village houses are, and are likely
to remain, one-family units. They cannot be built in rows. It is
equally necessary to emphasize the need for raising the quality and

is

reducing their costs.

The average

cost for

new houses may be

estimated at twice the

average values by states or regions as noted in the preceding pages.
That being the case, better houses are needed in the South at a cost
ranging from $500 to $2,000, and in the North the range may well
be from $1,500 to $5,000. Well-insulated houses are needed in
both North and South for protection against both heat and cold.
of good houses at these figures may be accomways by reducing the cost by improved methods in

The production
plished in three

building, using the
new materials and
;

same materials now
by standardizing

available;

parts.

by fabricating

Technicians and busi-

ness interests are beginning to think along these lines, and
through their efforts that the end may be attained.

it

is

The houses of low value belong to low-income groups. When
the poor and inferior houses have to be replaced it must be done at
a low price. Hence, since one-half of our farm population live in
which the average value of the houses is below $1,000, a
staggering problem in terms of replacements and improvements is
states in

presented.

The

thinking and planning in housing have been largely confined
The large
to the houses with a sales value of $10,000 or more.

mass of our farm people can never afford to

houses costing
Primarily, attention needs to be given to the
construction of houses that can be sold for less than $2,500. When
the problems of this class of houses in which the majority of our

much

as

live in

as $10,000.

agricultural people live are solved by lower costs in construction
the solution of the problems of houses of higher value will be very
easy.

The economic

and agricultural system are closely reAmerica (1) through the loss of farms
by mortgage and tax sales, (2) in tenancy, and (3) by the occusituation

lated to rural housing in

*

The

New

Republic, September 17th, 1930.
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pation of inferior lands.
various financial questions.

The

and beyond the province of

of these problems involves
problem for expert economists,

first

It is a

5
paper to discuss.

this

Poor houses

are a part of the tenant system in some areas and both seem to be accepted as unalterable conditions. Moreover, poor housing is rather

prevalent in certain areas where the rate of tenancy is high. Therefore, as the rate of tenancy increases in the best agricultural areas
will the quality of housing drop ?
clear statement of the prob-

A

lem

upon further careful analysis as suggested before, but
the solution probably depends upon a change in the tenant system.
rests

When

poor houses are found on inferior agricultural land, there
no means by which the occupants can improve their conditions
from the resources available. Inferior land in some areas is now
used for agricultural purposes. Such land probably should be returned to grazing and to forests. To do so necessitates the adoption of a land planning policy by a Governmental agency. One of
the committees of the President's Conference on Home Building
and Home Ownership has devoted itself to City Planning. 6 The
field of rural planning is becoming of increasing importance and
is

there needs to go the technical knowledge of economists,
agronomists, and crop specialists as well as of those who are into

it

terested in housing.

The Dissemination

of

Knowledge on Farm

and Village Housing
Improvements in the building of new farm and
and in the remodeling of the old ones necessarily
spread of knowledge.

village
rest

homes

upon the

Some

phases of building may appear mysterious to the amateur but the processes are not obscure when
understood.

The

diffusion of information that might be

made

possible by studying the total situation respecting farm and village
housing by the scientific method and the principles and practices

applicable to housing in use in other fields

must largely

rest with

of these matters see "Home Finance and TaxaPresident's Conference on Home Building and
Home Ownership, Washington, 1932, Vol. II.
8
See "Planning for Residential Districts," Publications of the President's
5

For a general discussion

tion," Publications

Conference on
Vol.

I.

of the

Home

Building and

Home

Ownership. Washington, 1932,
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agencies and organizations already functioning in connection with
rural people. These agencies and institutions are the state colleges
of agriculture, Bureaus of Agricultural Engineering and Home
Economics of the United States Department of Agriculture, co-

operative extension work of the state colleges and the United States
Department of Agriculture, Better Homes in America, the agricultural

and women's journals, the Grange, the Farm Bureau, Smith-

Hughes high

schools, Architects' Small

county papers, the Boy Scouts,
rural organizations.

4-H

House Service Bureau,

clubs,

and various additional

The first agencies to which the rural people turn for impartial
and reliable information are the state colleges of agriculture. In
view of that fact each college needs systematized knowledge concerning the building and remodeling of houses. In the first place,
these agencies might give information concerning the relative
merits of different kinds of building materials like wood, stone,
The farmer
brick, and various types of manufactured products.

can turn to his state college for information on fertilizers and
feeds, but if he wishes to know the relative merits of different
kinds of shingles or paints he
tive

commercial

interests.

It

is largely dependent upon competishould be stated that the Bureau of

Standards of the United States Department of Commerce is making many tests which are of inestimable value but these need
interpretation to meet the needs of the rural people in different
states.

Our colleges have prepared detailed plans for barns, poultry
houses, and other buildings to be used for livestock. These plans
usually have been perfected through careful experimental research.
Some house

plans, as previously indicated, have been drawn by
of agricultural college faculties but for no state has the
writer found in process any experimental research on the various

members

phases of housing,

fundamental for

scientific

planning.

This

harking back to the research work is done intentionally since the
state colleges are both collectors and disseminators of information.

The construction of experimental houses, which at the same time
would be demonstrations of good housing, seems feasible as a
means for spreading wholesome information in this field. The
United States Department of Agriculture and the state colleges of
agriculture have demonstration and experimental farms scattered
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in various states of the union.

Numerous experiments

in live-

stock breeding, the feeding of sheep, cattle, hogs, and poultry, and
the raising of fruit, grain and vegetables have been fostered.
These have demonstrated the values of some methods and the un-

sound nature of others. The architects and agricultural engineers
have drawn plans for farmhouses and home economists and sociologists have studied, in limited degree, the uses of houses, but an
experiment comprising the combined theories of these four groups
remains to be tried.
systematic and coordinated plan of experi-

A

ment and demonstration carried on simultaneously in different
regions of the country under the direction and advice of these
various groups would serve to amalgamate the fragmentary efforts
that have thus far been expended, would aid in the discovery of
the uses of houses by regions, and at the same time show what
might be adaptable to different types of agriculture.
The Architects' Small House Service Bureau is one agency
whose function is to aid the builders of small homes. Owing to
its limited resources its services have been directed to suburban
dwellings. Expansion of the Bureau's services to include the rural
field would increase its usefulness.

The agencies mentioned are primarily concerned with spreading information, excepting as just indicated. Much has been accomplished by the agricultural and women's journals but their
contributions have been largely through the pooling of knowledge
by contests. Such procedure is to be complimented and not deprecated, but their

work would be

greatly strengthened

if

addi-

were available through which they might better
secure information and transmit it to the farm people.
Rural house construction and remodeling are largely individual

tional facilities

problems as regards the owner and his family.

Building codes

that might aid in regulating the materials that go into a home,
health and sanitation features and other similar requisites for good
building, are lacking for the

homes

of farms

and

villages.

Casual

evidence indicates that owing to the individualistic method of building and remodeling in rural territory, there is a wide diversity in

fundamental practices in building in different regions with a

result-

materials and inefficiency
construction.
There would appear to be minimum requirements for good construction regarding materials and other essentials which might

ing wastefulness

in

in
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by states or regions. If the minimum requirements might be brought together for educational purposes a step
towards improvement in construction could be made. There are
very few lumbermen, carpenters or contractors who would not
gladly welcome such information to aid them.
easily be formulated

The

building of more beautiful structures, improvement in qualand
the beautification of the farmstead and village grounds for
ity
which rural people of the country ever strive, indicate an increasing
appreciation of home life and, indeed, a rising level of culture.
Also, the augmenting of quality in rural housing is, itself, part of a
cultural rise.
The tastes of a people change with a cultural ad-

vancement.
better

homes

The spread

knowledge concerning what may bring
The home is an indigenous
characterizes places and periods of time;
of

will stimulate the desire.

part of any culture;

it

and passes from generation to generation as part of the social
heritage. Colonial New England built distinctive houses and these
patterns have been carried westward by the children of the Puritans. The hospitality and domestic activities of the Old South were
intimately intermingled among the colonnades and within the
spacious halls of the antebellum plantation houses. The prototypes
of the adobe of the Southwest were the pueblos which gave the
name to their builders the Pueblo Indians. The spread of better

planned and more beautiful houses among the

hills

and

valleys,

across the plains, and among the irrigated fields of the West spells
an increasing depth of culture giving new values to farm and village living.

As our

and more beautiful
American life or drawn

rural people build better

their plans either rooted in

houses, having
from models that have evolved

among

the Europeans, a

new

ideal

for country living may be added. It was Roosevelt's Country Life
Commission that stimulated the idea that the farmer who made two
blades of grass grow where one had previously grown was performing a service to humanity. It seems altogether fitting that the

present Conference should add another ideal, namely, that the
reason for increased production, should not be economic success
alone but that both production and economic success be directed
to making better rural homes. The realization of this ideal rests

upon the wider

diffusion of

knowledge whereby rural homes may

be made more useful, better in quality, and representative of the
beautiful.
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Conclusion
It is clearly recognized that American agriculture and rural life
are in process of reconstruction, but it is also believed that to
strengthen and enrich rural family life is a paramount function

that can be partially performed by aiding home improvement.
The house, as a physically conditioning factor, in any setting,

makes easy or

the formation of habits of order, cleanli-

difficult

ness, healthful living, and an appreciation of beauty. It may be an
object of pride or embarrassment. It constitutes part of the objective environment in which happy or unhappy relationships within
full blosthe family grow and in which the child's personality
soming or dwarfed evolves. It is believed that better planned

homes, more modernized houses, and an increasing number of
flower- and shrubbery-decked yards on our farms and within our
villages will stimulate an idealism that can give new values to
the economic motive in society and in the midst of financial depressions hold rural living above the ravages.
However, economic

human effort economic activimen and women reach for perma-

achievement cannot be the end for
ties fluctuate;

nency

the longings of

in satisfactions

comforts, beauty, and

;

harmony within the home, physical
intangible qualities that give zest to

health,

many

family and individual living.
in writing this report have been to show what the
method of studying the housing situation of farms and
villages may accomplish, to suggest ways in which the application
of known principles may be made to the problems, and to point

The purposes

scientific

out channels for a wider dissemination of knowledge. Many of
the points require considerable elaboration. Also, in giving infor-

mation on

facts, absolute statements that

were applicable

to thou-

sands of farm and village houses could not be made on the basis
of information for a few hundred. But ideas can be gathered and
principles for careful scientific testing can be formulated from
limited investigation, and it is upon that basis that the discussion
is

offered.

The

studies

by members of the committee have been

only such as to indicate the necessity for many and varied additional pieces of research. The problems have scarcely been touched.

Yet one conclusion
farm and village life

is

certain:

Many

housing problems exist in

that are not being met.

Progress can be attained only as individuals are stimulated to
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Much responsibility rests upon localities because
an
through
appreciative public opinion that homes can be
and made to furnish an environment in which
beautified,
improved,
make changes.

it

is

childhood can develop.
Much research is necessary before the

many questions raised
attention of persons of varied inbe directed toward the housing situation on farms and

herein can be answered.
terests

must

in the villages.

The

Educational agencies also

their facilities for extending information

may
now

profitably increase
available on home

improvement, endeavoring thereby to maintain a wholesomeness in
rural

home

life.

CHAPTER XXII

RECOMMENDATIONS
The committee recognized the need for additional research and
an enhanced educational program, and accordingly made recommendations to that effect. It was felt that through a central agency
information could be gathered and research stimulated. The ultimate dissemination of information must rest upon agencies and
organizations such as the land grant colleges and their system of
education carried on in cooperation with the United States Department of Agriculture, Better Homes in America, 4-H club work,
Boy Scouts, farm journals, the Farm Bureau, the Grange, and
others that are concerned in rural educational work.
With the
a
central
be
the
committee
that
such
hope
agency might
provided
made the following recommendations
:

General
The Committee on Farm and Village Housing

presents to the Conference
x
consideration the need of a temporary continuing agency if the work
of the Conference is to reach its greatest usefulness indeed the committee is
1.

for

its

;

convinced that without such temporary provision a considerable part of the
value of the Conference will be lost.
(a) Such an agency should be nation-wide in scope, neutral in its connections,

and should deal with housing, including farm and village housing, as

it

relates to type, design, financing, construction, fundamental equipment, land-

scape planning and other factors.

It

should have a staff adequate to function

as a clearing-house with respect to sources of information and to researches,
should stimulate further needed research, and should encourage the application of information as

it

becomes

available.

(b) Such a national center should be a service agency to the existing governmental and private agencies and organizations which will inevitably be

Such
the agencies to carry forward research and educational programs.
an agency should cooperate with and utilize the appropriate bureaus of the
Federal Government, the state colleges of agriculture and home economics, the
professional societies, and other established agencies to aid in giving more
adequate information on farm and village dwellings and their surroundings.
(c) It is the belief of this committee that the task of determining the type
of organization best suited to this continuing agency or council belongs to the

Conference as a whole or to a committee that represents

it

as a whole.

1
"Temporary" is regarded as being quite indefinite in time. If some agency
proves itself valuable for a short period it might be strengthened and made
permanent.
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Whatever the organization, information and research relative to rural and
village housing should receive consideration approximately in the proportion
which the rural population bears to the entire population.
Research is needed on the use of the farm home under various agriculand climatic conditions. The use to which a house is to be put should
condition its design, and studies of the various agricultural adaptations seem
2.

tural

not to be available.
Investigation of the character of the housing of tenants in comparison
in the different agricultural areas is needed
so also
Incifor the housing of farm laborers in the different agricultural areas.
dental studies of this subject have been made but more comprehensive inves3.

with that of owners

;

tigations are needed.
4. Studies of housing in county-seat

towns and other places that have a
Such towns are increasand service centers for farmers, and problems are com-

population between 2,500 and 10,000 are needed.
ingly becoming social
to the two groups.

mon

likely to be

attention.

Any educational program for better housing is
on a county-wide basis. County planning is beginning to receive
For these purposes more information is needed concerning hous-

ing in the towns.

Special Phases
1. There should be assembled and made available additional designs for
farm and village houses of fire-resistant construction that can be built in
accordance with the amounts being spent for such building and remodeling as

revealed by the figures in this report.
2. Information on costs and financing, including the distribution of the
cost for materials, labor, and carrying charges, should be made available by
the principal housing districts for houses of specific designs. This involves

further detailed research.

The United States Bureau of the Census should be requested to
(a) Make frequency distribution of the values of farm dwellings (in addition to the total value already computed) by counties for the United States.
3.

:

Make

similar frequency distribution by villages (if necessary, selected
by states.
(c) Tabulate the size of the family in relation to the value of the house
for farm and for village families.
If full data for all counties and all villages cannot be tabulated, such data
should be made available for a sufficient number of representative areas as

(b)

villages)

samples.
4. There is need for greatly increased research on fundamental equipment
for the isolated farmhouse, suited to the requirements to be served and the

The studies
generally modest financial circumstances of the occupants.
would include such facilities as water supply, plumbing, sewage disposal,
heating, and lighting, as well as lesser operating equipment.

Costs and Financing
Opportunity should be afforded for bringing together additional information on methods now being perfected to reduce costs of farm and village
1.
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house construction and remodeling. These problems are of
nificance to be given wide recognition.
2.

sufficient

sig-

Further investigations should be made of methods of financing house
home improvements among part-time farmers, farmers, and

building and
villagers.

3. Study should be made of systems of financing home building and improvement in foreign countries.

Construction Problems
1. Researches are needed on the control of humidity and temperature of
farm and village houses constructed according to various patterns and of

different materials.

Investigation is needed of problems of construction such as the followwith a special view to providing good housing of greater stability, with
lessened tendency to deterioration, and at reduced cost
2.

ing,

:

(a) Improving the various structural units, such as roof, floor, and wall

system.

(b) Better adaptation of the building unit and the building material to the
use of factory-cut stock sizes, and of otherwise employing mass production
methods in the preparation and assembly of structural units and in the erection of the building.

A

(c)
study of regional requirements, so as to develop standard construction practices better suited to the several regions and the materials
therein available.

(d) Experimental studies of the better use of materials native to a region.

Planning and Beautification
Because of the limited results of research which are available upon
ornamental horticulture, it is recommended that steps be taken to stimulate
more widespread investigation on
(a) Hardiness of ornamental plant materials in relation to climatic con1.

:

ditions.

(b) Soil preferences and requirements of ornamental plant materials.
(c) Diseases of ornamental plants.
(d) Insect enemies of ornamental plants.
The preparation of lists of native and other ornamental plant materials
suitable for each region of the country should be inaugurated by the most
2.

available agency, and such

lists,

when

prepared, should be widely distributed.

The House and Health
1.

Research should be undertaken to determine the incidence of

specific

diseases under different conditions of housing and, if possible, the relative
importance of the house among the several factors which may be predisposing or determining causes of diseases in rural areas.
2.

Research should be undertaken

in physiology to

determine the influences

of air conditioning and lighting on body function. Such research
mental and applies to all housing including the rural.

is

experi-
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made to determine more exactly the influence of the
immediate surroundings on intellectual and emotional response.

effort should be

house and

its

Housing o

Special Groups

A

survey should be made of existing literature on housing conditions
camps and of state and municipal regulations on the subject, and
sample studies should be made of representative camps to determine the
1.

in tourist

extent to which housing conditions affect family health and welfare. It is
recommended that on the basis of the information thus obtained, proposals
be offered for the correction of unfavorable conditions by state legislation and

municipal ordinance.
2.

The committee recommends

a study of housing conditions

among

In-

by representatives from various groups, with due consideration of economic and social conditions and of the characteristics and tradi-

dians, conducted

tions peculiar to each tribe.
3. The committee recommends that a special continuing committee be appointed by the Conference to serve as an advisory body in the formulation
and development of needed regulations for the proper construction, sanitation

and maintenance of housing for families of migrant workers in the various
states.
It should be the function of this continuing committee to assemble
and make available needed information in this field, to stimulate such research
as is necessary to supplement the existing incomplete material on the subject, and to formulate minimum standards for the housing of migrant workers,
such minimum standards to include simple, practical, and economical building
plans to meet the needs of employers preparing to build or remodel labor
camps. In drawing up such standards, consideration should be given to possible differences in standards for alterations in camps already constructed
and camps to be built in the future, and to possible differences in standards
for camps which are to be occupied for only a few weeks during the summer
months and those designed as more permanent living quarters.

APPENDIX

I

PROMOTIONAL WORK IN RURAL HOUSING
BY VARIOUS ORGANIZATIONS
Teaching and Research
Field of

in the

Farm and

Land Grant Colleges in the
x
Village Housing

The

solution of problems in the field of farm and village housing
ultimately rests upon the education and tastes of the rural people.

Owing

to the

education,

dominating place the land grant colleges hold in rural
to them the rural people must turn for help through

it is

and resident and extension teaching.
what these institutions are doing, inquiries were sent to
the 51 land grant* colleges in the United States.
The questions
submitted were as follows:
research,

To

find

What is being
From the

done in resident teaching relative to farm and village
social standpoint, that is, the effect of adequate and
attractive housing on such things as family morale
from the technical or
engineering standpoint, as the development of desirable house plans and the
1.

housing:

;

installing

of proper equipment?

Marked

catalogs citing courses will be

appreciated.

What is being done in extension work to emphasize the importance
farm and village housing from both the social and engineering points of
view?
3. Are there difficulties at present in giving adequate attention to farm and
village housing in both resident and extension teaching? What is the nature
2.

of

of these difficulties ?
4.

What

researches have you under

way

that deal with farm and village

housing ?

Resident Teaching. It was reported by the deans in 30 of the
38 institutions from which replies were received, that courses
dealing directly or indirectly with housing on farms were being
offered.
Village housing is seldom given consideration.
Many
courses, as farm building design and landscape design, have only
a remote bearing on the subject in hand, though they were in

some cases

listed.

The

courses are given largely in departments of agricultural
engineering and home economics though, in a few cases, courses
in rural sociology, civil engineering, landscape design,
1

By Walter
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C. Coffey, a

member

of the committee.

and home
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result of the evolution of

the

curricula in our colleges which have responded to the most pressing needs, greater emphasis has been given to farm buildings other

than the house than to the house itself.
It has been tacitly
assumed that the problems of rural housing can be taken care of
through general instruction and in response to a prosperous condition.

Courses in horticulture relating to beautification have direct
bearing on the subject. In some institutions, methods of beautifying the yard are mentioned in connection with courses on landThe social values of house improvement are treated

scape design.

only in 8 institutions and in courses in rural sociology and
economics.
to the paucity of authentic data in this report,

Owing

it

home
is

the

needed to determine just what
the social values of home improvement really are. The tenor of
the replies and the descriptions of courses in the catalogs indicate
belief of the author that research is

lack of appreciation of the need for study courses dealing with
rural housing, though lack of opportunity, time, and funds seem
to be the chief inhibiting factors in their development.
Observation was made that farmers are too much concerned with in-

escapable financial obligations to give serious thought to housing
problems. But a comment made by Professor H. B. Walker of
California

"The

is

significant:

principal difficulties,

if

any, in carrying out effective programs for
definition as to

farm and village housing would seem to be due to a lack of
responsibility.

Is

it

architecture, agricultural engineering, landscape archi-

tecture, rural sociology; or a wise combination of these

and others? I bebeen a lack of integration of the essential talent involved due
perhaps to the absence of an acceptable definition of the problem."
lieve there has

A

comment made by one dean

the house

is

indicates that in his institution

regarded as part of the

"The Farm Management Department

farm equipment.

To

states that in the course

quote

:

on farm

organization they consider the investment necessary for the farmhouse as a
workshop in the operation of the farm as distinguished from an attractive
up-to-date house as a suitable place for a home."

The same writer indicates that another point of view
a course on farm tenancy and rural credit, in which
"emphasis

is

is

used in

given the fact that one of the principal considerations in secur-
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ing a good renter is the kind of housing on the farm, and that a dilapidated
house and unsanitary conditions around it will not attract a good tenant."

A course on house planning at the University of

Illinois is

given

by a professor in rural architecture and a specialist in home
decoration.
Such a procedure represents a move to integrate

jointly

available talent in the handling of the particular problem.
Research. Of the 38 institutions, 26 report no research projects
under way dealing with the housing problem. The total number

of projects being carried on is 35 in 12 institutions.
of research and the number of each are

The

types

:

Design or equipment of farmhouses
Surveys
Developments of farm structures or equipment
Standards of living
Rural electrification
Rural sanitation

11

7

6
4
3

2

Water supply

1

Quality and suitability of paints for farm buildings

1

A

scrutiny of these projects shows that part of them are only
indirectly related to the housing problem. It is impossible to pass
judgment on the projects listed as surveys, but an examination of
bulletins dealing with farm structures
ing indicate, that in most studies the

and with standards of

liv-

farmhouse

is

of secondary

home

is

being carried

importance.

One

project devoted entirely to the farm

on in California under the

title

"Rural

Home

Design for the

A

Interior Valleys of California."
project in Oregon is under
uses
the
to
determine
the
of
home.
number of persons
way

A

on

faculties in various institutions are giving time to this subject,
but their efforts, being scattered, are only partially shown by

publications.

Extension. 2

Thirty-four colleges reported extension activities
or
dealing directly
indirectly with the housing problem.
Since the service in relation to home building and improvement

must generally be given directly to individuals, the programs of
the extension divisions do not necessarily give a complete picture
of what the land grant institutions are doing in the field. Also

much energy
2

U.

is

being expended by subject-matter departments
of the work of the Cooperative Extension Service of the
of Agriculture, and of the land grant colleges, see p. 239.

For a discussion
S.

Department
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accommodating those who make personal visits to the college or
write in for advice and help.
In so far as they can, the agricultural extension forces of the
country are teaching the engineering, social, and aesthetic features
in

In other words, they are keenly aware of the
Their conception of the task may as yet be sketchy
of gaps but, even so, it is much more comprehensive than

of rural housing.

problem.

and

full

the means, material, and personnel permit them to carry out.
Conclusions. An examination of the work in research and in

extension suggests that the extension efforts are sometimes being
expended to meet needs without adequate subject-matter upon
which to base a teaching program. In such cases the extension
people are rendering the best service possible, at present, and are
thereby revealing needs for special research projects.
In any program of education which may be projected relative

farm and

village housing, the land grant institutions logically
be expected to take a prominent and aggressive part.
No
other educational system has a better understanding of all the

to

may

factors involved. Within the land grant college system there has
already been launched a program, fragmentary and incomplete
though it may be, which involves research, and both resident and

extension teaching. The extension branch of the system, through
the various and numerous features of its agricultural and rural
life

programs, has established substantial contacts with practically

the agencies interested in giving information to the rural public.
If the agricultural colleges can train capable personnel for exten-

all

work

in rural housing, and if the agricultural experiment
and other research agencies can develop an adequate body
of information, the agricultural teaching and extension forces, if

sion

stations

adequately supported, can render a greater service than any other
single agency in matters pertaining to farm and village housing.

Cooperative Extension Work in Agriculture and Home
Economics in Relation to Farm and Village Housing 8

An

immediate problem of the Committee on Farm and Village
is to bring to rural people the information assembled

Housing

through the educational agencies now established. One of the
most important educational agencies is the Extension Service of
8

By Madge

J.

Reese, a

member

of the committee.
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the United States Department of Agriculture in cooperation with
state colleges of agriculture and home economics.

The Extension Service. The Extension Service is a governmental educational system in which the United States Department
of Agriculture and the land grant colleges of the 48 states and the
Territories of Hawaii, Alaska, and Puerto Rico cooperate. One
of the objectives of this service, as put in the words of Dr. C. B.
Smith, Chief, Office of Cooperative Extension Work, is, "To

promote better homes and a higher standard of
farm." Quoting further:

living

on the

"The work of the Extension Service is essentially that of teaching; of
showing the farmer and his family and the rural community how to apply
the practical results of the investigational work and studies of the Federal
Department of Agriculture, the state agricultural colleges, and like institutions, to the problems of the farm, the farm home, and the rural community."

A

total of 6,161

men and women

extension workers were em-

whom

1,717 were extension directors, asand
assistant
state leaders, and district
directors,
leaders and specialists; and 4,444 were county extension agents.
Of these 4,444 county extension agents, 2,783 were county agricultural agents, 1,410 home demonstration agents, and 251 county
4-H Club agents. These numbers include more than 300 Negro

ployed June 30, 1931, of
state

sistant

extension workers.

During the year 65,388 communities featured extension pro-

home economics extension activities alone, generally
home demonstration work, 646,340 women were enrolled in 34,959 clubs or groups. The 56,180 boys' and girls' 4-H
Clubs had a total enrollment of 822,714. Method demonstration

grams.

known

In the

as

meetings held by county extension agents had a total attendance
In addition, general meetings under the
of 7,219,123 in 1930.
auspices of the Extension Service were attended by 13,995,981.*

Projects Relating to

Farm and

Village Housing.

A potent

influence on rural life today is the spread of urban standards to
agricultural people. If the powerful influence of "urbanism" over

"ruralism" can always be guided to act as an incentive for better
*For details concerning organization and activities of the Extension
Service see: Annual Reports of the Extension Service (C. W. Warburton,
Director), U. S. Department of Agriculture Smith, C. B., and Wilson, M. C.,
The Agricultural Extension System of the United States, New York, John
Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1930 and Annual State Extension Reports, published
by the agricultural colleges of the several states.
;

;
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recreational facilities,

and health-service advantages, a very superior and inviting standard of

life

can be developed in rural sections.

The Extension

Service holds constantly in mind various home improvements
which may loosely be classified under the term "housing." This
service has shaped projects which have resulted in definite demonstrations being conducted by farm people in their homes and on

farms and which have brought about marked improvements
over a period of years.
The state extension specialists who give full or part time to
housing and its allied interests are agricultural engineers, home

their

management specialists, home furnishings and home improvement
and landscape gardeners. These specialists have aided

specialists,

in sending out house plans which have been used in both building
and remodeling, and in giving information and aid through the use
of publications and practical instruction on the installation of
sewage disposal systems, water systems, heating plants, electric and
gas lighting plants, and the improvement of the home grounds
through landscape planning and planting.

Housing projects
in

in extension

work have not been major ones

comparison with those projects

human

featuring

crops,

livestock,

and clothing the family;
although, in the aggregate, the results in the housing and home
improvement projects are commendable. The activities of the
Extension Service are based on the belief that the desire for higher
standards of farm living and the earning of funds for their realization are dependent upon each other, and that they must go hand
in hand. The means to both these ends is education in its broadest

marketing,

foods,

nutrition,

sense.

Rural housing and related projects are usually presented before
groups of women organized for the purpose of conducting a yearround home demonstration program or through other educational
organizations that have incorporated certain extension phases into
their programs.

own homes

Demonstrations conducted by farm people in their

are the most effective

means of getting extension information and improved methods actually put into practice. There
is a marked tendency toward the
simple one-unit demonstration
In 1930, 2,907 county extension agents made 1,758,743
910,015 different farms in conducting extension projects
in agriculture, and 2,414 county extension
agents made 546,208

projects.
visits to

242
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330,084 farm homes in the interest of projects relating
home.
Methods of presentation of projects relating to farm and village
Such
housing vary in effectiveness under different conditions.
illustrative material as actual equipment and furnishings, models,
photographs, posters, charts, blue-prints, and diagrams have been
used with the lecture or method demonstration. Bulletins, pamvisits to

to the

phlets, newspaper articles, exhibits, lantern slides, film strips,
motion pictures, plays, pageants, and radio are used to reenforce

extension presentations, and all play a part in inducing action.
It has been found that adults respond enthusiastically and effec-

Kitchen improvement, living-room improvetively to contests.
ment, and farmstead beautification or the improvement of home
grounds, are some of the extension activities in which contests

have been conducted.
Press articles, organized campaigns, achievement-day programs,
automobile tours, popular community programs, exhibits, plays,
radio programs, all have contributed toward bringing the successful demonstration to the attention of an increasing number of
Automobile tours were popular and effective in 1930 in
people.

bringing attention to the results in house building and remodeling,
kitchen improvement, house furnishing, and farmstead beautifica-

Six hundred and twenty county home demonstration agents
reported conducting 2,090 tours in 1930, with an attendance of

tion.

118,014.

Organized campaigns are sometimes used to give certain information to a large number of people. The campaign stage usually
follows the test and demonstration stage in extension work. Extension agents have cooperated in the country with Better Homes
America. 5

in

House Planning and Remodeling.
cultural engineering

have

The

cooperated in the

specialists in agri-

home improvement

program by furnishing plans for building and remodeling houses.
The housing problems most frequently encountered have been
poor arrangement of rooms, houses too small for the family, insufficient light, no storage space, unsanitary floors, and general
unattractiveness.

A set of blue-prints
5

of house plans and other farm buildings can

For a statement regarding the

see p. 250.

activities of Better

Homes

in

America,
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be studied at

any time by persons interested in building. In Nebraska alone,
over a period of six years (1925 to 1930), 19,878 plans for all
types of farm buildings have been issued by the Extension Service
and 29,338 bulletins on farm structures have been distributed. The
extension agricultural engineer of the Office of Cooperative Extension Work, United States Department of Agriculture, has put
into operation an exchange system whereby extension workers

can obtain, at nominal cost, reproductions of tracings on cloth or

The best plans furnished by the several state extension offices are being collected.
The States of Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan, Missouri,
and Nebraska have held building schools for lumber dealers and
Vandykes of approved farm building plans.

contractors who are really key men, in order to acquaint them
with approved plans for farm buildings. Building schools have
been held in Kansas each year since 1926, there being 21 schools
held in 21 counties in 1930, with an attendance of 290.

Farm Home Modernizing. The
are

ernizing

Nebraska

well

typified

in

the

activities in

report

farm home modfrom

(paraphrased)

:

All organized counties of the state have been well covered by

home

utilities

work on

such as water supply and sewage disposal, this work having

been emphasized during the years 1925, 1927, 1928, and 1929.
great percentage of all farmhouses of the state were built during a
period just following pioneering days, when the sod house or log cabin was

A

This second house, in use on the majority of
the only means of shelter.
farms, lacks convenience, comfort, beauty and house furnishings.
No organized work has ever been attempted having in view the giving of

any information as
call for

The

to

how

these houses could be

made more

livable.

The

such information has been increasing.
two subphases of an extension project, construction and beautifica-

tion, will

be carried into 7 or 8 new counties each year until

all

organized

counties are covered.
to be undertaken in 1931 include construction, interior remodelcomplete remodeling, heating problems, lighting, beautification, and ex-

The phases
ing,

terior painting.

The

intense interest in

home improvement

is

shown by the

in-

permanent equipment, especially in times of declining
The extension agents assisted farm families in
incomes.

stallation of

farm

planning water systems in 45 states, in planning sewage disposal
systems in 47 states and in planning lighting systems in 44 states.

The

following quotation from the report of the specialist in
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Wisconsin shows how work on the

promoted

installation of septic tanks is

in that state:

"As a result of the project on septic tank construction started two years
ago, there are about 100 sets of collapsible wooden forms in about 50 counties.
These forms were used to build over 1,000 septic tanks in 1930, with
materials costing only about $25 apiece. The forms are owned generally by
retail lumber dealers, who rent them to farmers for about $2.50 a rental.

"Upon request of the county agent or farmer, we send our specialist to
one or more of the more progressive retail lumber dealers and let him spend
half a day aiding his carpenter in making the forms which cost about $17
for material and labor.

The

specialist then devotes a

day to the construc-

tion of the first tank built with these forms."

Eleven states report active service in promoting
projects.

The

electrification

specialist in agricultural engineering in

sets forth the extension plan for the

Maryland

development of rural

electri-

fication in that state:

"This organization, The National Rural Electric Project, has selected 5
Montgomery County and has equipped them with a great

typical farms in

variety of electrical equipment. Complete records of performance results and
operating costs are being kept for each major piece of electrical equipment.

The specialist will work with the county agents and home demonstration
agents in arranging for groups of farmers and homemakers in the respective
counties to visit these electrified farms. The specialist will have the responsibility of conducting groups of visiting farmers and homemakers over these
farms, and of explaining the uses, results, and costs of the equipment. Meetings will be held in each of the territories served by the larger electric power

companies whose work is closely related to rural electrification, and by the
county agents of the respective company territories."

of

Landscape Gardening. In extension work, the improvement
home grounds is more often referred to as "farmstead beauti-

This brief outline typifies the
yard beautification plan of work of the State of Texas:

fication" than landscape gardening.

Demonstrations in yard beautification are being carried on with adult
demonstrators in 58 counties in Texas. Nine hundred and twenty-five women
In 121 counties in Texas, 14,027
are enrolled as definite demonstrators.
In adult
girls are to conduct definite demonstrations in yard improvement.

work, it is our aim to stimulate interest in
encouraging sanitary and orderly premises, a
trees for shade and for framing the house,
shrubs for border and screen planting to

more

attractive rural

homes by

well-sodded and unbroken lawn,
shrubs for foundation planting,
shut out unsightly views, and

flowers and roses in suitable places.

The

landscape garden phase of extension work has made steady
Over a period of 5 years (1926 to 1930) there have

progress.
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been 155,392 demonstrations conducted in home ground improvement, under the guidance of extension agents. During the same
period, 323,383 4-H Club boys and girls made yard improvements.
The demonstrations usually follow a plan, and sometimes are

They involve the cleaning up and
the
entire
of
premises, the making of open lawns, foundapainting
tion plantings, the use of native shrubbery, planting of trees
under way for 3 or 4 years.

where needed and flower gardens in appropriate places, and improvement of walks and roadways.
Specific instances of home ground improvement are worthy of
mention. In 1930, in most of the Florida counties with home
demonstration agents, the farm homemakers selected a flower to
be known as the county flower, and all farm homemakers grew
this flower in their garden.
"Clean-up, fix-up, paint-up, and
beautiful
flowers, shrubbery, lawns, and trees," was the
plant
for
home
the
improvement project of Idaho. In the 1930
slogan
county program of Colfax County, New Mexico, one of the goals
was that every home demonstration club member plant at least one
tree and a bed of roots or bulbs. As a result, 351 trees, 725 bulbs,

324 shrubs, and 662 plants were planted during the year.
One of the largest community enterprises in 1930 was staged
in Arkansas and was known as the community landscape planting
demonstration. Each county was privileged to enter but one community in the contest and 25 entered. The whole undertaking in
each community was under the direction of the home demonstration club and its committees. General improvement was the objective, and all homes of both whites and colored were involved.
Churches, schools, courthouses, stores, cotton gins, gasoline filling
stations, roadside markets, tourist camps, abandoned buildings,
barns, machinery in the open, unsightly trash heaps and woodpiles, fence rows, cross roads, woods along the road, and roads,

were put in order and improved. The results were beyond
expectation and it is reported that the cooperative spirit developed
will mean much for future improvement of these and other com-

all

munities.

County Farm Home Economic Conferences. The two-day
county farm home economic conferences have proved popular,
where farm women, or farm men and women, meet and discuss
farm home conditions and needs. Data for these conferences are
obtained in advance by the survey method and serve as good bases
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for shaping discussion questions.
From the discussions of the
conference come recommendations and suggestions for solving the
economic needs, and standards are set up for farm living according
to the ideals of the local people

A

and the

possibilities of the locality.

23 such conferences were held during 1930, in the
10
states:
Arizona, Colorado, Nevada, Utah, Washingfollowing
ton, Wyoming, South Dakota, North Dakota, West Virginia, and
total of

Vermont.

The

suggestions and recommendations made by the
and Equipment Group at the conference in

Home Management

Snohomish County, Washington, is quite apropos as related to the
work of the President's Conference on Home Building and Home
The suggestions and recommendations were as
Ownership.
follows

:

1. Since we are considering a family of 5, we recommend that the house
have 7 rooms to insure privacy, ventilation, and convenience, and that these
7 rooms be divided as follows
Living-room, dining-room, 4 bedrooms,
kitchen, bath, ample closet and storage space, and a full basement.
2. There should be a storage room on a level with a kitchen or back porch,
properly equipped so that it can be used as a laundry-room, workroom, and
a place for drying clothes and wraps.
3. One of the 4 bedrooms should be designated as a spare bedroom, since
it eliminates work and confusion when there are guests in the home.
4. The living-room should be large enough for comfortable reading and
writing centers and for entertainment.
5. If the bathroom cannot be equipped when the house is first built, space
should be provided for it until equipment can be installed.
6. The kitchen should be large enough to provide a breakfast center.
7. The kitchen walls should be washable and of light color, such as cream.
:

Extension

Work among

Negroes for

Home

Improvement.

the housing problems among Negroes are treated by a
6
special committee the work of the Extension Service among them

Though

deserves special mention. The 322 Negro extension agents were
in 15 states on June 30, 1930.

employed

The

special

work

encourage farm

as related to

women and

home improvement has been to
earn money by the sale of sur-

girls to

plus products of poultry, garden, and dairy demonstrations and to
use the income in making the home a more comfortable, convenient,

and

attractive place to live.
sanitary kitchens have been

Many

dreary, inconvenient, and un-

made

into efficient

workshops with

6
See "Negro Housing," Publications of the President's Conference on
PJome Building and Home Ownership, Washington, 1932, Vol. VI.
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They have been screened, shelved, ceiled, cleaned,
Extension agents have also guided women and girls

making box furniture, painting and
and
whitewashing
making rugs and draperies. Improvement has also extended to beautification by encouraging the planting of shrubs and the making of lawns.
in doing over old furniture,
walls,

The Program

Boy Scouts of America
Farm and Village Housing 7

of the

to

The Boy Scout program,

in Relation

operative in every city of the United
Of the total 900,000

States, has spread rapidly to rural sections.

scouts and scout leaders in America, 266,000 are in rural territory.
scout, in his process of advancement from "tenderfoot"

The boy

to "eagle" rank, has an opportunity to select, study, and work
for merit badges of nearly 100 different subjects. Of these subjects, 42 apply directly to the farm and rural village interest, re-

lated to the

home

Agriculture (as a

as indicated below

life's

work)

.

Cement.

Gardening.

Landscape Architecture.
Masonry.
Nut Tree Planting.

Carpentry.
Dairying.

Farm Home and Its Planning.
Farm Layout and Building Arrangement.
Farm Records and Bookkeeping.
First Aid to Farm Animals.
Forestry.
Fruit Culture.

A total of

:

Painting.

Personal Health.
Physical Development.
Plumbing.
Poultry Keeping.
Soil

Management.

701,126 merit badges have been earned by boys work-

ing on these various rural subjects during the

first five years of
leading rural home subjects in which boys
passed requirements for merit badges, based on figures given in
the last three Annual Reports to Congress, are as follows

rural work.

The

:

Subject
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Tree Planting for Beautification. It is a recognized policy
Boy Scout Councils in the 12 regions of the United

of the 581

States to give definite attention to sanitation, beautification, tree
planting, reforestation of farm woodlots, and rural home developments of all kinds. One special phase is the scout pilgrimages

where scouts gather seed from various trees
for planting in nurseries, on farms, in dooryards, and in boy
scout camp sites. The Boy Scouts of America also cooperate with
to historical shrines

the national, state, and local authorities in reforestation, beautifica-

and clean-up

tion,

activities.

Exhibits.

Exhibits by Boy Scouts, displayed at state and
county expositions, often include models of farm homes, farm
buildings,

farm layout

Boy Scouts
their cabins

plans,

and

shelters.

special activities about the

The Boy Scout

and landscape planting.

as Builders.

Boy Scouts are encouraged to build
The merit badge system encourages
home along the lines already mentioned.

organization possesses great educational possibili-

Cooperating organizations are urged to furnish blue-prints
and other subject matter with which a still broader farm home
ties.

educational program can be promoted.

The Work

of the American
in

Farm Bureau Federation

Home Improvement 8

The American Farm Bureau Federation has

as one of

its

func-

tions the giving of aid, through its home modernizing department,
to its members who wish to improve their homes. The moderniz-

ing of the old homes is the dominant task in improving standards
of living on farms. In most sections of the country there is a
surplus of farm dwellings but there are relatively few farm

with modern equipment.

homes

Farm

people install bathtubs, running
centralized
and
other
conveniences when their financial
water,
heat,
conditions justify it.
Also, they must depend upon their own
labor.

This

as attested

is

by

especially true in the beautification of home grounds
the letters received in the Farm Bureau office.

The American Farm Bureau Federation

Home Improvement Program
this

program are

to quicken

and stimulate

the Farm
The purposes of

started

in April of* 1930.

interest in

improving

the farm home, to direct this interest to a definite plan of action,
and to supply a specific service for assisting farm people in ac8

By

R. E. Gray, a

member

of the committee.
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complishing the improvement around their homes. It is a nationwide educational service program made possible through the cooperation of various associations and the American Farm Bureau
Federation.

A

working arrangement has been formed and contacts made

with 13,341 project leaders for farm home improvement, and it is
through them that the bureau is able to render its services. These
project leaders look to the home modernizing department for information and assistance in building their yearly program and for

giving practical suggestions to their individual group members.
During the first year of work, 53,507 farm families received,

by request, information for improving their farm homes. A total
of 90,824 booklets on different phases of improvement were distributed. Contacts were perfected with various commercial organizations and industrial associations to secure booklets from their
educational departments and in turn transmit their best information to the farmers.

The

entire

Farm Bureau

publicity facilities are used to dis-

Farm Bureau
which
includes
the
Bureau
Farmer, a
Modernizing program
monthly publication going to nearly one-half million Farm Bureau
members, a Weekly News Letter that goes to Farm Bureau
leaders, broadcasts over local radio stations and over nation-wide
broadcasting chains, direct by mail, and other forms of publicity.
seminate information regarding the services of the

On analyzing the various requests that come to the bureau, those
for improving and remodeling the farm home bulk much larger
than any other. Moreover, information requested for new home
building

is

quite limited.

The National Grange and Home Ownership

9

The first Master of the National Grange, William Saunders, was
a Scotch landscape gardener of note, and most of the Grange
founders placed emphasis on the social and idealistic side of rural
life.

In the Grange Declaration of Purposes, and in

all

Grange

ritualism, there are repeated references to the farm home and the
need of adding to its comforts, its conveniences and its attractions.

During the early sessions of the National Grange,

state

and

subordinate lecturers were encouraged to give proper attention and
study to home improvement. Near the beginning of the present
9

By Louis

J.

Taber, a

member

of the committee.
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century, a

number of

Granges appointed committees on

state

home economics and home

In Ohio, in

beautification.

Grange study courses were arranged by the

1908,

state lecturer covering

these topics. Continual emphasis has been placed on ownership,
on convenience and healthfulness, and on beautification and attractiveness for the farm home, the relative importance coming
in the order named.
At the present time the National Grange has a Committee on
Home Economics, stressing the entire phase of home and community improvement. Thirty-two state Granges have similar committees working with like committees in county and local Granges.
For many years a department has been conducted on this subject
in the National Grange Monthly.
At its inception, the Grange
adopted a ceremony for the dedication of rural halls, and urged

Granges to make of their halls attractive and useful community
homes. About 1885, the National Grange adopted suggestions
In
relative to the attractiveness of Grange or community halls.

Grange adopted a ceremony for the dedication of

1902, the

rural

homes.

The very

heart of the Grange centers around the farm family
No matter how productive is the soil, unless

and the farm home.
the house and home
civilization

is reasonably suitable, the right types of rural
cannot be maintained. With the work of the Grange

so thoroughly related to the rural home, this organization is in a
unique position with its 8,000 subordinate Granges to further the

work

that the President's Conference

on

Home

Building and

Home

Ownership has so carefully inaugurated.

Rural Activities of Better
Better
is

Homes

nation-wide in

in
its

Homes

in

America

10

America is an educational organization which
scope. Founded in 1922, it has carried on an

annual educational campaign for

home improvement

since that

purpose is to raise the standards of homes for modThe chief features in its
erately-low- and low-income families.
educational program are the demonstration of houses, tours, exdate.

hibits,

Its

and various types of programs.
and rural communities have become a

Its activities in villages

significant part of its work.
organization in Washington

By Blanche

Halbert, a

member

The

national headquarters of this

conducts

its

nation-wide campaign

of the committee.
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and serves as a clearing-house for information on housing subIn 1931, 45 of the 48 states, Alaska, Puerto Rico, and the
jects.
Hawaiian and Virgin Islands were organized on a state or territorial basis.
County organizations are now at work in 906 counties and in 7,041 local communities.
In addition to the 906 counties organized on a county-wide basis,
542 additional ones have unit organizations in the county which
carry on Better Homes work in the various local communities. In
many of these 906 counties, the Better Homes program is promoted in close cooperation with that of the county home demonstration agent.

This Better

Homes

campaign, since

it

is

nation-

wide, gives impetus to the home improvement work conducted by
the county home demonstration agent and also brings that work
to the attention of the public through demonstrations and programs

Homes week. Of the 906 counties carryHomes campaigns in 1931, 333 had no county home

conducted during Better
ing on Better

demonstration agents, which was also true for the 542 additional
counties in which there were unit campaigns. Thus, in 875 counties

where there are no county home demonstration agents, Better

Homes programs
entire

work

having

less

are conducted.

Homes

More than

three-fourths of the

America is carried on in villages
than 2,500 population and in rural districts. Since the
of Better

in

county and small community committees are composed of representatives of the various existing organizations in the county and
community, these representatives carry over into these many
agencies this home improvement program.
Demonstration Houses. In 1931, 682 completely equipped
and furnished houses were demonstrated. Of these, 376 were in
villages (places having less than 2,500 population) and 187 on
farms. Most of the farmhouses were remodeled and for many
the remodeling was done especially for the demonstration. A few
old houses which represented good features in architectural design,
The farmhouse
planning, and landscaping also were shown.

demonstrated in Champaign County,
architect of the University of Illinois

Illinois, was designed by an
and completely equipped and

Nearly half of 187 farmhouses
than $2,000 and many of those
on which information was reported were valued at less than $1,000.
furnished for the demonstration.

demonstrated were valued at

Tour Houses. During
shown

in over

less

the year 1931, nearly 4,000 houses were

250 conducted

tours.

In one single county 267 tour

252
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houses were opened to the public. Such tours provide valuable
information on planning, construction, uses of materials, remodeling and modernizing, and furnishing and landscaping, and are of
particular interest for the demonstration of low-cost remodeling
features. Emphasis in rural communities is placed on the demon-

equipment for water, lighting, and sewage disposal.
Improvement. Extensive values are derived by participating in Better Homes improvement programs and contests,
and by directing public attention to such projects. It is probable
that even greater values are derived through the stimulation of a
desire for such home improvement and for higher standards of
Extensive improvement contests and programs are freliving.
initiated
on a county basis by the county home demonstraquently
tion agent, but a Better Homes campaign provides additional
projects and demonstrations and calls public attention to such constration of

Home

and programs. It is common to find practically all the famia community carrying on some form of improvement for
such a demonstration.
Such community- wide and county- wide
activities stimulate pride in better houses and raise standards of
tests

lies in

homes.
Special Projects.

The

Better

Homes

school

is

another out-

standing feature of the Better Homes program. The school is
conducted preceding the demonstrations, its purpose being to provide information on the housing problems of most interest to a
particular community, and also to perfect the Better Homes organiThe needs of the community are emphasized in defining
zation.

the school program. Such schools have been held in
a number of states.

many coun-

ties in

In a few counties, Better Homes surveys, which indicate housing
needs, have been conducted preceding Better Homes week. Home
builders' clinics are also becoming a part of the Better Homes pro-

gram. The purpose of such a
on financing, selection of the

clinic is to
site,

disseminate information

house planning, construction

materials, equipment, furnishing, etc.

Demonstration houses are generally used for demonstration only
However, the farmhouse on the campus of the
Mechanical
and
College of Texas was built as a perAgricultural
for a short period.

manent demonstration for farm
operation with Better

Homes

in

and demonstrated in coIt was planned,
America
families

in 1931.
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equipped, and furnished as a typical farmhouse for that part of the
country.

A well-organized county campaign
90 per cent of the families in the county
take part in or carry on some home improvement project, where a
large number of communities in the county have special unit demonstrations, and where county-wide tours are conducted in which
from 100 to 200 houses are visited. Such tours feature architecture, planning, remodeling projects, furnishing, equipment, and
landscape design and planting. Demonstration houses in a wellorganized county demonstration are sufficient in number and so
County Demonstrations.
one in which at

is

least

located that they are accessible for all families.
Programs, exand special demonstrations are promoted in various parts

hibits,

of the county on the

Better

Homes

many home improvement

projects during

week.

Conclusions.

There are a number of outstanding values that
Homes programs in rural communities:

are derived from Better

The

Homes Committee which

is organized from the many organback to these organizations new interest and
new ideas in home improvement.
2. The demonstration house which has been selected, equipped, and furnished for a family of small income represents the best the community can
afford in such a demonstration and acquaints the many families who visit
such demonstrations with new features.
3. Such a campaign encourages extensive remodeling and repair throughout the county and particularly improvements which may be carried on at
low cost and often by the families themselves.
4. The information gathered from Better Homes projects promoted by
rural schools often carries over into rural homes.
5. Urban-rural relationships, which are made possible through the assemblies at demonstration houses and programs, provide for an interchange of
ideas and discussion which often result in cooperative activity for home improvement work.
6. The entire campaign stimulates an interest in and a desire for better
housing and a more wholesome home life.
1.

Better

izations in the county carries

The Work

of Agricultural Journals in the Field of

Farm

and Village Housing "

The

agricultural press is among the leading agencies for disseminating information to rural people. The editors of the agricultural journals are constantly in close touch with the farmers,
visiting in the
11

homes and attending conferences and meetings

By Walter H.

Lloyd, a

member

of the committee.

in
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which the most pressing farm problems are discussed. These
journals reflect, help to lead, mold, and crystallize the opinions of
rural people. The interests of agriculture are their interests
as such they hold the confidence of rural folk.

and

A count of the agricultural publications belonging to the Audit
Bureau of Circulation shows 16,287,136 circulation among approximately 6,000,000 farm families or better than two and one-half
subscriptions per farm. These journals are very much interested
in the problems of the President's Conference on Home Building
and Home Ownership, owing to their past and present work in this
field and the belief that such work is especially needed.
Agricultural journals are interpretive agencies to the farm
Glancing through a number of scrapbooks compiled by
various journals on the subject of the home, one finds titles like
the following: "Electricity versus Ice on the Farm," "What is
people.

Personality?", "Prettier Homes Make Happier
People," "What's Under the Roof?", "The Old Dominion," "PerHere It Is in a Country Home," "The Farmstead Landsonality

Your Home's

scaped,"

"Make

how

Home Beautiful," "A Standard for Your
others under which stories from life, showing

the

Home," and many

families have actually

improved

Actual improvements in some

their

homes, are given.
can be traced to the

localities

agricultural journals. The press has furnished plans for various
forms of work and stimulated their readers to increased activity.

A

survey of a representative number of the leading agricultural
publications shows a real devotion on the part of the farm press to
the improvement of the farm home and indicates that they are fully

awake

to the needs of this field while providing inspirational

and

practical materials for their readers.

All of the publications surveyed have as one of their principal
improvement and betterment of the farm

editorial objectives the

home and

its

surroundings. The following quotations from the
a few of these publications will serve to

letters of the editors of

indicate that in

better

its

farm homes

farm press is carrying a message of
farm folk of the United States

policy the
to the

:

"Landscape planting and home beautification, modernization of exteriors
and interiors as well as new farm homes are fundamental in our program,
and every issue that we publish is evidence in itself. This has been our policy
and will continue to be."

*****

"In addition to the work carried on through the paper,

we

daily receive
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from readers that are answered by mail. These questions
manner of household and home improvement subjects."

many

inquiries

cover

all

*****

"The

editorial policy for 1931 has

making subjects that
of homemaking."

been to devote even more space to home-

will definitely aid the rural family in a higher standard

of this project is to obtain workable farm home plans
and present them to our readers who plan to build new farm
homes or remodel their old ones. The project also gives members of our
staff definite field contacts with farm home problems as they are, not as they

"The major purpose

of various types

think they are."

"The matter

*****
of

modern farm homes

is

discussed at length in the articles

We

have purposely gone outside the farm
appearing in our publication.
homes and taken in the home grounds since they are an essential part of the

farm home

itself."

"Our paper has always

*****
stressed the importance of

good farm homes as

development of agriculture as a life as well as a means of
making a living. In addition to special articles dealing with specific phases
of home improvement, such as landscape planning of the home grounds, we
have a regular department devoted exclusively to making the home better,
essential to the

both inside and out, physically and spiritually. The subject is kept constantly before our readers and is presented in the way which experience has
shown most effective for our readers.
have not given many home plans

We

our space has been so limited we could
not hope to run regularly, features we deemed necessary to our weekly

in the recent past for the reason that

service."

"The
very

fine

*****
which we used within the past two years have received a
response from our readers, especially those articles on remodeling."

articles

*****

"We

have carried a great deal of material applying directly and indirectly
to this subject, relating both to the home and the other buildings and equipment of the farmstead. Our program for the ensuing 12 months provides
not only for the use of something of this character in one or more of our
issues each month but also the issuance of two special numbers tying-in
directly with this program. We look upon the farm home as the keystone
of rural life, and are 100 per cent behind any legitimate undertaking which
has as its purpose the betterment of such homes."

*****

this line. We have had a great
For several years we had the 'Building
Page' once a month, devoted entirely to farm building problems. We have
been the means of sending out thousands of building plans for everything
from brooder houses and dairy barns, all the way to farm residences. We

"It

is difficult

to catalogue our

work along

deal of space devoted to the subject.
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have devoted special attention almost constantly to questions of water supply
and sewage disposal, and by personal letter, on the radio, and in the paper
have discussed this subject. We find as a matter of experience that a twoline item stating that plans are available for the construction of concrete

From our experience we have
septic tank will bring in 25 to 30 inquiries.
arrived at the conclusion that there is great need for really intelligent work
of this kind and, by intelligent, I mean work that takes into consideration
the actual problems that are peculiar to the farm. There is not at this time

much demand

for plans for

new farm

dence has been burned down.

residences, except

There

is

more

where the old

interest in remodeling

resi-

and

usually the first step in remodeling, aside from putting on a new roof, is to
build a large enclosed back porch. One of the greatest distinctions between
the old type of construction and present day construction is the modern base-

ment, as distinguished from the murky, cobwebby, dirt-floor cellar of earlier
construction."
*

An

*

*

*

*

examination of this material leads one to the inevitable con-

clusion that here

is

an educational agency of utmost importance.

Some

journals are national in their circulation others are sent to
Contact with these publications and a
definitely prescribed areas.
closer working relationship on the part of the various agencies
;

would stimulate the

interest in the

improvement of the farm home

much

desired by all the members of this committee.
Special issues of these farm publications might be worked out,
through state extension agencies, on various phases of the better

so

homes

projects, such as water systems, electricity, landscape treatment, remodeling, etc. As specific information on the uses and
needs of farmhouses become available and plans are drawn to meet

these uses and needs, this one agency can prove very effective in
education for better housing.
The farm journals constitute a
means for rural adult education and as such they can be and are
likely to

living as

housing.

be one of the greatest forces in raising rural standards of
it may come about through the improvement of rural

APPENDIX

II

HOUSING CONDITIONS AMONG THE
INDIANS

1

The problem

of providing adequate housing for the various
unlike the problems that concern housing in genand
also
unlike those of any other special rural group. As
eral,
the tribes are in no sense homogeneous, the type of housing obvi-

Indian tribes

is

ously varies with their peculiarities, customs, and advancement,
some being more adapted than others to our modes of living. The
superstitions peculiar to

Customs

any

tribe often affect the type of dwell-

burning of a house in which a death occurs
or the abandoning of a habitation for long periods of time, or
all warrant
peculiar uses sometimes made of the house itself
ing.

like the

consideration before housing standards and requirements can be
established.

Education in the use of the house and in housekeeping is essenfor many tribes before modern structures can be used advantageously or even to the satisfaction of the Indians themselves.
tial

Housing standards can be applied only in so far as the advancement of each tribe will permit.
A detailed and exhaustive study of the 200 or more Indian
about 225,000 Indians, 2 with consideration for the
factors mentioned, was not possible with the facilities available.

tribes, including

Therefore, statements and opinions of those who are familiar
with this particular field of housing have been assembled for this
paper. Also, information on surveys of existing conditions and
a brief outline of the housing program of the United States Office
of Indian Affairs have been included.

Survey of Housing Conditions
Surveys of living conditions indicate that there are many and
varied types of Indian homes.
among the houses of some tribes.

and the habit of
1

eating, sleeping,

Primitive conditions

still

exist

Dirt floors are commonly found,

and

sitting

on the

floor is to

some

Halbert, a member of the committee.
Total enumerated Indian population under the jurisdiction of the Office
of Indian Affairs. Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs
(U. S. Department of the Interior), 1931.
2

By Blanche
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extent practised.

Bedsteads, however, are

now

in use

among

cer-

Houses are small, many are poorly heated, and overis
common.
crowding
Mr. Lewis Meriam, Technical Director of the Survey of the
Problem of Indian Administration, made in 1927 and 1928, has
tain tribes.

stated:

3

"All kinds of Indian homes are to be found.

There are a few homes of
few that are like the more modest homes of the white
professional class, and many more that do not compare unfavorably with the
homes of small-wage earners in our villages. But all these are exceptional,
distinct comfort, a

The

not typical.

race in general still lives in primitive dwellings, in tents
small houses poorly constructed, ill-kept and in bad
the exception of the Pueblo dwellers and the rich Osages, no

and shacks, and
repair.

With

in

approximates as good home conditions as even the poorest little village
of the Middle West. The nearest counterpart in the white population is the
manner of living of the mountain whites of the Appalachians, the migrant

tribe

and the squatters along rivers

families that follow the agricultural harvests,*
and railroads and on the outskirts of cities.

"The primitive dwellings most common in the Indian country are the
wickiup of the Apaches, the hogan of the Navajos, and the brush or cactus
house of the less progressive Pimas and Papagos. Pueblo dwellings, which
are scarcely touched by modern influence, are the development from an
earlier

civilization

and are very

different

from

all

other

Indian homes.

Among

other tribes the tent, the nondescript shack usually of rough lumber,
and the log house have generally replaced the earlier types of dwellings.

On some

reservations the government has built houses in considerable numThese vary according to available funds and materials from lumber
shacks or log houses to attractive bungalows with modern improvements.
In many localities a few of the more progressive Indians are to be found

bers.

The
living in well built houses very like those of their white neighbors.
hills of eastern Oklahoma still live like the poorer whites of

Indians in the

the frontier of a hundred years ago. They have the 1- or 2-room log cabin,
with the stick chimney and the wide fireplace still used at times for cooking,
the floor of dirt or loosely laid rough boards, and the windows small or

lacking entirely.
their

Lack of

of these families depend on a spring or a creek for
Toilet facilities are, as a rule, entirely lacking."

Many

water supply.

cleanliness

and disorder are commonly found,

indicat-

ing a need for aid and education in housing upkeep. Water, however, is in some sections so scarce that the best efforts for cleanliness are hindered. Small houses, and the custom of inviting guests
for long periods, bring about conditions of overcrowding. In the
8

Problems

of Indian Administration,

U.

S.

Department of the

Interior, pp.

553-554.
4

See the illustration of typical housing of migrant workers, facing

p.

202.
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5
study, "Problems of Indian Administration," in which 366 homes
on and near reservations were visited by one or more investigators,

it

was found

had but 1 room, and over
more persons per room. Ten of these 1-room

that over half of the houses

half averaged 4 or

homes were occupied by 7 persons

Need

each.

for Education

Unsanitary and unhealthful conditions among Indians exist because of a lack of knowledge of housekeeping, hygiene, and sanitation. Well-planned new houses are frequently used in a most unsanitary manner, signifying that the subject of housing should be
treated as part of a general educational program.
The United
States Office of Indian Affairs is endeavoring to carry out such a

program through

Many
tive.

houses

its

home economics

among

Whitewashing

is

specialists.

the Indians are neat, orderly, and attracfrequently done. New homes at moderate

cost have been provided by the Government, some of which exemplify the uses of local materials which have resulted in the build-

ing of inexpensive comfortable structures. "But on the whole,"
says Mr. Meriam, "the building of homes has not generally im-

proved conditions of living as much as anticipated."
The statements made by a number of persons familiar with
housing conditions among the Indians give

all

sides of the picture.

Certain of these statements are quoted in the following paragraphs.
The first of these is by Commissioner Charles Rhoads, of the

United States Indian Service.
"The familiar conditions of rural housing, of housing subnormal-income
groups, of housing retarded peoples, apply to Indian housing; but, in addition to these complicated factors, the intricate forces of culture conflict are
at

work.
"In relation to other housing studies, perhaps the Indian problem

is

not

The problems

of housing Negroes, of housing underprivileged classes in congested metropolitan areas, of housing workers in industrial towns, camps, and mines, of housing rural communities and isolated

very important.

farmers and mountaineers are all more pressing and more easily solved. This
is so because housing does not stand out as a separate need of the Indians
;

that

we can do little by merely supplying Indians with conventionally adeThe problem must be seen and treated as an integrated whole.
shelter.

is,

quate

This by no means minimizes Indian housing as a social problem of primary
importance demanding intelligent consideration and study.
"The present state of housing among the Indians varies from absolutely no
5

Meriam,

L., op, cit., p. 663.
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any sort on the part of many homeless, wandering individuals,
and bands, to residences of comfort and luxury provided by the earnings of great natural resources of Indian property. There are Indians who
have lived a highly socialized life in their Pueblo apartments for many centhere
turies, and there are Indians who camp with roving bands of hunters
are Indians who live in log cabins, in bark or grass huts, in earth hogans, in
plank houses, in semi-subterranean mounds, in adobe pueblos, in canvas
tents, in hide-covered wigwams, in brush lean-tos."
shelter of

families

;

Mr. Lewis Meriam further discusses the housing conditions of
the Indians and the factors that retard the progress of housing in
the following statement
:

"To write
In the

briefly

first place,

ferent states.

.

.

on Indian housing

the 200 or

.

They

extremely difficult for two reasons.
tribes are scattered over 26 difthe extent to which they are or have
is

more Indian

differ in

intermingled with the whites, in their native and present cultures, and in
their present economic and social position. There is scarcely a single thing
that one can say about the Indians that is true of all the Indians of the
United States except that they have some Indian blood.

"The second difficulty is that, except in the full-blood [Indian] area of
Mexico and Arizona, the economic basis of the old Indian civilization
was largely wiped out by the advent of the whites, and only to a very limited
extent have workers with the Indians been successful in getting a new eco-

New

nomic foundation under them. Outside the Southwest, the economically successful Indians have tended to merge into the economic system of the whites
and in a sense to disappear as Indians. The Indians that are left, the
people we talk about when we discuss Indians, generally are in an exceedingly weak economic position. They eke out a bare existence, and only a
part of even this meagre living comes from earned incomes. They get along
to a considerable extent through unearned income from property, either individual or tribal, held in trust for them and managed for them by the government of the United States.
".
When, however, as is the case with many Indians, the economic
.

basis

.

grossly inadequate, hopelessly insecure, the subject of housing cannot properly be separately considered. It cannot be dealt with effectively
except as a part, perhaps a subordinate part, of the primary economic
is

problem.
"Failure to grasp that truth has led to some unfortunate housing experiments among the Indians. In Nevada, Indian villages have been built by

was almost no opportunity for the men to earn
a living either in the village or in the neighborhood, and the major burden
of earning fell on the women who could get a little work away from home
as domestic servants.
Means of making a living is the first essential and
until that problem has been solved it is not worth while to attempt anything

the Government where there

elaborate in the

way

of housing.

"Another lesson that has been learned
easy to go too

fast, to

in Indian housing is that it is very
give the Indians the kind of house that some white
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men

think they ought to have, rather than the kind of house the Indians
and give the necessary care. Some Indian tribes rarely, if ever,
clean house. When the site of the dwelling gets dirty they move the tepee,
will use

or they abandon the old wickiup and build a new one. Building a wickiup
is a two-day job for the Apache woman housekeeper.
She wants her fire in

wooden floor is no good. Since
ghosts look in at windows, a house with windows will not be occupied.
Among several tribes, the Indians abandon a house in which anyone has
If an expensive house has been erected, one who is seriously ill may
died.
the middle of the floor and therefore a

be carried into a temporary structure outside, so that in case of death the
house will be saved. I have seen expensive houses abandoned and going to
ruin because someone had died in them.

"Knowledge of housekeeping, willingness to keep house, and overcoming
of superstition must keep pace with the improvement in the design and construction of the house. It is fairly easy for the white guardians to influence
or even to force the Indians to put their available money into a house it is
a long, slow, difficult task in education to get them to use the house in a
way to promote health and sanitation. The white man building a house for
;

an Indian tends to put into it what he would like to have himself and what
he thinks the Indian ought to have. He may think other Indians seeing this
house will want one like it for themselves and thus a community sentiment
in its favor will develop, starting a

housing reform.

In

many

instances, he

model house, a typical outdoor pawhich they really live most of the time, leaving the

will find the Indians erecting, near the

vilion for themselves in
house to show to visitors.
".

.

houses
tion

is

.

Advance in the design, construction, and equipment of the Indian
made step by step as the Indians are ready for it, and more attenbeing given to what the Indians want and appreciate. The model

is

closely resembles the typical hogan, but it has an inverted
galvanized iron washtub over the fire in the middle of the floor, and from a
hole in the bottom of the washtub a smoke pipe goes through the smoke

Navajo hogan

hole in the middle of the roof.
the

initial

A

simple cabinet for food and dishes becomes
highly progressive may introduce a little

The

piece of furniture.

stove.

"The inevitable conclusion, as I see the Indian situation, is that housing
must be treated as one element in a general program and not as a separate
thing."

Mr. John

Collier,

Executive Secretary of the American Defense

Association, Inc., believes credit difficulties are among the factors
which retard progress in housing. Mr. Collier states
:

"Many
tions with

tribes, including the

no modern

normal sources of

very best groups, continue in ancient habitaPractically all Indians are excluded from

sanitation.

financial credit

through legal prohibitions against making
There is a present inadequacy
economy, and health education.
Community

contracts, hypothecating property, etc.

of

homemaking,

domestic

.

.

.

organization services will continue unless coordination of Federal,

state,
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county, and voluntary services are brought about in ways already demonstrated in some California counties and other scattered cases."

Miss Mary Louise Mark, who assisted with the survey on the
problem of Indian administration, briefly discusses the problem in
the following paragraphs
:

"From the beginning, relationships between the Government and the Indians have been hampered by the lack of proper information to aid our
understanding of the Indians, and even today vast gaps exist in our knowledge of the peculiar circumstances and behavior of the separate Indian tribes.
It

does not require close study to discover that every reservation

is

different

from every other and that the detailed plan that fits one cannot be expected
for that reason to be a good general program for all or even for a large
class. Any successful housing program must take account of the exceptional
because the exceptional might almost be said to be the rule.
"It must be recognized, too, that the various tribes have a housing history.
Though the forms which the Indians have evolved to meet their need for
shelter

have

'just

growed,' these forms have been the result of centuries of

laborious experiment, a crude but effective trial-and-error process.
These
housing forms and related customs were evoked in response to an initial

need for environmental adjustment; but adjustment is a slow process,
whereas environmental changes in the last century have been rapid and violent, and the Indians cannot now alter their dwellings to fit their present

This assistance has too often taken the form of
and regulation rather than advice and counsel. Changes must be
gradual and assimilative rather than sudden and disruptive. Change, moreover, must be organic.
Housing changes must grow from within; it is
futile to plaster on the inventions of a highly mechanical civilization from
without. Houses with unshuttered glass windows for ghost-ridden Apaches
cheap frame shacks which offer slight protection from extremes of temperaneeds without assistance.

restraint

;

ture for the desert-dwelling Piutes tiny portable box houses, shoddiest of
white products, for Mission Indian housewives whose native craftsmanship
;

superb; ill-ventilated log houses for tuberculous Chippewas; these are
of the sort I have in mind.
Yet some people wonder that the
Indians desert such structures for more primitive or less formal types of

is

futilities

dwellings.

"Since housing

is

but one aspect of Indian

life,

interrelated with

many

program must take account of these relationships. Housing
the Indians' economic and industrial position; it is related to

others, a housing
is

related to

their cultural

background of

social institutions

and customs, of superstitions

related to geography and physical environment, including
availability and cost of suitable materials. It ties into the problem of health
and into the problem of law and order. It is involved in the great problem

and taboos;

it is

of the Indians' psychological adjustment to an alien mode of life.
Before
we can hope to understand the problem of Indian housing we must first
cultural traits;

We

cannot lightly dismiss ingrained
indeed, examination often discloses valuable habits which

understand the Indians themselves.
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We need to understand Indian desires,
and aptitudes. The body of information we need is as yet most
Without it, action, however well-intentioned, may lead to more

should be encouraged and cultivated.
capabilities

lacking.

harm than good.

"A housing program which aims to make it easier for an Indian to secure
adequate and economical housing must also assume the responsibility of
training the Indian to live in his house. Some well-intentioned housing programs of the past have come to nothing because they have neglected this
training and have relied on regulation rather than education."

Miss Pearl Chase, of Santa Barbara, California, has for many
years been interested in the improvement of housing conditions for
Indians. Miss Chase remarks
:

"Probably no housing problem presents so challenging an aspect as that
of the Indians in the United States.
The problem is more complex and
varied and

its

good or

solution for

ill

seems more directly to affect the

health and happiness of the human beings concerned than that of any other
That Indians have in the past been subject to more regulation in
group.
some places and greater neglect in others, makes it all the more advisable

new understanding and

a broader and more adaptable program be
appears evident to many people that a satisfactory solution can
be worked out only when information is better correlated and interpreted
that a

developed.

than

it

It

has been in the past.

"The working

success of all programs will depend upon their simplicity,
economy, and adaptability to local conditions as well as upon the success
with which they are integrated with the educational, health, and economic

programs affecting the

different tribes.

"No

astonishing results or improvements can be expected in a very short
time as far as the Indians are concerned because the improvement of housing
conditions will so largely depend upon education and increased financial
resources."

The United

States Office of Indian Affairs'

Home

Improvement Program

A program for the improvement of homes is now being carried
on by the Extension Division of the Office of Indian Affairs in
cooperation with the Division of Indian Welfare of the General
Federation of

Women's

Clubs.

period from December, 1931,
to

to

This program extends over the
November, 1932. It is intended

improve the living conditions of Indians on certain reservations.

the extension agent's work the Indians receive professional guidance in their improvement projects.
The main objective of the program is the improvement of living conditions

Through

through which Indians

may

learn to help themselves.
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The program is being fostered only on the reservations where
the Indian agency has the full-time services of a worker, who is
trained and experienced in extension work. The program includes

:

cleaning of yards; the planting of trees and shrubs; home
repair work to include stone, concrete or wooden floors, white-

The

washing, kalsomining or painting of walls and woodwork; the
encouraging of families to sleep in beds the making of furniture
;

;

and many other needed improvement projects.
This program is limited to work that can be accomplished with
the existing resources of the Indians and does not encourage the
building of

homes

at this particular time.

Conclusions
Surveys and studies of conditions among Indians and the
opinions of specialists on the subject of Indian housing indicate
the following:
1.

Lack of

tilation exist
2.

A

sanitation, overcrowding, inadequate heating,

among many

and lack of ven-

Indian tribes.

housing program must take into account the economic problems of

the Indian, his background, customs, superstitions, and taboos.
3. Each tribe has its own peculiarities and customs; therefore a housing
plan suitable for one would be inadequate or inappropriate for another also,
;

degree of advancement, and living conditions suitable
for one tribe would not be appropriate for another.
each tribe differs in

4.

Many

its

Indians are excluded from normal sources of financial credit

through legal prohibitions against making contracts, hypothecating property, etc.
5. Advancement in housing must come as a part of a general educational
program, including teaching in the use of the house and in housekeeping such
as is in operation by the Extension Division of the Office of Indian Affairs.

APPENDIX
LIST OF

III

REFERENCES ON RURAL HOUSING

1

Architecture
ARCHITECTS' SMALL HOUSE SERVICE BUREAU OF THE UNITED STATES, INC.
Edited by Robert T. Jones. Small homes of architectural distinction. New
York, Harper & bros., 1929.
EDGELL, GEORGE HAROLD. The American architecture of today.
Charles Scribner's sons, 1928.
GREELEY, WILLIAM ROGER. The essence of architecture.

Nostrand

New

New

York,

York, D.

Van

co., 1927.

HAMLIN, TALBOT FAULKNER.

The enjoyment

of architecture.

New

York,

Charles Scribner's sons, 1921.

MUMFORD, LEWIS.

Architecture.

Chicago, American library association,

1926.

NEWCOMB, REXFORD, and WILLIAM FOSTER. Home
John Wiley & sons, inc., 1932.
ROBINSON, L. EUGENE. Domestic

architecture.

architecture.

New

New

York,

York, The Macmillan

co., 1921.

The poetry of architecture. London, G. Allen, 1893.
SEXTON, RANDOLPH WILLIAMS. The logic of modern architecture.
York, Architectural book publishing co., 1929.
Spanish influence on American architecture and decoration.

RUSKIN, JOHN.

New
New

York, Brentano's, 1927.

An annotated list of references on rural housing was prepared by Mr.
C. Folsom, a member of the committee, and presented in mimeographed
form at the meeting of the President's Conference on Home Building and
1

J.

Home Ownership. Mr. Folsom's work covered books, bulletins, and periodical references used largely in the preparation of this list.
Owing to the
limitations of space, most periodical references have been omitted. Also, the
number of references on economics and financing, including taxation, have
been greatly limited because these subjects, in farm life, are tied with general
questions of farm management and agricultural economics, and broad agricultural policies. Bulletins published by the state colleges of agriculture are
given in only a few instances where the subject matter treated has wide
application, since any person may write the college of his own state for information applicable to that state. The titles of many books, bulletins and
periodical articles, not repeated here, are given in the chapter footnotes. This
list is incomplete but through the use of the references given, other references
may be found easily. This list has been prepared to aid in the securing of
general information on the subject of home building and home ownership,
with special reference to farms and villages, and specific information, that
may be applied to the same field, or to maintenance and improvement of
houses. The material has been prepared for the press by Marion E. Hall
and Theodora C. Bailey of the Division of Building and Housing, Bureau of
Standards, U. S. Department of Commerce.
265
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Camps
Camps, log cabins, lodges, and club houses. New
York, D. Appleton & co., 1925.
KEMP, OLIVER. Wilderness homes. 2d ed. rev. New York, The outing

BRIMMER, FRANK

publishing

co.,

EVERETT.

1908.

LONG-BELL LUMBER co. Tourist cabin camps, privately built, how to build
them. Kansas City, Mo., Long-Bell lumber co., [n. d.L
NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON WOOD UTILIZATION, U. S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE. You can make it for camp and cottage. Washington, U. S. Govt.
print, off., 1930.

RAYMOND ALEXANDER. Protection of log cabins, rustic work
and unseasoned wood from injurious insects. Washington, U. S. Govt.
(U. S. Department of agriculture. Farmers' bulletin no.
print, off., 1929.

ST. GEORGE,

1582.)

WALDO, EDNA LAMOORE.

Children of the

Survey, Aug.

trail.

1,

1931, v. 66

:

435-437.

WALLIS, ROLLAND

S.

lege of agriculture

Tourist camps. Rev. Ames, Iowa, [1926]. (Iowa colarts.
Engineering extension department.

and mechanic

Bulletin no. 56.)

Colof
ANDREWS, E.

C.

Color and

its

The

inland

dictionary of color.

New

application to printing.

Chicago,

printer co., 1911.

MAERZ, ALLOYS JOHN, and M. REA PAUL.
York, McGraw-Hill book co., inc., 1930.
MISKELLA, WILLIAM
search laboratories,

J.

A

Practical color simplified.

inc.,

Chicago, Finishing re-

1928.

MUNSELL COLOR COMPANY,

Munsell book of color.

INC.

Baltimore,

The

company, 1929.
SARGENT, FREDERICK LEROY. A working system of color for students of art
and nature. New York, Henry Holt & co., 1927.

Construction
AMERICAN FACE BRICK ASSOCIATION. A manual of face brick construction.
Chicago, The association, 1920.
BACKSTROM, RUSSELL E. House insulation: Its economies and application.
Washington, U. S. Govt. print, off., 1931. (National committee on wood
utilization, U. S. Department of commerce.)
BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU OF ST. Louis, INC.

for building construction.

BETTS,

M.

C.

[St. Louis,

and T. A. H. MILLER.

Good

practice specifications

The

bureau, 1930.]
Rammed earth walls for building.
(U. S. Department of agriculture.

Washington, Govt. print, off., 1926.
Farmers' bulletin no. 1500.)
BIG FOUR IN BUILDING MATERIALS the distinguishing merits of brick, stucco,
wood, and stone. Garden and home builder, Oct. and Dec. 1925, Feb. 1926,
;

v.

42: 101-114, 257-260, 410-413.

CAMPBELL, HENRY COLIN. How to use cement for concrete construction for
town and farm. Chicago, Stanton and Van Vliet co., 1920.
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GARY, HAROLD.
ing

Build a home, save a third.

New
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York, Reynolds publish-

1924.

co., inc.,

ARTHUR C. HOLDEN. Brick architecture of the
Maryland and Virginia. New York, Architectural book

COFFIN, LEWIS A., and
colonial period in

publishing

1919.

co., inc.,

EKBLAW, KARL JOHN THEODORE.
millan

co.,

Farm

structures.

New

York, The Mac-

1914.

FOREST PRODUCTS LABORATORY. Moisture-resistant coatings for wood. Madison, Wis., U. S. Department of agriculture, U. S. Forest service, The
(Technical note no. 181.)
G. CARTER.

laboratory, 1923.

WILLIAM ARTHUR, and DEANE

FOSTER,

Farm

buildings.

New

York, John Wiley & sons, inc., 1928.
Research in farm structures.
GIESE, HENRY.
print, off., 1932.

S.

(U.

Washington, U. S. Govt.
Department of agriculture. Miscellaneous pub-

lication no. 133.)

GRIES,

JOHN M.

(In President's Conference on unemployCommittee on recent economic changes. Recent
the United States. Report. New York, McGraw-

Construction.

ment, Washington, D.

C.,

economic changes in
Hill book co, inc., 1929.

HAMBRIDGE, GOVE.
101

:

v. 1, p. 219-254.)
Castles in the air.
Country gentleman, Nov. 1931, v.

3-5, 68.

HERING, OSWALD.

McBride & co.,
HOLDEN, ARTHUR

Concrete and stucco houses.

New

York, Robert M.

1922.

C., WRIGHT, HENRY, and C. S. STEIN. Primer of housing.
York, Workers' education bureau press, 1927. (Workers' education
pamphlet series no. 11.)
LENT, L. B. Physical properties of brick and brick work. Cleveland, Common brick manufacturers association of America, 1929. (Brick engineer-

New

ing, v. 1.)

LONG,

J.

D.

California.

MACMILLAN,

Adobe

construction.
Berkeley, Calif., 1929.
(University of
Agricultural experiment station. Bulletin no. 472.)
F. R.
Concrete primer.
Detroit, American concrete insti-

tute, 1928.

MILLER, T. A. H.
off.,

1922.

(U.

Plain concrete for farm use.
S.

Washington, Govt. print,
Department of agriculture. Farmers' bulletin no.

1279.)

MUMFORD, LEWIS.

Mass-production and the modern house.

Architectural

record, Jan.-Feb. 1930, v. 67: 13-20, 110-116.

NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON WOOD UTILIZATION, U.

S. Department of commerce.
Grade-marking of lumber for the consumer's protection. Washington,
U. S. Govt. print, off., 1928.

Marketing
off.,

of

short-length

lumber.

Washington,

Govt.

print.

1926.

Seasoning, handling, and care of lumber.
Govt. print, off., 1928.
(Consumers' edition.)
Treated lumber, its uses and economies.
Govt. print,

off.,

Washington, U.

S.

Washington, U.

S.

1930.

Wood construction. New

York, McGraw-Hill book

co., inc.,

1929.
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NATIONAL LUMBER MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION.
3d ed. Washington, The association, 1929.

Maximum

spans for joists and rafters.

House framing
Rev.

details.

Washington, The

association, 1930.
interiors.
Washington, The association, 1929.
Stronger frame walls. Washington, The association, 1930.
The house for the growing income. Washington, The associa-

Modern home

tion, 1931.

Wood
Wood

Washington, The association, [n. d.l.
Washington, The association, 1930.
PERKINS, NELSON S. How to judge a house. Washington, U. S. Govt.
(National committee on wood utilization, U. S. Departprint, off., 1931.
floors.
lath.

ment of commerce.)
PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION.

The
RADFORD, WILLIAM A.
crete.

Chicago,

Foundation walls and basements of con-

association, [n. d.L

Framing:

A

practical

manual of approved up-toChicago, The Radford

date methods of house framing and construction.
architectural co., 1919.

ROBERTS,
Davi'd

HOWARD ARMSTRONG. The
McKay,

farmer his

own

builder.

Philadelphia,

1918.

CROUCH, W. E., and M. C. BETTS. Ratproofing buildings
and premises. Washington, U. S. Govt. print, off., 1930. (U. S. Department of agriculture. Farmers' bulletin no. 1638.)
SJOGREN, JOHN W., and J. W. ADAMS. Adobe brick for farm buildings.
Fort Collins, Colo., 1930. (Colorado agricultural college. Bulletin no.

SILVER, JAMES,

308.)

SNYDER,

THOMAS

Termites in buildings.

E.

Washington, U.

S.

Govt.

(U. S. Department of agriculture. Leaflet no. 31.)
SQUIRES, FREDERICK. The hollow-tile house. New York, The William T.
print, off., 1929.

Comstock

co., 1913.

STODDARD, RALPH P., and L. B. LENT. Brick structures How to build
them. Cleveland, Common brick manufacturers association of America,
:

1931.

STRUCTURAL CLAY TILE ASSOCIATION.

The
U.

S.

[n.

association,

BUREAU

Govt.

print,

standards.

OF STANDARDS.

tile

manual.

Chicago,

(U.

Materials for the household.
S.

Washington,
Department of commerce, Bureau of

Circular no. 70.)

Thermal
off.,

1917.

off.,

Structural clay

d.L

1929.

(U.

insulation of buildings. Washington, U. S. Govt. print.
Department of commerce, Bureau of standards. Cir-

S.

cular no. 376.)

Recommended
S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE BUILDING CODE COMMITTEE.
minimum requirements for small dwelling construction. Washington,

U.

Govt.

print,

standards.

off.,

1922.

(U.

S.

Department of commerce, Bureau of

BH1.)

U. S. DIVISION OF AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING. Construction of chimneys
and fireplaces. Washington, U. S. Govt. print, off., 1930. (Bureau of
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Department of agriculture.

1649.)

Q. S. FEDERAL BOARD FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN COOPERATION

NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON WOOD UTILIZATION.
Washington, U.

tion.

vocational education.

Govt.

S.

print,

off.,

WITH THE

Light frame house construc1931.
(Federal board for

Bulletin no. 145.)

WEYERHAEUSER FOREST PRODUCTS. The high cost of cheap construction. St.
Paul, The company, 1922.
WYMAN, JOHN M. Building and loan construction standards. Cincinnati,
American building association news

co.,

1930.

Design and Planning
AMERICAN FACE BRICK ASSOCIATION.
association,

The home

of beauty.

Chicago,

The

1925.

ARCHITECTS' SMALL HOUSE SERVICE BUREAU OF THE UNITED STATES, INC.
House designs by the Architects' small house service bureau, New England
division, inc.

100

Boston,

The

Bungalows

bureau, 1930.

of

architectural

distinction.

Minneapolis,

The

bureau, 1927.

Small homes of architectural distinction.
Jones.

New

York, Harper &
Your future home.

Edited by Robert T.

bros., 1929.
St.

Paul,

Weyerhaeuser

forest

products,

1923.

BRINCKLOE, WILLIAM DRAPER. The small home; how to plan and build it.
New York, Robert M. McBride & co., 1924.
A book of hoUSC
BUTCTERFIELD, WlLLIAM HAROLD, and H. W. TUTTLE.
New York, McBride, Nast & co., 1912.
plans.
CLARK, ARTHUR BRIDGMAN. Art principles in house, furniture, and village
Stanford university, Calif., Stanford university press, 1921.
BRICK MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA. Farm homes of
Cleveland, The association, [n. d.L

building.

COMMON
brick.

HUBBELL, LUCY EMBURY, ed. The book of little houses. Garden City,
N. Y., Doubleday, Page & co., 1927.
LENT, L. B. Design and construction of brick buildings. Cleveland, Com-

mon

brick manufacturers association of America, 1931.

(Brick engineer-

ing, v. 2.)

NATIONAL LUMBER MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION. For home
ington, The association, 1930.
PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION. Plans for concrete houses.

lovers.

Wash-

Chicago,

The

association, 1925.

POWER, ETHEL B.

The

smaller American house.

Boston, Little,

Brown &

co., 1927.

Spanish farm houses and minor public buildings. New
York, Architectural book publishing co., inc., 1924.
WARD, WALTER G. Farm buildings for Kansas. Rev. Manhattan, Kans.,
1928.
(Kansas state agricultural college. Extension bulletin no. 50.)
WHITE, CHARLES ELMER. The bungalow book. New York, The MacmilSOULE, WINSOR.

lan

co.,

1923.
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WICKERS, HENRY E. Designs for Kansas farm homes. Manhattan, Kans.,
1929.
(Kansas state agricultural college. Engineering experiment station
bulletin no. 23.)

The
sas

state

design of the Kansas home.

agricultural

college.

Manhattan, Kans., 1928. (KanEngineering experiment station bulletin

no. 19.)

WOOLEY,

J.

Farm

C.

Columbia, Mo., 1930.

building plans.

agriculture, University of Missouri.

(College of

Circular no. 247.)

Economics and Financing
COOMBS, WHITNEY.
print, off.,

1930.

Taxation on farm property. Washington, U. S. Govt.
(U. S. Department of agriculture. Technical bulletin

no. 172.)

GRAY, LEWIS CECIL. Introduction to agricultural economics. New York,
The Macmillan co., 1924.
LEE, VIRGIL PORTER. Principles of agricultural credit. New York, McGrawHill book co., inc., 1930.
SPARKS, EARL SYLVESTER. History and theory of agricultural credit in the
United States. New York, T. Y. Crowell co., 1932.
TAYLOR, HENRY CHARLES. Outlines of agricultural economics. New York,
The Macmillan co., 1931.
VALGREN, VICTOR NELSON. Developments and problems in farmers' mutual
fire insurance.
Washington, U. S. Govt. print, off., 1928. (U. S. Department of agriculture. Circular no. 54.)
Farmers' mutual fire insurance in the United States.

Chicago,

University of Chicago press, 1924.

The organization and management of a farmers' mutual fire insurance company. Washington, Govt. print, off., 1917.
(U. S. Department

of agriculture.

Bulletin no. 530.)

Introduction to agricultural economics.
YODER, FRED ROY.
T. Y. Crowell co., 1929.

New

York,

European Publications
BOUCHARD-HUZARD, Louis.

V

Traite des constructions rurales et leur disposi-

e

Bouchard-Huzard, 1869.
GRAY, WILLIAM G. Rural architecture. Edinburgh, W. H. Lizars, 1852.
SAVAGE, WILLIAM G. Rural housing. London, T. F. Unwin, 1915.
SCHMIDT, OTTO. Der alten wohnung ein neues gesicht. Wie macht's man's ?
Was costet's? Stuttgart, K. Thienemann, 1930.
WEIBORG, R. Das bauernhaus in Schleswig. Schleswig, Julius Bergas, 1896.
tion.

BAILEY,

Paris,

Farmstead Planning and Beaut ification 2
LIBERTY HYDE. Home grounds, their planning and planting. Har-

risburg, Pa., Mt. Pleasant press, 1918.
2

These references have been selected with a view to including only those
that have a general application. The many publications of the state agricultural colleges have been largely omitted since they are necessarily more or
less of local value.
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York, The Macmillan

co.,

1916.

BARRON, LEONARD. The American home book of gardening. Garden City,
N. Y., Doubleday, Doran & co., 1931.
BETTS, M. C, and W. R. HUMPHRIES. Planning the farmstead. Washington, Govt. print, off., 1921.

(U.

S.

Department

of agriculture.

Farmers'

bulletin no. 1132.)

BURKHOLDER, C. L. Beautifying the home grounds. Lafayette, Ind., 1921.
(Purdue university. Department of agricultural extension. Bulletin no.
98.)

Tree surgery. Washington, Govt. print, off., 1920.
J. FRANKLIN.
(U. S. Department of agriculture. Farmers' bulletin no. 1178.)
CRIDLAND, R. B. Practical landscape gardening. New York, A. T. De La
COLLINS,

Mare
DAVIS,

co., inc., 1927.

EDWARD

G.

W.

F.

printed by

Landscape planning for small homes.

Humphrey,

FITZSIMMONS, JOHN R. The farmstead landscaped.
Meredith publishing co., 1930.

IOWA STATE

Des Moines, Iowa,

DEPARTMENT OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE.

COLLEGE,

eral landscape plan.

Ames, Iowa, [1932?]

culture and mechanic arts.

(Iowa

Extension service.
on Farmstead development.)
MACDONALD, ALFRED. Planting home grounds.

The gen-

state college of agri-

First bulletin of the series

Wichita, Kans., Board of

park commissioners, 1924.
MCFARLAND, J. HORACE. Planting the home grounds.

The

Geneva, N. Y.,

1922.

Harrisburg, Pa.,

countryside press, 1915.

MULFORD,
ton, U.

FURMAN
S.

LLOYD.

Govt. print,

Rev.
Washing(U. S. Department of agriculture.

Beautifying the farmstead.
off.,

1929.

Farmers' bulletin no. 1087.)
Planting the roadside. Washington, Govt. print, off., 1926.
(U.
Department of agriculture. Farmers' bulletin no. 1481.)
Transplanting trees and shrubs. Washington, U. S. Govt. print.
1929.
(U. S. Department of agriculture. Farmers' bulletin no.
off.,
S.

1591.)

Trees for roadside planting. Washington, Govt. print, off., 1926.
(U. S. Department of agriculture. Farmers' bulletin no. 1482.)
OLIVER, EDWARD W. Landscaping the small home. New York, A. T. De

La Mare co., inc., 1931.
RAMSEY, LEONIDAS W. Landscaping the home grounds.
Macmillan co., 1930.
ROBERTS, ISAAC PHILLIPS.

The

farmstead.

New

New

York, The

York, The Macmillan

co., 1900.

ROCKWELL, FREDERICK FRYE. Landscaping the rural home, how to make
your grounds more beautiful. New York, The Macmillan co., 1929.
WAUGH, FRANK A. Textbook of landscape gardening. New York, John
Wiley & sons, inc., 1922.
WEIGEL, C. A., and WILLIAM MIDDLETON.

Insect enemies of the flower
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Washington, Govt. print, off., 1926. (U. S. Department of agriFarmers' bulletin no. 1495.)
YERKES, GUY E. Propagation of trees and shrubs. Washington, U. S.
Govt. print, off., 1932.
(U. S. Department of agriculture. Farmers'
garden.

culture.

bulletin no. 1562.)

Health, Comfort and Sanitation
CREEL, R. H.

8

The

rat.
Rev. by C. V. Akin. Washington, U. S. Govt.
(U. S. Public health service. Bulletin no. 180.)
Sanitary disposal of sewage through a septic tank. Wash-

print, off., 1928.

CROHURST, H. R.

ington, Govt. print,

(U. S. Public health service. Reprint no.
off., 1921.
625 from the Public health reports, Dec. 10, 1920.)
EBERLIN, A. P. Modern plumbing and heating as a factor in farm home

improvement. Agricultural engineering, Apr. 1926, v. 7: 144.
EHLERS, VICTOR MARCUS, and ERNEST WILLIAM STEEL. Municipal and rural
sanitation.
New York, McGraw-Hill book co., inc., 1927.
FRANK, LESLIE C, and C. P. RHYMUS. Studies of methods for the treatment and disposal of sewage. Treatment of sewage from single houses
and small communities. Washington, Govt. print, off., 1919. (U. S.
Public health service.

FULLER,

MYRON

Bulletin no. 101.)

LESLIE.

York, John Wiley

&

Domestic water supplies for the farm.

HARDENBURGH, WILLIAM A.

Home

Lippincott co., 1924.
HOWARD, L. O. House-fly and
print,

off.,

1924.

New

sons, inc., 1912.

how

sewage

disposal.

to suppress

it.

(U. S. Department of agriculture.

Philadelphia,

J.

B.

Washington, Govt.
Farmers' bulletin

no. 1408.)

MARLATT, CHARLES LESTER.

House

ants; kinds and methods of control.

Washington, U. S. Govt. print, off., 1930.
(U. S. Department of
Farmers' bulletin no. 740.)
agriculture.
PIERCE, ANNA ELOISE. Windows and doorways for health. American home,
Rev.

Oct. 1928, v. 1 59.
SILVER, JAMES. Rat control. Washington, Govt. print, off., 1927.
(U. S.
Department of agriculture. Farmers' bulletin no. 1533.)
U. S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE. Sewage disposal for suburban and country
homes. Washington, Govt. print, off., 1926. (Supplement no. 58 to the
:

Public health reports, 1926.)

WARREN, GEORGE M.
off.,

off.,

off.,

Farmstead water supply. Washington, Govt. print.
Department of agriculture. Farmers' bulletin no. 1448.)
Sewage and sewerage of farm homes. Washington, Govt. print.
1922.
(U. S. Department of agriculture. Farmers' bulletin no. 1227.)
Simple plumbing repairs in the home. Washington, Govt. print.
1925.
(U. S. Department of agriculture. Farmers' bulletin no. 1460.)
1925.

(U.

S.

3
See "House Design, Construction and Equipment," Vol. V, and "Housing
and the Community, Home Repair and Remodeling," Vol. VIII, Publications
of the President's Conference on Home Building and Home Ownership,
Washington, 1932.
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Water supply and sewage disposal sysLincoln, Nebr., 1930.
(Nebraska agricultural colExperiment station. Bulletin no. 245.)

WOOD, IVAN

and E. B. LEWIS.

D.,

tems for farm homes.
lege.

History of Domestic Architecture
ALLEN, EDITH LOUISE. American housing as affected by social and economic conditions. Peoria, 111., Manual arts press, 1930.
ALLEN, LEWIS FALLEY. Rural architecture. New York, A. O. Moore, 1852.
BULLITT, T. W. My life at Oxmoor. Louisville, privately printed, 1911.
DAVIESS, MARIA THOMPSON. History of Mercer and Boyle counties. Harrodsburg, Ky., Harrodsburg Herald, 1924.
HAROLD DONALDSON. The architecture

EBERLEIN,

Brown &
EMBURY, AYMAR, II. An
Boston, Little,

Netherlands.

St.

Paul,

co.,

of

colonial

America.

1915.

architectural monograph on farm houses
White pine bureau, 1915.

of

New

FORREST, EARLE R.

Missions and pueblos of the old southwest. Glendale,
Arthur H. Clark co., 1929.
HOLDEN, ARTHUR C. Domestic architecture of Anne Arundel County,
Maryland. New York, R. F. Whitehead, 1931.
ISHAM, NORMAN MORRISON. Early American houses. Topsfield, Mass.,
Calif.,

press, 1928.

Wayside

KELLY, JOHN FREDERICK. The early domestic architecture of Connecticut.
New Haven, Yale university press, 1924.
KIMBALL, FISKE. Domestic architecture of the American colonies and of
the early republic.

New

York, Charles Schribner's sons, 1922.

NEWCOMB, REXFORD. Benjamin Henry
The architect, Nov. 1927, v. 9:173-177.

Latrobe, early American architect.

Evolution of the American farm house.
ing,

Agricultural engineer-

Apr. 1929, v. 10:131-135.
Gideon Shryock pioneer Greek revivalist of the middle west.

Kentucky state historical society register, Sept. 1928, v. 26 :221-235.
Old mission churches and historic houses of California. Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott co., 1925.

NIDA, WILLIAM LEWIS. The story of
Farquhar & Albright co., 1921.

Illinois

and

its

Chicago,

people.

O'DONNELL, THOMAS EDWARD. The early architecture of the
Ohio. Western architect, Sept. 1923, v. 32:103-105; and Oct.

state

1924,

of
v.

33:109-113.

PRENTISS, NOBLE L.

A

history of Kansas.

Winfield, Kans., E. P. Greer,

publisher, 1899.

SMITH, SARA

HATHAWAY

les, J. Zeitlin,

(Bixby).

Adobe

days.

3d

ed. rev.

Los Ange-

1931.

WILLIAM

Old plantation houses in
P., and NATALIE SCOTT.
York, William Helburn, inc., 1927.
TALLMADGE, THOMAS E. The story of architecture in America. New
York, W. M. Norton and co., inc., 1927.
VAUX, CALVERT. Villas and cottages. New York, Harper & bros., 1857.
SPRATLING,

Louisiana.

New
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Maintenance, Remodeling and Home Improvement
BAINER, ROY and H. S. HINRICKS. Wiring the farmstead. Manhattan,
Kans., 1929.

(Kansas

state agricultural

Extension bulletin no.

college.

63.)

CHURCHILL, ALLEN L. and LEONARD WICKENDEN. The house owner's
book. New York, Funk & Wagnalls co., 1922.
CLARK, HORACE FRISBY. Appraising the home. New York, Prentice-Hall,
inc.,

1930.

COLLINS, ARCHIE FREDERICK.
ton co., 1917.

DANIELS, A. M.
Govt. print,

Home

Electric light and
1920.
(U. S.

off.,

New

handy book.

York, D. Apple-

power in the farm home. Washington,
Department of agriculture. Yearbook

separate no. 799.)

One-register furnaces
print,

no.

off.,

1920.

(U.

S.

(Pipeless

furnaces).

Department of agriculture.

Washington, Govt.
Farmers' bulletin

1174.)

and J. C. Glenn. Power for the farm from small
Washington, Govt. print, off., 1925. (U. S. Department of
Farmers' bulletin no. 1430.)
agriculture.
Seitz, C. E.,

streams.

FORD, JAMES.

Reconditioning old houses.
v. 50 :262-266.

American building

association

news, May, 1930,

FRASER, CHELSEA CURTIS. Practical book of home repairs. New York,
T. Y. Crowell co., 1925.
GRAY, GRETA. Convenient kitchens. Washington, Govt. print, off., 1926.
(U. S. Department of agriculture. Farmers' bulletin no. 1513.)
HILL,

&

AMELIA LEAVITT.

Redeeming old homes.

New

York, Henry Holt

co., 1923.

HOOPER, CHARLES EDWARD.
Nast & co., 1913.)

Reclaiming the old house.

LESCARBOURA, AUSTIN C. Home owners' handbook.
American publishing co., 1924.

MCCLELLAND, NANCY V.

MYERS, DAVID M.

R.

Your

co.,

house.

New

York, Scientific

1926.

New

Economic combustion

(U. S.
off., 1922.
Technical paper no. 279.)

print,

York, McBride,

Practical book of decorative wall treatments.

Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott

McMAHON, JOHN

New

York, Minton Balch

&

co.,

1927.

of waste fuels.

Washington, Govt.
Department of commerce, Bureau of mines.

NATIONAL LUMBER MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION. Transformation from an
old house to a new home. Washington, The association, 1929.
PHELAN, VINCENT B. The care and repair of the home. Garden City,
N. Y., Doubleday, Doran & co., 1931.
Also published with title, Care and repair of the house. Washington,
U. S. Govt. print, off., 1931. (U. S. Department of commerce, Bureau
of standards. BH15.)
SENNER, ARTHUR H. A study of the oil burner as applied to domestic heatWashington, U. S. Govt. print, off., 1929. (U. S. Department of
ing.
agriculture.

Technical bulletin no. 109.)
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SNYDER, T. E. Preventing damage by termites or white ants. Rev. Washington, U. S. Govt. print, off., 1930.
(U. S. Department of agriculture.
Farmers' bulletin no. 1472.)
Termites in buildings. Washington, U. S. Govt. print, off., 1929.
(U. S. Department of agriculture. Leaflet no. 31.)
TEESDALE, L. V.
Preventing cracks in new wood floors.
Washington,

U.

S. Govt. print, off., 1930.

(U.

Department of agriculture.

S.

Leaflet

no. 56.)

WAKELING, ARTHUR,
publishing

Farm

WARREN, GEORGE M.
(U.

Fix

ed.

it

plumbing.

Department of agriculture.

S.

New

yourself.

York, Popular science

co., 1929.

Washington, Govt. print, off., 1924.
Farmers' bulletin no. 1426.)

Migratory Laborers
Labor camps and labor camp

ABBOTT, EDITH.
gration

cago
ALLEN,

:

Select documents and case records.

press, 1924.

RUTH

p.

A.

inspection.
(In her ImmiChicago, University of Chi-

485-492.)

Following the cotton.

Survey, June

15, 1929, v.

62 :361-

363.

ARMENTROUT, WALTER W., BROWN, SARA
Child labor in the sugar-beet

fields

A., and
of Michigan.

CHARLES E. GIBBONS.

New

York, National

child labor committee, 1923.

(Publication no. 310.)
Mexicans in the United States. Washington, National

BRESETTE, L. E.
Catholic welfare conference, 1929.
BROWN, SARA A., SARGENT, R. O., and

C

B.

ARMENTROUT.

Children work-

ing in the sugar-beet fields of certain districts of the South Platte Valley,
Colorado. New York, National child labor committee, 1925. (Publication
no. 333.)

Child labor in fruit and hop growing districts of the
Washington, Govt. print, off., 1925. (U. S.
Department of labor, Children's bureau. Publication no. 151.)
Child labor on Maryland truck farms. Washington, Govt. print.

CHANNING, ALICE.
northern

off.,

Pacific

1923.

(U.

S.

coast.

Department of

labor, Children's bureau.

Publication

no. 123.)

COEN, B. F., SKINNER, WILBUR E., and DOROTHY LEACH. Children working on farms in certain sections of northern Colorado. Fort Collins,
Colo.,

1926.

(Colorado state agricultural college.

Bulletin,

series

27,

no. 2.)

FOSTER, B. E. Good houses attract good labor. Through the leaves (Denver, Great western sugar co.), May, 1929, v. 17:198.
GIBBONS, CHARLES E., and H. M. BELL. Children working on farms in certain sections of the western slope of Colorado. New York, National child
labor committee, 1925.

(Publication no. 327.)

HODGKIN, GEORGE B. Attractive houses for employees. California citrograph, May, 1921, v. 6:248.
JOHNSON, A., and B. E. FOSTER. Not houses but houses. Through the
leaves (Denver, Great western sugar co.),

Aug.

1929, v. 17:360.
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MANGOLD, GEORGE BENJAMIN, and LILLIAN B. HILL.

Migratory child
York, National child labor committee, 1929. (Publica-

New

workers.

tion no. 354.)

MARYLAND COMMISSIONER
pickers in

AND

OF LABOR

STATISTICS.

Berry and vegetable

Baltimore, 1929.
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;
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U. S., study of, 4-18

and
244

Emigrant Aid Society of Boston, 52
English Colonial farmhouses, 37

Ephraim, Utah, 14fn
Escalante, Utah, 14fn, ISfn
Experimental houses for

demonstration, 227-28

Families, migratory, housing of, in
labor camps, 195-97, (illus.) fac-

housing

;

Farm
Farm
166

Bureau, 217, 227, 232
Fire Protection Committee,
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Farm Home Improvement Program,
248

Farm and

condivillage housing
conditions among In;
:

tions, 4-35

dians, 257-64
design and con36-95 ; economic and
struction,
financial aspects of, 117-73; educational aspects of, 210-35
planning, beautification and painting of
;

;

farmstead,
96-116;
promotional
work by various organizations in,
references
on,
236-56;
265-81;
some special phases and problems
of, 174-209
Farmers not living on farms, 127-28
Farmers' dwellings, value of, 117-36,
(figures) 119, 121, 123, 132, 133
Farmhouse architecture see Archicolonial see
Colonial
tecture
:

;

94; and village houses see Village houses
Farming: part-time, housing conditions and problems in, 24-35; sections, types of, 5
Farm-management localities, values
of farmers' dwellings by, 126-27,
(table) 127
Farms average size and value of
(table), 118; owned and rented,
number and percentage of farmers'
dwellings on (table), 128; owned
and rented, values of dwellings on,
128-29, (table) 128; rented, number and percentages of dwellings
on (table), 131
:

Farmstead

beautification,
244-45,
frontispiece; group, place
of farmhouse in, 75; location of,
:

(illus.)

farmhouses; design of, neglected
by architects, 75-76; Dutch Colonial (illus.), facing 44; gambrel

98-99,
(illus.)
ning, painting,

roof type of

tion, references on,

96-116;

facing

98;

plan-

and beautification,
planning and beautifica-

facing 40;
44;
Georgian
(illus.),
facing
central
chimney type of
Georgian,
Georgian, separate
(plan), 41;
room chimney type of (plan), 42;
minimum requirements for, 76
place of, in farmstead group, 75
planning of, 75-78; (plans), 39,
41, 42, 43, 44, 49, facing 45, 203
stone
facing 44; sug(illus.),
gested standards for, 68-74; uses
also
of, 220-21
values,
Farmers' dwellings versus village

and economic aspects of
farm and village housing, 117-73
Financing: building and remodel-

19-23; and city
differences between, 57-58

ing of rural homes, 146-62; farm,
139-41 homes in villages, 144-45

(illus.),

;

;

;

221-23^

;

;

house in Utah,
house,

Farmhouses:

frontispiece,
facing 44, 45, 52, 53, 94, 99, 202,
203, (plans) 39, 41, 42, 43, 44, 49,
facing 45, 203, (sketches) 39, 40,
46, facing 54; age of, 5-6; average cost of (table), 149; average
value of (table), 149; care of, 57;
colonial, 36-48; deficiencies in, 22;

heating
(table)

(illus.)

10-11,
in,
equipment
improvements and
11;

conveniences

in, 10; landscape design and planting for, 13-14 lighting equipment of, 11, (table) 12;
number of stories, 6-7, (table) 6

270-72; plant(illus.) facing 99; plants,
for
consideration
points
regarding,
100-1
Federal Board for Vocational Eduing, 96,

cation, 83fn, 217
Federal Farm Loan Act, 161
Federal Farm Loan System, 33
Federal Land Banks, 33, 139, 142,

143
Financial

;

;

house building and improvement,
137-45; house improvements, 142;
and costs, recommendations concerning, 233-34; and economics,
references on, 270; and housing
needs in part-time farming, 31-33

Finney County, Kans., 5, 124
Fire loss, farm property, 166
:

vention,
ences on,
Fireplaces,
Fire-stops,

63-64; protection,
277-78
87, 181-82
85

;

pre-

refer-

;

;

61-62; size of, 7-10;
repair of, 10; value of,
see also Farmers' dwell57, 65
variation in types of, 5;
ings
plans

state

for,

of

;

water supply and sewage disposal
in, 11-13; with piped-in water and
electrically

lighted,

number

of

(table), 12; and migration, 189-

Fishing villages, housing problems
of, 195fn
Floors, finish, 91-92
Folsom, Josiah C, 195fn, 265fn
Footings, 80-81
Foreclosures: farm loan, 141, 162;
taxation as cause of, 164
Forest Products Laboratory, Forest
S.
Service, U.
Department
Agriculture, 79fn, 102fn
Forrest, Earl R., 47

of

INDEX
Foster, William Arthur, 36fn, 75fn
Foundations, 80-81

Frame house

construction, practical
suggestions on, 79-93
82-83
Framework,
Frankfort, Ky., 50
Frayser, M. E., 9fn
French Colonial farmhouses, 45-46
Fuller, Amelia H., 4fn
Fulton County, 111., 124, 129
Furnaces, warm-air, 182

287
modernizing, farm, 243-44 ownervalue of,
211-12;
rural,
ship,
ownership and National Grange,
and
249-50
ownership
part-time
ownership and
farming, 27, 34
savings, 138-39; planning, essentials in, 77
problems, rural contrasted with urban, 213-15; rural,
and national welfare, 211-12; and
;

;

;

;

farm

business, interrelation of, 139-

40

"Home
Gas

heaters, open, 182
Geddes, Joseph A., 4fn, ISfn, 19fn
General Federation of Women's

Clubs, 263

Geographic

by

dwellings

Georgetown County,

of

values

divisions,

farmers'
121, 122

S.

(figures),

C,

49fn,

5,

124

Georgian farmhouses: 41-44, (illus.)
facing 44 central chimney type of
(plan), 41; separate room chimney type of (plan), 42
Girders, 82
Government, reduction of cost of,
;

164

Graham, A.

B., 3fn, 4fn

Grange, The National 217, 227, 232
and home ownership, 249-50
Gray, G., 13fn
Gray, R. E., 36fn, 248fn
Gray, Thomas D., 96fn
Grayson County, Tex., 4fn, 5, 124
Grayson County, Va., 4fn, 5, 124
Cries, J. M., 74fn
Gwinnett County, Ga., 4fn, 5, 124
:

;

Hail, loss through, 167
Halbert, Blanche, 3fn, 183fn, 195fn,
250fn, 257fn
Hall, Marion E., 265fn
Hansen, Joanne M., 36fn
Harris, A. E., 9fn

Hawthorne,

H.

W.,

26fn,

117fn,

222fn
Health: and comfort and sanitation,
references on, 272-73; and housing, 174-88; and housing, recommendations regarding, 234-35
Heating: 181-82; equipment in farm
houses, 10-11, (table) 11

Hempstead County, Ark.,

124,

129

Herbaceous perennials, 100
Hill,

Frank

F., 139fn,

Holden, Mass., 24
Home: economics
extension

provement

work

140fn, 146

Extension Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture, 68fn

Homes:

in villages, financing of,
144-45; modern, and conveniences,
in Utah, 21-22; rural, financing
building and remodeling of, 146-62
rural, standards for, 212-13
Hoover, Herbert, President of the
;

United States, 224
yard laborers, housing
Hot-water heaters, 182

Hop

House:

239-47;

building,

financing

of,
of,

200
137-

45; construction, cost of, 147-48,
148,
149; construction,
(tables)
frame, practical suggestions on,
79-93; construction, methods of
149-55
construction,
financing,
new, 62-63 farm see Farmhouse
for growing income, 94-95, (illus.) facing 94; improvement of
improvements, financold, 59-61
ing of, 142 location of, for health,
175; planning, seven essentials of,
77-78; planning and remodeling,
242-43; ranch (illus.-plan), facing 45; standardization, new, 61;

;

;

;

;

62

"House

Design,

Equipment,"

Construction
60fn,

61fn,

and
64fn,

178fn, 187fn, 272fn

Household Management, Committee
on, 61

"Household Management and Kitchens," 61fn

Houses

built in rural territory, average cost of (table), 148; built
and remodeled, percentage distribution of (table), 146; construction of, in part-time farming, 2830; cost of remodeling of, 155-56,
for
156; experimental,
(table)
227-28
demonstration,
housing
:

;

and agriculture,

see

Taxation,"

Home Management,

farm

in,

and

Finance

163fn, 165fn, 226fn

im-

Improvement;

see Farmhouses; farmers',
value of see Farmers' dwellings;
methods of financing remodeling
of, 156-59; new, paid for in cash
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(table),

farm, 134-36,

46,

and value of farmers' dwellings,
134-36, (table) 135; farmer's, and

150; plantation (sketch)
(plans) 43, 44; sources of
for construction of,
151,
sources of loans for
(table) 151

loans

;

remodeling
village

Housing

:

of,

156-59, (table) 157;

see Village houses
224-25 costs in part-

cost,

;

;

;

;

;

;

Housing conditions

:

among

Indians,

257-64; among migrants, 197-98;
farm, 5-14 farm and village, 435 improvement of, 34-35 village,
14-18; and length of occupancy,
189-94, (table) 194fn; and problems in part-time farming, 24-35
"Housing Objectives and Programs,"
62fn
"Housing and the Community, Home
;

;

Repair

;

and

Remodeling,"
174fn, 187fn, 188fn, 272fn
Howell, L. D., 4fn, 9fn

farm,

value of dwelling, 131-34, (figures) 132, 133; from farm production (table) 118, (figures) 119,
132
growing, house for, 94-95,
(illus.) facing 94
Incomes farm, increasing of, 140
relation of farmers' dwellings to,
117-36
Indians, housing conditions among,
195fn, 257-64
Industries
particular, migrants in,
199-202 requiring seasonal family
labor, 195-96
Industry and part-time farming, 2627
Insects, protection against, 185-87
Insulation, 62-63, 89
Insurance on farm and village dwellings, 166-73
:

;

:

;

Interest rates,

154-55,

159,

(tables)

153, 154, 159, 160

farmhouse, suggested standards for, 69-71
finishes, farmhouse, suggested standards for,
74
repair, and occupancy, 192
surfaces, painting of, 102, 103, 105
trim, 91-92

Interior

:

;

;

;

;

Jamestown, Va., 36
Johns Hopkins University, 44
Johnson County, Ark., 5
Joists, 82-84

Jones, Robert T., 36fn

64fn,

Kearney, R. W., 206fn, 207fn
E.

Kirkpatrick,
8fn, 9fn,

Illuminants, 184-85

13fn,

L.,

:

;

maintenance and remodeling, references on, 274-75; house, financing of, 137-45; of housing conditions, 34-35; program, home, of
U. S. Office of Indian Affairs,
263-64
Improvements farm, income factor
in, 142; in village houses, 15-16;
influence of taxation on, 165 systematic plan for, 17; to farmand conveniences in
houses, 59
farmhouses, 10
Income: factor in farm improvements, 142; farm, 124-25, (figures) 119, 133; farm, and size of
:

;

Kitchens and Other

Committee
Kumlien,

W.

4fn,

6fn,

7fn,

14fn

Kitchens, 60-61

Improvement farm dwelling, 136
home, importance of, 230; home,
work of American Farm Bureau
Federation in, 248-49; home, and

;

135;

;

demonstratime farming, 33-34
tion, experimental houses for, 22728
design and construction, 36farm and village see Farm
95
and village housing low-cost, factors contributing to, 94; needs and
financing in part-time farming, 3133; of rural migratory labor, 195209, (illus.) facing 202, 203; of
special groups, recommendations
regarding, 235; projects in extension work, 240-42;
regional
adaptation of, 215, 224; regions,
5
rural see
Rural
housing
standards, 68-74; standards, need
for,
17-18; village see Village
housing; and health, 174-88; and
health, recommendations regarding, 234-35
;

(table)

Work

Centers,

61
F., 9fn
on,

Labor, rural migratory, housing of,
195-209
Laborers, migratory, references on,
275-76
Lamoreaux, U. B., 174fn
Land Grant Colleges, teaching and
research in farm and village housing by, 236-39
Land planning policy, necessity for,
226
Landrum, L. J., 9fn
Landscape design: development of
styles in, 98; and planting for
farmhouses, 13-14; and planting
for village houses, 16

INDEX
Landscape gardening, 244-45
Lane, F. P., 13fn
Lathing, 90-91
Lawns, 99, (illus.) facing 99
Lee County, S. C, 5, 124, 129
Lehmann, E. W., 174fn
Lexington, Ky., 50
of
equipment
184-85;
Lighting:
farmhouses, 11, (table) 12
Linseed oil in paints, 105, 109-10,
111, (tables) 113, 114, 115
Lively, C. E., 6fn, 9fn
Lloyd, Walter H., 210fn, 253fn
Loans: average size of (table), 155;
farm mortgage, 139
farm, 141
154;
153,
security for
(table)
sources of, for construction of
sources
houses, 151, (table) 151
of, for remodeling homes, 156-59,
;

;

;
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Melvin, Blanche M., 4fn
Melvin, Bruce L., 3, 14fn, 20fn, 49fn,
68fn, 79fn, 194fn, 219fn
Meriam, Lewis, 258, 259, 259fn, 260

Metal
surfaces, painting of, 103
work, exterior, paint coatings re:

;

quired for, 115

Mid-western farmhouse architecture,
53-56

Migrants

:

housing conditions among,

197-98
199-202

in

;

particular

industries,

Migration and farmhouses, 189-94
Migratory labor, rural, housing of,
:

195-209, (illus.) facing 202, 203;
laborers, references on, 275-76
Millard County, Utah, 21
Miller, H. E., 174fn
Miller, T. A. H., 81fn

term of, 151-54,
157;
152
Location farmhouse, and occupancy,
190; of farm buildings, 98-99; of
farm buildings for fire safety, 63
of farmstead, 98-99, (illus.) facing 98; of house for health, 175;
of plots for special purposes, 99
Log cabin (illus.) facing 44, (plan)
49
Logan County, Ky., 5, 124
Lonoke County, Ark., 5
annual volLosses, farm property
ume of, 166-67; control of, 16768, 173
Louisiana State University, 4fn
Lovendahl, Helen A., 4fn
Lumber: condition of, 92; grades of,
92-93; species of, 92

Minimum

Madison, Wis., 79fn, 102fn

National Fire Prevention Association, 166
National Grange, The: 217, 227, 232;
and home ownership, 249-50
National Lumber Manufacturers Association, 83fn, 85fn, 94fn, 95fn
National Rural Electric Project, 244
National welfare and rural home,
211-12
"Negro Housing," 189fn, 246fn
Negroes, extension work for home
improvement among, 246-47
Nelson, L., 13fn, 14fn
Nevada County, Ark., 5
New Orleans, La., 45
Newcomb, Rexford, 36fn, 5 Ifn
Nida, W. L., 52fn
Noble, C. V., 14fn
North Carolina State College Agri-

(table)
(table)

:

;

requirements

for

farm-

house, 76

Modernizing, farm home, 243-44
Montgomery County, Md., 5, 124,
129, 244
Mortgage loans, farm, 139. See also

Loans

Mount Vernon,

Va., 44
M 174fn
Mowery, Eldred, 94fn
Mulford, Furman Lloyd, 96fn

Mountin, Joseph

W

Mumford, Lewis, 224

:

Madison County, N. Y., 5, 124, 129
Madison County, Ohio, 13fn
Maintenance, remodeling and home
improvement, references on, 27475

Mann, Albert

R.,

Ifn

Manning, Warren H., 96fn
Mark, Mary Louise, 262
Maryland Office of Commissioner of
Labor and Statistics, 202fn
Massachusetts
cultural

25fn
Materials

State

College Agri-

Experiment Station,

24fn,

of, 92
building,
construction, and health, 175-76
Matthews, E. N., 202fn
:

choice

;

Maycock, Rena B., 4fn, 36fn
McConnell, Beatrice, 195fn, 203fn
McCrory, Samuel H., 36fn, 57fn
McGill, N. P., 199fn, 200fn

National Advisory Council on Radio Education, 217
National Child Labor Committee,
199fn, 200fn
National Committee on Wood Util-

U. S.
Commerce, 83fn
ization,

Department

of

cultural Experiment Station, 13fn
North Olmstead, Ohio, 52
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Oak City, Utah, 21
Occupancy, length of, factors affect-

Physical needs, adaptation of farm-

189-94
O'Donnell, J. E., 52fn
Ogden, Utah, 21
Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, 6fn, 9fn, 13fn
Ohio State University, 13fn
Oil heaters, 182
Orchard laborers, housing of, 200
Oregon State Agricultural College,
4fn
Organizations promoting rural housing, 236-56
Orientation of house, 184
Overcrowding, 183
Owned houses in towns and villages (table), 130; farms, number
and percentages of farmers' dwellings on (tables) 128, 130; farms,
value of dwellings on, 128-29,
(table) 128

of, 105-8;
quantity of, 108-9, (table) 109
Plain City, Utah, 21, 22
96-101
of
Planning
farmstead,
farmhouse, 75-78; policy, land,
necessity for, 226
rural, references on, 279; and beautification,
farmstead, references on, 270-72;

ing,

:

Ownership. See Farm ownership
Home ownership
Oyster canning laborers, housing of,
;

204-5

Paint: application of, 115-16, (table)
116; dryer in paints (tables) 113,
114, 115; how to use, 111; kind
to use, 105-11
mixing, formulas
for, 112-15, (tables) 113, 114, 115;
mixing,
procedure
in,
111-12;
number of coats, 112-15; pigments,
quality of, 105-8; pigments, quantity of, 108-9,
(table) 109; vewhen to,
hicle, quality of, 109-11
102-5
Painting: farmstead, 102-16; references on, 276-77
Palm, A. W., 13fn
Paradise, V. I., 202fn, 204fn
Partitions, 85
Part-time farming: condition, equipment and types of buildings in,
28; considerations and suggestions
regarding, 34-35; construction of
houses in, 28-30; definition and
extent, 24-26; housing costs in,
33-34; housing needs and financing in, 31-33; types of, 26-27; and
home ownership, 27, 34
Pennsylvania Department of Labor
and Industry, 202fn
Perennials, herbaceous, 100
Periodicals: agricultural, work of,
in field of farm and village housing, 253-56; carrying articles on
rural housing, 280-81
Phelan, V. B., 57fn
;

;

house to, 17
Pigments, paint: quality

:

;

;

and beautification, recommendations regarding, 234; and design,
references on, 269-70
and re;

modeling, house, 242-43

"Planning for Residential Districts,"
226fn
Plans for farmhouses, 61-62,
39, 41,

43,

42,

203
Plantation

44,

houses

(plans) 43, 44
Planting: farmhouse,
stead,

96,

(illus.)

49,

(illus.)

facing 45,

(sketch)

46,

13-14; farmfacing 99; for

village houses, 16
Plants, farmstead, points for
sideration regarding, 100-1
Plaster, 90-91
Platte County, Wyo., 5, 124

Plumbing, 59, 60fn, 65
Plymouth, Mass., 36
Population: farm, mobility

of,

con-

189-

94; trends, estimation of, 215
Porches, 7, 87-88
Posts, 82
Privies, 180
Protection: against fire, references
on,
277-78; insurance, 168; of
water supply, 178-79
Rafters, 86
Rammed earth houses, 62

Ranch house
Real

estate:

(illus.-plan), facing 45
amount required in

163; farm, value of,
farm, value of farmers'
dwellings in relation to, 122-26,
(table) 124

agriculture,

140

;

Recommendations, 17-18, 34-35,

63,

67, 144-45, 188, 208, 232-35

Reese,

Madge

J.,

210fn,

239m

References on rural housing, 265-81
Refrigeration, lack of, 22
Regional adaptation of housing, 215,
224
Regulation of housing: for migratory population, 205-8; for migratory workers, 201-2, 203-4
Relation of Electricity to Agriculture, Committee on, 60
Remodeled houses (table), 146

INDEX
effect of taxation on,
house,
financing of, 146-62
242-43; houses, cost of, 155-56,
sources
of
(table) 156; houses,
loans for, 156-59; the old house,
60-61 and maintenance and home
improvement, references on, 27475
Rental for dwellings in towns and
villages, 130-31

Remodeling
165

:

;

;

;

Rented: farmhouses and occupancy,
192 farms, number and percentage
of dwellings on (tables), 128, 131;
;

farms, value of dwellings on, 128(table) 128; houses in towns
and villages, number and percentages of (table), 131
exterior
woodwork,
Repainting
paint coatings required for, 114;
of buildings, 104
Repair, state of of farm houses, 10
of village houses, 14-15 and occupancy, 191-92
29,

:

:

;

;

Research:

188, 194fn, 195fn, 212,
213, 215-16, 230, 231, 232-35; by
land grant colleges, 236-39; and
education, program of, 219-31

Rhoads, Charles, 259
Roberts, E. H., 13fn
Rodents, protection against, 185-87
Rokahr, Mary A., 36fn, 68fn
Roof 86-87 garnbrel, type of farmhouse (sketch), 40
Rooms, number of in farmhouses,
7-10, (table) 7; in village houses,
15 ; and occupancy, 191
Rose, Philip S., 4fn
Rozeman, David, 24fn, 25fn
Rural activities of Better Homes in
America, 250-53; architecture in
the U. S., history of, 36-56 home
and national welfare, 211-12; home
problems contrasted with urban,
213-15; homes, financing building and remodeling of, 146-62;
homes, standards for, 212-13 life,
references on, 278-79; migratory
:

;

:

:

;

;

labor, housing of, 195-209, (illus.)
planning, refer-

facing 202, 203;
ences on, 279

Education Committee, NaAdvisory Council on Radio Education, 217
Rural housing
design and con57-67
struction
in,
problems
needed research in, 220-23 problems of, 219-20; promotional work

Rural

tional

:

;

;

in,

236-56; references on, 265-81.

See also Farm and village hous-
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Safety, 187-88
St. Francisville, La., 45,
St. Louis, Mo., 37, 45
Ste. Genevieve, Mo., 37

Sanders,
Sanitary
ing, 60

46

T., lOfn
conveniences in rural housquality of water, 176. See

J.
:

;

also

Health; Housing of rural
migratory labor
Sanitation, comfort and health, references on, 272-73

Santa Barbara, Calif., 263
Savings: basis of credit for financing homes, 137 protection of, 13839 and home ownership, 138-39
Scoates, Dan, 4fn, 6fn, 36fn
Seasonal family labor, industries re;

;

quiring, 195-96
Security for loans, 154, 159, (tables)
153, 160
Septic tanks, 181, 244
Sewage disposal, 11-13, 60fn
Sewerage systems, 181
Shaw, W. F., 36fn
Sheathing: roof, 86; subfloor and
outside, 85-86
Shelter, need for better, 17
Shelters, early, 37
Shingles, roof, 86
Shrimp canning laborers, housing of,

204-5
Shrubs, 100
Siding, finish, 89-90

81-82
farmhouse, suggested standards for, 68-69
Smith, C. B., 240, 240fn
Smith-Hughes high schools, 227
Snohomish Couniy, Wash., 246
Sills,

Site,

Social and economic advantages in
part-time farming, 34
Sources of water supply, 177

South Carolina Agricultural Experi-

ment

Station, 9fn

South Dakota State College Agricultural Experiment Station, 9fn
Space in farmhouses, 16
Spanish Colonial farmhouses, 46-48
Spreading rate of paints, 115, (table)
116
Springfield, Mass., 143
Springs and wells, 178
Stains, 108
Standardization : for new houses,
61-62; in home design, 66
Standards: construction, for health,
175; for labor camps, 208; for
rural homes, 212-13 housing, need
for, 17-18; lack of, in housing of
;
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migratory laborers, 195
for farmhouse, 68-74

;

suggested,

4fn,

Stanford, Ky., 50
State averages for values of farmers'
117-22,
dwellings,
118,
(table)
(figures) 119, 121
Statistical material on house values,
analysis of, needed, 222
Steam heaters, 182

Stone farmhouse

(illus.),

United States Bureau of the Census,

facing 44

Stories, number of: in farm houses,
6-7, (table) 6; in village houses,

14
Stoves, 182
Studding, 84-85
Styles: in architecture, 98, 224; in
landscape design, 98
Subfloor sheathing, 85-86
Sugar beet laborers, housing of, 199-

200
Taber, Louis J., 210fn, 249fn
Tangipahoa County, La., 4fn, 5, 124
Taxation, relation of, to farm and
village housing, 163-65

Taylor, Carl C, 4fn
Taylor, J. S., 74fn
Taylor, P. S., 196fn, 199, 199fn
Teaching of farm and village housing in land grant colleges, 23639
Technical assistance in rural housing, 64-67
Termites, provision against, 82
Tetreau, E. D., 13fn
Thompson, R. L., 4fn
Thomson, Edward H., 137fn
Tioga County, Pa., 126
Toilets, chemical, 180
Tompkins County, N. Y., 6, 6fn
Tough, E. G., 14fn
Tourist camps, regulation of, 195fn
Towns and villages owned houses
in (table), 130; rental for dwellings in, 130-31 value of dwellings
in, 129-30, (table) 130
Transportation, influence of, 215
Trayer, George W., 79fn
Trees, 100, 248, (illus.) facing 99
Tremonton, Utah, 21, 22
Trim, interior, 91-92
Truck farm laborers, housing of,
200-2
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